
 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 22 
 

 

3762952    27/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389731]
Jiang Su ManJieKe Limited Company
HengJi town, JianHu District of YanCheng City 224700 JiangSu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Ropes; non-metal handling slings; non-metallic cables; nets; non-metallic tension objects for loading and uploading 
goods; rope ladders.

9501



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 24 
 

2662840    15/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1171149]
Manufactures Industrials de Tortellá, S.A.
Carretera de Argelaguer, s/n E-17853 Tortellá (Gerona) Spain Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bed and table linen, mattress protectors, covers for mattresses and pillows, waterproof sheets, eiderdowns (down 
coverlets).

9502



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 24 
 

3746106    11/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1387015]
Alirm LLC
10 New Maple Ave, Suite 307 Pine Brook NJ 07058 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Household linen.

9503



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 24 
 

3762969    29/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390633]
Shandong Tianzhijin Ecological Technology Co., Ltd.
No. 681 Jingsi Road, Huaiyin District, Jinan City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Upholstery fabrics; fabric; fustian; bed covers; quilts; sheets [textile]; bed sheet; quilt covers; embroidered pillowcases; 
pillow-cover towels.

9504



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 24 
 

3763969    08/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390588]
Suzhou Yabo Textile Co., Ltd
No 25, 1 Building, Hefu Business District, Shengze Town, Wujiang District, Suzhou City 215000 Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Material (textile -); towels of textile; towel quilt (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b of the 
Common Regulations); sheets [textile]; coverings (furniture -) of textile; shower curtains of textile or plastic; banners.

9505



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 24/01/2013; Application No. : 85831286 ;United States of America 

2663492    22/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1173983]
MarineMax, Inc.
18167 U.S. 19 North, #300 Clearwater FL 33764 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K.DEWAN.
78, PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A . BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, namely, polo shirts, fleece tops and pullovers, t-shirts and hats.

9506



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 24/07/2013; Application No. : 012011391 ;European Union 

3739816    06/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1209345]
Marijn Verschure h.o.d.n. Marvelous Management
Watertorenstraat 90 NL-5038 NW TILBURG

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, footwear, headgear.

9507



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 25 
 

 

3745633    06/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1386270]
Galiva Inc.
236 Broadway, Suite 214 Brooklyn NY 11211 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Socks.

9508



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 25 
 

3753999    11/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1388134]
Yutang Umbrella Co., LTD
Xiangjin Village, Xiangpu Industrial Area, Zongyang county, Tongling City Anhui Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Ready-made clothing; uniforms; waterproof clothing; raincoats; clothing; pyjamas; beach clothes; sports jerseys; 
children's clothing.

9509



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 25 
 

3754002    15/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1346241]
MARIA DA TRINDADE MAGALHÃES BRAGA
Rua De Sao Bras, Nº 485 Areias (Sao Vicente) P-4750-240 Barcelos Portugal

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Footwear; headgear for wear; clothing.

9510



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 25 
 

3755223    05/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1387780]
Qingdao Shengyilun Garment CO, LTD.
(No.93, Gaozhou Road) Shenjiahe Village, Jiaobei Subdistrict office, JiaoZhou City, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; skirts; dust coats; shoes; caps [headwear]; gloves [clothing]; boas [necklets]; girdles; knitwear [clothing]; 
layettes [clothing].

9511



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 29/06/2017; Application No. : 87975880 ;United States of America 

3755683    05/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1388682]
Found My Happy, LLC
15 Kimberly Court Manalapan NJ 07726 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shirts; sweatshirts; t-shirts; tank tops; tops as clothing.

9512



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 25 
 

3756402    05/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1388433]
Qingdao Shengyilun Garment CO, LTD.
(No.93, Gaozhou Road) Shenjiahe Village, Jiaobei Subdistrict office, JiaoZhou City, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; skirts; dust coats; shoes; caps [headwear]; gloves [clothing]; boas [necklets]; girdles; knitwear [clothing]; 
layettes [clothing].

9513



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 25 
 

3760562    11/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1388897]
Shanghai Octmami Network Co.,Ltd.
Block F, 2nd Floor, No.3 Building, XingXian Road, JiaDing District 201800 Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; shoes; hats; layettes [clothing]; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; scarfs; leather belts [clothing]; sleep masks; shower 
caps; wedding dresses.

9514



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 25 
 

3764271    27/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390033]
Youth home (Fujian) Sports Goods Co., Ltd
No. 666, Bajin Street, Hushi Town, Xiuyu District, Putian City Fujian China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; sportswear; shoes; football shoes; sports shoes; jumping shoes; running shoes (with metal nails); climbing 
shoes; caps; socks.

9515



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 25 
 

3769369    27/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389824]
Xinjiang Limax International Trade Co., LTD.
1201-1209, 12/F, Building 1, Kashgar Hotel, Xinjiang Shoes Mall, 421 Qiantangjiang Road, Saybagh District, Urumqi the Xinjiang 
Uygur Autonomous Region China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; underwear; children's clothing; swimsuits; waterproof clothing; costumes; footwear; fitting of metal for 
footwear; soles for footwear; hats; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; neckties; scarfs; belts [clothing]; leather belt [clothing]; 
wedding dresses.

9516



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 28 
 

 

3737768    30/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1192020]
Nippon Sigmax Co., Ltd.
6-8-1, Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku Tokyo 163-6033 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Athletic sporting goods, namely, athletic wrist and joint supports, elbow guards, knee pads for athletic use; athletic 
supporters in the nature of sports articles; athletic supports.

9517



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 28 
 

3738719    30/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1192019]
Nippon Sigmax Co., Ltd.
6-8-1, Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku Tokyo 163-6033 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Athletic sporting goods, namely, athletic wrist and joint supports, elbow guards, knee pads for athletic use; athletic 
supporters in the nature of sports articles; athletic supports.

9518



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 28 
 

Priority claimed from 20/11/2017; Application No. : 87691087 ;United States of America 

3756250    13/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389396]
Crazy Aaron Enterprises, Inc.
Suite 100, 201 Sabine Avenue Narberth PA 19072 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toy putty.

9519



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 28 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/03/2017; Application No. : UK00003220915 ;United Kingdom 

3769645    22/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390168]
P S M Products Ltd
18 Wilson Road LONDON E6 3EF United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Card games, playing cards and tile games capable of forming words and shape puzzles on flat surfaces.

9520



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 16/04/2013; Application No. : 011743606 ;European Union 

2629112    10/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1170943]
PERFETTI VAN MELLE BENELUX B.V.
Zoete Inval 20 NL-4815 HK Breda (NL), The Netherlands

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sugar; pastry; confectionery; candies; chew candies; drops; pastilles; chewing gum; bubble gums; lollipops; licorice; 
jellies (confectionery); toffee; mints; sweets; chocolate.

9521



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 20/05/2016; Application No. : 1332737 ;Benelux 

3716667    13/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1332509]
SOREMARTEC SA
Findel Business Center, Complexe B, Rue de Trèves FINDEL L-2632

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pastry and confectionery; biscuits, cookies, wafers, chocolate and chocolate-based products; edible ices.

9522



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 23/12/2016; Application No. : 87280046 ;United States of America 

3723308    07/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1358520]
Apollo Gum Company
2800 West 8th Avenue Denver CO 80204 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chewing gum.

9523



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 06/06/2017; Application No. : 1355103 ;Benelux 

3751186    05/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1387557]
SOREMARTEC SA
Findel Business Center, Complexe B, Rue de Trèves FINDEL L-2632

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pastry and confectionery; chocolate and chocolate-based products; biscuits, cookies; pralines; candy; edible ices.

9524



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 30 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/05/2017; Application No. : 1353667 ;Benelux 

3755686    10/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1388581]
SOREMARTEC SA
Findel Business Center, Complexe B, Rue de Trèves FINDEL L-2632

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pastry and confectionery, chocolate and chocolate-based products, edible ices, filled wafers, spread based on cocoa.

9525



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 14/06/2017; Application No. : SM-M-201700063 ;San Marino 

3769646    30/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390481]
LEAGEL S.r.l.
Strada delle Seriole, 55 47894 CHIESANUOVA San Marino

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pastry; frozen confectionery; confectionery made of sugar; ice creams; ice cream powders for making ice cream; cocoa 
spreads, confectionery cocoa creams; chocolate; pastry creams; pastry creams made from aromatic compounds; 
doughs, batters and dry mixes for bread, pastries, and cakes, sauces; confectionery paste composed of hazelnut, 
pistachio, and almond, used as ingredients for making ice cream; flavoring powders for ice cream; ice cream mixes; 
cocoa, sugar; icings; natural sweeteners; ice cream preparations in the nature of dairy ice cream; chocolate topping; 
topping syrup; sorbets.

9526



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 30 
 

3769675    27/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389763]
QINGDAO FOOD CO., LTD.
No.2 of Siliu Middle Branch Road, Licang District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Candy; chocolate; peanut candy.

9527



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 31 
 

 

2665851    02/08/2013
[International Registration No. : 1174776]
AVIAGEN LIMITED
Stratford Hatchery, Alscott Industrial Estate, Atherstone on Stour, Stratford-Upon-Avon Warwickshire CV37 8BH United Kingdom 
United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Live poultry, live game, live chickens, turkeys and chicks; live poultry, chickens and turkeys for breeding and growing; 
eggs for hatching, fertilised; animal feed.

9528



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 31 
 

3747744    05/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1386851]
BRIDGE PETCARE CO., LTD
No. 6383 Ting Wei Road, Jin Shan District 201506 Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Animal foodstuffs; dog biscuits; bird food; fodder; stall food for animals; by-products of the processing of cereals, for 
animal consumption; pet food; edible chews for animals; beverages for pets; aromatic sand for pets (litter).

9529



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 31 
 

3754188    05/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1388126]
Qingdao Lexiangziran Traditional Chinese Medicine Culture Development Co., Ltd.
17 Youth Road, Rizhuang Town, Laixi District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Trees; grains [cereals]; plants; live animals; fruit, fresh; vegetables, fresh; seeds for planting; fodder; malt for brewing 
and distilling; litter for animals.

9530



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 31 
 

3756413    11/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1388423]
The First Class Pet Company Limited
13 Green Slade Crescent, Marlbrook Bromsgrove, Worcestershire B60 1DS United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cat food; dog food; pet food.

9531



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 31 
 

3760566    08/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389284]
Dongying XinDa credit rating Co., Ltd.
Room 334, No.20 Ecological Valley, No.38 Huanghe Road, Dongying District Dongying, Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Crustaceans, live; herrings, live; sardines, live; straw litter; sanded paper [litter] for pets; salmon, live; tuna, live; anchovy, 
live; aromatic sand [litter] for pets.

9532



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 31 
 

 

3764240    07/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390534]
RhineLink GmbH
Sperbertwiete 12a 22175 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Agricultural produce (unprocessed-); asparagus (fresh-); bamboo shoots; beans, fresh; berries, fresh fruits; capsicums; 
carrots (fresh-); cherries (fresh-); chillies (fresh-); citrus fruit; coconuts; courgettes (fresh-); culinary herbs (fresh-); 
eggplants; flowers; fresh apples; fresh apricots; fresh artichokes; fresh asparagus; fresh avocados; fresh bananas; fresh 
beans; fresh beets; fresh berries; fresh blueberries; fresh cabbage; fresh chilies; fresh citrus fruits; fresh coconuts; fresh 
corn; fresh culinary herbs; fresh dates; fresh fruit; fresh fruits; fresh fruits and vegetables; fresh garden herbs; fresh 
garlic; fresh ginger; fresh herbs; fresh legumes; fresh lemons; fresh mandarins; fresh mushrooms; fresh nuts; fresh 
onions; fresh oranges; fresh peaches; fresh peas; fresh peppers; fresh plants; fresh potatoes; fresh soya beans; fresh 
tomatoes; fresh truffles; fresh wheat; fresh zucchini; fruit, fresh; garlic [fresh]; grapes, fresh; herbs (fresh-); herbs, fresh 
(garden-); herbs, fresh (garden -); horticultural produce; leeks, fresh; lemons, fresh; lettuce, fresh; lichees, fresh; 
marrows; melons; mint [fresh]; mixed fruits [fresh]; mushrooms, fresh; pomegranates; pomelos, fresh; potatoes, fresh; 
fresh vegetables for use in salad; raw apples; raw apricots; raw artichokes; raw asparagus; raw avocados; raw 
blueberries; raw cabbage; raw corn; raw dates; raw fruits; raw garlic; raw ginger; raw horseradish root; raw mushrooms; 
raw onions; raw oranges; raw peaches; raw potatoes; raw tomatoes; raw vegetables; salad vegetables [fresh]; tomatoes; 
tomatoes [fresh]; tropical fruits [fresh]; unprocessed apples; unprocessed apricots; unprocessed artichokes; 
unprocessed asparagus; unprocessed avocados; unprocessed beans; unprocessed beets; unprocessed blueberries; 
unprocessed cabbage; unprocessed cereal seeds; unprocessed coconuts; unprocessed dates; unprocessed fruits; 
unprocessed garlic; unprocessed ginger; unprocessed grain; unprocessed herbs; unprocessed lemons; unprocessed 
mushrooms; unprocessed nuts; unprocessed onions; unprocessed oranges; unprocessed peaches; unprocessed 
peppers; unprocessed potatoes; unprocessed tomatoes; unprocessed vegetables; unprocessed zucchini; vegetables, 
fresh; watermelon, fresh; watermelons.

9533



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 33 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/10/2016; Application No. : 2016/06998 ;Sweden 

3711254    30/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1352290]
The Absolut Company Aktiebolag
SE-117 97 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

9534



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 33 
 

3745635    07/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1386269]
WHITTAKER DISTILLERIES PTY LTD
10 Carlton St MANLY NSW 2095 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beer); distilled alcoholic beverages.

9535



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 08/06/2017; Application No. : 2017/04060 ;Sweden 

3747825    05/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1386142]
The Absolut Company Aktiebolag
SE-117 97 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beer).

9536



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 33 
 

3752989    29/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1387960]
QINGDAO QINLAO TEA CO., LTD.
No. 3, Area B of Xingbangchacheng, No. 2 of Zhenhua Road, Licang District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fruit extracts, alcoholic; aperitif; liqueurs; spirits [beverages]; alcoholic essences; alcoholic extracts; alcoholic 
beverages, except beer; rice alcohol; yellow wine; shochu.

9537



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 13/07/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 017 466 ;Germany 

3753954    08/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1387965]
BORCO-MARKEN-IMPORT Matthiesen GmbH & Co. KG
Winsbergring 12-22 22525 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

9538



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 09/06/2017; Application No. : 1738143 ;Australia 

3756390    08/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389390]
Elizabeth Jane Bishop
135 Petersons Rd Ellinbank Victoria 3821 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beverages containing wine (alcohol content 1.15% or more by volume); beverages containing wine (wine predominating); 
blended wine; cooking wine; dessert wine; drinks containing wine (wine predominating); dry fortified wine; dry red wine; 
dry sparkling wines; dry white wine; dry wine; fortified wines; ginger wine; mulled wines; non-sparkling wines; red wine; 
sparkling fruit wines; sparkling wines; still wines; sweet fortified wine; sweet red wine; sweet sparkling wine; sweet white 
wine; sweet wine; vintage wines; white wine; wine.

9539



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 33 
 

3759782    10/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389463]
Corporación Cuba Ron, S.A.
Calle 200 número 1708, entre 17 y 19, Playa La Habana Cuba

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rum.

9540



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 04/12/2017; Application No. : 1891888 ;Australia 

3760096    08/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1388626]
Casella Wines Pty Limited
Farm 1471, Wakley Rd YENDA NSW 2681 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cider; alcoholic carbonated beverages; distilled beverages; liqueurs; whisky; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages; spirits; gin, 
brandy; rum; vodka.

9541



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 33 
 

3760627    13/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389263]
LUVANIS S.A.
4, rue Dicks L-1417 Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.33;Wines; alcoholic essences; spirits; digesters (liqueurs and spirits); ciders; alcoholic beverages (excluding beers); 
fizzy wines; sparkling wines; wines with the protected appellation of origin "Champagne".

9542



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 33 
 

3763983    27/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390114]
BEIJING RED STAR CO., LTD.
No. 1 Hongxing Road, Huairou District 101400 Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages, except beer; wine; baijiu [Chinese distilled alcoholic beverage]; digesters [liqueurs and spirits]; 
distilled spirit beverages; spirits [beverages]; sake; whisky.

9543



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 05/04/2013; Application No. : 85896378 ;United States of America 

2642761    09/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1172411]
Scientific Equipment and Furniture Association
65 Hilton Avenue Garden City NY 11530 United States of America United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Association services, namely, promoting the interests of businesses in the laboratory industry, namely, designers, 
manufacturers and installers of laboratory furniture and fixtures as well as those involved in the construction and design 
of laboratories.

9544



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 24/01/2013; Application No. : 85831271 ;United States of America 

2663560    22/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1174099]
MarineMax, Inc.
18167 U.S. 19 North, #300 Clearwater FL 33764 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K.DIWAN & CO.
78, PODAR CHAMBERS, S. A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retail store services featuring marine equipment and supplies; boat and boating equipment dealerships.

9545



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 16/12/2016; Application No. : 87271807 ;United States of America 

3573782    19/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1348528]
BNI GLOBAL, LLC
11525 North Community House Road, Suite 475 Charlotte NC 28277 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Business support services, namely, providing business networking services and promoting the goods and services of 
others by passing business leads and referrals among group members.

9546



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 30/06/2014; Application No. : 1291943 ;Benelux 

3713699    05/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1216701]
Stanno Holding B.V.
Bergweidedijk 52 NL-7418 AA Deventer

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising; business management, also relating to franchising; business administration; office functions; market 
prospecting, research and analysis; consultancy, assistance and business intermediary services for the sale of sports 
bags, trunks and travelling bags, clothing, footwear, headgear, gymnastic and sporting articles; retail services as well as 
business intermediary services for the wholesale of sports bags, trunks and travelling bags, clothing, footwear, headgear, 
gymnastic and sporting articles, as well as import and export services in relation to sports bags, trunks and travelling 
bags, clothing, footwear, headgear, gymnastic and sporting articles; aforesaid services also via electronic and 
telecommunications means, such as the internet, television networks, (mobile) telephone networks, cable, satellite and 
ethernet networks and other such networks.

9547



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 35 
 

3752990    04/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1388196]
Newegg, Inc.
17560 Rowland Street City Of Industry CA 91748 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retail department store services; on-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; online 
retail store services and advertising services for others, all featuring air cooling equipment, air heating equipment, air 
purifying equipment, home audio equipment, personal audio equipment, car audio equipment, audio accessories, audio 
video cables, batteries, books, digital cameras and accessories, camcorders and accessories, camera bags and cases, 
car electronics, GPS and accessories, compact discs and players thereof, cellular phones and accessories, cellular phone 
service, clothing care and laundry supplies, computers, wired and wireless computer networking equipment, computer 
games and accessories, laptops and laptop accessories, electronic notebooks, netbooks, digital photo frames, electronic 
book readers, construction and home improvement supplies and equipment, drills, cookware, cutlery, digital video discs 
and players thereof, cooking grills, household cleaning supplies, major appliances, small kitchen appliances, home 
electronics, furniture, health and beauty products, surgical and medical supplies, home video equipment, portable 
electronics, musical instruments and accessories, office supplies, office equipment, lawn and garden supplies, personal 
care appliances, personal care products, personal digital assistant devices, power supplies, power suppression devices, 
projectors, solar-powered lighting, solar power installation supplies, security and surveillance equipment, telephones, 
manual and power tools, radios, office snacks, chips, candy, electric motorized vehicles, digital videos; providing 
consumer information in the field of computer products via a website where users can post information and links 
concerning computer products, software and electronics.

9548



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 35 
 

3753973    29/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1388154]
Suzhou su hui cheng mechanical and electrical equipment Engineering Co., Ltd.
No. 9 Guang da road, high tech Development Zone, Suzhou Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Personnel management consultancy; rental of vending machines; business auditing; advertising; provision of space on 
web sites for advertising goods and services; sales promotion for others; marketing; compiling indexes of information for 
commercial or advertising purposes; business management of hotels; retail or wholesale services for medicine.

9549



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 35 
 

3754016    08/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1388131]
Qingdao Awyesh Biopharmaceutical Co., Ltd.
No.1, Huamei Road, Xiagezhuang Town, Laixi City, Qingdao City Shandong province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising; market studies; marketing; personnel recruitment; relocation services for businesses; office machines and 
equipment rental; sponsorship search.

9550



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 35 
 

3755314    13/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389669]
Home Box Office, Inc.
1100 Avenue of the Americas New York NY 10036 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Online store services featuring t-shirts, shot glasses, pens.

9551



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 35 
 

3756405    11/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1388633]
Anhui Kongjianbianli Commercial and trad co., LTD
NO.48 Renmin Road, Yingjiang District, Anqing City Anhui China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; business management and organization 
consultancy; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; import-export agency services; sales 
promotion for others; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; provision 
of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; commercial administration of the licensing of the 
goods and services of others.

9552



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 04/12/2017; Application No. : 87706487 ;United States of America 

3759984    12/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389090]
Home Box Office, Inc.
1100 Avenue of the Americas New York NY 10036 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Online store services featuring t-shirts, sweatshirts, hats, scarves, jewelry, glassware, mousepads, mugs.

9553



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 01/12/2017; Application No. : 87704402 ;United States of America 

3760045    12/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389091]
Home Box Office, Inc.
1100 Avenue of the Americas New York NY 10036 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Online store services featuring t-shirts, sweatshirts, glassware, pens, posters, journals, mugs, hats, scarves, gloves.

9554



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 01/12/2017; Application No. : 87704403 ;United States of America 

3762148    12/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390306]
Home Box Office, Inc.
1100 Avenue of the Americas New York NY 10036 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Online store services featuring t-shirts, sweatshirts, scarves, gloves, figurines, pens, glassware, mouse pads, posters, 
bags, mugs, journals, plush animals.

9555



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 35 
 

3763970    28/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390492]
DRESSLIKEME LLC
8 The Green Ste A, c/o A Registered Agent, Inc. Dover DE 19901 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Affiliate marketing; arranging and conducting special events for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes; 
business management services, namely, managing logistics, reverse logistics, supply chain services, supply chain 
visibility and synchronization, supply and demand forecasting and product distribution processes for others; displaying 
advertisements for others; on-line advertising on a computer network; on-line advertising services for others; online 
advertising and promotional services; pay per click advertising; preparation of custom advertisements for others; 
preparing advertisements for others; promoting the goods and services of others by arranging for businesses to affiliate 
their goods and services with the goods and services of third parties by means of sponsorship relationships; promoting 
the goods and services of others by arranging for sponsors to affiliate their goods and services with an awards program, 
a sports competition and sporting activities; promoting the goods and services of others by arranging for businesses to 
affiliate their goods and services with the goods and services of third parties by means of sponsorship relationships; 
promoting the goods and services of others by arranging for sponsors to affiliate their goods and services with an awards
program, a sports competition and sporting activities; promotional advertising of products and services of third parties 
through sponsoring arrangements and license agreements relating to online social media events; providing a web site 
which features advertisements for the goods and services of others on a global computer network (terms too vague in the 
opinion of the International Bureau (Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).

9556



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 36 
 

3564527    19/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1345558]
APAMANSHOP HOLDINGS CO., LTD.
1-5, Kyobashi 1-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-0031 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Management of buildings; agency services for the leasing or rental of buildings; leasing or renting of buildings; purchase 
and sale of buildings; real estate agency services relating to the purchase and sale of buildings; appraisal or evaluation of 
buildings or land; land management; agencies or brokerage for leasing or renting of land; leasing of land; purchase and 
sale of land; real estate agency services relating to the purchase and sale of land; real estate development planning and 
consultancy; providing real estate information; loans; mortgage banking; mutual funds; securities brokerage; lending 
against security; fiduciary; trusteeship; providing information on stock market; stock exchange quotation; life insurance 
services; life insurance underwriting; non-life insurance services; claim adjustment for non-life insurance; non-life 
insurance underwriting; insurance premium rate computing; appraisal of used automobiles.

9557



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 36 
 

3572900    19/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1349643]
APAMANSHOP HOLDINGS CO., LTD.
1-5, Kyobashi 1-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-0031 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Management of buildings; agency services for the leasing or rental of buildings; leasing or renting of buildings; purchase 
and sale of buildings; real estate agency services relating to the purchase and sale of buildings; appraisal or evaluation of 
buildings or land; land management; agencies or brokerage for leasing or renting of land; leasing of land; purchase and 
sale of land; real estate agency services relating to the purchase and sale of land; real estate development planning and 
consultancy; providing real estate information; loans; mortgage banking; mutual funds; securities brokerage; lending 
against security; fiduciary; trusteeship; providing information on stock market; stock exchange quotation; life insurance 
services; life insurance underwriting; non-life insurance services; claim adjustment for non-life insurance; non-life 
insurance underwriting; insurance premium rate computing; appraisal of used automobiles.

9558



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 36 
 

3727383    01/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384209]
LEX EXCHANGE PTY LTD
L35 Tower 1, 100 Barangaroo Ave BARANGAROO NSW 2000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Agencies for the exchange of currency; currency exchange services; financial exchange services; monetary exchange; 
money exchange services; securities exchange services; money transfer services; electronic funds transfer services; 
electronic money transfer services; trading in securities; transfer of funds; computerised transfer of funds.

9559



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 36 
 

3727387    30/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384301]
LEXIUM CRYPT PTY LTD
L35 Tower 1, 100 Barangaroo Ave BARANGAROO NSW 2000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Buying and selling of currency; issuing of cash vouchers; issuing of tokens of value in relation to customer loyalty 
schemes; issuing of tokens of value in relation to incentive schemes; issuing of travel vouchers; issuing of vouchers; 
issuing tokens of value; monetary affairs; monetary exchange; monetary transaction services; monetary transfer; money 
deposit services; money exchange services; money exchanging; money transfer services; trading in currencies; trading 
in securities; electronic funds transfer services; electronic money transfer services; electronic payment services.

9560



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 12/10/2017; Application No. : 1078393 ;New Zealand 

3763020    18/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389877]
TECHEMY LIMITED
Level 3, 3 Vernon Street Auckland 1010 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing online financial information from a computer database or the internet; provision of financial information; 
financial information; financial information provided on-line from a computer database or the internet; providing financial 
information on-line; providing financial information by means of a computer database; providing financial information 
relating to exchange rates; providing financial information relating to rates of exchange; providing financial information 
via a web site; financial research services.

9561



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 36 
 

3763064    10/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390558]
Celgene Corporation
86 Morris Avenue Summit, NJ 17901 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Charitable fundraising services; charitable fundraising services for promoting research, education and other activities 
relating to healthcare and various medical conditions, namely cancer; charitable foundation services, namely, providing 
fundraising activities to support medical research and procedures for those in need; providing grants for medical 
research; charitable foundation services, namely, providing financial support to patients for medical care, therapy and 
postoperative care services, and education and support group service.

9562



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 36 
 

3769666    06/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389770]
LEX EXCHANGE PTY LTD
L35 Tower 1, 100 Barangaroo Ave BARANGAROO NSW 2000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Agencies for the exchange of currency; currency exchange services; financial exchange services; monetary exchange; 
money exchange services; securities exchange services; electronic money transfer services; money transfer services; 
electronic funds transfer services; trading in securities; computerised transfer of funds; transfer of funds.

9563



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 37 
 

Priority claimed from 24/01/2013; Application No. : 85831171 ;United States of America 

2664216    22/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1174098]
MarineMax, Inc.
18167 U.S. 19 North, #300 Clearwater FL 33764 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Maintenance and/or repair of boats including maintenance and repair programs for boats.

9564



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 37 
 

3751273    29/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1388223]
Suzhou su hui cheng mechanical and electrical equipment Engineering Co., Ltd.
No. 9 Guang da road, high tech Development Zone, Suzhou Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Upholstering; installation and repair of air-conditioning apparatus; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; disinfecting; 
repair information; installation and maintenance of illuminating apparatus; elevator installation and repair; repair of power 
lines; vehicle maintenance; electric appliance installation and repair.

9565



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 12/06/2017; Application No. : 87484706 ;United States of America 

3723307    11/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1358119]
Epic Games, Inc.
620 Crossroads Boulevard Cary NC 27518 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games.

9566



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 31/05/2017; Application No. : 87470020 ;United States of America 

3761705    29/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389638]
Offsec Services Limited
26 Main Street Gibraltar GX111 AAUK United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Provision of non-downloadable electronic publications, namely, instructional and educational manuals, articles, featuring 
information relating to penetration testing, information security, network security, and computer security recorded on 
computer media; provision of non-downloadable instructional and educational videos featuring information relating to 
penetration testing, information security, network security, and computer security recorded on computer media; 
educational and training services, namely, arranging and conducting educational and training seminars, conferences, 
courses, tutorials, and workshops in the field of electronic information security and digital forensics; open-access 
publishing services, namely, publication of electronic articles, tutorials, and videos; providing resources, namely, non-
downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the field of penetration testing, information security, network 
security, and computer security, via a website; providing on-line publications in the nature of non-downloadable e-books 
in the field of penetration testing, information security, network security, and computer security; publication of 
documents in the field of penetration testing, information security, network security, and computer security; publication 
of manuals; publication of on-line multimedia web content, namely, online videos; providing resources, namely non-
downloadable publications in the nature of multimedia web content featuring online videos in the field of penetration 
testing, information security, network security, and computer security, via a website; providing educational information in 
the academic field of penetration testing, information security, network security, and computer security for the purpose of 
academic study; computer education training; vocational education in the fields of penetration testing, information 
security, network security, and computer security; providing education in the field of penetration testing, information 
security, network security, and computer security rendered through correspondence courses; production and distribution 
of videos in the field of penetration testing, information security, network security, and computer security education; 
education services, namely, providing on-line courses via video in the field of penetration testing, information security, 
network security, and computer security; education services, namely, providing tutorial sessions in the field of 
penetration testing, information security, network security, and computer security; computer education training services; 
providing training information in the field of electronic information security and digital forensics; educational examination 
services for obtaining professional certification, credentialing, and qualification in the field of electronic information 
security, penetration testing, and digital forensics; providing consulting, informational, and advisory services relating to 
obtaining professional certification, credentialing, training and qualification in the field of electronic information security, 
penetration testing, and digital forensics; educational and training services, namely, arranging and conducting 
educational and training seminars, conferences, courses, tutorials, and workshops in the field of electronic information 
security and digital forensics; providing consulting, informational, and advisory services relating to training for the 
purpose of obtaining professional certification, credentialing, and qualification in the fields of electronic information 
security, penetration testing, and digital forensics.

9567



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 41 
 

3763936    08/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389890]
Qingdao Awyesh Biopharmaceutical Co., Ltd.
No.1, Huamei Road, Xiagezhuang Town, Laixi City, Qingdao City Shandong province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Teaching; vocational retraining; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of workshops 
[training]; on-line publication of electronic books and journals; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; production 
of shows; entertainer services; animal training.

9568



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 10/06/2017; Application No. : 87483484 ;United States of America 

3761871    30/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1388715]
Fluid Quip Process Technologies, LLC
1940 South Yellow Springs Street Springfield OH 45506 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Consulting in the field of engineering; engineering design services, all in the area of processes and equipment used in 
grain wet and dry milling, pulp and paper production, and biochemical or biofuel production, including alcohol 
production.

9569



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 42 
 

 

3762126    29/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389887]
QINGDAO XINGBANGCHANCHENG MANAGEMENT CO., LTD.
No. 2 of Zhenhua Road, Licang District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Creating and maintaining web sites for others; off-site data backup; cloud computing; packaging design; construction 
project development; technical research; computer system design; providing search engines for the Internet; conversion 
of data or documents from physical to electronic media; computer software design.

9570



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 09/11/2016; Application No. : 40201619051Y ;Singapore 

3762217    12/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1339085]
STSTC PTE. LTD.
114 Lavender Street, 07-81 CT HUB 2 Singapore 338729 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Physics research; product research services; product development; development of software; product development 
services, namely, for engines; development of new products.

9571



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 43 
 

Priority claimed from 14/08/2013; Application No. : 86037184 ;United States of America 

2664640    20/08/2013
[International Registration No. : 1174792]
RADISSON HOTELS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Carlson Parkway, P.O. Box 59159 Minneapolis MN 554598249 United States of America United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hotel services; providing temporary accommodation.

9572



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 43 
 

3769674    08/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389963]
Global EduHub Pte Ltd
8 Penjuru Lane, BH Global Building Singapore 609189 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Day-nurseries.

9573



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 44 
 

Priority claimed from 07/06/2013; Application No. : 515035 ;Portugal 
2663402    24/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1173858]
LUÍS ANTÓNIO DOS SANTOS REDINHA
Rua Visconde de Porto Salvo, 3 P-2770-174 Paço de Arcos Portugal Portugal

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dentistry; dental clinic services.

9574



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 44 
 

Priority claimed from 02/08/2017; Application No. : 017065301 ;European Union 

3738449    05/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384973]
GLOOBE AB
Lovisagatan 411 SE-554 74 Jönköping Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Midwife services; dietary and nutritional guidance; dietetic advisory services; dietetic counselling services [medical]; 
provision of information relating to nutrition; nutrition consultancy; nutritional advice; nutrition and dietetic consultancy; 
nutrition counseling; consultancy services relating to slimming; slimming treatment services; advisory services relating 
to diet; advisory services relating to weight control; therapy services; providing information relating to dietary and 
nutritional supplements; providing information relating to dietary and nutritional guidance; providing information about 
dietary supplements and nutrition; providing nutritional information about food; services for the planning of weight 
reduction programmes; weight reduction diet planning and supervision; weight control treatment.

9575



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 45 
 

3750671    14/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1387995]
Suzhou Yongjia Trademark & Patent Service Co., Ltd.
No.9 Xuesen Road, Suzhou New District Jiangsu China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Intellectual property consultancy; licensing of intellectual property; copyright management; mediation; arbitration 
services; licensing of computer software [legal services]; litigation services; monitoring intellectual property rights for 
legal advisory purposes; legal document preparation services; registration of domain names [legal services].

9576



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 22/01/2013; Application No. : 85829505 ;United States of America 

2631551    19/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1171677]
Ubiquiti Networks, Inc.
2580 Orchard Parkway San Jose CA 95131 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD GUINDY CHENNAI 600032 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Telecommunications and data networking hardware, namely, devices for transporting and aggregating voice, data, 
and video communications across one or more network infrastructures and communications protocols; radio 
transmission antennas; microwave antennas; devices for wireless radio transmission; broadband radios; radio receivers 
and transmitters; wireless transceiver radios; electronic controllers for controlling radio signal transmission; electronic 
controllers for controlling digital signal transmission; software for controlling radio signal transmission; and software for 
controlling digital signal transmission.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services, namely, telecommunication access services; telecommunication services, namely, 
providing internet access via wired and wireless networks; telecommunication services, namely, transmission of voice, 
data, graphics, sound and video by means of wired and wireless networks; telecommunication services, namely, 
providing electronic message alerts and transmitting data via the Internet notifying individuals of a changed status or 
condition of a sensing device, electronic monitor, power switch, or power controller; telecommunication services, namely,
transmitting data via the Internet notifying wired or wirelessly connected electronic devices of a changed status or 
condition of a sensing device, electronic monitor, power switch, or power controller; and telecommunication services, 
namely, providing online and wireless access to electronic device status, and home or building information at a remote 
station.

9577



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 99 
 

2640103    09/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1171675]
Oy Medix Biochemica Ab 
Klovinpellontie 3 FI-02180 Espoo FI

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.
F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Diagnostic preparations for medical use; reagent media for medical purposes; in vitro test kits for medical and 
clinical use consisting primarily of reagents and processing chemicals.

Cl.40;Manufacturing of diagnostic preparations and reagent medium to order for medical use and medical research and 
non-medical purposes.

9578



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 06/08/2013; Application No. : 86029974 ;United States of America 

2664021    12/08/2013
[International Registration No. : 1173867]
The Wine Advocate, Inc.
P.O. Box 311 Monkton, MD 21111 United States of America United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed publications, namely, informational brochures, pamphlets, newsletters, magazines and journals regarding 
wines and wine reviews and food pairings.

Cl.41;On-line publications of electronic information brochures, pamphlets, newsletters, magazines and journals 
regarding wines, wine reviews, wine availability, dining and travel experiences; education, namely, conducting classes, 
seminars, conferences, workshops in the field of wine; providing of training, namely, training services in the field of wine; 
entertainment services, namely, wine and food tastings; organizing community sporting and cultural events

9579



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 29/01/2013; Application No. : 85834917 ;United States of America 

2664836    19/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1174660]
APR Energy, LLC
3600 Port Jacksonville Parkway Jacksonville FL 32226 United States of America United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S.RANA & CO
317 LAWYERS CHAMBERS,DELHI HIGH COURT,NEW DELHI.3

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Power generation equipment, namely, mobile electric generators, engines and motors for the generation of 
electricity and electric power.

Cl.37;Installation and maintenance of power generation equipment.

Cl.39;Utility services, namely, transmission of electricity and electric power; fast-track capacity power and electricity 
services, namely, providing standby electricity and electric power.

Cl.40;Rental of power generation equipment; generation of electricity and electric power.

9580



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 14/02/2013; Application No. : 13 3 982 800 ;France 

2665185    29/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1174709]
ALCATEL LUCENT
148/152 route de la Reine, F-92100 BOULOGNE-BILLANCOURT (France)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus, equipment and software for telecommunications and data processing; computers, their electric and 
electronic units and components and their peripheral devices; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic and optical data media; apparatus and equipment for data, information, signal or message 
generation, calculation, checking, input, storage, conversion, processing, gathering, transmission, switching and 
reception.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; information and data transmission; communications by computer terminals; electronic mail 
services; rental of telecommunication apparatus and equipment; information regarding telecommunications, rental of 
access time to global computer networks; rental of access time to database server centers.

Cl.42;Engineering project studies and engineering services in the fields of telecommunications and information 
processing; design, updating, maintenance, installation and rental of software; rental of data processing apparatus and 
equipment; design and hosting of Internet sites.

9581



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 30/01/2013; Application No. : T201300307 ;Finland 

2665197    26/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1174778]
Piceasoft Oy
Visiokatu 1 FI-33720 Tampere Finland Finland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software.

Cl.35;Presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes.

Cl.42;Computer software consultancy; computer software design; maintenance of computer software; updating of 
computer software.

9582



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 14/02/2013; Application No. : 13 3 982 812 ;France 

2665682    26/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1174710]
ALCATEL LUCENT
148/152 route de la Reine F-92100 BOULOGNE-BILLANCOURT FR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus, equipment and software for telecommunications and data processing; computers, their electric and 
electronic units and components and their peripheral devices; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic and optical data media; apparatus and equipment for data, information, signal or message 
generation, calculation, checking, input, storage, conversion, processing, gathering, transmission, switching and 
reception.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; information and data transmission; communications by computer terminals; electronic mail 
services; rental of telecommunication apparatus and equipment; information regarding telecommunications, rental of 
access time to global computer networks; rental of access time to database server centers.

Cl.42;Engineering project studies and engineering services in the fields of telecommunications and information 
processing; design, updating, maintenance, installation and rental of software; rental of data processing apparatus and 
equipment; design and hosting of Internet sites.

9583



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 07/02/2013; Application No. : 644514 ;Switzerland 

2666070    30/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1175558]
Dishman Pharma Solutions AG
Haupstrasse 171 CH-4416 Bubendorf CH

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA
F-46, HIMALAYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.40;Treatment, transformation and conversion of pharmaceutical products, active pharmaceutical agents, chemical 
products and chemical intermediates for others; consulting in connection with the aforesaid services; consultancy in the 
field of treatment, transformation and conversion of pharmaceutical products and chemical products.

Cl.42;Chemical and pharmaceutical research and development; research and development concerning manufacturing 
processes for pharmaceutical products, active pharmaceutical agents and other chemical products, carrying out chemical 
analyses; chemical laboratory services.

Cl.44;Consultancy in the fields of pharmacy and pharmaceutical products.

9584



Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/04/2013; Application No. : 85910970 ;United States of America 

2666412    07/08/2013
[International Registration No. : 1175697]
FXDirectDealer, LLC
250 Greenwich Street 7 World Trade Center, 32nd Floor New York NY 10007 United States of America United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NISHNAT ASSOCIATES
K1/125 LOWER GROUND FLOOR CHITTARANJAN PARK NEW DELHI-19

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software for use by traders in the financial market in connection with trading various instruments, 
namely, commodities, options, and foreign exchange.

Cl.36;Financial services via a global communications network, namely, foreign exchange trading and options 
brokering.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, conducting financial trading tutoring courses on the internet and through the use 
of supporting printed and audio/visual materials distributed as course materials in connection therewith.
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Priority claimed from 30/01/2013; Application No. : 011531498 ;European Union 

2666423    12/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1175730]
Doka GmbH
Josef-Umdasch-Platz 1 A-3300 Amstetten Austria Austria

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D.P.AHUJA & CO.
53, SYED AMIR ALI AVENUE, 4 TH FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 019.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Bearing and support structures of metal for concrete formwork panels, in particular formwork supports and 
formwork anchors; roof and ceiling supports of metal; parts for roof and ceiling supports of metal; bolts, prestressing 
wedges, anchoring brackets, frame brackets, frame shuttering, transfer hooks, formwork tables, load towers, stair towers, 
all goods of metal for formwork scaffolds; steel wall bars for formwork elements, connecting parts of steel for formwork 
elements, scaffolding brackets, side extension supports, automatic climbing systems, climbing brackets, climbing forms, 
dam formwork, formwork anchor heads, formwork anchor plates, formwork anchor nuts, formwork anchor bars, climbing 
cones, all goods of metal; ladders, access ladders and work scaffolding and guard scaffolding for formwork and concrete 
work; face and edge protection railings for work scaffolding and guard scaffolding; all the aforesaid goods of metal, and 
exclusively for scaffolding and formwork.

Cl.19;Bearing and support structures of wood for concrete formwork panels, in particular formwork supports and 
formwork anchors; roof and ceiling supports of wood; parts for roof and ceiling supports of wood; framework shuttering; 
ceiling supports, folding supports, folding legs for ceiling supports, scaffolding brackets, side extension supports, 
automatic climbing systems, climbing brackets, climbing forms, dam formwork, formwork anchor plates, formwork 
anchor bars, three-ply sheets, board structure sheets, plywood boards, timber formwork supports, load towers, stair 
towers, all goods of wood; spacers of fibre cement for concrete formwork, concrete formwork panels (not of metal), 
including artificial resin or plastic-coated concrete formwork panels with an edging of a different material to wood; 
formwork panels of wood combined with a different material to wood, including in combination with metal; formwork 
elements of wood combined with a different material to wood, including in combination with metal; ladders, access 
ladders and work scaffolding and guard scaffolding for formwork and concrete work; all the aforesaid goods not of metal 
for concrete construction, including parts of materials other than wood.
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Priority claimed from 08/02/2013; Application No. : 640124 ;Switzerland 

2666429    10/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1175633]
Société des Produits Nestlé S.A.
CH-1800 Vevey Switzerland Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Milk, cream, butter, cheese and dairy products; milk substitutes; milk beverages, milk predominating; milk-based 
desserts and cream-based desserts; yogurts; soya milk (milk substitute), preserved soya beans for human consumption; 
edible oils and fats; protein preparations for human consumption; coffee and/or tea whiteners (cream substitutes); 
beverages based on milk ferments.

Cl.30;Coffee, coffee extracts, coffee-based beverages and preparations; iced coffee; artificial coffee, artificial coffee 
extracts, artificial coffee-based beverages and preparations; chicory (coffee substitute); tea, tea extracts, tea-based 
beverages and preparations; iced tea; malt-based preparations for human consumption; cocoa and cocoa-based 
beverages and preparations; chocolate, chocolate products, chocolate-based beverages and preparations; confectionery, 
sugar confectionery, candy; sugar; chewing gum not for medical use; natural sweeteners; bakery products, bread, yeast, 
pastries; biscuits, cakes, cookies, wafers, caramels, desserts (included in this class), puddings; edible ices, water ices, 
sherbets, frozen confectionery, frozen cakes, ice cream, frozen desserts, frozen yogurts, powders and binding agents 
(included in this class) for making edible ices and/or water ices and/or sherbets and/or frozen confectionery and/or frozen 
cakes and/or ice cream and/or frozen desserts and/or frozen yogurts; breakfast cereals, muesli, corn flakes, cereal bars, 
ready-to-eat cereals; cereal preparations.

Cl.32;Still water, aerated or carbonated water, treated water, spring water, mineral water, flavored water; fruit-flavored 
beverages and fruit-based beverages, fruit juices and vegetable juices, nectars, lemonades, soda water and other non-
alcoholic beverages; syrups, extracts and essences and other preparations for making non-alcoholic beverages 
(excluding essential oils); soya-based beverages; malt-based beverages; isotonic beverages.
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2667414    30/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1176524]
FLSmidth A/S
Vigerslev Allé 77 DK-2500 Valby Denmark Denmark

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Pneumatic pumps, pneumatic conveying systems for conveying bulk materials, mechanical motion safety switches 
for belts, chain and screw conveyors, air and gas compressors, including air and gas compressors for use in oil and gas, 
digester, refrigeration, vacuum cooling, pneumatic conveying, cement, minerals processing, pulp and paper, and general 
industrial applications and markets, pneumatic blowers for motors and machines, vacuum pumps (machines), gravity 
blenders (machines) for mixing dry solids, air sieves (machines or parts of machines) for separating powder in a fine and 
coarse fraction for adjusting cement fineness, mineral dressing apparatus and machines, namely crushers, screening 
equipment (machines or parts of machines), equipment for feeding and crushing (machines or parts of machines), semi-
autogenous mills and ball grinders (machines), industrial dust collectors (machines or parts of machines), industrial 
blowers; (machines or parts of machines), crushing machines and equipment.

Cl.9;Electric motion safety switches for belts.

Cl.11;Water sewage purification plants, water sewage treatment plants, package water purification treatment plants, 
kilns and rotary kilns for heating and custom made parts therefor, including inlet seals, outlet seals, rollers, bearings, 
tires, kiln shell, nose ring castings, tail ring castings, thrust rollers and semi-rigid bases and grate coolers, fluidized heat 
exchangers for use in the cement industry (other than parts of machines), fluid bed reactors for cooling materials for 
industrial use.
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2750998    06/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1203868]
DRAMAFORUM OY
Tekniikantie 12, FI-02150 Espoo (Finland)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes, 
namely coins, collectible coins and medals; horological and chronometric instruments.

Cl.36;Financial affairs, namely providing a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global 
computer network; Monetary affairs, namely exchanging of money, buying and selling currency for others, currency 
trading and exchange services, provision of virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community;
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Priority claimed from 09/08/2016; Application No. : 694962 ;Switzerland 

3530229    10/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1331709]
Fydec Holding SA
Z.I. Larges Pièces A Chemin du Dévent 3 CH-1024 Ecublens Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Powder transfer system, machine for the chemical industry, machine for the pharmaceutical industry, machine for 
the food industry, machine for the cosmetic industry, powder mixing machine.

Cl.42;Technological consulting services, technical project studies, engineering.
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Priority claimed from 07/12/2016; Application No. : 696606 ;Switzerland 

3563398    15/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1345834]
Christian Mägerle
Untere Bahnhofstrasse 23 CH-8340 Hinwil Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparation and other substances for laundry use, all for cleaning the inner diameter of pipes, tubes and 
conduits; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations, all for cleaning the inner diameter of pipes, tubes 
and conduits.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (other than for land vehicles); machine coupling and 
transmission components (other than for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for 
eggs; automatic distribution machines.

Cl.8;Hand-operated hand tools and implements; cutlery, forks and spoons; side arms, other than firearms; razors.

Cl.21;Utensils and containers for household or kitchen use; combs and sponges; brushes (except paintbrushes); 
brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steel wool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in 
building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware.
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Priority claimed from 26/10/2016; Application No. : 015976988 ;European Union 

3564118    07/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1346246]
Nicolas Vahe Anpartsselskab
Industrivej 29 DK-7430 Ikast Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Tableware [knives, forks and spoons]; cutlery; canteens of cutlery; kitchen knives; chef knives; carving knives 
(hand operated -) for household use; scissors for kitchen use; serving ladles; serving tongs.

Cl.21;Basins [receptacles]; earthenware basins; serving bowls; cabarets [trays]; dishes not of precious metal; bottles; 
jars for household use; plates; tumblers; carving boards; cutting boards for the kitchen; holders for carving boards; 
gloves, for household purposes; cups and mugs; mugs made of ceramic materials; pitchers; glass decanters; glass 
decanters for wine; drinking glasses; wine glasses; food storage containers; spice grinders (non-electric -); cooking pots; 
frying pans; grill pans; coasters (tableware); woks; burger presses, non-electric; grill brushes; pizza stones; grills; grilling 
planks of wood; grill scrapers; whisks; salt cellars; garlic presses; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; 
corkscrews.

Cl.24;Household textile articles including table napkins of textile, household cloths for drying dishes, dish cloths of 
textile for drying.

Cl.29;Potato chips; potato crisps in the form of snack foods; cooking oils; marmalade; seasoned nuts; olives, 
preserved; nuts, prepared; candied nuts; edible oils.

Cl.30;Stew seasoning mixes; dry seasoning mixes for stews; chutneys [condiments]; table syrup including flavouring 
syrups; sugar; honey; marinades; marinades containing seasonings; marinades containing herbs; risotto; coffee; coffee 
essences; coffee in whole-bean form; coffee flavorings [flavourings]; mixtures of coffee; mustard; tea leaves; green tea; 
fruit flavoured tea [other than medicinal]; pasta in the form of sheets; pasta shells; dried pasta; pasta containing 
stuffings; pasta; mayonnaise; seasonings; dry seasonings; alimentary seasonings; peppers [seasonings]; condiments; 
curry spice mixes; bread flavoured with spices; spices in the form of powders; flavorings and seasonings; garden herbs, 
preserved [seasonings]; salts, seasonings, flavourings and condiments; food condiment consisting primarily of ketchup 
and salsa; crackers; savory biscuits; salted biscuits; biscuit mixes; cookies; aperitif biscuits; crackers flavoured with 
spices; vinegar; marshmallows; mallows [confectionery]; thin bread sticks; catsup; honey; chocolate; chocolate coffee; 
chocolate creams; chocolate syrup; chocolate bars; chocolate fondue; chocolate-based beverages; almonds covered in 
chocolate; chocolate coated nougat bars; chocolate-coated nuts; chocolate pastries; chocolate-based ready-to-eat food 
bars; chocolate spreads containing nuts; chocolate based spreads also containing nuts; chocolate syrups for the 
preparation of chocolate based beverages; sauces; cocoa; candy with cocoa; confectionery; nut confectionery; flavour 
enhancers for food [other than essential oils]; pesto [sauce].

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic beverages including, lemonades, fruit drinks, fruit juice beverages; beer.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beer).

Cl.35;Retailing and wholesaling, including online, in relation to sale of household utensils, clothing, textile goods, 
decorative articles, food, beverages; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services.
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3564239    05/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1345682]
FONDATION ALLIANCE FRANCAISE
101 Boulevard Raspail F-75006 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed materials, printed matter, newspapers, magazines, journals, periodicals, books, booklets, index cards, 
manuals, handbooks and manuals and educational manuals, albums, catalogs and pamphlets, leaflets, posters, agendas, 
almanacs, calendars, illustrated and printed cards, brochures (printed); paper, cardboard; postcards, greeting cards; 
stationery; printed publications; prospectuses; graphic representations; photographs (printed); printing blocks; 
stationery; pencils, pens; artists' materials; bags [envelopes, pouches] for packaging [made of paper or plastic]; 
instructional or teaching material (except apparatus).

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; business management and 
organization consulting, assistance to commercial or industrial companies with running their businesses, business 
management consultancy, business consultancy, business expert services, business appraisals; business consultancy, 
information or inquiries; business research, compilation of statistics, market studies and analysis, opinion polling, 
compilation of information into computer databases; promotion of the history of French civilization and language 
instruction; office functions; computerized file management; accounting; public relations; sponsorship search; news 
clipping services; document reproduction; distribution of prospectuses, of samples; marketing and online direct 
marketing services; promotion of goods and services (for others); dissemination of advertisements and classified ads, 
including via the Internet; publication of advertising texts and/or images; distribution of advertising material (leaflets, 
prospectuses, printed matter, samples); newspaper subscription services for others; arranging subscriptions for others 
to printed matter, newspapers, magazines, encyclopedias and all information, text, sound and/or image media, 
audiovisual or multimedia products (computer editing of texts and/or still or animated images, and/or musical or non-
musical sounds), for interactive or non-interactive use, on corresponding media (digital audio compact discs, digital 
audio video discs); advertising by mail order, radio, television; online advertising on a computer network; subscription 
services for others to printed matter, newspapers, magazines, encyclopedias and all information, text, sound and/or 
image media, or multimedia products (electronic publications); organization of competitions for promotional purposes 
with or without distribution of prizes or awarding of incentives; organization of exhibitions, trade shows, fairs and all 
types of events for commercial or advertising purposes; sales promotion for others of all kinds and on all media; 
presentation and demonstration of goods and services for promotional purposes; retail sale services and consolidation 
services for the benefit of others (excluding the transport thereof) for electronic publications, CD-ROMs, DVDs, digital 
disks, printed materials, non-fiction documents, journals, periodicals, magazines, books, extracurricular handbooks and 
manuals, newspapers, newsletters, pamphlets, catalogs, pens, pencils, stationery, instructional and teaching materials, 
teaching apparatus and instruments, software; rental of any advertising materials and commercial presentations; 
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computerized file management; marketing and telemarketing services; personnel recruitment; employment agencies; 
services provided by a franchiser, namely, assistance with the operation or management of commercial and 
administrative matters; projects (assistance with managing commercial and/or advertising and/or administrative matters); 
administrative and commercial management of franchises.

Cl.41;Education, training, entertainment; information and consulting services in the fields of education, teaching and 
training; teaching and training in connection with French civilization and language; game service provided online from a 
computer network; training and teaching services especially by correspondence, computer networks and online by 
means of an Internet site (e-learning); information relating to education or entertainment; educational examinations; 
organization and conducting of training workshops; editing and publishing of printed matter, newspapers, magazines, 
journals, periodicals, books, booklets, index cards, manuals and academic texts, albums, catalogs and pamphlets, 
posters, calendars, diaries, almanacs, photographs (printed), on all media, including digital media; online publication of 
printed matter, newspapers, magazines, journals, periodicals, booklets, books, index cards, academic handbooks and 
manuals, albums, catalogs and pamphlets, posters, calendars, agendas, almanacs, photographs (printed); providing 
electronic publications (not downloadable) online; publication of non-advertising texts and illustrations on all media; 
editing of educational texts; publication and lending of books, audiovisual media; organization of exhibitions, fairs, 
salons and all events for cultural or educational purposes; organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, 
congresses, seminars, symposiums; competition organization services relating to education, entertainment, with or 
without awarding of prizes or allocation of awards; leisure services; sporting and cultural activities; production and 
presentation of shows, of concerts; entertainer services; production of films, short features, documentaries, radio or 
television current affairs programs; editing of radio or television programs; film projections; radio or television 
entertainment; rental of films, videos, video and audio cassettes, digital discs, optical discs, compact discs (audio and 
video), DVDs, CD-ROMs and phonographic recordings; museum services (presentations, exhibitions).

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; analysis and 
industrial research, design and development of computers and software.

Cl.43;Temporary accommodation; accommodation agencies (hotels, boarding houses); temporary accommodation 
reservation; booking of hotels, boarding houses, hotel services.
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Priority claimed from 26/08/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 107 747 ;Germany 

3564446    11/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1345559]
SMS GROUP GMBH
Eduard-Schloemann-Straße 4 40237 Düsseldorf Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for the metallurgical industry; machines for the steel mill industry; continuous casting machines; rolling 
machines for the rolling of metals; machinery equipment for processing metal strips; forging machines; pressing 
machines for metals; parts of the foregoing machines as included in class this class.

Cl.9;Weighing, measuring, signalling, and checking apparatus and instruments; data processing equipment and 
computers; computer programs stored in data carriers.

Cl.11;Furnaces for metallurgical plants, for steel mills, for continuous casting plants, for rolling mills, for strip 
processing lines for forging machines and for pressing machines; cooling systems for machinery for the metallurgical 
industry, for machines for the steel mill industry, for continuous casting machines, for rolling machines for the rolling of 
metals, for strip processing lines, for forging machines, for pressing machines for metals.

Cl.42;Building and construction planning; services of an engineer; design and development of computer software; 
preparation of technical expert opinions and technical consultancy relating to product development in respect of 
machines for the metallurgical industry, machines for the steel mill industry, continuous casting machines, rolling 
machines for the rolling of metals, machinery equipment for processing metal strips, forging machines, pressing 
machines for metals.
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3565512    08/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1347028]
Pearson plc
80 Strand London WC2R 0RL United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Educational teaching, instruction or research apparatus and instruments; electronic apparatus and instruments for 
teaching, instruction, training, research, education, testing, examination and assessment purposes; media bearing 
electronic publications and data; electronic publications and instructional and educational material; downloadable 
electronic publications and instructional material provided on-line from a database or the Internet; downloadable text and 
information provided electronically, by telecommunications networks, by online delivery, by way of the Internet or world 
wide web; electronic databases; videotapes; computer software, hardware and firmware; application software; computer 
software, hardware and firmware for the provision of teaching, instruction, training, research, education, testing, 
examination and assessments, learning objectives, curriculum materials, including software for operation over computer 
networks or by remote computer access; software, for the creation, management, updating and operating of databases; 
computer software for authoring, downloading, transmitting, receiving, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, 
displaying, storing and organizing text, graphics, images, and electronic publications; computer software for converting 
data pertaining to development and assessment of language skills, grammar and vocabulary; downloadable mobile 
applications for converting data; downloadable mobile applications for converting data pertaining to the development and 
assessment of language skills, grammar and vocabulary.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printed publications; printed educational materials; examination papers; printed syllabi; diplomas, 
academic and vocational certificates; printed examination regulations; books; magazines; periodicals; journals; 
publications; printed material for testing; textbooks; exercise books and notebooks; newspapers; handbooks and 
manuals; study guides; instructional or teaching materials; stationery; posters; educational materials for use in language 
and grammar instruction and assessment, namely, printed course materials in the field of language, grammar and 
vocabulary instruction, assessment, testing and measuring and vocabulary and grammar development, textbooks, 
workbooks and teacher guides for language, grammar and vocabulary instruction, testing and assessment and 
vocabulary and grammar development.

Cl.41;Provision of training, teaching, academic, education, instruction, examination, testing and assessment services; 
provision of training, teaching, academic, education, instruction, examination, testing and assessment services 
electronically, by means of telecommunications networks, by online delivery, by way of the Internet or world wide web; 
computer assisted, computer mediated and on-line computer services, all for training, teaching, academic, education, 
instruction, examination, testing and assessment purposes; educational services, namely, providing curriculum design, 
learning objectives and courses in the field of language, grammar and vocabulary instruction, testing, measuring and 
assessment and vocabulary and grammar development, distribution of course material therewith; services for virtual 
schools, namely, student assessment and performance analysis consultation and consultation on curriculum design, 
learning objectives and courses in the field of language and grammar instruction, testing, measuring and assessment and 
vocabulary and grammar development; online services for the teaching and assessment of language; provision and 
publication of instruction, teaching, training, examination, testing and assessment material; providing online non-
downloadable textbooks, workbooks, teacher guides, toolkits and course materials in the field of language, grammar and 
vocabulary instruction, assessment, testing and measuring and vocabulary and grammar development; publishing 
services; publication of texts, books, textbooks, brochures, syllabi, examination papers, assessments, magazines, 
journals and newspapers; electronic publishing; online publication of electronic texts, books, textbooks, teacher guides, 
instructor toolkits, brochures, syllabi, examination papers, assessments, magazines, research and scholarly articles and 
papers, journals and newspapers; educational examination services; educational assessment services; distribution of 
informational material in the field of language, grammar and vocabulary instruction, assessment, testing and measuring 
and vocabulary and grammar development; educational certification services; certification in relation to examinations and 
other forms of assessment, education, training and awards; conferral of degrees; organisation and provision of courses, 
examinations, assessment, teaching and training using distance learning methods; preparation and validation, 
accreditation, conducting and administration of examinations, assessments and tests; educational research services; 
production and distribution of educational films, television programmes and video recordings; arranging, organising and 
conducting courses, seminars, workshops, symposiums, conferences, congresses and exhibitions; information, advisory 
and consultancy services relating to all of the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Application service provider (ASP) services featuring computer software; application service provider (ASP) 
services featuring software for authoring, downloading, transmitting, receiving, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, 
displaying, storing and organizing text, graphics, images, and electronic publications; design of curriculums, learning 
objectives, vocabulary and grammar inventories; application service provider (ASP) services featuring software for use in 
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connection with online subscription service that enables users to access educational audio, video, text and multimedia 
content; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software to enable users to access educational audio, video, text 
and multimedia content and non-downloadable software for converting, analyzing and evaluating data pertaining to 
development and assessment of language skills, grammar and vocabulary, instruction, testing and measuring and 
vocabulary and grammar development; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all of the aforesaid 
services.
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3566193    27/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1346914]
CARROSSER CO., LTD.
1664-1 Shinbo-cho, Takasaki-shi Gunma 370-0018 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Solid lubricants; fuels; engine oils; gear oils; transmission oils for land vehicles; motor oils; mineral oils and 
greases for industrial purposes, not for fuel; industrial greases.

Cl.12;Non-electric prime movers for land vehicles, not including their parts; shock absorbers for vehicles; vehicle 
suspension systems for land vehicles; suspension parts for land vehicles; hydraulic height control machines for land 
vehicles; transmission shafts for land vehicles; shaft couplings for land vehicles; axle bearings for land vehicles; 
transmissions for land vehicles; suspension springs for vehicles; brakes for vehicles; mechanical elements for land 
vehicles; anti-theft alarms for vehicles; electric motors for land vehicles; automobiles; structural parts for automobiles; 
two-wheeled motorized vehicles; structural parts for two-wheeled motorized vehicles; patches for repairing inner tubes.
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3567496    28/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1347483]
Soliton Systems Kabushiki Kaisha
2-4-3 Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku Tokyo 160-0022 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer security software; computer software; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; 
telecommunication machines and apparatus; laboratory apparatus and instruments; measuring or testing machines and 
instruments; electric or magnetic meters and testers; optical machines and apparatus; electric computing machines; 
photo-copying machines; photographic machines and apparatus.

Cl.42;Providing computer security software; providing computer software; rental of memory space on the Internet 
server; cloud computing; web site hosting services; server hosting; advisory and information services relating web site 
and server hosting; providing computer programs on data networks; rental of computers; computer programming and 
computer software design; design, development and maintenance of computer program system; providing search 
engines on the Internet; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; monitoring telecommunication network 
system by remote access; off-site data backup; data migration services; recovery of computer data; data conversion of 
electronic information; computer security consultancy; design, development, maintenance and consultancy of 
communication network system; testing or research on telecommunication machines, apparatus and the peripherals; 
testing or research on machines, apparatus and instruments; technological advice relating to computers, automobiles 
and industrial machines.
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3568154    25/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1347029]
FIIZY OÜ
Toom-Kooli 1 EE-10130 Tallinn Estonia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Commercial trading and consumer information services; advertising, marketing and promotional services; 
business analysis, research and information services; business assistance, management and administrative services.

Cl.36;Financial and monetary services, and banking; valuation services; insurance underwriting; real estate services; 
fundraising and sponsorship; provision of prepaid cards and tokens (term considered too vague by the International 
Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations).
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Priority claimed from 18/08/2016; Application No. : 015760325 ;European Union 

3568174    12/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1347871]
adp Gauselmann GmbH
Merkur-Allee 1-15 32339 Espelkamp Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; cash 
registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; 
musical jukeboxes and parts for the aforesaid automatic machines; automatic cash dispensers, automatic money 
counting and money changing machines; coin-operated mechanisms; computer and video games software; games 
software for use on any computer platform, including electronic entertainment and games consoles; computer game 
programs; computer games programs; video games (software); computer games provided through a global computer 
network or supplied by means of multi-media electronic broadcast or through telecommunications or electronic 
transmission or via the internet; computer games, leisure and recreational software, video games and computer software, 
all being provided in the form of storage media; programs for operating electric and electronic apparatus for games, 
amusement and/or entertainment purposes; automatic lottery machines; computer software for computer games on the 
internet; online games (software), in particular for online betting games, online prize games, online gambling games, 
online games of skill and online casino games; computer software in the form of an app for mobile devices and 
computers; calculating apparatus in coin-operated machines and parts for the aforesaid goods; apparatus for recording, 
transmission, processing or reproduction of data, including sound or images, including parts for all the aforesaid goods, 
except radio sets, television receivers, hi-fi systems, video recorders, telephone apparatus, fax machines and telephone 
answering machines; computer hardware and software for casino and amusement arcade games, for gaming machines, 
slot machines or video lottery gaming machines or games of chance via the internet; electric, electronic, optical or 
automatic apparatus, for identifying data carriers, identity cards and credit cards, bank notes and coins; electric, 
electronic or optical alarm and monitoring installations, including video cameras and apparatus for image transmission 
and image processing; data processing apparatus and computers, including data processing apparatus and computers 
being components for data networks and parts facilitating data network communications; electric wiring harnesses; 
circuit boards, printed circuit boards (electronic components) and combinations thereof, being assemblies and equipment
parts, included in this class.

Cl.28;Games; toys; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for christmas trees; 
gaming apparatus (including coin-operated apparatus); coin-operated arcade games (machines); games for amusement 
arcades (included in this class); coin-operated video gaming apparatus; video games apparatus adapted for use with 
external screens or monitors only; casino fittings, namely roulette tables, roulette wheels; coin-operated automatic 
gaming machines and gaming machines, in particular for gaming arcades, with or without a prize payout; electronic or 
electrotechnical gaming apparatus, automatic gaming machines, gaming machines, slot machines operated by coins, 
tokens, banknotes, tickets or by means of electronic, magnetic or biometric storage media, in particular for commercial 
use in casinos and amusement arcades, with or without a prize payout; automatic gaming machines and gaming 
machines, in particular for commercial use in casinos and gaming arcades, with or without a prize payout; coin-operated 
gaming machines and/or electronic money-based gaming apparatus (machines), with or without prizes; housings adapted 
for gaming machines, gaming apparatus and automatic gaming machines, operated by means of coins, tokens, tickets or 
by means of electronic, magnetic or biometric storage media, in particular for commercial use in casinos and gaming 
arcades, with or without a prize payout; electronic games; electronic game entertainment apparatus and accessories; 
video output game machines; drawing apparatus for prize games and lotteries, draws or raffles; housings of metal, plastic 
and/or wood for coin-operated automatic machines; apparatus for games (including video games), other than adapted for 
use with external screens or monitors only; gaming machines for gambling; gaming tables, in particular for table football, 
billiards, sliding games; flying discs (toys) and darts; gaming machines for bingo games, lotteries or video lottery games 
and for betting offices, networked or unnetworked; LCD games consoles; automatic gaming machines; including all the 
aforesaid machines operating in networks; apparatus and devices for accepting and storing money, being fittings for the 
aforesaid automatic machines, included in this class.
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Priority claimed from 20/07/2016; Application No. : 2016-533 ;Leichtenstein 

3568186    05/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1347475]
Ivoclar Vivadent AG
Bendererstrasse 2 FL-9494 Schaan Liechtenstein

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Materials for use in dentistry; materials and auxiliary materials for the manufacture of dental impressions, models, 
crowns, bridges, inlays, prostheses, artificial teeth; materials for the characterization of teeth; materials for polishing 
teeth; dental waxes; dental filling materials; materials for relining; materials for root canal filling; core build-up materials 
for use in dentistry; dental luting materials; materials for pulp protection and root treatment; materials for cavity 
treatment; materials for dentin wound and pulp treatment; materials used for acid etching and for the caries prophylaxis; 
dental adhesive agents; protective varnishes for teeth; drying and degreasing materials for the use in dentistry; materials 
for cosmetic restoration of damaged teeth; diagnostic agents and preparations for medical purposes; dental materials for 
the bleaching of teeth; dental composites; dental cements; salivary diagnostic preparation; disinfectants; preparations for 
the hygiene of teeth and oral cavity; medical mouthwash; dental materials for the treatment of caries and periodontitis; 
color stains for use in dentistry; precious metal alloys and non-precious metal alloys for dental use; precious metals and 
non-precious metals for dental use; investment materials for dental use; dental adhesives; materials for repairing 
damaged teeth; opaque materials for dental use; metal primers; fiber-reinforced resin for the manufacture of crowns, 
bridges and pontics; fissure sealants; mixing capsules for dental materials; materials for the detection of plaque; dental 
ceramic material; artificial veneers.

Cl.7;Milling machines and grinding machines for dental use for the treatment of ceramics, metal and plastic materials, 
and parts thereof; milling and grinding tools for dental use as machine tools, and parts thereof; holding devices for 
machine tools and piece holders for milling and grinding machines for dental use.

Cl.9;Software for dental use; scanners, apparatus for the processing of images, and devices for CAD-CAM-processing.

Cl.10;Apparatus, devices, tools, and instruments for dental use; impression devices for dental use; registration devices 
for dental use; articulators for dental use; mixing devices for dental use; blasting devices for dental use; dosing 
instruments and apparatus for dental use; milling, grinding, and drilling instruments for dental use; artificial teeth; dental 
plates; dental crowns and bridges; syringes; shade guides; dental matrices; dental strips; apparatus and instruments for 
the caries prophylaxis and for the treatment of periodontitis; tooth polishing appliances for use by dentists; ceramic 
mixing plates; tooth pins; ingots made of resin, metal, or ceramic for the manufacture of dental crowns, bridges, inlays, 
prostheses, artificial teeth; dental applicators; dental apparatus for milling and parts thereof; prefabricated parts for 
crowns, bridges, and pontics.

Cl.11;Dental furnaces.

Cl.38;Providing access to databases.

Cl.42;Cloud computing services.
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3568558    15/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1349031]
Evergrande Real Estate Group Limited
Room 3801, No.78, Huangpu Avenue W., Tianhe District, Guangzhou Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cakes of toilet soap; cleaning preparations; shining preparations; furbishing preparations; perfumery; cosmetics; 
kits (cosmetic -); dentifrices; incense; cosmetics for animals.

Cl.5;Medicines for human purposes; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; dietetic beverages adapted for 
medical purposes; air purifying preparations; preparations for destroying noxious animals; antisepsis paper (term 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b of the Common Regulations); surgical dressings; 
microorganisms (preparations of -) for medical and veterinary use; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; 
depuratives.

Cl.9;Downloadable image files; compact disc; with books of electronic devices (term considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b of the Common Regulations); animated cartoons; cases especially made for 
photographic apparatus and instruments; detectors; surveying instruments; wires, electric; protection devices for 
personal use against accidents; alarms.

Cl.20;Furniture; containers, not of metal [storage, transport]; office furniture; mirrors; bamboo woodworking art (term 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b of the Common Regulations); works of art of wood wax 
plaster or plastic; numberplates not of metal; furniture fittings, not of metal; doors for furniture; window fittings, not of 
metal.

Cl.25;Clothing; layettes; shoes; hats; hosiery; gloves; neckties; girdles; wedding cloth; smocks.

Cl.28;Games; sliding board; toys; fishing tackle; body-training apparatus; physical exercises (term considered too 
vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b of the Common Regulations); pools (swimming-) [play articles]; plastic 
racetrack (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b of the Common Regulations); gloves (golf -
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); ornaments for Christmas trees (except illumination articles and confectionery).

Cl.29;Meat; fish (food products made from -); vegetables, tinned; fruit, preserved; vegetables, preserved; eggs; milk 
products; edible oils; processed nuts; bean curd products; lactic acid beverage, (fruit products non-milk).

Cl.30;Coffee; tea; sugar; honey; cereal preparations; farinaceous foods; snack food (cereal-based -); seasonings; 
aromatic preparations for food; ice cream.

Cl.32;Beer; mineral water; beverages (preparations for making -); non-alcoholic fruit juice beverage; waters(beverages); 
soda drink; vegetable drink; legume drink; milk tea(non milk based).

Cl.33;Wine; arrack; alcohol (rice); saki; alcoholic beverages(except beer); alcoholic essences; spirits [beverages]; 
vapour wine; yellow rice or millet wine; liqueurs.

Cl.35;On-line advertising on a computer network; providing business information via a web site; sales promotion (for 
others); personnel management consulting; relocation services for businesses; computer databases (systemization of 
information into -); book-keeping; rental of vending machines; rental of sales stands; sponsorship search; provision of 
on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services.

Cl.36;Insurance underwriting; financing services; appraisal (art -); real estate management; sales of commercial 
housing (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b of the Common Regulations); brokerage; 
guarantees; fiduciary; charitable fund raising; pawn.

Cl.37;Building construction supervision; construction supervision; construction; demolition of buildings; building of 
fair stalls and shops; commercial housing construction; buildings (cleaning of -) [interior]; buildings (cleaning of -) 
[exterior surface]; indoor decoration; air- conditioning apparatus installation and repair.

Cl.39;Removals; passenger transport; marine transport; car transport; sightseeing tour (term considered too vague by 
the International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b of the Common Regulations); car parking; garage rental; car rental; arranging of 
tours; rental of warehouses.

Cl.41;Organization of sports competitions; bookmobile services; amusement parks; schools (nursery -); health club 
services; management of lottery tickets (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b of the 
Common Regulations); modelling for artists; zoological garden services; toy rental; games equipment rental; organization 
of shows [impresario services]; cinema facilities (providing -); concert hall (term considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b of the Common Regulations); theatre productions; production of music; distribution of 
films; production of shows; academies; physical education.

Cl.42;Engineering; urban planning; engineering drawing; geological surveys; industrial design; construction drafting; 
interior decorating (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b of the Common Regulations); 
construction projects development (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b of the Common 
Regulations); assessment of intangible assets (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b of the 
Common Regulations); works of art (authenticating -).

Cl.43;Accommodation bureaux [hotels, boarding houses]; rental of transportable buildings; retirement homes; day-
nurseries [creches]; animals (boarding for -); rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware; rental of cooking apparatus; 
rental of drinking water dispensers; lighting equipment rental (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - 
Rule 13.2.b of the Common Regulations); hotel reservation (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 
13.2.b of the Common Regulations).

Cl.44;Health consultation (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b of the Common 
Regulations); homes (convalescent -); beauty salon (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b 
of the Common Regulations); homes (convalescent -); food nutrition guidance (term considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b of the Common Regulations); homes (convalescent -); animal breeding; gardening; 
rental of sanitation facilities; opticians' services; health care; medical clinics.
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Priority claimed from 06/12/2016; Application No. : 016139826 ;European Union 

3568978    09/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1348635]
World Animal Protection
222 Grays Inn Road London WC1X 8HB United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Promotional and public awareness campaigns.

Cl.41;Education and training services including the conduct of courses to develop knowledge and understanding of 
animal welfare issues; organizing of events for entertainment, sporting, cultural or educational purposes; publishing 
(including electronic publishing); publication of non-downloadable webpages.

Cl.44;Veterinary and other animal welfare services, and advisory, consultancy and information services related to the 
aforesaid; provision of advice, consultancy and information services in connection with animal welfare and with 
preventing and alleviating suffering amongst animals.
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3569345    15/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1348440]
Julabo GmbH
Gerhard-Juchheim-Strasse 1 77960 Seelbach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electric beaters for technical schools.

Cl.9;Electric beaters for laboratories; thermostats for use in research and industrial laboratories and for quality control, 
in particular immersion thermostats, circulation thermostats, thermostats for immersed viscometers, calibration 
thermostats, cryostats; heating and refrigerating apparatus for laboratories, water baths and shaking water baths for 
laboratories.
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3569548    25/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1348338]
Mast Group Limited
Mast House, Derby Road Bootle Merseyside L20 1EA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry and science; chemical products for use in industry and science; reagents; chemical 
reagents; molecular reagents; biological reagents; microbiological reagents; antibiotic susceptibility reagents; media for 
use in laboratories, including near patient testing facilities, for diagnostic purposes; chemical, molecular, biological and 
microbiological reagents in kit form; chemical reagents in kit form for conducting enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays 
(ELISA); chemical reagents in kit form for conducting thermal amplification assays; chemical reagents in kit form for 
thermal amplification or detection of nucleic targets; assay preparations; tests for detecting antibodies, other than for 
medical or veterinary use; chemical products, media, media supplements and test kits containing these goods for use in 
laboratories, including near patient testing facilities, for diagnostic purposes including identification and susceptibility 
testing; chemicals for use in the cryopreservation of organisms; chemical reagents for molecular biology; bacterial 
culture media for use in laboratories, including near patient testing facilities, for diagnostic purposes; reagents for 
antibiotic susceptibility analysis; nutrients for microbiological analysis; reagents for the identification and detection of 
bacteria; biochemical reagents; bacterial agglutinating antisera; stained febrile antigens; latex for agglutination test; parts 
and fittings for the aforementioned goods.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations, not including human pharmaceutical preparations for medical purposes presented as 
drugs in their finished dosage form; veterinary and sanitary preparations and disinfectants; nutrient media for use in 
medical laboratories, including near patient testing facilities, for diagnostic purposes in human medicine; media for use in 
medical laboratories, including near patient testing facilities, for diagnostic purposes; antibiotic susceptibility tests for 
microbiological and infectious disease detection; reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; chemical, molecular, 
biological and microbiological reagents in kit form for medical or veterinary purposes; biological or chemical reagents for 
use in molecular biology; reagents in kit form for conducting enzyme-linked immune-absorbent assays (ELISA) for 
medical or veterinary purposes; chemical, biological, molecular and microbiological reagents for medical or veterinary 
purposes; chemical reagents in kit form for conducting thermal amplification assays; chemical reagents in kit form for 
thermal amplification or detection of nucleic targets; antigens; antibodies; antibodies for immunodiagnostic purposes; 
linking agents for medical or veterinary use; tests for detecting antibodies; proteins for medical use in binding antibodies; 
laboratory testing kits and reagents for infectious disease diagnosis; preparations for use in the cryopreservation of 
organisms; molecular reagents for use in the identification and detection of bacteria, veterinary pathogens and other 
infectious organisms and the diagnosis of urine infections and autoimmune diseases and none of the above being for 
allergy tests; reagents for urine examination reagents for the detection of occult blood in faeces; reagents for 
immunodiagnostic tests, namely the diagnosis of autoimmune disease; molecular biology kits for pathogenic detection 
and identification; parts and fittings for the aforementioned goods.

Cl.9;Scientific, electric, electronic, photographic, optical, measuring and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; data processing equipment and computers; 
apparatus for indicating and measuring inoculated bacterial cultures and for the carryout and interpretation of diagnostic 
tests; image analysing apparatus and instruments; analytical apparatus for microorganism identification and the reading 
of antibiotic susceptibility tests; computer programs for use in molecular biology; apparatus for carrying out assays; 
scientific diagnostic apparatus and instruments; apparatus for carrying out diagnostic tests; diagnostic testing apparatus 
for use in immunoassay procedures; testing apparatus for diagnostic purposes; bacterial storage and cultivation 
apparatus; storage retrieval systems for the preservation of organisms; antibiotic and antifungal susceptibility discs, 
rings and tablets; paper antibiotic and antifungal susceptibility discs, rings, tablets and strips; antibiotic resistance 
detection discs, rings, and tablets; paper antibiotic resistance detection discs, rings, tablets and strips; software for urine 
testing, antibiotic susceptibility testing, identification and detection of bacteria, veterinary pathogens and other infectious 
organisms and the diagnosis of urine infections and autoimmune diseases; analysers, dispensers, inoculators, interface 
modules and marker pins; analysers, dispensers, inoculators, interface modules and marker pins for urine testing; 
instruments for use in the preparation of samples; plates for urine screening; vials and wells for storage and preservation 
of bacteria; sample cards for occult blood tests; reaction cards including latex agglutination reaction cards; discs, strips 
and circles for identification and detection of bacteria; reaction tubes; turbidimeters; amplification units for molecular 
biology tests; test data processors; software programmes for use with diagnostic testing and analysis equipment; 
apparatus for microbiological testing; parts and fittings for the aforementioned goods.
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Priority claimed from 27/07/2016; Application No. : 2016-546 ;Leichtenstein 

3571117    05/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1348358]
Ivoclar Vivadent AG
Bendererstrasse 2 FL-9494 Schaan Liechtenstein

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Materials for use in dentistry; materials and auxiliary materials for the manufacture of dental impressions, models, 
crowns, bridges, inlays, prostheses, artificial teeth; materials for the characterization of teeth; materials for polishing 
teeth; dental waxes; dental filling materials; materials for relining; materials for root canal filling; core build-up materials 
for use in dentistry; dental luting materials; materials for pulp protection and root treatment; materials for cavity 
treatment; materials for dentin wound and pulp treatment; materials used for acid etching and for the caries prophylaxis; 
dental adhesive agents; protective varnishes for teeth; drying and degreasing materials for the use in dentistry; materials 
for cosmetic restoration of damaged teeth; diagnostic agents and preparations for medical purposes; dental materials for 
the bleaching of teeth; dental composites; dental cements; salivary diagnostic preparation; disinfectants; preparations for 
the hygiene of teeth and oral cavity; medical mouthwash; dental materials for the treatment of caries and periodontitis; 
color stains for use in dentistry; precious metal alloys and non-precious metal alloys for dental use; precious metals and 
non-precious metals for dental use; investment materials for dental use; dental adhesives; materials for repairing 
damaged teeth; opaque materials for dental use; metal primers; fiber-reinforced resin for the manufacture of crowns, 
bridges and pontics; fissure sealants; mixing capsules for dental materials; materials for the detection of plaque; dental 
ceramic material; artificial veneers.

Cl.7;3D printers for dental use, and parts thereof; accessories for 3D printers for dental use, included in this class.

Cl.9;Software for dental use; scanners, apparatus for the processing of images, and devices for CAD-CAM-processing.

Cl.10;Apparatus, devices, tools, and instruments for dental use-impression devices for dental use; registration devices 
for dental use; articulators for dental use; mixing devices for dental use; blasting devices for dental use; dosing 
instruments and apparatus for dental use; milling, grinding, and drilling instruments for dental use; artificial teeth; dental 
plates; dental crowns and bridges; syringes; shade guides; dental matrices; dental strips; apparatus and instruments for 
the caries prophylaxis and for the treatment of periodontitis; tooth polishing appliances for use by dentists; ceramic 
mixing plates; tooth pins; ingots made of resin, metal, or ceramic for the manufacture of dental crowns, bridges, inlays, 
prostheses, artificial teeth; dental applicators; polymerization apparatus; ultrasonic cleaning instruments for dental use; 
prefabricated parts for crowns, bridges and pontics.

Cl.11;Dental furnaces.

Cl.38;Providing access to databases.

Cl.42;Cloud computing services.
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3573827    27/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1349892]
BOBST MEX SA
Route de Faraz 3 CH-1031 Mex Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines, equipment and devices for processing and printing of substrates, more particularly sheets, plates, 
cutouts, strips, foils of paper, cardboard, corrugated board, plastic, for the packaging manufacturing industry; equipment, 
machines and devices for processing and printing, especially cutting, creasing, embossing, punching, perforation, hot 
and cold stamping, removal of a color film, hot gilding and cold gilding, folding adhesive-stamping, bending and gluing 
on-line, coating, extrusion laminating and coating, vacuum coating, vacuum metallization, laminating, laminating flexible 
materials, offset rotary printing, flexographic printing machines, flexographic printing central drum, heliographic printing, 
printing machines, printing type, digital printing, flexographic printing and cutting flat on-line, flexographic printing 
bending and gluing on-line, flexographic printing and rotary cutting online, heliographic printing and forming on-line of 
substrates, more particularly sheets, plate elements, blanks, webs, films, paper, cardboard, corrugated cardboard, plastic; 
modules (parts of machines) for loading, multiple inserting, feeding, unrolling, connecting positioning, stacking, transport 
and machine acceptance; modules (parts of machines) for receiving, separating, winding, handling, packing and non-
machine transport of substrates, more particularly sheets, plate elements, blanks, film, tapes, of paper, cardboard, 
corrugated cardboard, plastic, batteries and rolls of aforesaid substrates, shaped, printed, printed and folded-glued 
substrates; positioning motors for the aforesaid machines, equipment and devices; printing cylinders, rollers, flexible 
relief plates and plates, machines for preparing and processing of printing cylinders, rollers, flexible relief plates and 
plates, devices for mounting of printing flexible relief plates and plates on printing cylinders; constituent pieces, and 
spare parts for the aforesaid machines, equipment and devices; tools for the aforesaid machines, equipment and devices.

Cl.9;Electronic devices, apparatus, instruments and software for inputting, recording, output, processing, storage, 
transmission, display of data, checking, measuring, controlling, programming, setting, presetting, quality control, 
monitoring of production parameters, performances and stops management, checking of register printings, cuttings, 
clippings and embossing, measuring and adjusting the color composition of printings, measures for adjusting ink supply, 
analysis and image processing for printing and post-printing, especially sensors, and digital video cameras, detection, 
tracking, and positioning, positioning motors for machines, equipment and devices for processing and printing of 
substrates, more particularly sheets, plate elements, blanks, tapes, films, paper, cardboard, corrugated cardboard, plastic,
for the packaging manufacturing industry; software for the aforesaid machines, equipment and devices.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials not included in other classes; printed matter; 
instructional and teaching material (except devices); catalogs, calendars, advertising articles, printed matter, printed 
publications; flyers, prospectuses, boxes of cardboard or paper, bags (envelopes, pouches) of paper or plastics for 
packaging, manuals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, periodicals, graphic prints, graphic representations, printed 
publications, posters, plastic materials for packaging (not included for other classes).

Cl.35;Retail sale, sale by mail order, Internet or other electronic remote ordering means of machines, equipment and 
devices for processing and printing, substrates, more particularly sheets, plates, cutouts, strips, foils, of paper, 
cardboard, corrugated board, plastic, for the packaging manufacturing industry; retail sale or wholesale of accessories, 
consumables, spare parts, tools, apparatus, instruments, electronic devices, software and inks, for the aforesaid 
machines, equipment and devices; retail sale of the aforesaid second-hand machines, equipment and devices; 
demonstration of the aforesaid equipment, machines and devices; distribution of advertising matter; dissemination of 
advertisements; presentation of the aforesaid machines, equipment and devices on all means of communication for retail 
sale; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; public relations; business auditing (commercial 
analysis).

Cl.37;Customer care services, namely installation, servicing, maintenance, assembly of consumables and spare parts 
for machines, equipment and devices for processing and printing substrates, more particularly sheets, plate elements, 
blanks, tapes, films, paper, cardboard, corrugated cardboard, plastic, for the packaging manufacturing industry.

Cl.41;Theoretical and practical courses of instruction for driving machines, publishing instructional materials, 
publication of educational textbooks, audiovisual materials and demonstration equipment, organizing and conducting 
colloquiums, conferences or congresses for machine users, equipment and devices for processing and printing, of 
substrates, more particularly sheets, plate elements, blanks, tapes, films, paper, cardboard, corrugated cardboard, plastic,
for the packaging manufacturing industry.
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Priority claimed from 19/10/2016; Application No. : 696528 ;Switzerland 

3574567    13/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1349732]
V-LABEL GMBH
Niederfeldstrasse 92 CH-8408 Winterthur Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; dyestuffs; mordant; 
dyestuffs for dyeing clothing.

Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.

Cl.5;Dietetic food and substances for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; food supplements for humans and 
animals.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printing products; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists" materials; 
paintbrushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional or teaching material (except apparatus); 
plastic materials for packaging not included in other classes; printing type; printing blocks.

Cl.17;Products of plastic materials and rubber (semi-finished); padding and stuffing materials of rubber or plastics.
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Cl.18;Imitation leather and products made of these materials not included for other classes.

Cl.20;Upholstered furniture; cushions; bedding except linen; futons (furniture); mattresses and mattress foundations; 
sleeping bags; goods not included in other classes, of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, substitutes for all these materials, 
or of plastics.

Cl.22;Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other classes); padding and 
stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile materials; kapok; raw cotton.

Cl.24;Fabrics and textile goods not included in other classes; bed throws; table covers; nylon fabrics; hemp fabrics; 
mixed cotton-based fabrics.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruit and vegetables; jellies, jams; eggs, 
milk and dairy products; edible oils and fats; processed chickpeas; transformed soybeans; soy milk and rice milk; soy-
based snacks; tofu; tempeh; meat and poultry substitutes; substitutes for cheese, butter and eggs; artificial cream (dairy 
product substitutes); stews; prepared and packaged dishes consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry, vegetables, meat 
substitutes or substitutes of poultry, soy, tofu or tempeh; prepared salads; processed edible seeds; compotes.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flours and preparations made from cereals, bread, 
pastry and confectionery, edible ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); 
spices; ice for refreshment; processed corn; soya sauce; cereal bars, cereal-based snack food; semolina based on 
cereals; oat flakes; noodles; pizzas; ready-to-eat cereals; cakes; sandwiches; prepared and prepared-packed dishes made 
with rice and noodles; fruit coulis [sauces]; soya flour.

Cl.31;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains (included in this class); live animals; fresh fruits and 
vegetables; seeds, natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals, malt.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and 
other preparations for making beverages.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

Cl.41;Education; education and training.

Cl.43;Serving of food and drink.

Cl.44;Medical services and veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, 
horticulture and forestry services.
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Priority claimed from 09/06/2016; Application No. : TO/M/16/03269 ;Tonga 

3574690    08/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1349802]
Google Inc.
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View CA 94043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and computer programs for database management, electronic spreadsheets, designing, 
creating, editing and publishing documents, note taking, email, calendaring, contacts management, presentation 
graphics, desktop publishing, document management, word processing, instant messaging, voice over internet protocol 
(voip), video conferencing, audio conferencing, application sharing, computer network security, and intrusion detection 
and prevention.

Cl.38;Telecommunications services, namely, electronic transmission of data and digital messaging via global computer 
and communication networks; digital multimedia broadcasting services over the internet, namely, posting, displaying, 
and electronically transmitting data, audio and video; providing access to computer databases in the fields of general 
interest; instant messaging services; voice over internet protocol (voip) services; video and audio conferencing services 
conducted via the web, telephone, and mobile devices; communications by computer terminals; local and long distance 
telephone services; mobile telephone communication services.

Cl.39;Electronic storage of electronic media, namely, user-generated documents, spreadsheets, drawings, images, 
audio files, video files, and scanned documents.

Cl.42;Application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting computer software applications of others; application service 
provider (ASP) featuring software for use in creating text documents, spreadsheets, tables, and websites; computer 
services, namely, integration of private and public cloud computing environments; cloud computer services, namely, 
cloud hosting provider services; providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments through cloud 
computing; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems in the field of cloud 
computing; application service provider, namely, hosting and maintenance of collaborative websites created by others 
using non-downloadable software.
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3574862    16/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1350154]
Caprice Holdings Limited
26-28 Conway Street London W1T 6BQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Club entertainment services; discotheque services; night club services; party, ball and event planning 
(entertainment) and organisation; organisation, arrangement and conducting of entertainment events; arranging and 
conducting conferences; provision of information, advice and consultancy in relation to all the aforementioned.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; restaurant, bar and catering services; cocktail lounge services; banqueting 
services; hotel and temporary accommodation services; provision of information, advice and consultancy in relation to all 
the aforementioned services.
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Priority claimed from 15/08/2016; Application No. : UK00003180331 ;United Kingdom 

3577951    12/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1351325]
Soda Software Labs Limited
City Tower 12th Floor, Piccadilly Plaza Manchester M1 4BT United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data processing equipment; computers; computer software; CDs; DVDs; CD-ROMs; USB flash drives; apparatus 
for data processing; apparatus for data storage; apparatus for the transmission of data; application processors; 
application software; application software for mobile phones; application software for cloud computing services; 
computer software for data collection; computer software relating to data processing and analysis; computer software for 
text data mining and text analytics; computer software for sharing or transferring data; computer software for processing 
large data sets; computer software for business purposes; computer software for authorising access to databases; 
computer networking and data communications equipment; computer programs for document management; computer 
programs for accessing, browsing and searching online and offline databases; data compression software; data 
conversion software; data storage devices.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; design and development of computer software for 
reading, transmitting, processing and organising data; design and development of computer software for evaluation and 
calculation of data; design and development of databases; computer programming; installation of computer software; 
maintenance and repair of computer software; analysis of technical data sets; application service provider services; 
compilation of data-processing programs; computer programming services for data warehousing; computer 
programming services for commercial analysis and reporting; computer services concerning electronic data storage; 
computer services for the analysis of data; technical advisory services relating to data processing and analysis; data 
conversion of electronic information; data migration services; data mining; text data mining and technical analysis of 
texts; data warehousing; design and development of software for importing and managing data; hosting of databases; 
software as a service.
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3580501    27/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1351564]
ZHEJIANG SEMIR GARMENT CO., LTD.
No. 1189 Liuhongqiao Road, Xinqiao, Quhai District, Wenzhou Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather (imitation-); pelts; travelling sets [leatherware]; pocket wallets; valises; school satchels; fur; umbrellas; 
canes; saddlery.

Cl.25;Children's clothing; clothing; bathing suits; waterproof clothing; shoes; hats; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; scarfs.

Cl.26;Lace trimmings; brooches [clothing accessories]; trimmings for clothing; hair ornaments; bags (zip fasteners for 
-); buttons; false hair; sewing boxes; artificial flowers; marking linen (numerals or letters for-).

Cl.35;Advertising; assistance (business management -); sales promotion [for others]; procurement services for others 
[purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; import-export agencies; management consultancy (personnel -); 
relocation services for businesses; computerized business record keeping services; accounting; rental of vending 
machines.
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Priority claimed from 11/05/2016; Application No. : 87033629 ;United States of America 

3580639    27/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1351238]
MYJOVE Corporation
Suite 200, One Alewife Center Cambridge MA 02140 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of short instructional videos and downloadable multimedia files 
containing short instructional videos, all of the foregoing in the field of science, medicine and technology, and social 
sciences, for science, engineering and medical professionals.

Cl.41;Providing a web site featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of science, medicine and 
technology, and social sciences, for research, training and educational purposes, for science, engineering and medical 
professionals

Cl.42;Providing an on-line searchable database featuring information in the form of short instructional videos in the 
field of biological, medical, physical, chemical, earth, environmental, and social sciences, for science, engineering and 
medical professionals; providing an on-line searchable database featuring information in the form of short instructional 
videos in the field of engineering, for science, engineering and medical professionals; providing an on-line searchable 
database featuring medical and scientific research information in the form of short instructional videos in the field of 
clinical trials, for science, engineering and medical professionals

Cl.44;Providing an on-line searchable database featuring information in the form of short instructional videos in the 
field of clinical medicine, for science, engineering and medical professionals
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Priority claimed from 19/09/2016; Application No. : 015841455 ;European Union 

3583307    28/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1351746]
adp Gauselmann GmbH
Merkur-Allee 1-15 32339 Espelkamp Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; cash 
registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; 
musical jukeboxes and parts for the aforesaid automatic machines; automatic cash dispensers, automatic money 
counting and money changing machines; coin-operated mechanisms; computer and video games software; games 
software for use on any computer platform, including electronic entertainment and games consoles; computer game 
programs; computer games programs; video games (software); computer games provided through a global computer 
network or supplied by means of multi-media electronic broadcast or through telecommunications or electronic 
transmission or via the internet; computer games, leisure and recreational software, video games and computer software, 
all being provided in the form of storage media; programs for operating electric and electronic apparatus for games, 
amusement and/or entertainment purposes; automatic lottery machines; computer software for computer games on the 
internet; online games (software), in particular for online betting games, online prize games, online gambling games, 
online games of skill and online casino games; computer software in the form of an app for mobile devices and 
computers; calculating apparatus in coin-operated machines and parts for the aforesaid goods; apparatus for recording, 
transmission, processing or reproduction of data, including sound or images, including parts for all the aforesaid goods, 
except radio sets, television receivers, hi-fi systems, video recorders, telephone apparatus, fax machines and telephone 
answering machines; computer hardware and software for casino and amusement arcade games, for gaming machines, 
slot machines or video lottery gaming machines or games of chance via the internet; electric, electronic, optical or 
automatic apparatus, for identifying data carriers, identity cards and credit cards, bank notes and coins; electric, 
electronic or optical alarm and monitoring installations, including video cameras and apparatus for image transmission 
and image processing; data processing apparatus and computers, including data processing apparatus and computers 
being components for data networks and parts facilitating data network communications; electric wiring harnesses; 
circuit boards, printed circuit boards (electronic components) and combinations thereof, being assemblies and parts of 
apparatus, included in this class.

Cl.28;Games; toys; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for christmas trees; 
gaming apparatus (including coin-operated apparatus); coin-operated arcade games (machines); games for amusement 
arcades (included in this class); coin-operated video gaming apparatus; video games apparatus adapted for use with 
external screens or monitors only; casino fittings, namely roulette tables, roulette wheels; coin-operated automatic 
gaming machines and gaming machines, in particular for gaming arcades, with or without a prize payout; electronic or 
electrotechnical gaming apparatus, automatic gaming machines, gaming machines, slot machines operated by coins, 
tokens, banknotes, tickets or by means of electronic, magnetic or biometric storage media, in particular for commercial 
use in casinos and amusement arcades, with or without a prize payout; automatic gaming machines and gaming 
machines, in particular for commercial use in casinos and gaming arcades, with or without a prize payout; coin-operated 
gaming machines and/or electronic money-based gaming apparatus (machines), with or without prizes; housings adapted 
for gaming machines, gaming apparatus and automatic gaming machines, operated by means of coins, tokens, tickets or 
by means of electronic, magnetic or biometric storage media, in particular for commercial use in casinos and gaming 
arcades, with or without a prize payout; electronic games; electronic game entertainment apparatus and parts thereof; 
video output game machines; drawing apparatus for prize games and lotteries, draws or raffles; housings of metal, plastic 
and/or wood for coin-operated automatic machines; apparatus for games (including video games), other than adapted for 
use with external screens or monitors only; electropneumatic and electric slot machines with pulling handles (gaming 
machines); gaming tables, in particular for table football, billiards, sliding games; flying discs (toys) and darts; gaming 
machines, namely, electric, electronic or electromechanical gaming apparatus for bingo games, lotteries or video lottery 
games and for betting offices, connected or unconnected to a computer network; LCD games consoles; automatic 
gaming machines; all the aforesaid automatic gaming machines operating in networks; apparatus and devices for 
accepting and storing money, being fittings for the aforesaid automatic machines, included in this class.
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Priority claimed from 30/11/2016; Application No. : UK00003199626 ;United Kingdom 

3583478    10/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1350931]
ASTON MARTIN LAGONDA LIMITED
Banbury Road, Gaydon Warwick CV35 0DB United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Radiator grills of metal for vehicles; radiator grills of non-metallic materials for vehicles.

Cl.12;Land, water and air vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; air vehicles; seaplanes; boats; 
locomotives; rolling stock for railways; cars; motor cars; engines; automobile engines; motors and engines for land 
vehicles; powertrains, including engines and motors, for land vehicles; boats, yachts; parts and fittings for the aforesaid 
goods; motor land vehicles, namely, automobiles; and structural parts therefore and other automobile parts, namely, 
chassis; automobile chassis; hoods for engines; radiator grills of non-metallic materials for vehicles; vehicle and 
automobile bumpers; automobile bumper guards; hoods for vehicles; clutches; transmissions; gear boxes for land 
vehicles; transmission shafts; sunroofs; deflectors; directional signals; horns; rear view and side view mirrors; mud 
flaps; roof-racks; ski-racks, shock absorbers for automobiles; convertors for land vehicles; steering wheels; steering 
linkages; suspension systems; windshield sunshades; windshield wipers; arm rests; luggage racks for motor cars; ski 
carriers for motor cars; brakes for vehicles; brake hardware; brake lining; brake pads; caps for vehicle fuel tanks; storage 
compartments specifically fitted for use in automobiles; spoilers; anti-theft alarms; alarm systems for cars; alarms for 
vehicles; air bags for vehicles; seat cushions; seat covers, cushions adapted for use in vehicles; tire cushions; vehicle 
windows; luggage carriers; airbags for vehicles; safety seats for children; wheels, tyres and continuous tracks; tyres and 
wheels for automobiles; valve caps for vehicle tires; petrol tank caps for motor cars; bicycles; cycles; trolleys; baby 
carriages; children"s safety seats for cars; custom leather interiors for vehicles; fitted automotive seat covers; auto 
aftermarket accessories, namely, vehicle custom grilles; steering wheel locks and covers; sleighs (vehicles); mopeds; 
scooters; electric cigarette lighters for land vehicles; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 26/09/2016; Application No. : 1339964 ;Benelux 

3584283    05/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1352441]
GHRAOUI CHOCOLATE GROUP SA
12, Jean Engling L-1466 Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Preserved, dried and cooked fruit and vegetables; jellies, jams, milk and dairy products, milk beverages made 
predominantly of milk; prepared foods and dishes made with the above products; candied fruits; canned fruits; fruit peel.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar confectionery, artificial coffee; pastry and confectionery, edible ices; honey, treacle; 
ices for refreshment, cookies and biscuits, cakes, rusks, sugar confectionery, chocolate; beverages based on cocoa, 
coffee, chocolate or tea; prepared foods and dishes made with the above products; flavorings, other than essential oils, 
for beverages; candied sugar for food; chocolate and sugar decorations for cakes; essences for foodstuffs (except 
etheric essences and essential oils); non-medicinal infusions; flour-based foods; cake paste; ferment for batter; petits 
fours (pastries); cake powder; beverages made with coffee and tea; tea and iced coffee.
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3711637    01/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1307561]
Lucio Santoro and Meera Santoro trading as SANTORO LICENSING
Rotunda Point, 11 Hartfield Crescent, Wimbledon London SW19 3RL United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed matter; books; periodicals; blank journals; greeting cards; notelets; gift wrapping paper; art prints; 
posters; diaries; calendars; notepads; notebooks; address books; agendas; document folders; ring binders; paper 
folders; memo pads; sketchbooks; stationery; pencil tins; erasers; pens; pencils; fountain pens; ballpoint pens; gel roller 
pens; pencil sharpeners; paintbrushes; pastel crayons; photo albums; paper gift bags; cardboard gift boxes; stickers; 
address labels; napkins of paper; paper weights; paper table cloths; tissues.

Cl.18;Body belts, handbags, clutch bags, satchels, wallets, purses, coin purses, made from leather and/or imitation 
leather; leather shopping bags; overnight bags; school bags; shoulder bags; evening handbags; vanity cases, sold 
empty; toiletry bags, sold empty; tote bags; travelling bags; suitcases; garment bags for travel; briefcases; suitcases; 
holdalls; backpacks; credit card holders of leather; umbrellas and parasols; key cases.

Cl.21;Kitchen and household containers and utensils (not of precious metal); glassware, porcelain, chinaware and 
earthenware; china ornaments; ceramics for household purposes; figurines (statuettes) of porcelain, terracotta or glass; 
glasses [receptacles]; jugs; napkin rings (not of precious metal); ceramic tableware; tea pots; vases; dishes; works of art 
made of porcelain, terracotta or glass; fitted picnic baskets including dishes; pottery; cups and mugs (not of precious 
metal); decanters; soap dishes.

Cl.24;Household textiles, household linen; textile towels; face towels of textile; duvet covers; table linen; bed linen; 
place mats of textile material; table napkins of textile; furniture coverings of textile; quilts; pillow cases; bed sheets; 
curtains; textile wall hangings; bunting; textile handkerchiefs; cushion covers; fabrics for textile use; silk fabrics for 
printing patterns; shower curtains; throws; travelling rugs; comforters [bedding]; bed spreads; bed blankets.

Cl.25;Clothing; t-shirts; blouses; knit tops; woven tops; sweaters; jogging pants; jeans; shorts; dresses; skirts; coats; 
jackets; swimwear; beachwear; underwear; bras; hosiery; vests; camisoles; nightshirts; pyjamas; bath robes; aprons; 
neckwear; belts; gloves; arm warmers; scarves; ear muffs; headgear; hats; caps; headbands; visors; footwear; boots; 
shoes; athletic shoes; sandals; slippers; flip-flop sandals.

Cl.27;Carpets; rugs; floor coverings; wall hangings (non-textile); wallpaper; bath mats; door mats.

Cl.35;Retail and online retail services connected with the sale of a variety of goods, namely, soaps, perfumery, 
essential oils, cosmetics, make-up, hair lotions, deodorants for personal use, perfumes, nail polish, candles, home 
fragrance, shampoos, toiletries, sunglasses, eyewear, cases for spectacles and sunglasses, paper, cardboard, printed 
matter, printed publications, stationery, greeting cards, household or kitchen utensils and containers, glassware, 
porcelain, ceramic, chinaware, crockery, textiles and textile goods, bed linen, tea towels, bed and table covers, clothing, 
footwear, headgear, jewellery, imitation jewellery, watches, time clocks, games and playthings, travelling bags, hand 
bags, fashion bags, rucksacks, brief cases, trunks, back packs, shopping bags, beach bags, belts, boxes, key cases, 
purses, school bags, shopping bags, suitcases, wallets, umbrellas, wall hangings (non-textile), wallpaper, chocolate 
confectionery, sweets, mobile telephone covers and cases, mobile phone accessories, mouse mats; provision of 
information to customers and advice and assistance in the selection of goods brought together as above.
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3713706    01/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1284586]
FARMACEUTICI DOTT. CICCARELLI S.p.A.
Via Clemente Prudenzio, 13 I-20138 MILANO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Preparations and substances for use in oral hygiene; dentifrices; mouthwashes; mouth rinses; breath freshening 
sprays.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and medical preparations and substances to maintain the oral hygiene; preparations and 
substances which relieve the pain and discomfort associated with dental hypersensitivity; preparations and substances 
to fight tooth decay; preparations and substances to treat and to relieve the pain and discomfort caused by diseases and 
conditions of the gums and mouth; medicated dentifrices.

Cl.21;Toothbrushes; denture brushes for use in the cleaning of artificial dentures.
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3714568    01/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1309304]
FARMACEUTICI DOTT. CICCARELLI S.p.A.
Via Clemente Prudenzio, 13 I-20138 MILANO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Foot hygiene products, including creams, powder and sprays, namely: deodorants and antiperspirants [toiletries], 
skin care preparations, deodorants for the feet, foot balms (non-medicated), foot cream (non-medicated), foot powder 
(non-medicated), fool lotions (non-medicated), exfoliating scrubs for the feet, foot care preparations (non-medicated), 
masks for the skin care of feet, non-medicated foot soaks.

Cl.5;Foot care products for medical use, including creams, powder and sprays, namely: foot medicated balms, 
medicated foot powder, medicated foot lotions, medicated foot creams, remedies for foot perspiration, medicated foot 
care for medical use, corn rings for the feet, corn pads for the feet, corn and callus creams, medicated foot soaks.

Cl.25;Deodorizing insoles for footwear.
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Priority claimed from 17/12/2014; Application No. : 1301375 ;Benelux 

3714577    05/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1240449]
Stanno Holding B.V.
Bergweidedijk 52 NL-7418 AA Deventer

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Sports bags not included in other classes, trunks and travelling bags.

Cl.25;Sport clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.28;Gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management, also relating to franchising; business administration; office functions; 
market prospecting, research and analysis; consultancy, assistance and business intermediary services for the sale of 
sports bags, trunks and travelling bags, clothing, footwear, headgear, gymnastic and sporting articles; retail services as 
well as business intermediary services for the wholesale of sports bags, trunks and travelling bags, clothing, footwear, 
headgear, gymnastic and sporting articles, as well as import and export services in relation to sports bags, trunks and 
travelling bags, clothing, footwear, headgear, gymnastic and sporting articles; aforesaid services also via electronic and 
telecommunications means, such as the internet, television networks, (mobile) telephone networks, cable, satellite and 
ethernet networks and other such networks.
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2016; Application No. : 016194623 ;European Union 

3715009    30/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1371945]
TO ØL ApS
Slotsgade 2, 1. DK-2200 København N Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, including shoes, socks, trousers, t-shirts, sweatshirts and headgear, including hats and caps.

Cl.32;Beer and non-alcoholic beverages; mineral and aerated beverages (soda water) and other non-alcoholic 
beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

Cl.40;Beer brewing services.

Cl.43;Restaurant services.
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Priority claimed from 04/04/2014; Application No. : 012761243 ;European Union 

3723242    30/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1235088]
Åhléns AB
SE-118 90 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Casual bags; bags made of imitation leather; luggage, bags, wallets and other carrying cases.

Cl.25;Footwear; headgear; clothing.
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3727227    30/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384206]
Synergy CHC Corp.
865 SPRING STREET WESTBROOK ME 04092 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; hair care preparations; hair care treatments, namely, non-medicated hair care treatment preparations 
for cosmetic purposes.

Cl.5;Vitamins to aid hair growth and hair health; hair care products, namely, medicated hair care preparations.

Cl.35;On-line retail store services related to subscription boxes containing vitamins to aid hair growth and hair health, 
hair care products, hair accessories, personal care items, information flyers in the field of hair care and hair growth.
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3727468    06/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1215477]
Atanas Bogdanov Vilner
Veslets Str. 43 BG-1202 Sofia Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles and accessories included in this class; sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; bodies for vehicles; seat 
covers for vehicles; seats for vehicles; upholstery for vehicles; leather seat covers for vehicles.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; trunks 
and travelling bags.

Cl.37;Installation services; vehicle maintenance; leather care, cleaning and repair; upholstery repair; upholstering for 
vehicles; motor vehicle wash; burglar alarm installation and repair; installation of audio video systems for vehicles; 
leather upholstery care for vehicles, cleaning and repair.
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3729099    14/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1366207]
BLAUER WORLD FASHION S.r.l.
Corso Stati Uniti, 41 I-10129 TORINO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.

Cl.9;Optical apparatus and instruments; spectacles and sunglasses and their parts; cases for spectacles and 
sunglasses; helmets.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, goods made of these materials not included in other classes; trunks; suitcases; 
travelling bags; bags; backpacks; small backpacks; beauty cases; wallets; purses.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear and headgear directed to the consumer fashion market and excluding uniforms, outwear, 
equipment, protective wear and other clothing items for the public safety market such as fire, police, emergency medical, 
hazardous material service.
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3737877    29/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384959]
Shevick Sales Corp.
5620 W. Jarvis Avenue Niles IL 60714 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Latex rubber for use in the manufacture of mattresses, mattress toppers, pillows, car and other transportation 
and vehicle seating, yoga mats, bags, cushions, furniture and shoe insoles.

Cl.20;Bed pillows; mattress toppers; mattresses; pillows.
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3739462    12/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1345572]
Obschestvo s ogranichennoy otvetstvennostyu "Vostochnaya snekovaya kompaniya"
ost. Platforma 3307 km., 17 RU-633101 s.Tolmachevo, Novosibirskiy rayon Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Posters; forms, printed; announcement cards [stationery]; note books; pamphlets; booklets; catalogues; 
envelopes [stationery]; packaging material made of starches; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for 
packaging; stickers; conical paper bags; printed matter; table napkins of paper; place mats of paper; tablemats of paper; 
flyers; shields [paper seals]; labels, not of textile.

Cl.29;Prepared meals consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry -r vegetables; succade; raisins; hummus; smoked fish; 
smoked, cooked, dried squid, mussels, shrimps, shellfish, crayfish, sea-cucumbers; processed, salted, roasted, dried 
nuts; semi-finished products for cooking potato chips; roasted, dried, salted sunflower seeds; dried stockfish; salted fish; 
dates; potato, vegetable, fruit chips.

Cl.30;Aromatic preparations for food; cereal bars; waffles; popcorn; hard bread, included in this class; breakfast 
cereals; rice-based snack food; cereal-based snack food; cereal preparations; grain-based chips; grain-based chips 
containing starch; pastry; confectionery products; confectionery based on nuts; crackers; corn flakes; cookies; muesli; 
bread and pastries; cereal flakes; grain-based chips containing fish or seafood.

Cl.35;Arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; rental of advertising space; computerized file 
management; demonstration of goods; transcription of communications [office functions]; opinion polling; market 
studies; business information; commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; business 
investigations; marketing research; business management and organization consultancy; layout services for advertising 
purposes; news clipping services; updating of advertising material; word processing; organization of exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; business 
management assistance; commercial or industrial management assistance; presentation of goods on all media for the 
purpose of retail sale; economic forecasting; auctioneering; sales promotion for others; services provided by shops, 
markets and on-line store; rental of advertising time on communication media; publicity material rental; publication of 
publicity texts; distribution of samples; dissemination of advertising matter; writing of publicity texts; advertising; on-line 
advertising on a computer network; advertising by mail order; compilation of statistics; compilation and input of 
information into computer databases; systemization of information into computer databases; copywriting; commercial 
management; administrative processing of purchase orders; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and 
services for other businesses].
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3739466    14/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1307149]
Flip Out IP Pty Limited
PO Box 1850 Penrith NSW 2751 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Trampolines.

Cl.32;Energy drinks (not for medical purposes); mineral and aerated waters; waters (beverages); bottled water (not for 
medical purposes); aerated drinks (non-alcoholic); carbonated non-alcoholic drinks; part frozen slush drinks; soft drinks; 
sports drinks (non-medicated).

Cl.41;Arranging group recreational activities; conducting of exhibitions for recreation purposes; organisation of 
recreational activities; providing facilities for recreation; providing recreation facilities; provision of facilities for 
recreation; provision of indoor recreational facilities; provision of recreational activities; provision of recreational events; 
provision of recreational facilities.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 24/07/2015; Application No. : 678987 ;Switzerland 

3739736    01/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1290920]
Leclanché S.A.
Avenue des Sports 42 CH-1400 Yverdon-les-Bains Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, electronic apparatus and instruments included in this class, measuring apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus and 
instruments for accumulating electricity; electric batteries and dry batteries, dry battery elements and batteries, 
electrochemical cells and batteries, accumulators, capacitors; chargers for electric batteries; battery testing apparatus; 
direct current and alternating current adapters; electric and electronic apparatus for testing, using, measuring or 
switching of electricity from a power grid or from batteries; components, spare parts and accessories included in this 
class for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus; electric lamps, flashlights, portable lamps, emergency lamps, portable lighting apparatus, 
electric torches; portable housings for lighting; light bulbs; components, spare parts and accessories included in this 
class for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; bringing together for the benefit of others of 
various goods (excluding their transport) enabling consumers to conveniently view and purchase these goods.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis 
and research services.
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Priority claimed from 26/07/2017; Application No. : 1861406 ;Australia 

3739825    06/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1385667]
Motor Cycle Innovation Pty Ltd
276 Waterworks Rd ASHGROVE QLD 4060 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Automatic steering apparatus; articles of protective clothing, footwear and headgear, including for wear by 
motorcyclists and specifically adapted for protection against accident or injury.

Cl.12;Vehicles, including motor land vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water and parts and fittings 
therefor.

Cl.25;Clothing, headgear and footwear.
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Priority claimed from 23/06/2017; Application No. : 87502590 ;United States of America 

3746015    07/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1386970]
Ripple Labs Inc.
315 Montgomery Street San Francisco CA 94101 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Providing information in the field of finance; financial information; providing financial information.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences or workshops in the field of financial 
transactions, and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith; educational services, namely, conducting 
programs in the field of financial transactions; providing education in the field of finance.
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Priority claimed from 02/08/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 223 950 ;Germany 

3747731    06/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1387022]
Höcker Polytechnik GmbH
Borgloher Str. 1 49176 Hilter Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Combustible briquettes.

Cl.7;Briquetting machines.

Cl.40;Waste disposal [treatment of waste].
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3748379    05/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1386121]
SKATE INNOVATION PTY LTD
1A Aitken Way KEWDALE WA 6105 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Apparel (clothing, footwear, headgear).

Cl.28;Elbow guards for use in skateboarding; protectors for elbows for use when skateboarding (sports articles); 
protectors for the knees for use when skateboarding (sports articles); skateboards.
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3748793    14/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1386855]
Precursor Ltd
Grönkullantie 6 FI-02880 Veikkola Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Textile goods, and substitutes for textile goods.

Cl.25;Clothing.
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3748825    04/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1386346]
Kewlab Pty Ltd
Ground floor, 23 Milton Pde MALVERN VIC 3144 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Lasers for scientific use; lasers, not for medical purposes; optical apparatus and instruments; light conducting 
filaments (optical fibers (fibres); optical fibers (fibres) (light conducting filaments); elastic wave meters; optical 
communications instruments; optical communication apparatus; optical glasses; goggles; fibre optics.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; lamps for medical purposes; medical instruments; medical lasers; medical 
masks; dental apparatus and instruments; diagnostic instruments for ophthalmology.

Cl.42;Scientific laboratory services; scientific research; chemistry services; physics (research); scientific research 
relating to biology.
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Priority claimed from 28/11/2017; Application No. : 40201723604S ;Singapore 

3751026    29/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1386846]
ELOAD SG PTE. LTD.
6 Ubi Road 1, Wintech Centre 07-03 Singapore 408726 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Payment processing services; electronic processing of payments; electronic payment services; on-line bill 
payment services; payment administration services.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; telecommunications consultancy; telecommunications services.

Cl.42;Programming of software for e-commerce platforms; hosting of e-commerce platforms on the Internet; hosting 
platforms on the Internet.
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Priority claimed from 27/09/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 024 430 ;Germany 

3751229    01/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1387587]
ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS GMBH
Sandhofer Strasse 116 68305 Mannheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical, biochemical and biological preparations for scientific and research purposes; in vitro diagnostic 
reagents for scientific and research purposes; solutions and reagents for accuracy control of test results; chemical 
solutions and reagents for calibrating and monitoring the functioning of devices.

Cl.5;Chemical, biochemical and biological preparations for medical and diagnostic purposes; in vitro diagnostic 
preparations for medical and diagnostic purposes.
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Priority claimed from 08/06/2017; Application No. : 016811771 ;European Union 

3752934    04/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1388353]
Alfa Laval Corporate AB
Rudeboksvägen 1 SE-226 55 Lund Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Heat exchangers [parts of machines]; scraped surface heat exchangers (parts of machines); heat exchangers 
operating with rotary blades (parts of machines); blades for scraped surface heat exchangers (parts of machines); blades 
of plastic or steel for scraped surface heat exchangers (parts of machines).

Cl.11;Heat exchangers; scraped surface heat exchangers; heat exchangers operating with rotary blades; blades for 
scraped surface heat exchangers; blades of plastic or steel for scraped surface heat exchangers.

Cl.37;Installation and repair relating to heat exchangers.
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Priority claimed from 07/07/2017; Application No. : 016962532 ;European Union 

3753953    14/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1387542]
Zenuity AB
Lindholmspiren 2 SE-417 56 Göteborg Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Programs for computers; computer programs for use in autonomous control of vehicles; lasers; optical apparatus 
and instruments; on-board electronic systems in land vehicles for providing driving assistance.

Cl.12;Vehicles and conveyances; self-driving cars.

Cl.37;Computer installation services; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; assembly 
[installation] of parts for vehicles.

Cl.42;Computer programming; design of vehicles and vehicle parts and components; research, development, design 
and upgrading of computer software; development of computer systems; research and development services; research 
and development services relating to computer hardware; research and development of computer software.
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Priority claimed from 09/06/2017; Application No. : 87483005 ;United States of America 

3754000    06/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1387898]
GOOGLE LLC
1600 AMPHITHEATRE PARKWAY MOUNTAIN VIEW CA 94043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Mobile phones; smart phones.

Cl.35;Advertising and marketing services provided by means of marketing communications, namely, social media, 
internet marketing, and sharable or viral communications channels.
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Priority claimed from 09/06/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 014 232 ;Germany 

3754132    06/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1387900]
Merck KGaA
Frankfurter Str. 250 64293 Darmstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical compositions and materials, namely cell culture media, stem cell media, spheroid media for scientific or 
medical research use.

Cl.42;Scientific services and research, namely stem cell research.
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Priority claimed from 03/06/2014; Application No. : 2014-45094 ;Japan 

3754450    12/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1253697]
FLOSFIA INC.
1-36, Goryoohara, Nishikyo-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 6158245 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; semiconductor manufacturing parts and accessories; 
chemical processing machines and apparatus; textile machines and apparatus; glassware manufacturing machines and 
apparatus; plastic processing machines and apparatus; pneumatic or hydraulic machines and instruments; valves [parts 
of machines].

Cl.9;Semi-conductors; semi-conductor devices; telecommunication machines, apparatus and their parts; electronic 
machines, apparatus and their parts; measuring or testing machines, instruments and their parts; laboratory apparatus, 
instruments and their parts.
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3756244    05/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389662]
ShanDong Heli Agricultural Development Co.,Ltd.
Jiayue Industrial zone, Zhucheng, Weifang City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Meat; fish-based foodstuffs; meat, tinned [canned (Am.)]; vegetables, preserved; eggs; milk products; oils for 
food.

Cl.30;Cocoa; sugar; jiaozi [stuffed dumplings]; pastries; condiments.
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Priority claimed from 02/06/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 013 831 ;Germany 

3756304    01/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1387647]
Dürr Technik GmbH & Co. KG
Pleidelsheimer Str. 30 74321 Bietigheim-Bissingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Compressors; compressed air machines.

Cl.9;Measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; measuring apparatus; signalling 
apparatus; electric monitoring units; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; regulating apparatus, 
electric; electrical controls; controllers (regulators); electronic regulators; electric apparatus for commutation; data 
collection apparatus; apparatus for recording data; data processing apparatus; peripheral devices for data reproduction; 
apparatus for the transmission of data; electric display devices.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 26/06/2017; Application No. : 2017725470 ;Russian Federation 

3756316    17/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1387745]
Obshchestvo s ogranichennoi otvetstvennostyu "Aerofuels Group"
ul. Viktorenko, d. 5, str. 1 RU-125167 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Acaricides; aconitine; alkaloids for medical purposes; alginates for pharmaceutical purposes; algicides; aldehydes 
for pharmaceutical purposes; dental amalgams of gold; dental amalgams; amino acids for veterinary purposes; amino 
acids for medical purposes; analgesics; anaesthetics; antibiotics; antiseptics; medicine cases, portable, filled; first-aid 
boxes, filled; aluminium acetate for pharmaceutical purposes; acetates for pharmaceutical purposes; germicides; balms 
for medical purposes; bandages for dressings; diagnostic biomarker reagents for medical purposes; biocides; bromine 
for pharmaceutical purposes; paper for mustard plasters; fly catching paper; reagent paper for veterinary purposes; 
reagent paper for medical purposes; mothproofing paper; petroleum jelly for medical purposes; vaccines; oxygen baths; 
antiseptic cotton; aseptic cotton; absorbent cotton; wadding for medical purposes; cotton for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use; radiological contrast substances for medical purposes; nutritive substances for 
microorganisms; radioactive substances for medical purposes; bismuth subnitrate for pharmaceutical purposes; melissa 
water for pharmaceutical purposes; sea water for medicinal bathing; mineral waters for medical purposes; thermal water; 
dietary fiber; molding wax for dentists; gases for medical purposes; guaiacol for pharmaceutical purposes; sexual 
stimulant gels; hematogen; hemoglobin; hydrastine; hydrastinine; glycerine for medical purposes; glycerophosphates; 
glucose for medical purposes; gentian for pharmaceutical purposes; hormones for medical purposes; mustard for 
pharmaceutical purposes; mustard plasters; mud for baths; medicinal mud; gamboge for medical purposes; gurjun 
[gurjon, gurjan] balsam for medical purposes; air deodorising preparations; deodorants, other than for human beings or 
for animals; deodorants for clothing and textiles; diastase for medical purposes; digitalin; mineral food supplements; 
nutritional supplements; albumin dietary supplements; dietary supplements for animals; yeast dietary supplements; 
alginate dietary supplements; glucose dietary supplements; casein dietary supplements; lecithin dietary supplements; 
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linseed oil dietary supplements; propolis dietary supplements; protein dietary supplements; protein supplements for 
animals; royal jelly dietary supplements; pollen dietary supplements; wheat germ dietary supplements; linseed dietary 
supplements; enzyme dietary supplements; yeast for pharmaceutical purposes; gelatine for medical purposes; cod liver 
oil; isotopes for medical purposes; immunostimulants; insecticides; iodine for pharmaceutical purposes; iodides for 
pharmaceutical purposes; alkaline iodides for pharmaceutical purposes; iodoform; calomel [fungicide]; cream of tartar for 
pharmaceutical purposes; tartar for pharmaceutical purposes; camphor for medical purposes; capsules for medicines; 
cachets for pharmaceutical purposes; hemostatic pencils; wart pencils; caustic pencils; carbolineum [parasiticide]; 
caustics for pharmaceutical purposes; cachou for pharmaceutical purposes; quassia for medical purposes; quebracho 
for medical purposes; oxygen for medical purposes; gallic acid for pharmaceutical purposes; acids for pharmaceutical 
purposes; adhesives for dentures; surgical glues; adhesive tapes for medical purposes; stem cells for veterinary 
purposes; stem cells for medical purposes; cocaine; collagen for medical purposes; collodion for pharmaceutical 
purposes; corn rings for the feet; candy, medicated; angostura bark for medical purposes; barks for pharmaceutical 
purposes; cedar wood for use as an insect repellent; condurango bark for medical purposes; croton bark; mangrove bark 
for pharmaceutical purposes; myrobalan bark for pharmaceutical purposes; quinquina for medical purposes; medicated 
animal feed; medicinal roots; rhubarb roots for pharmaceutical purposes; lint for medical purposes; starch for dietetic or 
pharmaceutical purposes; creosote for pharmaceutical purposes; blood for medical purposes; cultures of 
microorganisms for medical or veterinary use; curare; dental lacquer; liquorice for pharmaceutical purposes; lactose for 
pharmaceutical purposes; candy for medical purposes; adhesive plasters; medicines for alleviating constipation; lecithin 
for medical purposes; lotions for veterinary purposes; medicated hair lotions; lotions for pharmaceutical purposes; 
medicated after-shave lotions; personal sexual lubricants; lupulin for pharmaceutical purposes; magnesia for 
pharmaceutical purposes; liniments; ointments for pharmaceutical purposes; sunburn ointments; mercurial ointments; 
frostbite salve for pharmaceutical purposes; gauze for dressings; medicinal oils; mustard oil for medical purposes; 
camphor oil for medical purposes; castor oil for medical purposes; oil of turpentine for pharmaceutical purposes; dill oil 
for medical purposes; dental mastics; dental abrasives; dental impression materials; teeth filling material; dressings, 
medical; surgical dressings; drugs for medical purposes; medicines for veterinary purposes; serotherapeutic medicines; 
medicines for human purposes; medicines for dental purposes; menthol; medicinal drinks; moleskin for medical 
purposes; almond milk for pharmaceutical purposes; powdered milk for babies; royal jelly for pharmaceutical purposes; 
milk ferments for pharmaceutical purposes; Irish moss for medical purposes; flour for pharmaceutical purposes; linseed 
meal for pharmaceutical purposes; fish meal for pharmaceutical purposes; fly glue; antibacterial soap; disinfectant soap; 
medicated soap; freeze-dried meat adapted for medical purposes; mint for pharmaceutical purposes; dietetic beverages 
adapted for medical purposes; malted milk beverages for medical purposes; narcotics; medicinal infusions; tincture of 
iodine; eucalyptol for pharmaceutical purposes; tinctures for medical purposes; opium; opodeldoc; decoctions for 
pharmaceutical purposes; antiparasitic collars for animals; cotton sticks for medical purposes; stick liquorice for 
pharmaceutical purposes; sulfur sticks [disinfectants]; pastilles for pharmaceutical purposes; medicated dentifrices; 
pectin for pharmaceutical purposes; diagnostic preparations for veterinary purposes; pepsins for pharmaceutical 
purposes; peptones for pharmaceutical purposes; hydrogen peroxide for medical purposes; pesticides; food for babies; 
leeches for medical purposes; blood plasma; eyepatches for medical purposes; poultices; compresses; scapulars for 
surgical purposes; babies' diapers [napkins]; diapers for pets; diapers for incontinents; bunion pads; breast-nursing 
pads; pomades for medical purposes; powder of cantharides; pyrethrum powder; belts for sanitary napkins [towels]; anti-
uric preparations; bacterial preparations for medical and veterinary use; bacteriological preparations for medical and 
veterinary use; balsamic preparations for medical purposes; albuminous preparations for medical purposes; biological 
preparations for veterinary purposes; biological preparations for medical purposes; veterinary preparations; bismuth 
preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; vitamin preparations; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; bath 
preparations for medical purposes; therapeutic preparations for the bath; hemorrhoid preparations; preparations for 
callouses; lice treatment preparations [pediculicides]; acne treatment preparations; preparations to facilitate teething; 
preparations for the treatment of burns; fumigation preparations for medical purposes; opotherapy preparations; air 
purifying preparations; bronchodilating preparations; preparations for reducing sexual activity; sterilising preparations; 
soil-sterilising preparations; corn remedies; pharmaceutical preparations for treating dandruff; preparations for 
destroying noxious animals; herbicides; preparations for destroying dry rot fungus; larvae exterminating preparations; fly 
destroying preparations; preparations for destroying mice; slug exterminating preparations; vermin destroying 
preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; contact lens cleaning preparations; preparations of 
microorganisms for medical or veterinary use; lime-based pharmaceutical preparations; medicated eyewashes; medicinal 
hair growth preparations; nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic or medical purposes; opiates; anticryptogamic 
preparations; aloe vera preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; preparations of trace elements for human and animal 
use; sulfonamides [medicines]; pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for treating sunburn; enzyme 
preparations for veterinary purposes; enzyme preparations for medical purposes; phytotherapy preparations for medical 
purposes; chemico-pharmaceutical preparations; chemical preparations for veterinary purposes; chemical preparations 
for the diagnosis of pregnancy; chemical preparations for medical purposes; chemical preparations to treat wheat blight 
[smut]; vine disease treating chemicals; chemical preparations to treat mildew; chemical preparations for treating 
phylloxera; chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; chilblain preparations; mothproofing preparations; 
collyrium; lead water; chemical conductors for electrocardiograph electrodes; albuminous foodstuffs for medical 
purposes; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; by-products of the processing of cereals for dietetic or medical 
purposes; homogenized food adapted for medical purposes; freeze-dried food adapted for medical purposes; 
pharmaceuticals; sanitary towels; sanitary pads; panty liners [sanitary]; propolis for pharmaceutical purposes; pearl 
powder for medical purposes; radium for medical purposes; hydrated chloral for pharmaceutical purposes; solvents for 
removing adhesive plasters; vaginal washes for medical purposes; solutions for contact lenses; chemical reagents for 
medical or veterinary purposes; gum for medical purposes; rubber for dental purposes; chewing gum for medical 
purposes; insect repellents; insect repellent incense; repellents for dogs; tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical 
lotions; sarsaparilla for medical purposes; sugar for medical purposes; asthmatic tea; fumigating sticks; suppositories; 
linseed for pharmaceutical purposes; tobacco-free cigarettes for medical purposes; siccatives [drying agents] for medical 
purposes; syrups for pharmaceutical purposes; turpentine for pharmaceutical purposes; milking grease; greases for 
veterinary purposes; greases for medical purposes; lacteal flour for babies; infant formula; soporifics; bicarbonate of 
soda for pharmaceutical purposes; bath salts for medical purposes; salts for mineral water baths; salts for medical 
purposes; potassium salts for medical purposes; sodium salts for medical purposes; smelling salts; mineral water salts; 
malt for pharmaceutical purposes; semen for artificial insemination; alcohol for pharmaceutical purposes; medicinal 
alcohol; alloys of precious metals for dental purposes; ergot for pharmaceutical purposes; cooling sprays for medical 
purposes; antibacterial handwashes; adjuvants for medical purposes; styptic preparations; astringents for medical 
purposes; vermifuges; disinfectants; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; disinfectants for chemical toilets; douching 
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preparations for medical purposes; appetite suppressants for medical purposes; medical preparations for slimming 
purposes; parasiticides; mouthwashes for medical purposes; febrifuges; depuratives; animal washes [insecticides]; 
detergents for medical purposes; cattle washes [insecticides]; dog washes [insecticides]; insecticidal veterinary washes; 
vesicants; purgatives; remedies for perspiration; remedies for foot perspiration; chemical contraceptives; antiparasitic 
preparations; sedatives; laxatives; tonics [medicines]; medicated toiletry preparations; digestives for pharmaceutical 
purposes; nervines; media for bacteriological cultures; steroids; strychnine; serums; tanning pills; appetite suppressant 
pills; slimming pills; jujube, medicated; antioxidant pills; sanitary tampons; vulnerary sponges; thymol for pharmaceutical 
purposes; biological tissue cultures for veterinary purposes; biological tissue cultures for medical purposes; smoking 
herbs for medical purposes; medicinal herbs; transplants [living tissues]; surgical implants comprised of living tissues; 
pants, absorbent, for incontinents; sanitary panties; babies' napkin-pants [diaper-pants]; charcoal for pharmaceutical 
purposes; fennel for medical purposes; porcelain for dental prostheses; phenol for pharmaceutical purposes; enzymes 
for veterinary purposes; enzymes for medical purposes; ferments for pharmaceutical purposes; formic aldehyde for 
pharmaceutical purposes; phosphates for pharmaceutical purposes; fungicides; quinine for medical purposes; chinoline 
for medical purposes; diabetic bread adapted for medical use; chloroform; flowers of sulfur for pharmaceutical purposes; 
cement for animal hooves; bone cement for surgical and orthopaedic purposes; dental cements; medicinal tea; herbal 
teas for medicinal purposes; insecticidal animal shampoo; medicated shampoos; medicated shampoos for pets; 
pediculicidal shampoos; medicated dry shampoos; pre-filled syringes for medical purposes; eucalyptus for 
pharmaceutical purposes; herbal extracts for medical purposes; plant extracts for pharmaceutical purposes; tobacco 
extracts [insecticides]; extracts of hops for pharmaceutical purposes; elixirs [pharmaceutical preparations]; ethers for 
pharmaceutical purposes; esters for pharmaceutical purposes; cellulose esters for pharmaceutical purposes; cellulose 
ethers for pharmaceutical purposes; rat poison; poisons; bacterial poisons; jalap.

Cl.9;3D spectacles; DVD players; ticket dispensers; coin-operated musical automata [juke boxes]; fire engines; 
answering machines; electrical adapters; batteries for electronic cigarettes; accumulators, electric; accumulators, 
electric, for vehicles; accelerometers; actinometers; alidades; altimeters; ammeters; anemometers; anodes; antennas; 
anticathodes; apertometers [optics]; high-frequency apparatus; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; remote 
control apparatus; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of railway points; electro-dynamic apparatus for the 
remote control of signals; monitoring apparatus, electric; sound recording apparatus; Global Positioning System [GPS] 
apparatus; distillation apparatus for scientific purposes; diffraction apparatus [microscopy]; air analysis apparatus; 
apparatus to check franking; sound transmitting apparatus; apparatus for fermentation [laboratory apparatus]; breathing 
apparatus for underwater swimming; breathing apparatus, except for artificial respiration; apparatus and installations for 
the production of X-rays, not for medical purposes; cash registers; electric apparatus for commutation; 
intercommunication apparatus; stills for laboratory experiments; projection apparatus; fire extinguishing apparatus; 
radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; X-ray apparatus not for medical purposes; blueprint apparatus; flashing 
lights [luminous signals]; stereoscopic apparatus; telephone apparatus; facsimile machines; phototelegraphy apparatus; 
igniting apparatus, electric, for igniting at a distance; acid hydrometers; salinometers; acidimeters for batteries; 
aerometers; beacons, luminous; battery jars; barometers; anode batteries; galvanic batteries; batteries for lighting; solar 
batteries; solar panels for the production of electricity; batteries, electric; balances [steelyards]; betatrons; binoculars; 
biochips; electronic tags for goods; lens hoods; magnetic tape units for computers; computer memory devices; fire hose 
nozzles; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; safety tarpaulins; 
electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; body armor; signalling buoys; life buoys; marking buoys; directional 
compasses; vacuum gauges; electrolysers; variometers; verniers; scales; baby scales; bathroom scales; letter scales; 
weighbridges; precision balances; scales with body mass analysers; levelling staffs [surveying instruments]; 
camcorders; video baby monitors; video cassettes; video telephones; video screens; viewfinders, photographic; sockets, 
plugs and other contacts [electric connections]; micrometer screws for optical instruments; viscosimeters; circuit 
closers; wavemeters; voltmeters; mechanical signs; signs, luminous; switchboxes [electricity]; current rectifiers; gas 
testing instruments; gasometers [measuring instruments]; galvanometers; hands-free kits for telephones; heliographic 
apparatus; hygrometers; hydrometers; weights; peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors; holograms; plotters; sounding 
leads; plumb bobs; range finders; densimeters; densitometers; optical goods; detectors; smoke detectors; infrared 
detectors; counterfeit [false] coin detectors; joysticks for use with computers, other than for video games; transparencies 
[photography]; slide projectors; diaphragms [photography]; dictating machines; dynamometers; light-emitting diodes 
[LED]; floppy disks; sound recording discs; disks, magnetic; optical discs; circular slide rules; disk drives for computers; 
juke boxes for computers; DNA chips; electronic interactive whiteboards; electronic notice boards; bullet-proof 
waistcoats [vests (Am.)]; life jackets; reflective safety vests; identification threads for electric wires; nose clips for divers 
and swimmers; locks, electric; bells [warning devices]; alarm bells, electric; electric door bells; signal bells; audio 
interfaces; acoustic conduits; mirrors for inspecting work; road signs, luminous or mechanical; marine depth finders; 
probes for scientific purposes; buzzers; needles for surveying compasses; needles for record players; measures; 
pressure measuring apparatus; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; inverters [electricity]; pressure 
indicators; temperature indicators; incubators for bacteria culture; measuring instruments; cosmographic instruments; 
mathematical instruments; levelling instruments; instruments containing eyepieces; surveying instruments; azimuth 
instruments; interfaces for computers; ionization apparatus not for the treatment of air or water; spark-guards; coaxial 
cables; fibre [fiber (Am.)] optic cables; cables, electric; calipers; slide calipers; screw-tapping gauges; calorimeters; 
calculating machines; pocket calculators; decompression chambers; cinematographic cameras; thermal imaging 
cameras; mouth guards for sports; life-saving capsules for natural disasters; electronic pens [visual display units]; 
holders for electric coils; identity cards, magnetic; video game cartridges; toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and 
photocopiers; memory cards for video game machines; encoded magnetic cards; riding helmets; protective helmets; 
carriers for dark plates [photography]; automated teller machines [ATM]; cathodes; spools [photography]; choking coils 
[impedance]; coils, electric; electromagnetic coils; cinematographic film, exposed; computer keyboards; solenoid valves 
[electromagnetic switches]; wire connectors [electricity]; encoded key cards; electronic book readers; electronic 
agendas; push buttons for bells; mouse pads; magnetic encoders; anti-glare visors; collectors, electric; loudspeakers; 
calibrating rings; smart rings; protective suits for aviators; commutators; compact discs [audio-video]; compact discs 
[read-only memory]; comparators; marine compasses; computers; laptop computers; tablet computers; notebook 
computers; condensers [capacitors]; contacts, electric; wind socks for indicating wind direction; traffic cones; branch 
boxes [electricity]; distribution boxes [electricity]; junction boxes [electricity]; battery boxes; cabinets for loudspeakers; 
diving suits; galena crystals [detectors]; reflecting discs for wear, for the prevention of traffic accidents; covers for 
electric outlets; logs [measuring instruments]; lasers, not for medical purposes; lactodensimeters; lactometers; vacuum 
tubes [radio]; darkroom lamps [photography]; thermionic tubes; amplifying tubes; flashlights [photography]; head 
cleaning tapes [recording]; magnetic tapes; videotapes; surveying chains; fire escapes; rulers [measuring instruments]; 
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square rulers for measuring; slide-rules; contact lenses; correcting lenses [optics]; optical lenses; optical condensers; 
sounding lines; electricity conduits; measuring spoons; magnifying glasses [optics]; thread counters; magnets; 
decorative magnets; close-up lenses; crash test dummies; resuscitation mannequins [teaching apparatus]; mouse 
[computer peripheral]; pressure gauges; security tokens [encryption devices]; divers' masks; solderers' helmets; 
protective masks; respiratory masks, other than for artificial respiration; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; 
voting machines; money counting and sorting machines; material testing instruments and machines; furniture especially 
made for laboratories; megaphones; portable media players; diaphragms [acoustics]; diaphragms for scientific 
apparatus; metal detectors for industrial or military purposes; digital weather stations; metronomes; rules [measuring 
instruments]; carpenters' rules; dressmakers' measures; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; mechanisms for 
counter-operated apparatus; coin-operated mechanisms for television sets; shutter releases [photography]; micrometers; 
microprocessors; microscopes; microtomes; microphones; audio mixers; modems; lightning conductors [rods]; monitors
[computer hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; terminals [electricity]; junction 
sleeves for electric cables; teeth protectors; temperature indicator labels, not for medical purposes; knee-pads for 
workers; headphones; surveyors' levels; sound recording carriers; magnetic data media; optical data media; electronic 
sheet music, downloadable; computer software, recorded; sheaths for electric cables; identification sheaths for electric 
wires; weighing machines; computer apparatus; punched card machines for offices; life saving apparatus and equipment; 
shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; objectives [lenses] [optics]; lenses for astrophotography; egg-
candlers; fire extinguishers; electrified fences; limiters [electricity]; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation 
and fire; clothing for protection against fire; asbestos clothing for protection against fire; clothing especially made for 
laboratories; ozonisers [ozonators]; octants; eyepieces; ohmmeters; wrist rests for use with computers; eyeglass frames; 
oscillographs; plumb lines; mirrors [optics]; eyeglasses; sunglasses; goggles for sports; electronic collars to train 
animals; signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; radio pagers; pince-nez; electronic pocket translators; transmitters 
[telecommunication]; telephone transmitters; transmitters of electronic signals; switches, electric; periscopes; gloves for 
divers; gloves for protection against accidents; gloves for protection against X-rays for industrial purposes; asbestos 
gloves for protection against accidents; furnaces for laboratory use; pipettes; pyrometers; planimeters; plane tables 
[surveying instruments]; plates for batteries; wafers for integrated circuits; printed circuit boards; compact disc players; 
cassette players; protective films adapted for computer screens; protective films adapted for smartphones; sound 
recording strips; X-ray films, exposed; films, exposed; life-saving rafts; laboratory trays; digital signs; semi-conductors; 
polarimeters; fire pumps; measuring glassware; life belts; fuses; circuit breakers; converters, electric; telerupters; food 
analysis apparatus; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; distance recording apparatus; distance measuring 
apparatus; speed measuring apparatus [photography]; appliances for measuring the thickness of leather; apparatus for 
measuring the thickness of skins; speed checking apparatus for vehicles; teaching apparatus; time recording apparatus; 
hemline markers; apparatus and instruments for astronomy; surveying apparatus and instruments; weighing apparatus 
and instruments; nautical apparatus and instruments; navigational instruments; optical apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for physics; chemistry apparatus and instruments; measuring apparatus; measuring devices, 
electric; boiler control instruments; meteorological instruments; naval signalling apparatus; observation instruments; 
navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; satellite navigational apparatus; regulating apparatus, electric; 
precision measuring apparatus; audio- and video-receivers; prisms [optics]; computer software applications, 
downloadable; printers for use with computers; retorts' stands; apparatus for changing record player needles; drainers 
for use in photography; cleaning apparatus for sound recording discs; fire beaters; telescopic sights for firearms; 
telescopic sights for artillery; test tubes; pressure indicator plugs for valves; magnetic wires; telegraph wires; telephone 
wires; wires, electric; conductors, electric; copper wire, insulated; fuse wire; computer programmes [programs], 
recorded; computer game software; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer operating programs, 
recorded; record players; processors [central processing units]; rods for water diviners; electronic publications, 
downloadable; distribution consoles [electricity]; control panels [electricity]; radar apparatus; masts for wireless aerials; 
transmitting sets [telecommunication]; radios; vehicle radios; sprinkler systems for fire protection; frames for 
photographic transparencies; screens for photoengraving; flowmeters; walkie-talkies; voltage surge protectors; voltage 
regulators for vehicles; stage lighting regulators; light dimmers [regulators], electric; speed regulators for record players; 
cell switches [electricity]; washing trays [photography]; marking gauges [joinery]; T-squares for measuring; time 
switches, automatic; relays, electric; safety restraints, other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment; X-ray 
photographs, other than for medical purposes; rheostats; respirators for filtering air; retorts; refractometers; refractors; 
grids for batteries; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; speaking tubes; horns for loudspeakers; subwoofers; 
saccharometers; optical fibers [fibres] [light conducting filaments]; traffic-light apparatus [signalling devices]; dog 
whistles; signalling whistles; sextants; inductors [electricity]; safety nets; nets for protection against accidents; fire 
alarms; signals, luminous or mechanical; sirens; electronic access control systems for interlocking doors; scanners [data 
processing equipment]; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; smartglasses; smartphones; smartwatches; connections 
for electric lines; couplings, electric; connectors [electricity]; sonars; sound locating instruments; lighting ballasts; 
resistances, electric; spectrograph apparatus; spectroscopes; speed indicators; alcoholmeters; satellites for scientific 
purposes; protection devices for personal use against accidents; audiovisual teaching apparatus; charging stations for 
electric vehicles; radiotelegraphy sets; radiotelephony sets; spectacle lenses; anti-glare glasses; optical glass; personal 
stereos; stereoscopes; stands for photographic apparatus; stroboscopes; fire boats; sulfitometers; bags adapted for 
laptops; drying racks [photography]; spherometers; integrated circuits; printed circuits; counters; parking meters; 
kilometer recorders for vehicles; revolution counters; abacuses; egg timers [sandglasses]; taximeters; ear plugs for 
divers; tachometers; television apparatus; telegraphs [apparatus]; telescopes; teleprompters; teleprinters; cordless 
telephones; cellular phones; theodolites; interactive touch screen terminals; thermo-hygrometers; thermometers, not for 
medical purposes; thermostats; thermostats for vehicles; crucibles [laboratory]; tone arms for record players; 
totalizators; transistors [electronic]; transponders; protractors [measuring instruments]; transformers [electricity]; step-
up transformers; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; triodes; starter cables for motors; discharge tubes, electric, other 
than for lighting; capillary tubes; neon signs; Pitot tubes; X-ray tubes not for medical purposes; telephone receivers; 
squares for measuring; gauges; quantity indicators; automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires [tyres]; gasoline 
gauges; water level indicators; electric loss indicators; light-emitting electronic pointers; slope indicators; levels 
[instruments for determining the horizontal]; mercury levels; spirit levels; urinometers; amplifiers; particle accelerators; 
electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; baby monitors; steering apparatus, automatic, for 
vehicles; balancing apparatus; video recorders; sound reproduction apparatus; invoicing machines; tape recorders; 
protection devices against X-rays, not for medical purposes; railway traffic safety appliances; data processing apparatus; 
oxygen transvasing apparatus; theft prevention installations, electric; film cutting apparatus; drying apparatus for 
photographic prints; optical character readers; centering apparatus for photographic transparencies; dosage dispensers; 
battery chargers; chargers for electric batteries; chargers for electronic cigarettes; acoustic alarms; sounding apparatus 
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and machines; editing appliances for cinematographic films; cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus; couplers [data 
processing equipment]; wearable activity trackers; anti-theft warning apparatus; computer peripheral devices; anti-
interference devices [electricity]; demagnetizing apparatus for magnetic tapes; acoustic couplers; alarms; fog signals, 
non-explosive; whistle alarms; adding machines; readers [data processing equipment]; heat regulating apparatus; 
photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, thermic]; electric and electronic effects units for musical instruments; bar code 
readers; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; animated 
cartoons; filters [photography]; filters for respiratory masks; filters for ultraviolet rays, for photography; USB flash drives; 
magic lanterns; optical lamps; signal lanterns; cameras [photography]; glazing apparatus for photographic prints; 
shutters [photography]; darkrooms [photography]; photometers; flash-bulbs [photography]; digital photo frames; 
enlarging apparatus [photography]; photovoltaic cells; containers for contact lenses; eyeglass cases; containers for 
microscope slides; cases for smartphones; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; 
chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; chronographs [time recording apparatus]; laboratory centrifuges; eyeglass 
chains; cyclotrons; compasses for measuring; frequency meters; time clocks [time recording devices]; Petri dishes; 
sleeves for laptops; covers for personal digital assistants [PDAs]; covers for tablet computers; covers for smartphones; 
fire blankets; chips [integrated circuits]; jigs [measuring instruments]; pedometers; meteorological balloons; electrified 
rails for mounting spot lights; asbestos screens for firemen; fire hose; virtual reality headsets; protective helmets for 
sports; head guards for sports; cell phone straps; eyeglass cords; tripods for cameras; switchboards; distribution boards 
[electricity]; equalizers [audio apparatus]; screens [photography]; workmen's protective face-shields; projection screens; 
radiology screens for industrial purposes; fluorescent screens; exposure meters [light meters]; ducts [electricity]; 
galvanic cells; epidiascopes; ergometers; armatures [electricity]; black boxes [data recorders].

Cl.14;Agates; diamonds; amulets [jewelry]; anchors [clock- and watchmaking]; barrels [clock- and watchmaking]; 
bracelets [jewelry]; bracelets made of embroidered textile [jewellery]; watch bands; charms for key rings; jewellery 
charms; brooches [jewelry]; alarm clocks; pins [jewelry]; ornamental pins; tie pins; beads for making jewelry; pearls made
of ambroid [pressed amber]; busts of precious metal; jewelry rolls; jet, unwrought or semi-wrought; jewelry findings; key 
rings [split rings with trinket or decorative fob]; pearls [jewelry]; copper tokens; tie clips; cuff links; clasps for jewelry; 
badges of precious metal; gold, unwrought or beaten; cloisonné jewelry; works of art of precious metal; jewelry; ivory 
jewelry; jewelry of yellow amber; iridium; cabochons; precious stones; semi-precious stones; spun silver [silver wire]; 
necklaces [jewelry]; split rings of precious metal for keys; rings [jewelry]; boxes of precious metal; presentation boxes for 
jewelry; watch cases [parts of watches]; clock cases; pendulums [clock- and watchmaking]; medals; lockets [jewelry]; 
precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; movements for clocks and watches; clockworks; misbaha [prayer beads]; 
coins; gold thread [jewelry]; threads of precious metal [jewelry]; silver thread [jewelry]; olivine [gems]; osmium; 
palladium; platinum [metal]; chronometric instruments; watch springs; rhodium; ruthenium; stopwatches; silver, 
unwrought or beaten; earrings; ingots of precious metals; alloys of precious metal; statues of precious metal; figurines 
[statuettes] of precious metal; watch glasses; paste jewelry [costume jewelry]; watch hands; clock hands; ornaments of 
jet; shoe jewelry; hat jewelry; presentation boxes for watches; chronographs [watches]; chronometers; chronoscopes; 
chains [jewelry]; watch chains; dials [clock- and watchmaking]; atomic clocks; watches; sundials; clocks and watches, 
electric; control clocks [master clocks]; clocks; wristwatches; rosaries; jewelry boxes; spinel [precious stones].

Cl.16;Fountain pens; aquarelles; albums; almanacs; document laminators for office use; mimeograph apparatus and 
machines; atlases; posters; banknotes; banners of paper; paper bows; table linen of paper; tickets; forms, printed; 
announcement cards [stationery]; note books; pads [stationery]; drawing pads; loose-leaf binders; wristbands for the 
retention of writing instruments; pamphlets; booklets; paper; paper sheets [stationery]; waxed paper; paper for recording 
machines; paper for radiograms; electrocardiograph paper; drawer liners of paper, perfumed or not; wood pulp paper; 
carbon paper; copying paper [stationery]; parchment paper; writing paper; rice paper; luminous paper; Xuan paper for 
Chinese painting and calligraphy; toilet paper; wrapping paper; filter paper; blotters; newsletters; rollers for typewriters; 
house painters' rollers; composing sticks; modelling wax, not for dental purposes; signboards of paper or cardboard; 
sewing patterns; bunting of paper; newspapers; electrotypes; hectographs; modelling clay; polymer modelling clay; 
terrestrial globes; drawing sets; engravings; slate pencils; pencil leads; document holders [stationery]; pencil holders; 
chalk holders; holders for checkbooks [cheque books]; holders for stamps [seals]; page holders; diagrams; table runners 
of paper; engraving plates; writing slates; blackboards; galley racks [printing]; drawing boards; advertisement boards of 
paper or cardboard; duplicators; punches [office requisites]; cream containers of paper; magazines [periodicals]; money 
clips; tags for index cards; pen clips; bookmarkers; etching needles; tracing needles for drawing purposes; periodicals; 
printed publications; paper shredders for office use; graphic representations; credit card imprinters, non-electric; 
graining combs; drawing instruments; calendars; tracing paper; tracing cloth; tracing patterns; gums [adhesives] for 
stationery or household purposes; lithographic stones; ink stones [ink reservoirs]; pencils; pencil lead holders; charcoal 
pencils; pictures; transfers [decalcomanias]; paintings [pictures], framed or unframed; cardboard; wood pulp board 
[stationery]; hat boxes of cardboard; files [office requisites]; cards; index cards [stationery]; geographical maps; paper 
tapes and cards for the recordal of computer programmes; trading cards, other than for games; perforated cards for 
Jacquard looms; catalogues; spools for inking ribbons; covers of paper for flower pots; paintbrushes; painters' brushes; 
writing brushes; typewriter keys; glue for stationery or household purposes; isinglass for stationery or household 
purposes; gluten [glue] for stationery or household purposes; starch paste [adhesive] for stationery or household 
purposes; printing blocks; books; manifolds [stationery]; comic books; drawing pins; cigar bands; envelopes 
[stationery]; boxes of paper or cardboard; cases for stamps [seals]; paint boxes [articles for use in school]; correcting 
fluids [office requisites]; printed coupons; stencils [stationery]; French curves; paper ribbons; typewriter ribbons; 
gummed tape [stationery]; adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; correcting tapes [office requisites]; 
inking ribbons; inking ribbons for computer printers; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; self-adhesive 
tapes for stationery or household purposes; square rulers for drawing; drawing rulers; flyers; absorbent sheets of paper 
or plastic for foodstuff packaging; humidity control sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; viscose sheets for 
wrapping; sheets of reclaimed cellulose for wrapping; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; steel letters; type 
[numerals and letters]; lithographs; paint trays; architects' models; postage stamps; plastics for modelling; graphic 
prints; modelling materials; teaching materials [except apparatus]; sealing compounds for stationery purposes; 
adhesives [glues] for stationery or household purposes; stuffing of paper or cardboard; bookbinding material; packing 
[cushioning, stuffing] materials of paper or cardboard; packaging material made of starches; filtering materials [paper]; 
addressing machines; pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; bookbinding apparatus and machines [office 
equipment]; typewriters, electric or non-electric; folders [stationery]; franking machines for office use; chalk for 
lithography; writing chalk; tailors' chalk; marking chalk; spray chalk; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for 
packaging; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; plastic bags for pet waste disposal; painters' easels; hand-rests for 
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painters; printing sets, portable [office requisites]; bibs of paper; stickers [stationery]; finger-stalls [office requisites]; 
writing cases [stationery]; cords for bookbinding; paper knives [cutters] [office requisites]; printed sheet music; 
numbering apparatus; bottle envelopes of paper or cardboard; sealing wafers; covers [stationery]; passport holders; 
plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization; embroidery designs [patterns]; handwriting specimens for copying; 
oleographs; musical greeting cards; greeting cards; postcards; etchings; conical paper bags; bags for microwave 
cooking; palettes for painters; ink sticks; pantographs [drawing instruments]; folders for papers; papier mâché; pastels 
[crayons]; modelling paste; pen cases; pen wipers; office perforators; pens [office requisites]; nibs of gold; nibs; steel 
pens; drawing pens; song books; seals [stamps]; sealing stamps; clipboards; address plates for addressing machines; 
handkerchiefs of paper; plastic film for wrapping; desk mats; letter trays; trays for sorting and counting money; coasters 
of paper; bookends; stamp stands; mats for beer glasses; stands for pens and pencils; photograph stands; obliterating 
stamps; inking pads; stamp pads; binding strips [bookbinding]; towels of paper; inking sheets for document reproducing 
machines; inking sheets for duplicators; bookbinding cloth; gummed cloth for stationery purposes; printers' blankets, not 
of textile; portraits; paperweights; writing cases [sets]; inkstands; office requisites, except furniture; writing materials; 
writing instruments; drawing materials; school supplies [stationery]; adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites]; hand 
labelling appliances; printed matter; lithographic works of art; prospectuses; printed timetables; ledgers [books]; printers' 
reglets; indexes; rubber erasers; elastic bands for offices; T-squares for drawing; graphic reproductions; penholders; 
marking pens [stationery]; tissues of paper for removing make-up; face towels of paper; table napkins of paper; place 
mats of paper; tablemats of paper; tablecloths of paper; paper clasps; document files [stationery]; scrapers [erasers] for 
offices; paper-clips; staples for offices; erasing products; biological samples for use in microscopy [teaching materials]; 
histological sections for teaching purposes; steatite [tailor's chalk]; writing board erasers; composing frames [printing]; 
sealing wax; arithmetical tables; placards of paper or cardboard; writing or drawing books; fabrics for bookbinding; 
stationery; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; transparencies [stationery]; stencil plates; cardboard tubes; Indian 
inks; moisteners [office requisites]; moisteners for gummed surfaces [office requisites]; squares for drawing; chart 
pointers, non-electronic; bottle wrappers of paper or cardboard; envelope sealing machines for offices; sealing machines 
for offices; vignetting apparatus; apparatus for mounting photographs; stapling presses [office requisites]; manuals 
[handbooks]; figurines [statuettes] of papier mâché; paper coffee filters; flags of paper; silver paper; molds for modelling 
clays [artists' materials]; photo-engravings; photographs [printed]; stencil cases; canvas for painting; chromolithographs 
[chromos]; compasses for drawing; numbers [type]; artists' watercolor saucers; ink; correcting ink [heliography]; 
inkwells; blueprints; stencils; erasing shields; balls for ball-point pens; cabinets for stationery [office requisites]; printing 
type; address stamps; stamps [seals]; shields [paper seals]; prints [engravings]; labels of paper or cardboard.

Cl.18;Mountaineering sticks; slings for carrying infants; luggage tags; pocket wallets; credit card cases [wallets]; 
saddlecloths for horses; business card cases; reins; reins for guiding children; sling bags for carrying infants; harness 
fittings; parts of rubber for stirrups; chamois leather, other than for cleaning purposes; umbrellas; parasols; saddlery; 
frames for umbrellas or parasols; handbag frames; card cases [notecases]; cases of leather or leatherboard; valves of 
leather; whips; imitation leather; leather, unworked or semi-worked; leatherboard; casings, of leather, for springs; 
umbrella rings; hat boxes of leather; boxes of leather or leatherboard; boxes of vulcanised fibre; purses; chain mesh 
purses; fastenings for saddles; butts [parts of hides]; saddle trees; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; 
moleskin [imitation of leather]; travelling sets [leatherware]; knee-pads for horses; muzzles; halters; vanity cases, not 
fitted; leather thread; furniture coverings of leather; clothing for pets; covers for animals; trimmings of leather for 
furniture; collars for animals; music cases; goldbeaters' skin; cat o' nine tails; leather leashes; pads for horse saddles; 
horseshoes; girths of leather; horse blankets; garment bags for travel; shoulder belts [straps] of leather; briefcases; 
traces [harness]; fur; randsels [Japanese school satchels]; haversacks; leather straps; straps for soldiers' equipment; 
harness straps; straps for skates; straps of leather [saddlery]; chin straps, of leather; stirrup leathers; umbrella handles; 
walking stick handles; suitcase handles; grips for holding shopping bags; rucksacks; travelling bags; riding saddles; net 
bags for shopping; umbrella or parasol ribs; stirrups; bags; bags for climbers; tool bags, empty; handbags; beach bags; 
saddlebags; bags for sports; bags for campers; shopping bags; wheeled shopping bags; school satchels; pouch baby 
carriers; travelling trunks; nose bags [feed bags]; bridoons; walking sticks; umbrella sticks; walking stick seats; tefillin 
[phylacteries]; bits for animals [harness]; bridles [harness]; harness for animals; key cases; horse collars; suitcases; 
trunks [luggage]; suitcases with wheels; valises; attaché cases; covers for horse saddles; umbrella covers; kid; curried 
skins; animal skins; cattle skins; leather laces; blinkers [harness]; labels of leather; game bags [hunting accessories].

Cl.21;Pressure cookers, non-electric; indoor aquaria; wine aerators; buckets; cookie jars; candle jars [holders]; china 
ornaments; dishes; paper plates; vegetable dishes; saucers; mugs; candy boxes; bottles; demijohns; busts of porcelain, 
ceramic, earthenware or glass; vases; epergnes; fruit cups; bird baths; baby baths, portable; plungers for clearing 
blocked drains; waffle irons, non-electric; coolers [ice pails]; mop wringer buckets; buckets made of woven fabrics; 
whisks, non-electric, for household purposes; cooking skewers of metal; towel rails and rings; clothing stretchers; hair 
for brushes; horsehair for brush-making; birdcages; funnels; carpet beaters [hand instruments]; signboards of porcelain 
or glass; candle extinguishers; heads for electric toothbrushes; flower pots; chamber pots; glue-pots; cruets; decanters; 
large-toothed combs for the hair; combs for animals; tea cosies; abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin; make-up 
sponges; sponges for household purposes; toilet sponges; sponge holders; toothpick holders; soap holders; table 
napkin holders; holders for flowers and plants [flower arranging]; shaving brush stands; toilet paper holders; soap 
dispensers; toilet paper dispensers; plug-in diffusers for mosquito repellents; ironing boards; cutting boards for the 
kitchen; bread boards; washing boards; crushers for kitchen use, non-electric; strainers for household purposes; smoke 
absorbers for household purposes; containers for household or kitchen use; kitchen containers; glass jars [carboys]; 
heat-insulated containers; heat-insulated containers for beverages; thermally insulated containers for food; glass flasks 
[containers]; frying pans; closures for pot lids; chamois leather for cleaning; toothpicks; ceramics for household 
purposes; majolica; works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; brush goods; kitchen grinders, non-electric; 
cleaning instruments, hand-operated; cabarets [trays]; stew-pans; covers, not of paper, for flower pots; shaving brushes; 
make-up brushes; cages for household pets; baking mats; ladles for serving wine; polishing leather; hot pots, not 
electrically heated; glass bulbs [receptacles]; boot trees [stretchers]; shoe trees [stretchers]; napkin rings; poultry rings; 
rings for birds; coin banks; piggy banks; bread baskets for household purposes; baskets for household purposes; waste 
paper baskets; feeding troughs; mangers for animals; lunch boxes; tea caddies; washtubs; earthenware saucepans; 
mess-tins; cauldrons; coffee percolators, non-electric; coffeepots, non-electric; coffee grinders, hand-operated; fused 
silica [semi-worked product], other than for building; beer mugs; tankards; rat traps; pot lids; aquarium hoods; butter-
dish covers; dish covers; cheese-dish covers; buttonhooks; reusable ice cubes; pitchers; perfume burners; watering 
cans; fly traps; insect traps; ice cream scoops; mixing spoons [kitchen utensils]; basting spoons [cooking utensils]; pie 
servers; spatulas for kitchen use; litter boxes for pets; butter dishes; material for brush-making; polishing materials for 
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making shiny, except preparations, paper and stone; tablemats, not of paper or textile; noodle machines, hand-operated; 
lint removers, electric or non-electric; polishing apparatus and machines, for household purposes, non-electric; pepper 
mills, hand-operated; mills for household purposes, hand-operated; feather-dusters; brooms; isothermic bags; 
confectioners' decorating bags [pastry bags]; bowls [basins]; mosaics of glass, not for building; saucepan scourers of 
metal; soap boxes; mouse traps; cooking pot sets; nozzles for watering cans; pouring spouts; nozzles for watering hose; 
fitted picnic baskets, including dishes; toilet cases; floss for dental purposes; fiberglass thread, not for textile use; cookie 
[biscuit] cutters; pastry cutters; sprinklers; syringes for watering flowers and plants; cotton waste for cleaning; wool 
waste for cleaning; cleaning tow; cold packs for chilling food and beverages; chopsticks; cocktail stirrers; food steamers, 
non-electric; pepper pots; oven mitts; gloves for household purposes; car washing mitts; polishing gloves; gardening 
gloves; pestles for kitchen use; plates to prevent milk boiling over; dripping pans; trays for household purposes; trays of 
paper, for household purposes; lazy susans; heaters for feeding bottles, non-electric; candelabra [candlesticks]; trivets 
[table utensils]; coasters, not of paper or textile; grill supports; menu card holders; knife rests for the table; flat-iron 
stands; egg cups; abrasive pads for kitchen purposes; scouring pads; drinking troughs; serving ladles; powdered glass 
for decoration; pottery; pots; cooking pots; painted glassware; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; porcelain 
ware; earthenware; crystal [glassware]; cosmetic utensils; toilet utensils; trouser presses; tortilla presses, non-electric 
[kitchen utensils]; deodorising apparatus for personal use; cruet sets for oil and vinegar; make-up removing appliances; 
spice sets; apparatus for wax-polishing, non-electric; bottle openers, electric and non-electric; glove stretchers; boot 
jacks; crumb trays; tie presses; potholders; clothes-pegs; glass stoppers; powder compacts; perfume vaporizers; powder 
puffs; dusting apparatus, non-electric; foam toe separators for use in pedicures; combs; electric combs; grills [cooking 
utensils]; sifters [household utensils]; drinking horns; shoe horns; candle rings; broom handles; salad bowls; place mats, 
not of paper or textile; sugar bowls; beaters, non-electric; egg separators, non-electric, for household purposes; services 
[dishes]; coffee services [tableware]; liqueur sets; tea services [tableware]; sieves [household utensils]; cinder sifters 
[household utensils]; tea strainers; pipettes [wine-tasters]; siphon bottles for carbonated water; rolling pins, domestic; 
steel wool for cleaning; currycombs; blenders, non-electric, for household purposes; scoops for household purposes; 
fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes; drinking straws; salt cellars; drinking vessels; vessels of metal for 
making ices and iced drinks; refrigerating bottles; bulb basters; cups of paper or plastic; glasses [receptacles]; drinking 
glasses; statues of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; figurines [statuettes] of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or 
glass; glass for vehicle windows [semi-finished product]; plate glass [raw material]; opal glass; glass, unworked or semi-
worked, except building glass; opaline glass; glass incorporating fine electrical conductors; enamelled glass, not for 
building; glass wool, other than for insulation; vitreous silica fibers [fibres], not for textile use; fiberglass, other than for 
insulation or textile use; mortars for kitchen use; portable cool boxes, non-electric; soup bowls; drying racks for laundry; 
basins [receptacles]; table plates; disposable table plates; graters for kitchen use; insulating flasks; indoor terrariums 
[plant cultivation]; indoor terrariums [vivariums]; cloth for washing floors; polishing cloths; cloths for cleaning; dusting 
cloths [rags]; furniture dusters; urns; aerosol dispensers, not for medical purposes; wax-polishing appliances, non-
electric, for shoes; water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums; electric devices for attracting and killing insects; 
watering devices; utensils for household purposes; kitchen utensils; cooking utensils, non-electric; coffee filters, non-
electric; flasks; hip flasks; drinking bottles for sports; molds [kitchen utensils]; cake molds [moulds]; ice cube molds 
[moulds]; cookery molds [moulds]; deep fryers, non-electric; comb cases; bread bins; fly swatters; teapots; kettles, non-
electric; cups; garlic presses [kitchen utensils]; ironing board covers, shaped; tea infusers; glass bowls; mops; mop 
wringers; cocktail shakers; cosmetic spatulas; corkscrews, electric and non-electric; animal bristles [brushware]; pig 
bristles for brush-making; brushes; dishwashing brushes; ski wax brushes; brushes for cleaning tanks and containers; 
lamp-glass brushes; horse brushes; scrubbing brushes; toothbrushes; toothbrushes, electric; basting brushes; carpet 
sweepers; brushes for footwear; tar-brushes, long handled; toilet brushes; electric brushes, except parts of machines; 
eyebrow brushes; nail brushes; eyelash brushes; nutcrackers; ice tongs; salad tongs; sugar tongs; decanter tags; nest 
eggs, artificial; boxes for dispensing paper towels; dustbins; window-boxes; boxes of glass.

Cl.24;Frieze [cloth]; banners of textile or plastic; velvet; household linen; diapered linen; bath linen, except clothing; 
bed linen; table linen, not of paper; buckram; fustian; sleeping bag liners; felt; bunting of textile or plastic; gauze [cloth]; 
damask; jersey [fabric]; table runners of textile; drugget; shower curtains of textile or plastic; curtains of textile or plastic; 
net curtains; zephyr [cloth]; canvas for tapestry or embroidery; bolting cloth; baby buntings; crepe [fabric]; crepon; 
furniture coverings of textile; fabrics for textile use; filtering materials of textile; wall hangings of textile; non-woven 
textile fabrics; plastic material [substitute for fabrics]; textile material; tablemats of textile; sleeping bags; sleeping bags 
for babies; moleskin [fabric]; pillowcases; mattress covers; bed blankets; blankets for household pets; brocades; diaper 
changing cloths for babies; handkerchiefs of textile; travelling rugs [lap robes]; coasters of textile; linings [textile]; hat 
linings, of textile, in the piece; curtain holders of textile material; bed covers; bed covers of paper; furniture coverings of 
plastic; towels of textile; cloth; hemp cloth; gummed cloth, other than for stationery purposes; printers' blankets of 
textile; door curtains; sheets [textile]; eiderdowns [down coverlets]; bath mitts; shrouds; glass cloths [towels]; cloths for 
removing make-up; face towels of textile; place mats of textile; table napkins of textile; mosquito nets; calico; oilcloth for 
use as tablecloths; tablecloths, not of paper; billiard cloth; taffeta [cloth]; ticks [mattress covers]; tick [linen]; fabric; 
lingerie fabric; fabric, impervious to gases, for aeronautical balloons; jute fabric; fabric for footwear; ramie fabric; esparto 
fabric; rayon fabric; fiberglass fabrics for textile use; adhesive fabric for application by heat; linen cloth; upholstery 
fabrics; hemp fabric; lining fabric for footwear; traced cloth for embroidery; chenille fabric; printed calico cloth; knitted 
fabric; cotton fabrics; silk fabrics for printing patterns; woollen cloth; elastic woven material; fabric of imitation animal 
skins; haircloth [sackcloth]; cheese cloth; marabouts [cloth]; tulle; flags of textile or plastic; flannel [fabric]; trellis [cloth]; 
covers for cushions; fitted toilet lid covers of fabric; covers [loose] for furniture; pillow shams; cheviots [cloth]; silk 
[cloth]; labels of textile.

Cl.25;Wimples; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; underwear; sweat-absorbent underwear; berets; overalls; boas [necklets]; 
teddies [underclothing]; boxer shorts; ankle boots; ski boots; boots for sports; breeches for wear; trousers; football 
boots; brassieres; valenki [felted boots]; collars [clothing]; detachable collars; shirt yokes; veils [clothing]; gabardines 
[clothing]; galoshes; neckties; ascots; leggings [leg warmers]; gaiters; boot uppers; corselets; jerseys [clothing]; vests; 
sports jerseys; hosiery; heels; hoods [clothing]; hat frames [skeletons]; pockets for clothing; neck scarfs [mufflers]; 
kimonos; visors [headwear]; cap peaks; tights; slips [underclothing]; combinations [clothing]; wet suits for water-skiing; 
bodices [lingerie]; corsets [underclothing]; suits; bathing suits; masquerade costumes; beach clothes; leotards; jackets 
[clothing]; stuff jackets [clothing]; fishing vests; leggings [trousers]; liveries; camisoles; sports singlets; cuffs; short-
sleeve shirts; mantillas; coats; sleep masks; furs [clothing]; mittens; miters [hats]; muffs [clothing]; footmuffs, not 
electrically heated; heelpieces for footwear; bibs, not of paper; fur stoles; hairdressing capes; ear muffs [clothing]; socks; 
anti-perspirant socks; footwear; beach shoes; sports shoes; clothing; paper clothing; outerclothing; ready-made clothing;
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motorists' clothing; cyclists' clothing; clothing for gymnastics; clothing of imitations of leather; clothing of leather; 
waterproof clothing; uniforms; fittings of metal for footwear; maniples; overcoats; panties; parkas; pelerines; gloves 
[clothing]; ski gloves; pajamas (Am.); bathing trunks; shirt fronts; scarfs; pocket squares; dresses; headbands [clothing]; 
garters; sock suspenders; stocking suspenders; ready-made linings [parts of clothing]; dress shields; soles for footwear; 
braces for clothing [suspenders]; half-boots; lace boots; ponchos; girdles; belts [clothing]; money belts [clothing]; 
layettes [clothing]; non-slipping devices for footwear; heelpieces for stockings; welts for footwear; chasubles; shirts; 
wooden shoes; sandals; bath sandals; boots; jumper dresses; saris; sarongs; sweaters; footwear uppers; inner soles; 
albs; bath slippers; togas; knitwear [clothing]; underpants; shoes; gymnastic shoes; slippers; skull caps; turbans; 
headgear for wear; aprons [clothing]; judo uniforms; karate uniforms; tee-shirts; dressing gowns; bath robes; top hats; 
tips for footwear; stockings; sweat-absorbent stockings; shawls; caps [headwear]; paper hats [clothing]; shower caps; 
bathing caps; sashes for wear; studs for football boots; hats; babies' pants [underwear]; trouser straps; pelisses; esparto 
shoes or sandals; skirts; petticoats; skorts.

Cl.28;Arcade video game machines; video game machines; gaming machines for gambling; amusement machines, 
automatic and coin-operated; toy vehicles; swimming pools [play articles]; trampolines; novelties for parties, dances 
[party favors, favours]; scratch cards for playing lottery games; starting blocks for sports; bodyboards; skating boots 
with skates attached; dolls' feeding bottles; tricycles for infants [toys]; stationary exercise bicycles; creels [fishing traps]; 
shuttlecocks; spinning tops [toys]; dumb-bells; gyroscopes and flight stabilizers for model aircraft; jigsaw puzzles; clay 
pigeons [targets]; punching bags; bite sensors [fishing tackle]; hang gliders; joysticks for video games; flying discs 
[toys]; discuses for sports; dolls' houses; dominoes; swimming kick boards; paddleboards; surfboards; spring boards 
[sports articles]; skateboards; sailboards; chessboards; checkerboards; drones [toys]; darts; Christmas trees of 
synthetic material; cups for dice; swimming jackets; ascenders [mountaineering equipment]; kites; needles for pumps for 
inflating balls for games; toy dolls; toys for pets; stuffed toys; plush toys; mobiles [toys]; practical jokes [novelties]; 
games; parlor games; board games; ring games; building games; kaleidoscopes; bladders of balls for games; rosin used 
by athletes; edges of skis; bingo cards; playing cards; fairground ride apparatus; reels for fishing; rocking horses; 
swings; skittles; skittles [games]; billiard cues; golf clubs; hockey sticks; baby gyms; seal skins [coverings for skis]; 
bells for Christmas trees; dolls' rooms; controllers for game consoles; controllers for toys; confetti; explosive bonbons 
[Christmas crackers]; ice skates; roller skates; in-line roller skates; dice; paintball guns [sports apparatus]; ski bindings; 
dolls' beds; roulette wheels; fish hooks; building blocks [toys]; dolls; flippers for swimming; fishing lines; gut for fishing; 
bows for archery; skis; waterskis; surf skis; mah-jong; hunting game calls; puppets; masks [playthings]; carnival masks; 
theatrical masks; fencing masks; matryoshka dolls; masts for sailboards; ball pitching machines; teddy bears; chalk for 
billiard cues; targets; electronic targets; toy models; scale model kits [toys]; scale model vehicles; kite reels; balls for 
games; artificial fishing bait; billiard table cushions; knee guards [sports articles]; billiard cue tips; elbow guards [sports 
articles]; backgammon games; pumps specially adapted for use with balls for games; dolls' clothes; fencing weapons; 
twirling batons; paragliders; pachinkos; baseball gloves; boxing gloves; golf gloves; gloves for games; batting gloves 
[accessories for games]; fencing gauntlets; piñatas; toy pistols; toy air pistols; percussion caps [toys]; caps for pistols 
[toys]; protective films adapted for screens for portable games; rattles [playthings]; horseshoe games; candle holders for 
Christmas trees; Christmas tree stands; sole coverings for skis; water wings; floats for fishing; portable games with liquid
crystal displays; swimming belts; decoys for hunting or fishing; scent lures for hunting or fishing; archery implements; 
soap bubbles [toys]; divot repair tools [golf accessories]; billiard markers; protective paddings [parts of sports suits]; 
rackets; surfboard leashes; harness for sailboards; weight lifting belts [sports articles]; toy robots; sling shots [sports 
articles]; rollers for stationary exercise bicycles; harpoon guns [sports articles]; plush toys with attached comfort blanket;
scooters [toys]; sleds [sports articles]; bob-sleighs; butterfly nets; landing nets for anglers; nets for sports; tennis nets; 
bite indicators [fishing tackle]; slot machines [gaming machines]; appliances for gymnastics; quoits; bar-bells; climbers' 
harness; fishing tackle; artificial snow for Christmas trees; snowshoes; snowboards; remote-controlled toy vehicles; clay 
pigeon traps; billiard tables; coin-operated billiard tables; tables for table tennis; strings for rackets; gut for rackets; 
cricket bags; golf bags, with or without wheels; golf bag carts; slides [playthings]; body-building apparatus; machines for 
physical exercises; men's athletic supporters [sports articles]; rods for fishing; ornaments for Christmas trees, except 
illumination articles and confectionery; tennis ball throwing apparatus; conjuring apparatus; apparatus for games; 
bowling apparatus and machinery; toy figures; counters [discs] for games; chips for gambling; foosball tables; bags 
especially designed for skis and surfboards; marbles for games; billiard balls; playing balls; play balloons; paintballs 
[ammunition for paintball guns] [sports apparatus]; snow globes; chess games; checkers [games]; poles for pole 
vaulting; paper party hats; shin guards [sports articles]; camouflage screens [sports articles]; chest expanders 
[exercisers].

Cl.29;Ajvar [preserved peppers]; aloe vera prepared for human consumption; alginates for culinary purposes; anchovy, 
not live; peanuts, prepared; artichokes, preserved; albumen for culinary purposes; white of eggs; beans, preserved; soya 
beans, preserved, for food; bouillon; ginger jam; ham; fatty substances for the manufacture of edible fats; toasted laver; 
edible birds' nests; peas, preserved; mushrooms, preserved; guacamole [mashed avocado]; game, not live; gelatine; meat
jellies; jellies for food; fruit jellies; yolk of eggs; coconut fat; bone oil, edible; lard; suet for food; edible fats; fruit-based 
snack food; milk substitutes; charcuterie; raisins; caviar; eggplant paste; vegetable marrow paste; fish roe, prepared; 
yogurt; galbi [grilled meat dish]; sauerkraut; kephir [milk beverage]; kimchi [fermented vegetable dish]; isinglass for food; 
clams, not live; potato-based dumplings; milk shakes; black pudding [blood sausage]; onion rings; arrangements of 
processed fruit; compotes; meat, tinned [canned (Am.)]; vegetables, tinned [canned (Am.)]; fish, tinned [canned (Am.)]; 
fruits, tinned [canned (Am.)]; bouillon concentrates; corn dogs; gherkins; shrimps, not live; prawns, not live; buttercream; 
croquettes; silkworm chrysalis for human consumption; sweet corn, processed; kumys [kumyss] [milk beverage]; spiny 
lobsters, not live; lecithin for culinary purposes; salmon, not live; onions, preserved; margarine; marmalade; oils for food; 
peanut butter; cocoa butter for food; coconut oil for food; coconut butter; corn oil for food; sesame oil for food; linseed 
oil for culinary purposes; extra virgin olive oil; olive oil for food; palm oil for food; palm kernel oil for food; sunflower oil 
for food; colza oil for food; butter; soya bean oil for food; shellfish, not live; almonds, ground; animal marrow for food; 
mussels, not live; milk; peanut milk; peanut milk for culinary purposes; coconut milk; coconut milk for culinary purposes; 
almond milk; almond milk for culinary purposes; oat milk; rice milk; rice milk for culinary purposes; albumin milk; 
condensed milk; soya milk; powdered milk; fish meal for human consumption; vegetable mousses; fish mousses; fruit 
pulp; meat; meat, preserved; freeze-dried meat; milk beverages, milk predominating; peanut milk-based beverages; 
coconut milk-based beverages; almond milk-based beverages; edible insects, not live; sausage casings, natural or 
artificial; vegetables, preserved; freeze-dried vegetables; vegetables, dried; vegetables, cooked; potato fritters; olives, 
preserved; lobsters, not live; flavored nuts; candied nuts; coconut, desiccated; nuts, prepared; tomato purée; liver pâté; 
pectin for culinary purposes; liver; pickles; jams; powdered eggs; milk products; fish-based foodstuffs; curd; 
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prostokvasha [soured milk]; poultry, not live; bulgogi [Korean beef dish]; pollen prepared as foodstuff; cranberry sauce 
[compote]; apple purée; crayfish, not live; crustaceans, not live; fish, preserved; fish, not live; salted fish; ryazhenka 
[fermented baked milk]; vegetable salads; fruit salads; bacon; sardines, not live; pork; herrings, not live; seeds, prepared; 
sunflower seeds, prepared; cream [dairy products]; whipped cream; vegetable-based cream; fat-containing mixtures for 
bread slices; smetana [sour cream]; lemon juice for culinary purposes; tomato juice for cooking; vegetable juices for 
cooking; salted meats; sausages; sausages in batter; hot dog sausages; preparations for making bouillon; preparations 
for making soup; nut-based spreads; tripe; soups; vegetable soup preparations; whey; cheese; tahini [sesame seed 
paste]; tofu; sea-cucumbers, not live; truffles, preserved; tuna, not live; oysters, not live; falafel; milk ferments for culinary
purposes; rennet; fish fillets; dates; crystallized fruits; frozen fruits; fruit, preserved; fruit preserved in alcohol; fruit, 
stewed; hazelnuts, prepared; potato flakes; hummus [chickpea paste]; fruit peel; preserved garlic; lentils, preserved; 
potato chips; low-fat potato chips; fruit chips; non-alcoholic eggnog; seaweed extracts for food; meat extracts; 
escamoles [edible ant larvae, prepared]; berries, preserved; eggs; snail eggs for consumption; yakitori.

Cl.30;Aromatic preparations for food; vanilla flavorings for culinary purposes; flavorings, other than essential oils, for 
cakes; flavorings, other than essential oils, for beverages; coffee flavorings; food flavorings, other than essential oils; 
star aniseed; baozi [stuffed buns]; cereal bars; high-protein cereal bars; pancakes; noodle-based prepared meals; freeze-
dried dishes with main ingredient being pasta; freeze-dried dishes with main ingredient being rice; buns; bread rolls; 
edible rice paper; edible paper; burritos; vanillin [vanilla substitute]; vareniki [stuffed dumplings]; waffles; vermicelli 
[noodles]; natural sweeteners; sausage binding materials; binding agents for ice cream; sea water for cooking; seaweed 
[condiment]; malt biscuits; cloves [spice]; mirror icing [mirror glaze]; cake frosting [icing]; glucose for culinary purposes; 
mustard; gluten additives for culinary purposes; yeast; thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs; leaven; rice-based 
snack food; cereal-based snack food; artificial coffee; vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes; dressings for 
salad; fruit jellies [confectionery]; candy decorations for cakes; confectionery for decorating Christmas trees; cakes; 
pastries; peanut confectionery; almond confectionery; pasta; ginger [spice]; frozen yogurt [confectionery ices]; cocoa; 
cream of tartar for culinary purposes; capers; caramels [candy]; curry [spice]; ketchup [sauce]; gimbap [Korean rice 
dish]; quiches; gluten prepared as foodstuff; flour-based dumplings; sweetmeats [candy]; liquorice [confectionery]; 
peppermint sweets; dulce de leche; cinnamon [spice]; coffee; unroasted coffee; starch for food; crackers; custard; 
hominy grits; semolina; oatmeal; crushed barley; groats for human food; ice cubes; corn, milled; corn, roasted; meat 
pies; turmeric; couscous [semolina]; noodles; ice for refreshment; ice, natural or artificial; edible ices; candy; rice cakes; 
mayonnaise; macaroons [pastry]; macaroni; maltose; hominy; piccalilli; marinades; marzipan; honey; royal jelly; ice 
cream; bean meal; tapioca flour; potato flour; corn flour; nut flours; flour; wheat flour; soya flour; barley meal; dessert 
mousses [confectionery]; chocolate mousses; muesli; mint for confectionery; cocoa beverages with milk; coffee 
beverages with milk; coffee-based beverages; cocoa-based beverages; chamomile-based beverages; tea-based 
beverages; chocolate beverages with milk; chocolate-based beverages; infusions, not medicinal; crushed oats; husked 
oats; okonomiyaki [Japanese savory pancakes]; onigiri [rice balls]; nutmegs; chocolate-coated nuts; stick liquorice 
[confectionery]; soya bean paste [condiment]; pastilles [confectionery]; molasses for food; pâtés en croûte; pelmeni 
[dumplings stuffed with meat]; pepper; allspice; peppers [seasonings]; pesto [sauce]; cookies; petit-beurre biscuits; 
bibimbap [rice mixed with vegetables and beef]; pies; pizzas; meat gravies; fondants [confectionery]; popcorn; powders 
for making ice cream; baking powder; mustard meal; pralines; condiments; meat tenderizers for household purposes; 
cereal preparations; oat-based food; propolis; gingerbread; spices; petits fours [cakes]; rice pudding; puddings; cake 
powder; fruit coulis [sauces]; ravioli; ramen [Japanese noodle-based dish]; chewing gum; relish [condiment]; rice; instant 
rice; wheat germ for human consumption; spring rolls; sago; sugar; palm sugar; sesame seeds [seasonings]; linseed for 
culinary purposes [seasoning]; processed seeds for use as a seasoning; aniseed; agave syrup [natural sweetener]; 
golden syrup; confectionery; batter mixes for okonomiyaki [Japanese savory pancakes]; baking soda [bicarbonate of 
soda for cooking purposes]; malt for human consumption; salt for preserving foodstuffs; cooking salt; celery salt; 
sherbets [ices]; ham glaze; soya sauce; tomato sauce; sauces [condiments]; pasta sauce; spaghetti; seasonings; 
chocolate-based spreads; chocolate spreads containing nuts; preparations for stiffening whipped cream; rusks; 
breadcrumbs; sushi; sandwiches; tabbouleh; tacos; tapioca; tarts; dough; pastry dough; almond paste; rice pulp for 
culinary purposes; cake dough; tortillas; garden herbs, preserved [seasonings]; chocolate decorations for cakes; vinegar;
beer vinegar; ferments for pastes; halvah; bread; unleavened bread; chips [cereal products]; corn flakes; oat flakes; hot 
dog sandwiches; flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes; jiaozi [stuffed dumplings]; chicory [coffee substitute]; tea; 
iced tea; chutneys [condiments]; minced garlic [condiment]; cheeseburgers [sandwiches]; chow-chow [condiment]; 
saffron [seasoning]; chocolate; malt extract for food; essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; 
husked barley.

Cl.31;Algarovilla for animal consumption; anchovy, live; oranges, fresh; peanuts, fresh; artichokes, fresh; draff; beans, 
fresh; locust beans, raw; wreaths of natural flowers; grapes, fresh; algae, unprocessed, for human or animal 
consumption; fruit residue [marc]; dog biscuits; peas, fresh; mushroom spawn for propagation; mushrooms, fresh; trees; 
palm trees; turf, natural; unsawn timber; undressed timber; yeast for animal consumption; Christmas trees; edible chews 
for animals; live animals; menagerie animals; peanut cake for animals; oil cake; maize cake for cattle; rape cake for cattle; 
bagasses of cane [raw material]; cereal seeds, unprocessed; grains [cereals]; grains for animal consumption; lime for 
animal forage; fish spawn; vegetable marrows, fresh; cocoa beans, raw; potatoes, fresh; chestnuts, fresh; arrangements 
of fresh fruit; copra; raw barks; rough cork; animal foodstuffs; pet food; stall food for animals; bird food; strengthening 
animal forage; chicory roots; roots for animal consumption; nettles; groats for poultry; maize; edible sesame, 
unprocessed; shrubs; rose bushes; spiny lobsters, live; lemons, fresh; vine plants; salmon, live; onions, fresh; flower 
bulbs; leeks, fresh; olives, fresh; bran mash for animal consumption; shellfish, live; almonds [fruits]; mussels, live; 
peanut meal for animals; linseed meal for animal consumption; meal for animals; flax meal [fodder]; rice meal for forage; 
fish meal for animal consumption; straw mulch; beverages for pets; edible insects, live; oats; vegetables, fresh; 
cucumbers, fresh; lobsters, live; nuts [fruits]; coconuts; kola nuts; bran; distillery waste for animal consumption; residue 
in a still after distillation; palms [leaves of the palm tree]; cuttle bone for birds; peppers [plants]; aromatic sand [litter] for 
pets; citrus fruit, fresh; litter for animals; mash for fattening livestock; unprocessed sweet corn ears [husked or 
unhusked]; animal fattening preparations; preparations for egg laying poultry; fishing bait, live; by-products of the 
processing of cereals, for animal consumption; seed germ for botanical purposes; poultry, live; wheat; pollen [raw 
material]; crayfish, live; crustaceans, live; seedlings; plants; aloe vera plants; plants, dried, for decoration; rhubarb, fresh; 
rice, unprocessed; rye; wheat germ for animal consumption; fish, live; lettuce, fresh; sardines, live; beet, fresh; herrings, 
live; seeds for planting; linseed for animal consumption; edible linseed, unprocessed; hay; coconut shell; bred stock; 
sanded paper [litter] for pets; malt for brewing and distilling; straw [forage]; straw litter; salt for cattle; trunks of trees; 
wood chips for the manufacture of wood pulp; litter peat; garden herbs, fresh; sea-cucumbers, live; sugarcane; truffles, 
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fresh; tuna, live; squashes, fresh; oysters, live; fruit, fresh; hazelnuts, fresh; fodder; hops; flowers, natural; flowers, dried, 
for decoration; chicory, fresh; silkworms; garlic, fresh; lentils, fresh; pine cones; hop cones; spinach, fresh; juniper 
berries; berries, fresh; eggs for hatching, fertilized; silkworm eggs; barley.

Cl.32;Aperitifs, non-alcoholic; lithia water; seltzer water; soda water; waters [beverages]; aerated water; mineral water 
[beverages]; table waters; kvass [non-alcoholic beverage]; cocktails, non-alcoholic; beer-based cocktails; lemonades; 
non-alcoholic beverages; isotonic beverages; non-alcoholic honey-based beverages; rice-based beverages, other than 
milk substitutes; soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; aloe vera drinks, non-alcoholic; whey beverages; 
protein-enriched sports beverages; soft drinks; non-alcoholic beverages flavored with coffee; non-alcoholic beverages 
flavored with tea; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; fruit nectars, non-alcoholic; orgeat; beer; ginger beer; malt beer; 
powders for effervescing beverages; sarsaparilla [non-alcoholic beverage]; syrups for lemonade; syrups for beverages; 
smoothies; tomato juice [beverage]; cider, non-alcoholic; vegetable juices [beverages]; fruit juices; preparations for 
making aerated water; preparations for making liqueurs; preparations for making mineral water; preparations for making 
beverages; must; grape must, unfermented; beer wort; malt wort; pastilles for effervescing beverages; sherbets 
[beverages]; non-alcoholic fruit extracts; extracts of hops for making beer; essences for making beverages.

Cl.33;Aperitifs; arrack [arak]; baijiu [Chinese distilled alcoholic beverage]; brandy; wine; piquette; whisky; vodka; 
anisette [liqueur]; kirsch; gin; digesters [liqueurs and spirits]; cocktails; curacao; anise [liqueur]; liqueurs; pre-mixed 
alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based; alcoholic beverages, except beer; alcoholic beverages containing fruit; 
spirits [beverages]; distilled beverages; mead [hydromel]; peppermint liqueurs; bitters; nira [sugarcane-based alcoholic 
beverage]; rum; sake; perry; cider; rice alcohol; alcoholic extracts; fruit extracts, alcoholic; alcoholic essences.

Cl.34;Flavorings, other than essential oils, for tobacco; flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic 
cigarettes; gas containers for cigar lighters; absorbent paper for tobacco pipes; cigarette paper; lighters for smokers; 
tobacco pouches; books of cigarette papers; humidors; matchboxes; firestones; cigar cutters; cigar holders; cigarette 
holders; mouthpieces for cigarette holders; tips of yellow amber for cigar and cigarette holders; ashtrays for smokers; 
spittoons for tobacco users; pipe racks for tobacco pipes; pipe cleaners for tobacco pipes; liquid solutions for use in 
electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarettes; cigarettes; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical 
purposes; cigarillos; cigars; tobacco jars; match holders; matches; oral vaporizers for smokers; tobacco; chewing 
tobacco; snuff; snuff boxes; herbs for smoking; tobacco pipes; pocket machines for rolling cigarettes; cigarette filters; 
cigarette tips; cigar cases; cigarette cases.

Cl.35;Arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; import-export agency services; commercial 
information agency services; advertising agency services; cost price analysis; rental of advertising space; business 
auditing; business intermediary services relating to the matching of potential private investors with entrepreneurs 
needing funding; employment agency services; computerized file management; book-keeping; outsourced administrative 
management for companies; invoicing; demonstration of goods; transcription of communications [office functions]; 
opinion polling; market studies; business information; commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer 
advice shop]; business investigations; business research; marketing research; personnel recruitment; business 
management and organization consultancy; business organization consultancy; consultancy regarding public relations 
communications strategy; business management consultancy; personnel management consultancy; professional 
business consultancy; consultancy regarding advertising communications strategy; layout services for advertising 
purposes; marketing; business management of performing artists; business management of sports people; writing of 
résumés for others; scriptwriting for advertising purposes; news clipping services; updating and maintenance of 
information in registries; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; updating of advertising material; 
word processing; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; arranging newspaper subscriptions 
for others; organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; shop window dressing; design of advertising materials; business appraisals; payroll preparation; 
data search in computer files for others; sponsorship search; business management assistance; commercial or industrial 
management assistance; commercial intermediation services; providing business information via a web site; provision of 
commercial and business contact information; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and 
services; web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail 
purposes; economic forecasting; auctioneering; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary 
preparations and medical supplies; sales promotion for others; production of teleshopping programmes; production of 
advertising films; office machines and equipment rental; rental of advertising time on communication media; publicity 
material rental; rental of billboards [advertising boards]; rental of vending machines; rental of sales stands; rental of 
photocopying machines; publication of publicity texts; radio advertising; bill-posting; distribution of samples; 
dissemination of advertising matter; direct mail advertising; registration of written communications and data; writing of 
publicity texts; advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; advertising by mail order; television advertising; 
document reproduction; compilation of statistics; compilation of information into computer databases; business 
inquiries; systemization of information into computer databases; advisory services for business management; 
negotiation of business contracts for others; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; 
compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes; tax preparation; drawing up of statements of 
accounts; telemarketing services; psychological testing for the selection of personnel; business management of hotels; 
business management for freelance service providers; business project management services for construction projects; 
commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; business management of reimbursement 
programs for others; administration of consumer loyalty programs; administration of frequent flyer programs; 
administrative processing of purchase orders; public relations; modelling for advertising or sales promotion; typing; 
appointment reminder services [office functions]; web site traffic optimization; relocation services for businesses; tax 
filing services; search engine optimization for sales promotion; appointment scheduling services [office functions]; price 
comparison services; pay per click advertising; secretarial services; procurement services for others [purchasing goods 
and services for other businesses]; shorthand; outsourcing services [business assistance]; telephone answering for 
unavailable subscribers; photocopying services; business efficiency expert services.

Cl.36;Credit bureau services; debt collection agency services; real estate agency services; financial analysis; rental of 
apartments; rental of offices for co-working; rental of real estate; rental of offices [real estate]; rental of farms; lease-
purchase financing; savings bank services; accommodation bureau services [apartments]; rent collection; issuance of 
travelers' checks; issuance of credit cards; issuance of tokens of value; capital investment; insurance information; 
financial information; clearing, financial; insurance consultancy; financial consultancy; debt advisory services; stock 
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exchange quotations; lending against security; business liquidation services, financial; brokerage; financial management;
exchanging money; online banking; processing of debit card payments; processing of credit card payments; factoring; 
organization of collections; arranging finance for construction projects; antique appraisal; jewellery [jewelry (Am.)] 
appraisal; financial evaluation of standing timber; stamp appraisal; real estate appraisal; numismatic appraisal; art 
appraisal; financial evaluation of wool; financial evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate]; repair costs evaluation 
[financial appraisal]; electronic funds transfer; surety services; securities brokerage; real estate brokerage; brokerage of 
carbon credits; insurance brokerage; providing rebates at participating establishments of others through use of a 
membership card; loans [financing]; pawnbrokerage; providing financial information via a web site; check [cheque] 
verification; investment of funds; charitable fund raising; stocks and bonds brokerage; financial sponsorship; mortgage 
banking; instalment loans; insurance underwriting; life insurance underwriting; health insurance underwriting; accident 
insurance underwriting; marine insurance underwriting; fire insurance underwriting; apartment house management; real 
estate management; financial management of reimbursement payments for others; actuarial services; banking; stock 
brokerage services; retirement payment services; bail-bonding; trusteeship; provident fund services; financial customs 
brokerage services; mutual funds; financing services; safe deposit services; deposits of valuables; fiscal valuation.

Cl.38;News agency services; wireless broadcasting; television broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; electronic 
bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; information about telecommunication; providing user access to 
global computer networks; providing access to databases; providing internet chatrooms; providing telecommunications 
connections to a global computer network; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; video-on-
demand transmission; transmission of greeting cards online; message sending; computer aided transmission of 
messages and images; transmission of telegrams; transmission of digital files; providing online forums; 
videoconferencing services; rental of message sending apparatus; rental of access time to global computer networks; 
rental of modems; rental of telecommunication equipment; rental of telephones; rental of facsimile apparatus; radio 
broadcasting; radio communications; transmission of electronic mail; communications by fiber optic networks; 
communications by cellular phones; communications by computer terminals; satellite transmission; communications by 
telegrams; communications by telephone; facsimile transmission; paging services [radio, telephone or other means of 
electronic communication]; teleconferencing services; telex services; voice mail services; telecommunications routing 
and junction services; streaming of data; telegraph services; telephone services.

Cl.39;Air transport; motor coach rental; boat rental; garage rental; rental of vehicle roof racks; aircraft rental; parking 
place rental; rental of warehouses; rental of tractors; booking of seats for travel; travel reservation; transport reservation; 
towing; vehicle breakdown towing services; bottling services; water distribution; delivery of newspapers; message 
delivery; parcel delivery; delivery of goods; delivery of goods by mail order; flower delivery; launching of satellites for 
others; traffic information; transportation information; storage information; transportation logistics; rescue operations 
[transport]; arranging of cruises; arranging of travel tours; armored-car transport; hauling; carting; transport and storage 
of trash; transporting furniture; lighterage services; ferry-boat transport; removal services; transport of travellers; 
guarded transport of valuables; bus transport; car transport; barge transport; boat transport; railway transport; marine 
transport; passenger transport; river transport; ambulance transport; streetcar transport; porterage; refloating of ships; 
rental of electric wine cellars; shipbrokerage; transport brokerage; freight brokerage [forwarding (Am.)]; providing driving 
directions for travel purposes; car rental; railway truck rental; rental of diving bells; rental of diving suits; rental of motor 
racing cars; rental of aircraft engines; railway coach rental; rental of wheelchairs; rental of storage containers; horse 
rental; rental of freezers; rental of navigational systems; refrigerator rental; vehicle rental; stevedoring; unloading cargo; 
electricity distribution; distribution of energy; packaging of goods; collection of recyclable goods [transport]; ice-
breaking; piloting; water supplying; escorting of travellers; transport by pipeline; wrapping of goods; operating canal 
locks; car parking; chauffeur services; pleasure boat transport; car sharing services; courier services [messages or 
merchandise]; salvaging; salvage of ships; gift wrapping; underwater salvage; taxi transport; transport; transport 
services for sightseeing tours; franking of mail; freight [shipping of goods]; freighting; physical storage of electronically 
stored data or documents; boat storage; storage of goods; storage; freight forwarding.

Cl.41;Modelling for artists; academies [education]; rental of indoor aquaria; rental of artwork; rental of sports grounds; 
rental of tennis courts; lending library services; booking of seats for shows; videotaping; physical education; production 
of music; discotheque services; animal training; dubbing; gambling services; publication of books; education 
information; recreation information; entertainment information; movie studio services; health club services [health and 
fitness training]; nightclub services [entertainment]; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; microfilming; 
videotape editing; production of radio and television programmes; screenplay writing; game services provided on-line 
from a computer network; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; religious education; aikido 
instruction; gymnastic instruction; correspondence courses; practical training [demonstration]; training services 
provided via simulators; organization of balls; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; providing 
recreation facilities; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of congresses; arranging and 
conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; 
arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and 
conducting of symposiums; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; arranging of beauty contests; 
organization of lotteries; organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; organization of shows [impresario 
services]; organization of sports competitions; vocational guidance [education or training advice]; amusement park 
services; sign language interpretation; television entertainment; mobile library services; vocational retraining; providing 
on-line videos, not downloadable; providing on-line music, not downloadable; providing television programs, not 
downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services; providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand 
transmission services; providing golf facilities; providing sports facilities; providing amusement arcade services; cinema 
presentations; presentation of circus performances; presentation of variety shows; presentation of live performances; 
theatre productions; conducting fitness classes; educational examination; film production, other than advertising films; 
rental of audio equipment; rental of video cameras; rental of video cassette recorders; rental of videotapes; rental of show 
scenery; rental of sound recordings; toy rental; rental of cinematographic apparatus; rental of motion pictures; games 
equipment rental; rental of stadium facilities; rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; rental of 
radio and television sets; rental of skin diving equipment; rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; rental of stage 
scenery; electronic desktop publishing; on-line publication of electronic books and journals; publication of texts, other 
than publicity texts; radio entertainment; entertainer services; entertainment services; writing of texts; sado instruction 
[tea ceremony instruction]; zoological garden services; news reporters services; party planning [entertainment]; music 
composition services; subtitling; tutoring; holiday camp services [entertainment]; conducting guided tours; disc jockey 
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services; personal trainer services [fitness training]; providing casino facilities [gambling]; calligraphy services; karaoke 
services; club services [entertainment or education]; songwriting; providing museum facilities [presentation, exhibitions]; 
teaching; educational services provided by schools; orchestra services; translation; scriptwriting, other than for 
advertising purposes; ticket agency services [entertainment]; coaching [training]; sport camp services; recording studio 
services; language interpreter services; nursery schools; photography; photographic reporting; timing of sports events; 
boarding school education; production of shows.

Cl.42;Water analysis; computer system analysis; handwriting analysis [graphology]; chemical analysis; energy 
auditing; recovery of computer data; industrial design; graphic arts design; computer virus protection services; oil-field 
surveys; geological surveys; engineering; installation of computer software; interior design; meteorological information; 
clinical trials; material testing; textile testing; bacteriological research; biological research; geological research; research 
in the field of environmental protection; cosmetic research; mechanical research; chemical research; research and 
development of new products for others; scientific research; analysis for oil-field exploitation; underwater exploration; 
technical research; calibration [measuring]; web site design consultancy; computer security consultancy; information 
technology [IT] consultancy; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; architectural 
consultancy; internet security consultancy; computer software consultancy; data security consultancy; technological 
consultancy; oil-well testing; quality control; vehicle roadworthiness testing; land surveying; dress designing; updating 
of computer software; monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; monitoring of computer systems for 
detecting unauthorized access or data breach; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; software as a service 
[SaaS]; maintenance of computer software; authenticating works of art; design of interior decor; quality evaluation of 
standing timber; quality evaluation of wool; digitization of documents [scanning]; conversion of data or documents from 
physical to electronic media; urban planning; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web 
site; provision of scientific information, advice and consultancy in relation to carbon offsetting; providing search engines 
for the internet; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; conducting technical project 
studies; computer system design; rental of web servers; computer rental; rental of computer software; unlocking of 
mobile phones; geological prospecting; oil prospecting; hosting computer sites [web sites]; server hosting; duplication of
computer programs; construction drafting; computer software design; cloud seeding; consultancy in the field of energy-
saving; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others [information technology services]; 
creating and maintaining web sites for others; computer programming; technical writing; cloud computing; architectural 
services; chemistry services; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; packaging design; off-
site data backup; computer technology consultancy; telecommunications technology consultancy; scientific laboratory 
services; weather forecasting; styling [industrial design]; cartography services; data encryption services; physics 
[research]; electronic data storage; surveying; electronic monitoring of credit card activity to detect fraud via the internet; 
electronic monitoring of personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the internet.

Cl.43;Accommodation bureau services [hotels, boarding houses]; rental of temporary accommodation; rental of 
meeting rooms; tourist home services; hotel reservations; boarding house bookings; temporary accommodation 
reservations; hotel services; retirement home services; snack-bar services; café services; cafeteria services; motel 
services; boarding house services; boarding for animals; rental of cooking apparatus; rental of chairs, tables, table linen, 
glassware; rental of lighting apparatus; rental of tents; rental of transportable buildings; rental of drinking water 
dispensers; restaurant services; self-service restaurant services; reception services for temporary accommodation 
[management of arrivals and departures]; food sculpting; canteen services; holiday camp services [lodging]; bar 
services; providing campground facilities; food and drink catering; washoku restaurant services; day-nursery [crèche] 
services.

Cl.45;Marriage agency services; detective agency services; night guard services; adoption agency services; arbitration 
services; leasing of internet domain names; rental of safes; embalming services; funerary undertaking; lost property 
return; releasing doves for special occasions; security screening of baggage; genealogical research; legal research; 
intellectual property consultancy; physical security consultancy; monitoring intellectual property rights for legal advisory 
purposes; monitoring of burglar and security alarms; crematorium services; licensing of intellectual property; licensing of 
computer software [legal services]; organization of religious meetings; opening of security locks; planning and arranging 
of wedding ceremonies; missing person investigations; kimono dressing assistance; litigation services; baby sitting; pet 
sitting; conducting religious ceremonies; conducting funeral ceremonies; inspection of factories for safety purposes; 
evening dress rental; rental of fire extinguishers; clothing rental; rental of fire alarms; registration of domain names [legal 
services]; personal letter writing; personal background investigations; fire-fighting; astrology consultancy; spiritual 
consultancy; personal wardrobe styling consultancy; escorting in society [chaperoning]; horoscope casting; copyright 
management; legal administration of licences; cartomancy services; dating services; guard services; alternative dispute 
resolution services; dog walking services; tracking of stolen property; legal document preparation services; house 
sitting; mediation; burial services; on-line social networking services; personal body guarding; legal services in relation 
to the negotiation of contracts for others.
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3756351    29/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389165]
Orthoracle Limited
Hamiltons, Mark Herron, Meriden House, 6 Great Cornbow HALESOWEN, West Midlands B63 3AB United Kingdom
Mark Herron
Hamiltons, Meriden House, 6 Great Cornbow HALESOWEN, West Midlands B63 3AB United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic 
articles; suture materials; therapeutic and assistive devices adapted for the disabled; massage apparatus; apparatus, 
devices and articles for nursing infants; sexual activity apparatus, devices and articles.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
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Priority claimed from 06/06/2017; Application No. : 706919 ;Switzerland 

3756422    29/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1388571]
Iovance Biotherapeutics GmbH
c/o Bratschi Wiederkehr & Buob AG Zweigniederlassung Zug Industriestrasse 24 CH-6300 Zug Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Cells for research on the treatment of cancer; chemical preparations for use in clinical research; biological tissues 
for medical and scientific research.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer disorders and diseases.

Cl.9;Software for data analysis for treatment with and research on immunotherapy; laboratory instruments used in 
research on immunotherapy and cancer treatment; laboratory instruments for use in the modification of cells for research 
in the field of treatment of diseases.

Cl.10;Instruments for medical use, namely, instruments used for immunotherapy and modification of cells for the 
treatment of cancer and other diseases and medical conditions.

Cl.42;Scientific research for others in the field of oncology, immunotherapy treatment and modification process of 
biological cells; biological and biochemical analysis and research services for others.

Cl.44;Medical services, namely, modification of cells for the treatment of cancer and other diseases and medical 
conditions; immunotherapy treatments; medical diagnosis and treatment services; providing information relating to 
oncology and immunotherapy treatment; providing medical information and medical consultancy services.
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3756451    04/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389166]
eobuwie.pl Spólka Akcyjna
ul. Nowy Kisielin - Nowa 9 PL-66-002 Zielona Góra Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather, unworked or semi-worked; trimmings of leather for furniture; imitation leather; leatherboard; briefcases; 
pocket wallets; purses; key cases; trunks [luggage]; fur; curried skins; boxes made of leather; worked or semi-worked 
hides and other leather; briefcases [leather goods]; bags made of leather; attache cases made of leather; bags made of 
imitation leather; attache cases made of imitation leather; trunks and suitcases; umbrella covers; umbrellas and parasols; 
rucksacks; cosmetic purses; handbags; beach bags; bags for campers; roller bags; shopping bags; school knapsacks; 
saddlery; saddlebags; portmanteaus.

Cl.25;Clothing; shoes; hats; clothing of leather; clothing of imitations of leather; underwear; blouses; blousons; 
overalls; caps [headwear]; millinery; furs [clothing]; leggings [leg warmers]; corsets [underclothing]; waistcoats; trunks; 
bathing suits; shirts; short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; coats; beach shoes; sports shoes; waist belts; shoe straps; 
pyjamas; undershirts; stocking suspenders; stockings; sweaters; tights; socks; trousers; skirts; beach clothes; ladies' 
dresses; scarves; dressing gowns; short-sleeved t-shirts; gloves [clothing]; casual footwear.

Cl.35;Organisation of internet auctions; providing on-line auction services; on-line auctioneering services via the 
internet; administrative processing and organising of mail order services; computerized on-line ordering services; 
computerised stock ordering; import and export services; retail store services in the field of clothing; online retail store 
services relating to clothing; electronic commerce services, namely, providing information about products via 
telecommunication networks for advertising and sales purposes; online retail store services relating to cosmetic and 
beauty products; retail services connected with the sale of clothing and clothing accessories; retail services in relation to 
beauty implements for humans; wholesale services in relation to beauty implements for humans; retail services in relation
to footwear; wholesale services in relation to footwear; retail services in relation to clothing; wholesale services in 
relation to clothing; retail services in relation to bags; wholesale services in relation to bags; retail services in relation to 
cleaning preparations; wholesale services in relation to cleaning preparations; wholesale services in relation to 
fragrancing preparations; wholesale services in relation to hygienic implements for humans.
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Priority claimed from 26/06/2017; Application No. : 1854585 ;Australia 

3757197    29/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389225]
Find Another Way Pty Ltd
List G Barristers, 205 William St MELBOURNE VIC 3000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Application software; network applications being computer programs; computer software; computer software 
downloaded from the internet; computer software programs; downloadable software applications (apps); application 
software and computer software for the purposes of legal services and alternative dispute resolution services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; online provision of web-based computer software;
online provision of web-based applications; providing use of online non-downloadable software for the purposes of legal 
services and alternative dispute resolution services.

Cl.45;Legal services; legal dispute management services; legal dispute resolution services; alternative dispute 
resolution services; dispute and conflict resolution (arbitration services); mediation; mediation services (arbitration 
services).
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3759912    08/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389293]
FirstMark Capital, LLC
100 5th Avenue, Third Floor New York NY 10011 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;On-line business networking services; business networking services; on-line employment recruiting services; 
information services relating to business operations; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to business 
operations and management or business administration, including such services provided on line or via the internet; 
information and data compiling and analyzing relating to business management; arranging and conducting special events 
for business purposes; general business networking referral services, namely, promoting the goods and services of 
others by passing business leads and referrals among group members; organizing business networking events in the 
field of venture capital and start-up and emerging growth markets.

Cl.36;Venture capital services, namely, providing financing to emerging and start-up companies; providing venture 
capital, development capital, private equity and investment funding for emerging and start-up companies in the nature of 
equity and convertible debt instruments.
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Priority claimed from 14/07/2017; Application No. : 016981474 ;European Union 

3760581    01/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389302]
Meyer Burger (Germany) AG
An der Baumschule 6-8 09337 Hohenstein-Ernstthal Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine components for treating metallic, organic and mineral substrates in a vacuum, in particular 
for manufacturing thin optical, transparent, solar technology and wear-resistant coatings with chemical and physical 
processes, and for ion and plasma treatment, impregnation and heat treatment; coating sources for the aforesaid 
machines, namely evaporators and plasma sources.

Cl.9;Apparatus for testing optical, transparent, solar technology and wear-resistant coatings on metallic, organic and 
mineral substrates.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture of optical, transparent, solar technology and wear-resistant coatings on metallic, organic 
and mineral substrates.
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Priority claimed from 01/08/2017; Application No. : 017061508 ;European Union 

3760594    05/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389113]
Trützschler GmbH & Co. KG
Duvenstr. 82-92 41199 Mönchengladbach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Textile production machines; machines and equipment for the textile industry, namely carding machines; flat bars 
for use in textile machines; fittings for use in textile machines, including flat tops; all the aforesaid goods for use with 
textile machines, in textile machine installations and/or being parts of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.9;Magnets and magnetic discs; in particular for use with fittings for textile machines or parts thereof, including cards 
and flat bars.
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Priority claimed from 23/06/2017; Application No. : 016914509 ;European Union 

3760605    20/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389270]
Lidl Stiftung & Co. KG
Stiftsbergstraße 1 74172 Neckarsulm Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Jewellery; rings [jewellery]; necklaces [jewellery]; bracelets; earrings; jewel pendants; key rings [split rings with 
trinket or decorative fob]; jewel cases; watches.

Cl.18;Bags; travel cases; handbags; leisure bags; rucksacks; briefcases; vanity cases, not fitted; document cases; 
leather pouches; pocket wallets; credit-card holders; leather bags and wallets; travelling sets; key cases; luggage tags 
[leatherware]; straps for luggage; credit card cases; business card cases.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; outerclothing; suits; costumes; blazers; blouses; tunics; short-sleeved or long-
sleeved t-shirts; denim jeans; trousers; dresses; skirts; sweaters; sweat shirts; cardigans; jumpsuits; men's and women's 
jackets, coats, trousers, vests; undergarments; underwear; girdles; bodies [clothing]; bustiers; brassieres; corsets 
[underclothing]; vest tops; tops [clothing]; corselets; negligees; underpants; slips; thongs; boy shorts [underwear]; boxer 
shorts; stocking suspenders; garters; undershirts; nightwear; tights; stockings; socks; tank tops; nighties; dressing 
gowns; petticoats; swim wear for gentlemen and ladies; bathing suits; bikinis; insoles for footwear; head scarves; 
scarves.

Cl.26;Decorative articles for the hair.
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Priority claimed from 03/08/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 022 614 ;Germany 

3760631    27/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1372858]
Bernd Breiter
Gustav-Horch-Straße 62 63452 Hanau Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware and -software, in particulars apps; peripherals adapted for use with computers; apparatus for 
recording and transmission, for voice, data, or image transmission as well as equipment and accessories; machine-
readable data carriers; databases; magnetic data media; electronic databases recorded on computer media; audio 
recordings; compact discs featuring music; disc storage containers; downloadable digital music; downloadabe music 
files; downloadable multi-media files; downloadable musical sound recordings; electronic databases recorded on 
computer media; pre-recorded audio tapes; pre-recorded DVDs; musical video recordings; musical sound recording; 
sound recording; video recordings; pre-recorded CD-Is; pre-recorded CD-ROMs; sound recording carriers in particular 
compact discs, dvds, compact discs [read-only memory], mini-disks, cassettes, sound recording discs; telephone 
apparatus; mobile phones; fittings for mobile phones as far as included in this class; electronic publications 
[downloadable]; spectacles (optics); sports glasses; sunglasses; spectacle cases.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus for physical treatment; ear protection devices, in particular ear plugs; pacifiers for babies; 
feeding aids; sex aids; medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments; protective clothing for medical purposes; 
orthopedic apparatus; walking aids for medical purposes.

Cl.14;Gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof; jewellery in particular pendants; key rings; time 
instruments in particular watches; jewellery boxes and watch boxes.

Cl.16;Decoration and art materials and media, in particular pencils, crayons, fountain pens, ball pens; stationery and 
educational supplies, in particular flags, flags of paper; printed matter; disposable paper products.

Cl.18;Umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; leather and imitations of 
leather, fur and animal skins; saddlery; whips; animal apparel.

Cl.20;Fans for personal use, non-electric.

Cl.24;Fabrics; textiles, in particular flags; bed clothes; linens.

Cl.25;Clothing, in particular t-shirts, sweatshirts; trousers; outer clothing; raincoats; scarfs; headgear; footwear.

Cl.35;Business management of performing artists; presentation of companies on the Internet and other media for 
advertising purposes; demonstration of goods and services for retail purposes; services for advertising agencies; rental 
of advertising space also on the Internet; computerized file management; updating of advertising material; public 
relations services; on-line advertising on a computer network; advertising via electronic media and specifically the 
Internet; arranging and conducting of advertising events; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes; business project management for electronic data; employment agencies; presentation of goods on 
communication media, for retail purposes; publications of printed matter [also electronic] for advertising purposes; 
advertising via radio channels; consumer advice; writing of publicity texts; computerized file management particularly 
customer information and user profiles in databases; statistical evaluations of data by computer programs; arranging 
subscriptions and rental of addresses and data for commercial or advertising purposes; negotiation of commercial 
transactions for third parties within the scope of e-commerce, mobile-commerce and e-business; arranging of business 
contacts; arranging of contracts for the purchase and sale of goods and services, for others.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services provided via Internet platforms and portals, in particular for data creation, data 
maintenance and for the exchange of documents, data and informations; providing of portals, electronic discussion 
forums, newsgroups and internet chatrooms on the internet; communication provided on the internet, at open networks 
and other electronic media; electronic mail services; short messages service; electronic exchange of messages via 
chatlines, chatrooms and internet forums; transmission, dissemination, distribution and redirecting of television-, radio-, 
telecommunication-, and informationsignals via any networks; collection and delivery of messages by electronic 
transmission; internet service, in particular providing access to information via Internet, providing access to the internet, 
communications by cellular phones; news agency services for electronic transmission; providing telecommunication 
channels for teleshopping services; electronic transmission of broadcasts and downloadable files [particularly audio- and 
video data via electronic communication networks]; broadcasting of audio- and video content via a global 
computernetwork [IP-TV]; digital video broadcast [DVB]; transmission of data and addresses for advertising and 
commercial purposes; provision of access to databases on the internet in the field of music, video, radio, television, 
news, sports, games, cultural events as well as arts and leisure via communication networks; provision of access to 
information, audio, video, graphics, texts and other media content on the aforementioned fields on the internet; provision 
of platforms on the internet, in particular for arranging private and business contacts and for the exchange of information; 
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providing access to data bases in computer networks on the internet, particularly for music-, audio-, and video data; 
providing access to platforms on the internet for the valuation and discovering of media content, particularly of audio- 
and video data; rental and arranging access time to databases.

Cl.41;Radio entertainment; production and compilation of educational, informing and entertaining radio and television 
programs; operation of a recording studio, also in the Internet; organisation and conducting of concerts, dance events, 
live events, balls, in particular music events with DJ's (discjockey), bands; events with electronic music in the form of 
festivals, concerts, club parties; organisation and conduction of events in halls and other locations for entertainment 
purposes; music performances; organisation of competitions in the fields of education, entertainment and sports; 
organisation gambling and raffles; provision of entertainment programs on the Internet; publishing of sound recordings 
and pictures; publishing of texts and images, also in electronic form, except for advertising purposes; provision of 
[online] games on the Internet; box office services, ticket agency services; correspondence courses; party planning; 
recreation information about leisure activities; editorial care for online presence, in particular editing of written texts for 
publishing on the Internet; music publishing services [except printing].

Cl.45;Intellectual property consultancy; security guard services including personal security and factory security; 
baggage inspection for security purposes; granting of licenses for movies, tv- productions and videoproductions; 
exploitation of industrial property rights; registration of domain names [legal services]; lost property return; personal 
body guarding; granting of licenses to commercial property- and copy rights; granting of licenses to franchising 
concepts; administration of copyrights; guard services.
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Priority claimed from 09/06/2017; Application No. : 87482575 ;United States of America 

3760683    04/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389075]
Carbon Black, Inc.
1100 Winter Street Waltham MA 02451 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs and software for use in providing threat prevention, analysis, detection, and response, 
including on a real-time basis, for computer systems, servers, computer networks, endpoints, mobile phones and 
portable and handheld electronic devices; computer programs and software for use in providing visibility, management, 
and monitoring, including on a real-time basis, of computer systems, servers, computer networks, endpoints, mobile 
phones and portable and handheld electronic devices; computer programs for use, including on a real-time basis, in 
tracking software, data files, and executable files in computer networks, endpoints, mobile phones and portable and 
handheld electronic devices for use in identifying unauthorized, new or unknown software, data files, and executable files,
and for blocking unauthorized software executions and data access; computer programs for use as an online search 
engine and as a downloadable utility program; computer programs for preventing viruses and unauthorized access to 
computer systems, computer networks, endpoints, mobile phones and portable and handheld electronic devices; 
software for use, including on a real-time basis, in operational and security monitoring and alerting, cyber defense and 
cyber-security of computer systems, internet, networks, applications, electronic data and communications, endpoints, 
mobile phones and portable and handheld electronic devices; intrusion detection software.

Cl.42;Computer security services, namely, restricting and controlling access privileges of users of computer systems, 
servers, computer networks, endpoints, mobile phones and portable and handheld electronic devices, and of computing 
resources for cloud, mobile or network resources based on assigned credentials; computer security consultancy; cloud 
computing featuring software for use in providing security for computer systems, servers, computer networks, endpoints, 
mobile phones and portable and handheld electronic devices; maintenance of computer software relating to computer 
security and prevention of computer risks; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for use in providing threat 
prevention, analysis, detection, and response, including on a real-time basis, for computer systems, servers, computer 
networks, endpoints, mobile phones and portable and handheld electronic devices; software as a service (SAAS) 
featuring software for use in providing visibility, management, and monitoring, including on a real-time basis, of computer 
systems, servers, computer networks, endpoints, mobile phones and portable and handheld electronic devices; platform 
as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for creating, managing, and deploying cloud computing 
infrastructure services; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in providing security 
for computer systems, servers, computer networks, endpoints, mobile phones and portable and handheld electronic 
devices; providing online non-downloadable software for use, including on a real-time basis, in operational and security 
monitoring and alerting, cyber defense and cyber-security of computer systems, internet, networks, applications, and 
electronic data and communications, endpoints, mobile phones and portable and handheld electronic devices; providing 
online non-downloadable intrusion detection software; computer security services, namely, tracking software, data files, 
and executable files in computer networks, endpoints, mobile phones and portable and handheld electronic devices, 
including on a real-time basis, identifying unauthorized, new or unknown software, data files, and executable files, 
including on a real-time basis, and blocking unauthorized software executions and data access, including on a real-time 
basis.
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Priority claimed from 14/07/2017; Application No. : 016987604 ;European Union 

3761833    06/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1388662]
Hettich Marketing- und Vertriebs GmbH & Co. KG
Vahrenkampstr. 12-16 32278 Kirchlengern Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Fittings of metal for furniture; furniture hinges of metal with integrated soft-closing function.

Cl.20;Furniture fittings, not of metal; furniture hinges, not of metal, with integrated soft-closing function.
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Priority claimed from 07/04/2017; Application No. : 4352975 ;France 

3761836    19/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1388844]
AIRSEAS
10 rue Delpy F-31300 TOULOUSE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Propulsion mechanisms other than for land vehicles; electricity generators; winches; devices for propelling boats 
and water vehicles and for generating electricity.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, generating, accumulating, regulating or 
controlling electric current; nautical apparatus and instruments, navigational instruments, measuring instruments, 
devices and instruments for controlling water vehicles.

Cl.12;Water vehicles, control devices for boats.

Cl.22;Sails, rigging.
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Priority claimed from 16/06/2017; Application No. : 87492370 ;United States of America 

3761845    12/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1388523]
Freeman Capital Company
6555 W. Sunset Road Las Vegas NV 89118 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising and marketing services; branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and 
marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals; compiling and analyzing statistics for determining audience 
reaction and participation during audiovisual presentations.

Cl.37;Providing services for exhibitions, trade shows, conventions, corporate events, meetings, special events, 
marketing centers, and museums, namely, installing and dismantling of exhibitions and exhibits, installing and 
dismantling of staging, rigging and meeting room equipment and temporary wall systems; theatrical rigging installation 
and removal of truss and other lighting and audio systems; rental of temporary wall systems.

Cl.40;Custom construction of exhibits and displays.

Cl.42;Providing services for exhibitions, trade shows, conventions, corporate events, meetings, special events, 
marketing centers, and museums, namely, designing and executing of floor plans and decorating the exhibits and 
displays; platform as a service (paas) featuring computer software platforms for creating, uploading and managing 
presentation content as well as for measuring audience reaction and participation to network connected devices; 
software as a service (saas) services featuring software for delivering presentation content to network connected devices 
by providing an interactive feature that enables organizer, presenter and audience engagement; providing temporary use 
of non-downloadable software for delivering presentation content to network connected devices by providing an 
interactive feature that enables organizer, presenter and audience engagement.

Cl.43;Rental of furniture, staging, rigging, meeting room equipment.
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Priority claimed from 23/06/2017; Application No. : 16918708 ;European Union 

3761860    13/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389109]
AHP Merkle GmbH
Nägelseestraße 39 79288 Gottenheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Hydraulic cylinders, in particular standard hydraulic cylinders, hydraulic cylinders with proximity switches, 
hydraulic cylinders with position sensors, block cylinders, circular block cylinders, flanged cylinders, short-stroke 
cylinders, cubical cylinders, screw-type cylinders, double pipe cylinders and hydraulic cylinders with external guides; 
hydraulic sliding units; pivoted chucking cylinders; rotary actuators; core puller units; pressure intensifiers.

Cl.12;Rotary drives for land vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 30/05/2017; Application No. : 16777567 ;European Union 

3762119    25/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390241]
Lenzing AG
Werkstr. 2 A-4860 Lenzing Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Crepe paper; filtering materials of paper; filter paper; paper filters for coffee makers; printed packaging materials 
of paper; containers of paper for packaging purposes; bags made of paper for packaging; decorative paper bows for 
wrapping; decorative wrapping paper; humidity control sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; sheets of 
reclaimed cellulose for wrapping; paper gift tags; gift wrap paper; cardboard packaging; plastic film for packaging; paper 
impregnated with oil for wrapping purposes; cartons of cardboard for packaging; plastic materials for packaging; paper 
for wrapping and packaging; paper sacks; bags made of paper for packaging; bows for decorating packaging; bags made 
of paper for packaging; bags and articles for packaging, wrapping and storage of paper, cardboard or plastics; industrial 
packaging containers of paper; containers of card for packaging; packaging containers of regenerated cellulose; bags 
[envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; films for wrapping foodstuffs; packing cardboard; cartons of 
cardboard for packaging; fiberboard boxes; plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); wrapping 
materials made of paper; packaging materials made of cardboard; packaging materials made of recycled paper; 
packaging material made of starches; packaging materials; wrapping paper; cartons of cardboard for packaging; cartons 
of cardboard for packaging; bags made of paper for packaging; viscose sheets for wrapping; paper identification tags; 
writing tablets; notebooks; labels of paper; pencil boxes; cases for stationery; ball pens; small blackboards; adhesive 
packaging tapes; printed matter; stickers [stationery]; stickers [decalcomanias]; printed advertising boards of paper; 
printed advertising boards of cardboard; pamphlets; flags of paper; printed brochures; printed calendars; printed 
promotional material; adhesive wall decorations of paper; annuals [printed publications]; calendars; paper banners; 
posters; postcards; prospectuses; christmas cards; promotional publications; promotional publications; signboards of 
paper or cardboard; advertisement boards of card; advertisement boards of card; book covers; crepe paper for domestic 
use; paper for use in the manufacture of wallpaper; tissue paper for use as material of stencil paper (ganpishi); paper for 
use in the manufacture of tea bags; tissues of paper for removing make-up; coarse tissue [for toiletry use]; filters (paper 
coffee -); paper wipes; facial tissues of paper; absorbent sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; paper tissues; 
tissue paper; hygienic paper; paper tissues for cosmetic use; cellulose wipes; periodicals; legal pads; disposable 
absorbent underpads for pets (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); disposable absorbent training pads for pets.

Cl.20;Beds, bedding, mattresses, pillows and cushions; bedding for cots [other than bed linen]; bedding for cots [other 
than bed linen]; replacement seat covers [fitted] for furniture; textile covers [shaped] for furniture; inflatable pillows; bath 
pillows; bedding, except linen; children's beds made of cloth in the form of a bag; futon mattresses [other than childbirth 
mattresses]; head supporting pillows; maternity pillows; mattress toppers; mattresses; mattresses; mattresses [other 
than child birth mattresses]; nap mats [cushions or mattresses]; neck-supporting pillows; nursing pillows; pet cushions; 
pillows; scented pillows; sleeping mats for camping [mattresses]; soft furnishings [cushions]; stuffed pillows; support 
pillows for use in baby car safety seats; support pillows for use in baby seating; animal housing and beds; beds for pets; 
pet houses; advertising display boards; advertisement display boards of plastic [non-luminous].

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs and mats; bath mats; textile bath mats; bath mats; bath mats; vehicles mats and carpets; rugs 
(floor -); door mats; runners [mats]; oriental non-woven rugs (mosen); carpet tile backing; carpet backing; carpeting; 
carpet tiles; primary carpet backing; textile bath mats; carpets [textile]; wallpaper; wall paper of vinyl; wall coverings of 
paper; carpets.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; bill-posting; banner advertising; merchandising; public 
relations services; online advertisements (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); telemarketing services; sales promotion for others; advertising; display services for merchandise; 
preparation and presentation of audio visual displays for advertising purposes; organisation and conducting of product 
presentations; presentation of goods and services; sales demonstration [for others]; demonstration of goods and 
services by electronic means, also for the benefit of the so-called teleshopping and homeshopping services; 
demonstration of goods for promotional purposes; arranging of demonstrations for advertising purposes; demonstration 
of goods; trade fairs and exhibitions (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); arranging of exhibitions for business purposes; arranging of exhibitions for advertising purposes; 
exhibitions (conducting -) for business purposes; exhibitions (conducting -) for business purposes; exhibitions 
(conducting -) for advertising purposes; organisation of exhibitions and trade fairs for business and promotional 
purposes; shows (conducting business -); fashion show exhibitions for commercial purposes; arranging of displays for 
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commercial purposes; organisation of events for commercial and advertising purposes; organization of events, 
exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes; arranging of demonstrations for 
advertising purposes; planning and conducting of trade fairs, exhibitions and presentations for economic or advertising 
purposes; arranging of exhibitions for advertising purposes; rental of advertising space on-line; rental of advertising 
space; distribution of advertising, marketing and promotional material; distribution of promotional matter; distribution of 
advertisements and commercial announcements; dissemination of advertising matter; distribution of advertising material; 
dissemination of advertising and promotional materials; dissemination of advertising, marketing and publicity materials; 
dissemination of advertisements; dissemination of advertising for others; dissemination of advertising for others via the 
internet; distribution and dissemination of advertising materials [leaflets, prospectuses, printed material, samples]; 
handbill distribution; handbill distribution; handbill distribution; distribution of samples for publicity purposes; 
distribution of prospectuses and samples; handbill distribution; distribution of products for advertising purposes; sample 
distribution; distribution of advertising announcements; distribution and dissemination of advertising materials [leaflets, 
prospectuses, printed material, samples]; handbill distribution; handbill distribution; distribution of promotional matter; 
arranging the distribution of advertising literature in response to telephone enquiries; arranging of presentations for 
business purposes; office functions; business management; supply chain management services; business 
administration; marketing studies.
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3762124    13/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390246]
Keysight Technologies, Inc.
1400 Fountaingrove Parkway Santa Rosa CA 95403 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.37;Technical support services in the nature of providing information and consultation regarding the installation of 
computer systems hardware used with test and measurement systems, and providing an Internet web site featuring 
technical information related thereto; maintenance, repair, updating and installation services relating to electronic, opto-
electronic, photonic, and nano-scale test, signaling, analysis, imaging, measurement, scientific, and optical apparatus, 
instruments, parts, systems, equipment, and accessories therefor; repair and refurbishing of electronic, opto-electronic, 
photonic, and nano-scale test, signaling, analysis, imaging, measurement, scientific, and optical apparatus, instruments, 
parts, systems, equipment, and accessories therefor; preventative maintenance analysis for electronic, opto-electronic, 
photonic, and nano-scale test, signaling, analysis, imaging, measurement, scientific, and optical apparatus, instruments, 
parts, systems, equipment, and accessories therefor.

Cl.42;Technical support services in the nature of providing technological information and consulting in the field of test, 
measurement and computer systems, computer system design, computer systems integration, and computer software 
installation, and providing technical information related thereto, via an Internet web site; technical support services in the 
nature of computer systems analysis and computer systems integration services, and providing technical information 
related thereto, via an Internet web site; technical support services in the nature of start-up assistance with technology 
specifications, namely, analyzing technology requirements and developing recommendations for the computer software 
and systems and other technology needed to meet those requirements, in the field of electronic, opto-electronic, 
photonic, and nano-scale test, signaling, imaging, and measurement equipment; hosting an Internet website portal in the 
fields of technology and software development that enables users to track and manage inventory of equipment and 
software, obtain information about software releases, receive security alerts and software bug reports and repair 
information, and provides temporary use of troubleshooting tools in the nature of online, non-downloadable diagnostic 
software customized for users' electronic, opto-electronic, photonic, and nano-scale test, signaling, analysis, imaging, 
measurement, scientific, and optical apparatus, instruments, parts, systems, equipment, and accessories therefor; 
computer services, namely, creating an online community for registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback 
from their peers and form virtual communities in the fields of electronic, opto-electronic, photonic, and nano-scale test, 
signaling, analysis, imaging, measurement, scientific, and optical apparatus, instruments, parts, systems, equipment, and 
accessories therefor; providing technical support and troubleshooting information via the Internet and voice 
telecommunications networks for fixing problems relating to electronic, opto-electronic, photonic, and nano-scale test, 
signaling, analysis, imaging, measurement, scientific, and optical apparatus, instruments, parts, systems, equipment, and 
accessories therefor; updating of computer software; system uptime support services relating to electronic, opto-
electronic, photonic, and nano-scale test, signaling, analysis, imaging, measurement, scientific, and optical apparatus, 
instruments, parts, systems, equipment, and accessories therefor; remote diagnosis of electronic, opto-electronic, 
photonic, and nano-scale test, signaling, analysis, imaging, measurement, scientific, and optical apparatus, instruments, 
parts, systems, equipment, and accessories therefor.
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3762220    25/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390121]
Aktsionernoe obshchestvo «Tsifrovoe Televidenie»
Leningradskii prospect, 31A, str. 1, et. 15, pom.I, com. 1 RU-125284 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;3D spectacles; DVD players; ticket dispensers; coin-operated musical automata [juke boxes]; fire engines; 
answering machines; electrical adapters; accumulators, electric; accumulators, electric, for vehicles; accelerometers; 
actinometers; alidades; altimeters; ammeters; anemometers; anodes; antennas; anticathodes; apertometers [optics]; 
high-frequency apparatus; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; remote control apparatus; electro-dynamic 
apparatus for the remote control of railway points; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; 
monitoring apparatus, electric; sound recording apparatus; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; distillation 
apparatus for scientific purposes; diffraction apparatus [microscopy]; air analysis apparatus; apparatus to check 
franking; sound transmitting apparatus; apparatus for fermentation [laboratory apparatus]; breathing apparatus for 
underwater swimming; breathing apparatus, except for artificial respiration; apparatus and installations for the production
of X-rays, not for medical purposes; cash registers; electric apparatus for commutation; intercommunication apparatus; 
stills for laboratory experiments; projection apparatus; fire extinguishing apparatus; radiological apparatus for industrial 
purposes; X-ray apparatus not for medical purposes; blueprint apparatus; flashing lights [luminous signals]; stereoscopic
apparatus; telephone apparatus; facsimile machines; phototelegraphy apparatus; igniting apparatus, electric, for igniting 
at a distance; acid hydrometers; salinometers; acidimeters for batteries; aerometers; beacons, luminous; battery jars; 
barometers; anode batteries; galvanic batteries; batteries for lighting; solar batteries; solar panels for the production of 
electricity; batteries, electric; balances [steelyards]; betatrons; binoculars; electronic tags for goods; lens hoods; 
magnetic tape units for computers; computer memory devices; fire hose nozzles; encoded identification bracelets, 
magnetic; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; safety tarpaulins; bullet-proof clothing; signalling buoys; life 
buoys; marking buoys; directional compasses; vacuum gauges; electrolysers; variometers; verniers; scales; letter 
scales; weighbridges; precision balances; levelling staffs [surveying instruments]; camcorders; video baby monitors; 
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video cassettes; video telephones; video screens; viewfinders, photographic; sockets, plugs and other contacts [electric 
connections]; micrometer screws for optical instruments; viscosimeters; circuit closers; wavemeters; voltmeters; 
mechanical signs; signs, luminous; switchboxes [electricity]; current rectifiers; gas testing instruments; gasometers 
[measuring instruments]; galvanometers; hands-free kits for telephones; heliographic apparatus; hygrometers; 
hydrometers; weights; peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors; holograms; plotters; sounding leads; plumb bobs; range 
finders; densimeters; densitometers; optical goods; detectors; smoke detectors; counterfeit [false] coin detectors; 
joysticks for use with computers, other than for video games; transparencies [photography]; slide projectors; diaphragms 
[photography]; dictating machines; dynamometers; light-emitting diodes [LED]; floppy disks; sound recording discs; 
disks, magnetic; optical discs; circular slide rules; disk drives for computers; juke boxes for computers; DNA chips; 
electronic notice boards; bullet-proof waistcoats [vests (Am.)]; life jackets; reflective safety vests; identification threads 
for electric wires; nose clips for divers and swimmers; locks, electric; alarm bells, electric; electric door bells; signal 
bells; bells [warning devices]; acoustic conduits; mirrors for inspecting work; road signs, luminous or mechanical; 
marine depth finders; probes for scientific purposes; buzzers; needles for record players; measures; pressure measuring 
apparatus; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; inverters [electricity]; pressure indicators; temperature 
indicators; incubators for bacteria culture; measuring instruments; cosmographic instruments; mathematical 
instruments; levelling instruments; instruments containing eyepieces; surveying instruments; azimuth instruments; 
interfaces for computers; ionization apparatus not for the treatment of air or water; spark-guards; coaxial cables; fibre 
[fiber (Am.)] optic cables; cables, electric; calipers; slide calipers; screw-tapping gauges; calorimeters; calculating 
machines; pocket calculators; decompression chambers; cinematographic cameras; mouth guards for sports; life-saving 
capsules for natural disasters; electronic pens [visual display units]; holders for electric coils; identity cards, magnetic; 
video game cartridges; toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; memory cards for video game machines; 
encoded magnetic cards; riding helmets; protective helmets; carriers for dark plates [photography]; automated teller 
machines [ATM]; cathodes; choking coils [impedance]; spools [photography]; coils, electric; electromagnetic coils; 
cinematographic film, exposed; computer keyboards; solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches]; wire connectors 
[electricity]; encoded key cards; electronic book readers; electronic agendas; push buttons for bells; mouse pads; 
magnetic encoders; anti-glare visors; collectors, electric; loudspeakers; calibrating rings; protective suits for aviators; 
commutators; compact discs [audio-video]; comparators; marine compasses; computers; laptop computers; tablet 
computers; notebook computers; condensers [capacitors]; contacts, electric; wind socks for indicating wind direction; 
traffic cones; branch boxes [electricity]; distribution boxes [electricity]; junction boxes [electricity]; battery boxes; 
cabinets for loudspeakers; diving suits; galena crystals [detectors]; reflecting discs for wear, for the prevention of traffic 
accidents; covers for electric outlets; logs [measuring instruments]; lasers, not for medical purposes; lactodensimeters; 
lactometers; vacuum tubes [radio]; flashlights [photography]; darkroom lamps [photography]; thermionic tubes; 
amplifying tubes; head cleaning tapes [recording]; magnetic tapes; videotapes; surveying chains; fire escapes; rulers 
[measuring instruments]; slide-rules; optical condensers; contact lenses; correcting lenses [optics]; optical lenses; 
electricity conduits; measuring spoons; magnifying glasses [optics]; thread counters; magnets; decorative magnets; 
close-up lenses; crash test dummies; resuscitation mannequins [teaching apparatus]; mouse [computer peripheral]; 
pressure gauges; divers' masks; solderers' helmets; protective masks; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; 
voting machines; money counting and sorting machines; material testing instruments and machines; furniture especially 
made for laboratories; megaphones; portable media players; diaphragms [acoustics]; diaphragms for scientific 
apparatus; metal detectors for industrial or military purposes; metronomes; carpenters' rules; rules [measuring 
instruments]; dressmakers' measures; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; mechanisms for counter-operated 
apparatus; coin-operated mechanisms for television sets; shutter releases [photography]; micrometers; microprocessors;
microscopes; microtomes; microphones; modems; lightning conductors [rods]; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors 
[computer programs]; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; terminals [electricity]; junction sleeves for electric cables; 
teeth protectors; temperature indicator labels, not for medical purposes; knee-pads for workers; headphones; surveyors' 
levels; sound recording carriers; magnetic data media; optical data media; computer software, recorded; sheaths for 
electric cables; identification sheaths for electric wires; weighing machines; computer hardware; punched card machines 
for offices; life saving apparatus and equipment; shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; lenses for 
astrophotography; objectives [lenses] [optics]; egg-candlers; fire extinguishers; electrified fences; limiters [electricity]; 
clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; clothing for protection against fire; asbestos clothing for 
protection against fire; clothing especially made for laboratories; ozonisers [ozonators]; octants; eyepieces; ohmmeters; 
wrist rests for use with computers; eyeglass frames; oscillographs; plumb lines; mirrors [optics]; eyeglasses; 
sunglasses; goggles for sports; electronic collars to train animals; signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; radio 
pagers; pince-nez; electronic pocket translators; transmitters [telecommunication]; telephone transmitters; transmitters 
of electronic signals; switches, electric; periscopes; gloves for divers; gloves for protection against accidents; gloves for 
protection against X-rays for industrial purposes; asbestos gloves for protection against accidents; furnaces for 
laboratory use; pipettes; pyrometers; planimeters; plane tables [surveying instruments]; plates for batteries; wafers for 
integrated circuits; printed circuit boards; compact disc players; cassette players; protective films adapted for computer 
screens; sound recording strips; X-ray films, exposed; films, exposed; life-saving rafts; laboratory trays; digital signs; 
semi-conductors; polarimeters; fire pumps; measuring glassware; life belts; fuses; circuit breakers; converters, electric; 
telerupters; food analysis apparatus; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; distance recording apparatus; 
distance measuring apparatus; speed measuring apparatus [photography]; appliances for measuring the thickness of 
leather; apparatus for measuring the thickness of skins; speed checking apparatus for vehicles; teaching apparatus; time 
recording apparatus; hemline markers; measuring apparatus; measuring devices, electric; apparatus and instruments for 
astronomy; surveying apparatus and instruments; weighing apparatus and instruments; nautical apparatus and 
instruments; navigational instruments; optical apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for physics; 
chemistry apparatus and instruments; boiler control instruments; meteorological instruments; naval signalling apparatus; 
observation instruments; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; satellite navigational apparatus; 
regulating apparatus, electric; precision measuring apparatus; audio- and video-receivers; prisms [optics]; computer 
software applications, downloadable; printers for use with computers; retorts' stands; apparatus for changing record 
player needles; drainers for use in photography; cleaning apparatus for sound recording discs; fire beaters; telescopic 
sights for firearms; telescopic sights for artillery; test tubes; pressure indicator plugs for valves; magnetic wires; 
telegraph wires; telephone wires; wires, electric; conductors, electric; copper wire, insulated; fuse wire; computer 
programmes [programs], recorded; computer game software; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer 
operating programs, recorded; record players; processors [central processing units]; rods for water diviners; electronic 
publications, downloadable; distribution consoles [electricity]; control panels [electricity]; radar apparatus; masts for 
wireless aerials; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; radios; vehicle radios; sprinkler systems for fire protection; 
frames for photographic transparencies; screens for photoengraving; flowmeters; walkie-talkies; voltage surge 
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protectors; voltage regulators for vehicles; stage lighting regulators; light dimmers [regulators], electric; speed regulators 
for record players; cell switches [electricity]; washing trays [photography]; marking gauges [joinery]; time switches, 
automatic; relays, electric; safety restraints, other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment; X-ray photographs, other 
than for medical purposes; rheostats; respirators for filtering air; retorts; refractometers; refractors; grids for batteries; 
speaking tubes; horns for loudspeakers; saccharometers; optical fibers [fibres] [light conducting filaments]; traffic-light 
apparatus [signalling devices]; dog whistles; signalling whistles; sextants; inductors [electricity]; safety nets; nets for 
protection against accidents; fire alarms; signals, luminous or mechanical; sirens; scanners [data processing equipment];
integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; smartglasses; smartphones; smartwatches; connections for electric lines; 
couplings, electric; connectors [electricity]; sonars; sound locating instruments; lighting ballasts; resistances, electric; 
spectrograph apparatus; spectroscopes; speed indicators; alcoholmeters; satellites for scientific purposes; protection 
devices for personal use against accidents; audiovisual teaching apparatus; radiotelegraphy sets; radiotelephony sets; 
spectacle lenses; anti-glare glasses; optical glass; personal stereos; stereoscopes; stands for photographic apparatus; 
stroboscopes; fire boats; sulfitometers; bags adapted for laptops; drying racks [photography]; spherometers; integrated 
circuits; printed circuits; counters; parking meters; kilometer recorders for vehicles; revolution counters; abacuses; egg 
timers [sandglasses]; taximeters; ear plugs for divers; tachometers; television apparatus; telegraphs [apparatus]; 
telescopes; teleprompters; teleprinters; cordless telephones; cellular phones; theodolites; thermometers, not for medical 
purposes; thermostats; thermostats for vehicles; crucibles [laboratory]; tone arms for record players; totalizators; 
transistors [electronic]; transponders; protractors [measuring instruments]; step-up transformers; transformers 
[electricity]; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; triodes; starter cables for motors; discharge tubes, electric, other than 
for lighting; capillary tubes; neon signs; Pitot tubes; X-ray tubes not for medical purposes; telephone receivers; gauges; 
quantity indicators; automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires [tyres]; gasoline gauges; water level indicators; 
electric loss indicators; light-emitting electronic pointers; slope indicators; levels [instruments for determining the 
horizontal]; mercury levels; spirit levels; urinometers; amplifiers; particle accelerators; electric installations for the remote
control of industrial operations; baby monitors; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; balancing apparatus; video 
recorders; sound reproduction apparatus; invoicing machines; tape recorders; protection devices against X-rays, not for 
medical purposes; railway traffic safety appliances; data processing apparatus; oxygen transvasing apparatus; theft 
prevention installations, electric; film cutting apparatus; drying apparatus for photographic prints; optical character 
readers; centering apparatus for photographic transparencies; dosage dispensers; battery chargers; chargers for electric 
batteries; chargers for electronic cigarettes; acoustic alarms; sounding apparatus and machines; editing appliances for 
cinematographic films; cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus; couplers [data processing equipment]; wearable activity 
trackers; anti-theft warning apparatus; computer peripheral devices; anti-interference devices [electricity]; demagnetizing 
apparatus for magnetic tapes; acoustic couplers; alarms; fog signals, non-explosive; whistle alarms; adding machines; 
readers [data processing equipment]; bar code readers; heat regulating apparatus; photocopiers [photographic, 
electrostatic, thermic]; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; 
animated cartoons; filters for respiratory masks; filters for ultraviolet rays, for photography; USB flash drives; magic 
lanterns; signal lanterns; optical lamps; cameras [photography]; glazing apparatus for photographic prints; shutters 
[photography]; darkrooms [photography]; photometers; flash-bulbs [photography]; digital photo frames; enlarging 
apparatus [photography]; photovoltaic cells; containers for contact lenses; eyeglass cases; containers for microscope 
slides; cases for smartphones; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; chromatography 
apparatus for laboratory use; chronographs [time recording apparatus]; laboratory centrifuges; eyeglass chains; 
cyclotrons; compasses for measuring; frequency meters; time clocks [time recording devices]; Petri dishes; sleeves for 
laptops; covers for smartphones; fire blankets; chips [integrated circuits]; jigs [measuring instruments]; pedometers; 
meteorological balloons; electrified rails for mounting spot lights; asbestos screens for firemen; fire hose; protective 
helmets for sports; head guards for sports; cell phone straps; eyeglass cords; tripods for cameras; switchboards; 
distribution boards [electricity]; workmen's protective face-shields; projection screens; radiology screens for industrial 
purposes; fluorescent screens; exposure meters [light meters]; ducts [electricity]; galvanic cells; epidiascopes; 
ergometers; armatures [electricity].

Cl.16;Fountain pens; aquarelles; albums; almanacs; document laminators for office use; mimeograph apparatus and 
machines; atlases; posters; paper bows; table linen of paper; tickets; forms, printed; announcement cards [stationery]; 
note books; pads [stationery]; drawing pads; loose-leaf binders; wristbands for the retention of writing instruments; 
pamphlets; booklets; paper sheets [stationery]; waxed paper; paper for recording machines; paper for radiograms; 
electrocardiograph paper; Drawer liners of paper, perfumed or not; wood pulp paper; carbon paper; copying paper 
[stationery]; parchment paper; writing paper; luminous paper; Xuan paper for Chinese painting and calligraphy; toilet 
paper; wrapping paper; filter paper; paper; blotters; newsletters; rollers for typewriters; house painters' rollers; 
composing sticks; modelling wax, not for dental purposes; signboards of paper or cardboard; sewing patterns; 
newspapers; electrotypes; hectographs; modelling clay; terrestrial globes; drawing sets; engravings; slate pencils; pencil 
leads; document holders [stationery]; pencil holders; chalk holders; holders for checkbooks [cheque books]; holders for 
stamps [seals]; diagrams; engraving plates; writing slates; blackboards; galley racks [printing]; drawing boards; 
advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; duplicators; punches [office requisites]; cream containers of paper; 
magazines [periodicals]; money clips; tags for index cards; pen clips; bookmarkers; etching needles; tracing needles for 
drawing purposes; periodicals; printed publications; paper shredders for office use; graphic representations; credit card 
imprinters, non-electric; graining combs; drawing instruments; calendars; tracing paper; tracing cloth; tracing patterns; 
gums [adhesives] for stationery or household purposes; lithographic stones; ink stones [ink reservoirs]; pencils; pencil 
lead holders; charcoal pencils; pictures; transfers [decalcomanias]; paintings [pictures], framed or unframed; wood pulp 
board [stationery]; cardboard; hat boxes of cardboard; files [office requisites]; cards; index cards [stationery]; 
geographical maps; paper tapes and cards for the recordal of computer programmes; trading cards, other than for games;
perforated cards for Jacquard looms; catalogues; spools for inking ribbons; covers of paper for flower pots; 
paintbrushes; painters' brushes; writing brushes; typewriter keys; glue for stationery or household purposes; isinglass 
for stationery or household purposes; gluten [glue] for stationery or household purposes; starch paste [adhesive] for 
stationery or household purposes; printing blocks; books; manifolds [stationery]; comic books; drawing pins; cigar 
bands; envelopes [stationery]; cases for stamps [seals]; boxes of paper or cardboard; paint boxes [articles for use in 
school]; correcting fluids [office requisites]; stencils [stationery]; French curves; paper ribbons; typewriter ribbons; 
gummed tape [stationery]; adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; correcting tapes [office requisites]; 
inking ribbons; inking ribbons for computer printers; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; self-adhesive 
tapes for stationery or household purposes; drawing rulers; square rulers; absorbent sheets of paper or plastic for 
foodstuff packaging; humidity control sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; viscose sheets for wrapping; 
sheets of reclaimed cellulose for wrapping; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; steel letters; type [numerals 
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and letters]; lithographs; paint trays; architects' models; postage stamps; plastics for modelling; graphic prints; 
modelling materials; teaching materials [except apparatus]; sealing compounds for stationery purposes; adhesives 
[glues] for stationery or household purposes; bookbinding material; packaging material made of starches; filtering 
materials [paper]; addressing machines; pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; bookbinding apparatus and 
machines [office equipment]; typewriters, electric or non-electric; folders [stationery]; franking machines for office use; 
chalk for lithography; writing chalk; tailors' chalk; marking chalk; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for 
packaging; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; painters' easels; hand-rests for painters; writing cases [stationery]; 
printing sets, portable [office requisites]; bibs of paper; stickers [stationery]; finger-stalls [office requisites]; cords for 
bookbinding; paper knives [cutters] [office requisites]; numbering apparatus; bottle envelopes of paper or cardboard; 
sealing wafers; covers [stationery]; passport holders; plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization; embroidery designs 
[patterns]; handwriting specimens for copying; oleographs; musical greeting cards; greeting cards; postcards; etchings; 
conical paper bags; bags for microwave cooking; palettes for painters; ink sticks; pantographs [drawing instruments]; 
folders for papers; papier mâché; pastels [crayons]; modelling paste; pen cases; bookbindings; pen wipers; office 
perforators; pens [office requisites]; nibs of gold; nibs; steel pens; drawing pens; song books; seals [stamps]; sealing 
stamps; clipboards; address plates for addressing machines; handkerchiefs of paper; plastic film for wrapping; desk 
mats; letter trays; trays for sorting and counting money; coasters of paper; bookends; stamp stands; mats for beer 
glasses; stands for pens and pencils; photograph stands; inking pads; stamp pads; binding strips [bookbinding]; towels 
of paper; inking sheets for document reproducing machines; inking sheets for duplicators; bookbinding cloth; gummed 
cloth for stationery purposes; printers' blankets, not of textile; portraits; paperweights; writing cases [sets]; inkstands; 
office requisites, except furniture; writing materials; writing instruments; drawing materials; school supplies [stationery]; 
adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites]; hand labelling appliances; printed matter; lithographic works of art; 
prospectuses; printed timetables; ledgers [books]; printers' reglets; indexes; rubber erasers; elastic bands for offices; T-
squares for drawing; graphic reproductions; penholders; marking pens [stationery]; tissues of paper for removing make-
up; face towels of paper; table napkins of paper; place mats of paper; tablemats of paper; tablecloths of paper; paper 
clasps; document files [stationery]; scrapers [erasers] for offices; paper-clips; staples for offices; erasing products; 
biological samples for use in microscopy [teaching materials]; histological sections for teaching purposes; steatite 
[tailor's chalk]; writing board erasers; composing frames [printing]; sealing wax; arithmetical tables; placards of paper or 
cardboard; writing or drawing books; fabrics for bookbinding; stationery; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; 
transparencies [stationery]; stencil plates; cardboard tubes; Indian inks; moisteners [office requisites]; moisteners for 
gummed surfaces [office requisites]; squares for drawing; chart pointers, non-electronic; bottle wrappers of paper or 
cardboard; envelope sealing machines for offices; sealing machines for offices; vignetting apparatus; apparatus for 
mounting photographs; stapling presses [office requisites]; manuals [handbooks]; figurines [statuettes] of papier mâché; 
paper coffee filters; flags of paper; flyers; silver paper; molds for modelling clays [artists' materials]; photo-engravings; 
photographs [printed]; stencil cases; canvas for painting; chromolithographs [chromos]; compasses for drawing; 
numbers [type]; artists' watercolor saucers; correcting ink [heliography]; ink; inkwells; blueprints; stencils; erasing 
shields; balls for ball-point pens; cabinets for stationery [office requisites]; printing type; address stamps; stamps [seals]; 
shields [paper seals]; prints [engravings]; labels, not of textile.

Cl.28;Arcade video game machines; video game machines; gaming machines for gambling; amusement machines, 
automatic and coin-operated; toy vehicles; swimming pools [play articles]; trampolines; novelties for parties, dances 
[party favors, favours]; scratch cards for playing lottery games; starting blocks for sports; bodyboards; skating boots 
with skates attached; dolls' feeding bottles; stationary exercise bicycles; creels [fishing traps]; shuttlecocks; spinning 
tops [toys]; jigsaw puzzles; clay pigeons [targets]; punching bags; bite sensors [fishing tackle]; hang gliders; flying discs 
[toys]; discuses for sports; dolls' houses; dominoes; swimming kick boards; surfboards; spring boards [sports articles]; 
skateboards; sailboards; chessboards; checkerboards; darts; Christmas trees of synthetic material; cups for dice; 
swimming jackets; ascenders [mountaineering equipment]; kites; toys; toys for pets; stuffed toys; plush toys; mobiles 
[toys]; practical jokes [novelties]; parlor games; board games; ring games; games; building games; kaleidoscopes; 
bladders of balls for games; rosin used by athletes; edges of skis; bingo cards; playing cards; fairground ride apparatus; 
reels for fishing; rocking horses; swings; skittles; skittles [games]; billiard cues; golf clubs; hockey sticks; seal skins 
[coverings for skis]; bells for Christmas trees; dolls' rooms; Controllers for game consoles; paintball guns [sports 
apparatus]; toy air pistols; confetti; explosive bonbons [Christmas crackers]; ice skates; roller skates; in-line roller 
skates; dice; ski bindings; dolls' beds; roulette wheels; fish hooks; building blocks [toys]; dolls; flippers for swimming; 
fishing lines; gut for fishing; bows for archery; skis; waterskis; surf skis; mah-jong; hunting game calls; puppets; carnival 
masks; theatrical masks; fencing masks; masts for sailboards; teddy bears; chalk for billiard cues; targets; electronic 
targets; scale model kits [toys]; scale model vehicles; balls for games; artificial fishing bait; billiard table cushions; knee 
guards [sports articles]; billiard cue tips; elbow guards [sports articles]; dolls' clothes; fencing weapons; twirling batons; 
paragliders; pachinkos; baseball gloves; boxing gloves; golf gloves; gloves for games; batting gloves [accessories for 
games]; fencing gauntlets; pinatas; toy pistols; percussion caps [toys]; caps for pistols [toys]; rattles [playthings]; 
horseshoe games; candle holders for Christmas trees; Christmas tree stands; sole coverings for skis; water wings; floats 
for fishing; portable games with liquid crystal displays; swimming belts; decoys for hunting or fishing; scent lures for 
hunting or fishing; archery implements; kite reels; soap bubbles [toys]; divot repair tools [golf accessories]; billiard 
markers; protective paddings [parts of sports suits]; rackets; surfboard leashes; harness for sailboards; weight lifting 
belts [sports articles]; sling shots [sports articles]; rollers for stationary exercise bicycles; harpoon guns [sports articles]; 
scooters [toys]; sleds [sports articles]; bob-sleighs; butterfly nets; landing nets for anglers; nets for sports; tennis nets; 
bite indicators [fishing tackle]; slot machines [gaming machines]; appliances for gymnastics; quoits; bar-bells; climbers' 
harness; fishing tackle; artificial snow for Christmas trees; snowshoes; snowboards; clay pigeon traps; billiard tables; 
coin-operated billiard tables; tables for table tennis; tables for table football; strings for rackets; gut for rackets; cricket 
bags; golf bags, with or without wheels; slides [playthings]; radio-controlled toy vehicles; body-building apparatus; 
machines for physical exercises; backgammon games; men's athletic supporters [sports articles]; rods for fishing; 
ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; tennis ball throwing apparatus; conjuring 
apparatus; apparatus for games; bowling apparatus and machinery; counters [discs] for games; chips for gambling; bags 
especially designed for skis and surfboards; marbles for games; billiard balls; playing balls; play balloons; paintballs 
[ammunition for paintball guns] [sports apparatus]; snow globes; chess games; checkers [games]; poles for pole 
vaulting; paper party hats; shin guards [sports articles]; camouflage screens [sports articles]; chest expanders 
[exercisers].

Cl.38;News agency services; wireless broadcasting; television broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; electronic 
bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; information about telecommunication; providing user access to 
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global computer networks; providing access to databases; providing Internet chatrooms; providing telecommunications 
connections to a global computer network; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; 
transmission of greeting cards online; message sending; computer aided transmission of messages and images; 
transmission of telegrams; transmission of digital files; providing online forums; videoconferencing services; rental of 
message sending apparatus; rental of access time to global computer networks; rental of modems; rental of 
telecommunication equipment; rental of telephones; rental of facsimile apparatus; radio broadcasting; communications 
by fiber optic networks; communications by cellular phones; communications by computer terminals; satellite 
transmission; communications by telegrams; communications by telephone; facsimile transmission; paging services 
[radio, telephone or other means of electronic communication]; teleconferencing services; telex services; voice mail 
services; telecommunications routing and junction services; telegraph services; telephone services.

Cl.41;Modelling for artists; academies [education]; rental of sports grounds; rental of tennis courts; lending library 
services; booking of seats for shows; videotaping; physical education; discotheque services; animal training; dubbing; 
gambling services; publication of books; education information; recreation information; entertainment information; movie 
studio services; health club services [health and fitness training]; Nightclub services [entertainment]; layout services, 
other than for advertising purposes; microfilming; videotape editing; production of radio and television programmes; 
presentation of variety shows; music composition services; game services provided on-line from a computer network; 
providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; religious education; gymnastic instruction; correspondence 
courses; practical training [demonstration]; organization of balls; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational 
purposes; providing recreation facilities; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of 
congresses; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting 
of workshops [training]; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of symposiums; organization 
of competitions [education or entertainment]; arranging of beauty contests; organization of lotteries; organization of 
fashion shows for entertainment purposes; organization of shows [impresario services]; organization of sports 
competitions; vocational guidance [education or training advice]; amusement park services; sign language interpretation; 
television entertainment; mobile library services; vocational retraining; providing golf facilities; providing sports facilities; 
providing amusement arcade services; cinema presentations; presentation of live performances; theatre productions; 
conducting fitness classes; educational examination; film production, other than advertising films; rental of audio 
equipment; rental of video cameras; rental of video cassette recorders; rental of videotapes; rental of show scenery; 
rental of sound recordings; toy rental; rental of motion pictures; games equipment rental; rental of stadium facilities; 
rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; rental of radio and television sets; rental of skin diving 
equipment; rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; rental of stage scenery; electronic desktop publishing; on-line 
publication of electronic books and journals; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; radio entertainment; 
entertainer services; entertainment services; zoological garden services; news reporters services; party planning 
[entertainment]; subtitling; holiday camp services [entertainment]; disc jockey services; personal trainer services [fitness 
training]; providing casino facilities [gambling]; calligraphy services; club services [entertainment or education]; 
providing museum facilities [presentation, exhibitions]; teaching; orchestra services; translation; scriptwriting; ticket 
agency services [entertainment]; coaching [training]; sport camp services; recording studio services; language 
interpreter services; educational services provided by schools; nursery schools; photography; photographic reporting; 
presentation of circus performances; boarding school education; production of shows.
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3762985    24/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390548]
Keysight Technologies, Inc.
1400 Fountaingrove Parkway Santa Rosa CA 95403 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware and software for testing and monitoring computer networks and computer network equipment; 
computer hardware and software for protecting computer networks and computer network equipment from unauthorized 
network intrusions.

Cl.42;Computer network testing and monitoring services.
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Priority claimed from 06/10/2017; Application No. : 1362083 ;Benelux 

3763066    20/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389799]
Fiep Amsterdam B.V.
Johannes Vermeerplein 5 NL-1071 DV Amsterdam

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Magnetic data carriers; recording disks; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media, whether pre-
recorded or not; downloadable programmes for electronic games; pre-recorded DVDs with games; calculating machines; 
software; multimedia software; multimedia recordings; mobile phones and smartphones; cases for mobile phones and 
smartphones; holders for phones; earphones; electronic publications, also downloadable, in the form of magazines and 
books; covers for electric outlets; decorative magnets; laptop bags.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; printed matter, including books, comic books and activity books (with stickers); drawing 
books and drawing cahiers; calendars; tear off calendars; bookbinding material; photographs; posters; stationery; office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists’ materials; drawing materials; felt 
pens, pens, pencils and coloured pencils; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials [except apparatus]; plastic 
sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; wallpaper stencils; paper tablecloths, napkins and placemats; paper 
party decorations; paper boxes; paper bags and bags for packaging; plastic bags for packaging; pictures and paintings, 
framed or not; canvas paintings; stickers, wall stickers, door stickers; cases for stationery.

Cl.41;Publishing services, namely publication of books, magazines and other printed matter, including via electronic 
channels; production and presentation of television programs; video production; writing of blogs; multimedia publishing 
of periodicals, magazines, newspapers and other printed matter; publication and publishing of electronic books and 
magazines on the internet; arranging and conducting of sport and cultural activities; providing online computer games.
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Priority claimed from 11/10/2017; Application No. : 710399 ;Switzerland 

3763074    04/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389985]
VF INTERNATIONAL SAGL
Via Laveggio 5 CH-6855 Stabio Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins; luggage and transport bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking 
sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; bags, handbags, shoulder bags, fanny packs and travel bags, suitcases and 
backpacks; key cases; wallets.

Cl.25;Clothing; sports clothing; sweatshirts; shirts; polo shirts; padded jackets and waterproof jackets; tracksuits; 
thermal clothing; jackets; coats; tee-shirts; vests; wind-resistant jackets; parkas; trousers; cardigans; sweaters; hats; 
footwear; shoes; boots; bandanas (neckerchiefs); bathing suits; bathing caps; bath robes; bath sandals; beach clothes; 
beach footwear; belts (clothing); boxer shorts; clothing for gymnastics; clothes for cyclists; dresses; football boots; 
gloves; gymnastic shoes; headbands (clothing); hosiery; knitwear (clothing); leggings (pants); motorists' clothing; 
neckties; overcoats; scarves; ski boots; ski gloves; skirts; socks; suits; underwear; waterproof clothing.

Cl.35;Retail sale services for clothing, footwear, bags, goods of leather, sporting articles, perfumes, cosmetic products, 
spectacles, watches, sunglasses, jewelry.
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Priority claimed from 09/06/2017; Application No. : 87482806 ;United States of America 

3763104    07/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390186]
EntIT Software LLC
1140 Enterprise Way, Building G Sunnyvale CA 94089 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for managing and tracking software licenses.

Cl.42;Software as a service for managing and tracking software licenses.
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Priority claimed from 23/06/2017; Application No. : 708001 ;Switzerland 

3763121    15/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390084]
FIRMENICH SA
1 route des Jeunes, Case postale 239 CH-1211 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in the manufacture of perfumes and flavors; chemical products for use in compositions for 
perfumery, cosmetics, soaps, bath and shower preparations, shampoos, conditioners, detergents, softeners, deodorants 
for personal use and deodorants other than for personal use, all-purpose cleaning preparations for household or 
industrial use; chemical products for use in the manufacture of food, food products, food supplements, beverages; 
chemical products for use as ingredients for food and beverages; chemical products for use as flavorings.

Cl.3;Perfumery; perfumes; essential oils for personal use; essential oils and perfume compositions for use in the 
manufacture of scented products; essential oils for use as cosmetic ingredients; essential oils for flavoring food and 
beverages; food flavorings in the form of essential oils; food flavorings prepared from essential oils.
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Priority claimed from 22/05/2017; Application No. : 4363231 ;France 

3763938    14/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390727]
SAINT-GOBAIN CORNING AUTOMOTIVE GLAZING
Immeuble Bayard, 8 rue Clément Bayard F-60200 COMPIÈGNE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Glazing for vehicles, in particular: windshields, rear windows, side windows, roof glazing, rear quarter panels; all 
the aforesaid goods for land, rail, sea and air vehicles.

Cl.21;Unworked and semi-worked glass (excluding building glass); glass for vehicle windows; glass incorporating thin 
electrical conductors other than for construction; thin and extra thin glass other than for construction; laminated glass 
other than for construction.

Cl.37;Installation, replacement, repair and customization of glazing for vehicles; installation of sunroofs for vehicles; all 
the aforesaid goods for land, rail, sea and air vehicles.
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3763960    07/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390102]
Teupen Maschinenbau GmbH
Marie-Curie-Str. 13 48599 Gronau Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Stationary lifting platforms; motorised telescopic ladders for use in industry; stationary lifting work platforms and 
lifting platforms, stationary vertical and inclined hoists; stationary building cranes and heavy-lift cranes (except floating 
cranes); vehicle cranes.

Cl.12;Utility vehicles with lifting and lowering work platforms, in particular work platforms on vehicle trailers and lorry-
mounted work platforms; utility vehicles with vertical and inclined hoists, in particular inclined hoists on vehicle trailers, 
lorry-mounted inclined hoists, travelling work platforms and inclined hoists with tracked running gear, travelling work 
platforms and inclined hoists with wheeled running gear; hoist and work cages, cradles and work platforms, all being 
parts of the aforesaid vehicles.

Cl.37;Rental and maintenance of work platforms, hoists and cranes.
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Priority claimed from 17/10/2017; Application No. : 4397193 ;France 

3764298    27/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390739]
LEDGER
1 rue du Mail F-75002 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software applications; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; printed circuit boards; USB 
flash drives; computer hardware; safety tokens [encryption devices]; software [recorded programs]; data processing 
apparatus; data processing apparatus and equipment; peripheral devices for computers, peripheral devices with secure 
microprocessors for computers; software for use in chips, integrated circuits and microcircuits for memory cards; 
operating systems and programs for chip card readers; microprogramming and encoding systems; chips; integrated 
circuits; printed circuits, printed circuits for integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; secure microprocessors; electronic 
chip cards; integrated circuit cards; microcircuit cards; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; electronic cards; 
contactless cards; electronic wallets; readers for cards, chip cards, cards with integrated circuits or microcircuits, 
integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; apparatus and equipment functioning with chip cards, integrated circuit cards 
[smart cards] or microcircuit cards; devices for access and access control to data processing apparatus and equipment; 
identification and authentication devices for data processing apparatus and equipment; encryption and decryption 
programs and circuits.

Cl.38;Transmission of digital files; transmission and dissemination of data, transmission of encoded images and 
messages.

Cl.42;Updating of software; electronic data storage; design and development of computers and software.
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3769240    25/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390648]
Aktsionernoe obshchestvo «Tsifrovoe Televidenie»
Leningradskii prospect, 31A, str. 1, et. 15, pom. I, com. 1 RU-125284 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;3D spectacles; DVD players; ticket dispensers; coin-operated musical automata [juke boxes]; fire engines; 
answering machines; electrical adapters; accumulators, electric; accumulators, electric, for vehicles; accelerometers; 
actinometers; alidades; altimeters; ammeters; anemometers; anodes; antennas; anticathodes; apertometers [optics]; 
high-frequency apparatus; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; remote control apparatus; electro-dynamic 
apparatus for the remote control of railway points; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; 
monitoring apparatus, electric; sound recording apparatus; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; distillation 
apparatus for scientific purposes; diffraction apparatus [microscopy]; air analysis apparatus; apparatus to check 
franking; sound transmitting apparatus; apparatus for fermentation [laboratory apparatus]; breathing apparatus for 
underwater swimming; breathing apparatus, except for artificial respiration; apparatus and installations for the production
of X-rays, not for medical purposes; cash registers; electric apparatus for commutation; intercommunication apparatus; 
stills for laboratory experiments; projection apparatus; fire extinguishing apparatus; radiological apparatus for industrial 
purposes; X-ray apparatus not for medical purposes; blueprint apparatus; flashing lights [luminous signals]; stereoscopic
apparatus; telephone apparatus; facsimile machines; phototelegraphy apparatus; igniting apparatus, electric, for igniting 
at a distance; acid hydrometers; salinometers; acidimeters for batteries; aerometers; beacons, luminous; battery jars; 
barometers; anode batteries; galvanic batteries; batteries for lighting; solar batteries; solar panels for the production of 
electricity; batteries, electric; balances [steelyards]; betatrons; binoculars; electronic tags for goods; lens hoods; 
magnetic tape units for computers; computer memory devices; fire hose nozzles; encoded identification bracelets, 
magnetic; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; safety tarpaulins; bullet-proof clothing; signalling buoys; life 
buoys; marking buoys; directional compasses; vacuum gauges; electrolysers; variometers; verniers; scales; letter 
scales; weighbridges; precision balances; levelling staffs [surveying instruments]; camcorders; video baby monitors; 
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video cassettes; video telephones; video screens; viewfinders, photographic; sockets, plugs and other contacts [electric 
connections]; micrometer screws for optical instruments; viscosimeters; circuit closers; wavemeters; voltmeters; 
mechanical signs; signs, luminous; switchboxes [electricity]; current rectifiers; gas testing instruments; gasometers 
[measuring instruments]; galvanometers; hands-free kits for telephones; heliographic apparatus; hygrometers; 
hydrometers; weights; peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors; holograms; plotters; sounding leads; plumb bobs; range 
finders; densimeters; densitometers; optical goods; detectors; smoke detectors; counterfeit [false] coin detectors; 
joysticks for use with computers, other than for video games; transparencies [photography]; slide projectors; diaphragms 
[photography]; dictating machines; dynamometers; light-emitting diodes [LED]; floppy disks; sound recording discs; 
disks, magnetic; optical discs; circular slide rules; disk drives for computers; juke boxes for computers; DNA chips; 
electronic notice boards; bullet-proof waistcoats [vests (Am.)]; life jackets; reflective safety vests; identification threads 
for electric wires; nose clips for divers and swimmers; locks, electric; alarm bells, electric; electric door bells; signal 
bells; bells [warning devices]; acoustic conduits; mirrors for inspecting work; road signs, luminous or mechanical; 
marine depth finders; probes for scientific purposes; buzzers; needles for record players; measures; pressure measuring 
apparatus; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; inverters [electricity]; pressure indicators; temperature 
indicators; incubators for bacteria culture; measuring instruments; cosmographic instruments; mathematical 
instruments; levelling instruments; instruments containing eyepieces; surveying instruments; azimuth instruments; 
interfaces for computers; ionization apparatus not for the treatment of air or water; spark-guards; coaxial cables; fibre 
[fiber (Am.)] optic cables; cables, electric; calipers; slide calipers; screw-tapping gauges; calorimeters; calculating 
machines; pocket calculators; decompression chambers; cinematographic cameras; mouth guards for sports; life-saving 
capsules for natural disasters; electronic pens [visual display units]; holders for electric coils; identity cards, magnetic; 
video game cartridges; toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; memory cards for video game machines; 
encoded magnetic cards; riding helmets; protective helmets; carriers for dark plates [photography]; automated teller 
machines [ATM]; cathodes; choking coils [impedance]; spools [photography]; coils, electric; electromagnetic coils; 
cinematographic film, exposed; computer keyboards; solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches]; wire connectors 
[electricity]; encoded key cards; electronic book readers; electronic agendas; push buttons for bells; mouse pads; 
magnetic encoders; anti-glare visors; collectors, electric; loudspeakers; calibrating rings; protective suits for aviators; 
commutators; compact discs [audio-video]; comparators; marine compasses; computers; laptop computers; tablet 
computers; notebook computers; condensers [capacitors]; contacts, electric; wind socks for indicating wind direction; 
traffic cones; branch boxes [electricity]; distribution boxes [electricity]; junction boxes [electricity]; battery boxes; 
cabinets for loudspeakers; diving suits; galena crystals [detectors]; reflecting discs for wear, for the prevention of traffic 
accidents; covers for electric outlets; logs [measuring instruments]; lasers, not for medical purposes; lactodensimeters; 
lactometers; vacuum tubes [radio]; flashlights [photography]; darkroom lamps [photography]; thermionic tubes; 
amplifying tubes; head cleaning tapes [recording]; magnetic tapes; videotapes; surveying chains; fire escapes; rulers 
[measuring instruments]; slide-rules; optical condensers; contact lenses; correcting lenses [optics]; optical lenses; 
electricity conduits; measuring spoons; magnifying glasses [optics]; thread counters; magnets; decorative magnets; 
close-up lenses; crash test dummies; resuscitation mannequins [teaching apparatus]; mouse [computer peripheral]; 
pressure gauges; divers' masks; solderers' helmets; protective masks; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; 
voting machines; money counting and sorting machines; material testing instruments and machines; furniture especially 
made for laboratories; megaphones; portable media players; diaphragms [acoustics]; diaphragms for scientific 
apparatus; metal detectors for industrial or military purposes; metronomes; carpenters' rules; rules [measuring 
instruments]; dressmakers' measures; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; mechanisms for counter-operated 
apparatus; coin-operated mechanisms for television sets; shutter releases [photography]; micrometers; microprocessors;
microscopes; microtomes; microphones; modems; lightning conductors [rods]; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors 
[computer programs]; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; terminals [electricity]; junction sleeves for electric cables; 
teeth protectors; temperature indicator labels, not for medical purposes; knee-pads for workers; headphones; surveyors' 
levels; sound recording carriers; magnetic data media; optical data media; computer software, recorded; sheaths for 
electric cables; identification sheaths for electric wires; weighing machines; computer hardware; punched card machines 
for offices; life saving apparatus and equipment; shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; lenses for 
astrophotography; objectives [lenses] [optics]; egg-candlers; fire extinguishers; electrified fences; limiters [electricity]; 
clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; clothing for protection against fire; asbestos clothing for 
protection against fire; clothing especially made for laboratories; ozonisers [ozonators]; octants; eyepieces; ohmmeters; 
wrist rests for use with computers; eyeglass frames; oscillographs; plumb lines; mirrors [optics]; eyeglasses; 
sunglasses; goggles for sports; electronic collars to train animals; signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; radio 
pagers; pince-nez; electronic pocket translators; transmitters [telecommunication]; telephone transmitters; transmitters 
of electronic signals; switches, electric; periscopes; gloves for divers; gloves for protection against accidents; gloves for 
protection against X-rays for industrial purposes; asbestos gloves for protection against accidents; furnaces for 
laboratory use; pipettes; pyrometers; planimeters; plane tables [surveying instruments]; plates for batteries; wafers for 
integrated circuits; printed circuit boards; compact disc players; cassette players; protective films adapted for computer 
screens; sound recording strips; X-ray films, exposed; films, exposed; life-saving rafts; laboratory trays; digital signs; 
semi-conductors; polarimeters; fire pumps; measuring glassware; life belts; fuses; circuit breakers; converters, electric; 
telerupters; food analysis apparatus; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; distance recording apparatus; 
distance measuring apparatus; speed measuring apparatus [photography]; appliances for measuring the thickness of 
leather; apparatus for measuring the thickness of skins; speed checking apparatus for vehicles; teaching apparatus; time 
recording apparatus; hemline markers; measuring apparatus; measuring devices, electric; apparatus and instruments for 
astronomy; surveying apparatus and instruments; weighing apparatus and instruments; nautical apparatus and 
instruments; navigational instruments; optical apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for physics; 
chemistry apparatus and instruments; boiler control instruments; meteorological instruments; naval signalling apparatus; 
observation instruments; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; satellite navigational apparatus; 
regulating apparatus, electric; precision measuring apparatus; audio- and video-receivers; prisms [optics]; computer 
software applications, downloadable; printers for use with computers; retorts' stands; apparatus for changing record 
player needles; drainers for use in photography; cleaning apparatus for sound recording discs; fire beaters; telescopic 
sights for firearms; telescopic sights for artillery; test tubes; pressure indicator plugs for valves; magnetic wires; 
telegraph wires; telephone wires; wires, electric; conductors, electric; copper wire, insulated; fuse wire; computer 
programmes [programs], recorded; computer game software; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer 
operating programs, recorded; record players; processors [central processing units]; rods for water diviners; electronic 
publications, downloadable; distribution consoles [electricity]; control panels [electricity]; radar apparatus; masts for 
wireless aerials; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; radios; vehicle radios; sprinkler systems for fire protection; 
frames for photographic transparencies; screens for photoengraving; flowmeters; walkie-talkies; voltage surge 
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protectors; voltage regulators for vehicles; stage lighting regulators; light dimmers [regulators], electric; speed regulators 
for record players; cell switches [electricity]; washing trays [photography]; marking gauges [joinery]; time switches, 
automatic; relays, electric; safety restraints, other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment; X-ray photographs, other 
than for medical purposes; rheostats; respirators for filtering air; retorts; refractometers; refractors; grids for batteries; 
speaking tubes; horns for loudspeakers; saccharometers; optical fibers [fibres] [light conducting filaments]; traffic-light 
apparatus [signalling devices]; dog whistles; signalling whistles; sextants; inductors [electricity]; safety nets; nets for 
protection against accidents; fire alarms; signals, luminous or mechanical; sirens; scanners [data processing equipment];
integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; smartglasses; smartphones; smartwatches; connections for electric lines; 
couplings, electric; connectors [electricity]; sonars; sound locating instruments; lighting ballasts; resistances, electric; 
spectrograph apparatus; spectroscopes; speed indicators; alcoholmeters; satellites for scientific purposes; protection 
devices for personal use against accidents; audiovisual teaching apparatus; radiotelegraphy sets; radiotelephony sets; 
spectacle lenses; anti-glare glasses; optical glass; personal stereos; stereoscopes; stands for photographic apparatus; 
stroboscopes; fire boats; sulfitometers; bags adapted for laptops; drying racks [photography]; spherometers; integrated 
circuits; printed circuits; counters; parking meters; kilometer recorders for vehicles; revolution counters; abacuses; egg 
timers [sandglasses]; taximeters; ear plugs for divers; tachometers; television apparatus; telegraphs [apparatus]; 
telescopes; teleprompters; teleprinters; cordless telephones; cellular phones; theodolites; thermometers, not for medical 
purposes; thermostats; thermostats for vehicles; crucibles [laboratory]; tone arms for record players; totalizators; 
transistors [electronic]; transponders; protractors [measuring instruments]; step-up transformers; transformers 
[electricity]; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; triodes; starter cables for motors; discharge tubes, electric, other than 
for lighting; capillary tubes; neon signs; Pitot tubes; X-ray tubes not for medical purposes; telephone receivers; gauges; 
quantity indicators; automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires [tyres]; gasoline gauges; water level indicators; 
electric loss indicators; light-emitting electronic pointers; slope indicators; levels [instruments for determining the 
horizontal]; mercury levels; spirit levels; urinometers; amplifiers; particle accelerators; electric installations for the remote
control of industrial operations; baby monitors; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; balancing apparatus; video 
recorders; sound reproduction apparatus; invoicing machines; tape recorders; protection devices against X-rays, not for 
medical purposes; railway traffic safety appliances; data processing apparatus; oxygen transvasing apparatus; theft 
prevention installations, electric; film cutting apparatus; drying apparatus for photographic prints; optical character 
readers; centering apparatus for photographic transparencies; dosage dispensers; battery chargers; chargers for electric 
batteries; chargers for electronic cigarettes; acoustic alarms; sounding apparatus and machines; editing appliances for 
cinematographic films; cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus; couplers [data processing equipment]; wearable activity 
trackers; anti-theft warning apparatus; computer peripheral devices; anti-interference devices [electricity]; demagnetizing 
apparatus for magnetic tapes; acoustic couplers; alarms; fog signals, non-explosive; whistle alarms; adding machines; 
readers [data processing equipment]; bar code readers; heat regulating apparatus; photocopiers [photographic, 
electrostatic, thermic]; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; 
animated cartoons; filters for respiratory masks; filters for ultraviolet rays, for photography; USB flash drives; magic 
lanterns; signal lanterns; optical lamps; cameras [photography]; glazing apparatus for photographic prints; shutters 
[photography]; darkrooms [photography]; photometers; flash-bulbs [photography]; digital photo frames; enlarging 
apparatus [photography]; photovoltaic cells; containers for contact lenses; eyeglass cases; containers for microscope 
slides; cases for smartphones; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; chromatography 
apparatus for laboratory use; chronographs [time recording apparatus]; laboratory centrifuges; eyeglass chains; 
cyclotrons; compasses for measuring; frequency meters; time clocks [time recording devices]; Petri dishes; sleeves for 
laptops; covers for smartphones; fire blankets; chips [integrated circuits]; jigs [measuring instruments]; pedometers; 
meteorological balloons; electrified rails for mounting spot lights; asbestos screens for firemen; fire hose; protective 
helmets for sports; head guards for sports; cell phone straps; eyeglass cords; tripods for cameras; switchboards; 
distribution boards [electricity]; workmen's protective face-shields; projection screens; radiology screens for industrial 
purposes; fluorescent screens; exposure meters [light meters]; ducts [electricity]; galvanic cells; epidiascopes; 
ergometers; armatures [electricity].

Cl.16;Fountain pens; aquarelles; albums; almanacs; document laminators for office use; mimeograph apparatus and 
machines; atlases; posters; paper bows; table linen of paper; tickets; forms, printed; announcement cards [stationery]; 
note books; pads [stationery]; drawing pads; loose-leaf binders; wristbands for the retention of writing instruments; 
pamphlets; booklets; paper sheets [stationery]; waxed paper; paper for recording machines; paper for radiograms; 
electrocardiograph paper; Drawer liners of paper, perfumed or not; wood pulp paper; carbon paper; copying paper 
[stationery]; parchment paper; writing paper; luminous paper; Xuan paper for Chinese painting and calligraphy; toilet 
paper; wrapping paper; filter paper; paper; blotters; newsletters; rollers for typewriters; house painters' rollers; 
composing sticks; modelling wax, not for dental purposes; signboards of paper or cardboard; sewing patterns; 
newspapers; electrotypes; hectographs; modelling clay; terrestrial globes; drawing sets; engravings; slate pencils; pencil 
leads; document holders [stationery]; pencil holders; chalk holders; holders for checkbooks [cheque books]; holders for 
stamps [seals]; diagrams; engraving plates; writing slates; blackboards; galley racks [printing]; drawing boards; 
advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; duplicators; punches [office requisites]; cream containers of paper; 
magazines [periodicals]; money clips; tags for index cards; pen clips; bookmarkers; etching needles; tracing needles for 
drawing purposes; periodicals; printed publications; paper shredders for office use; graphic representations; credit card 
imprinters, non-electric; graining combs; drawing instruments; calendars; tracing paper; tracing cloth; tracing patterns; 
gums [adhesives] for stationery or household purposes; lithographic stones; ink stones [ink reservoirs]; pencils; pencil 
lead holders; charcoal pencils; pictures; transfers [decalcomanias]; paintings [pictures], framed or unframed; wood pulp 
board [stationery]; cardboard; hat boxes of cardboard; files [office requisites]; cards; index cards [stationery]; 
geographical maps; paper tapes and cards for the recordal of computer programmes; trading cards, other than for games;
perforated cards for Jacquard looms; catalogues; spools for inking ribbons; covers of paper for flower pots; 
paintbrushes; painters' brushes; writing brushes; typewriter keys; glue for stationery or household purposes; isinglass 
for stationery or household purposes; gluten [glue] for stationery or household purposes; starch paste [adhesive] for 
stationery or household purposes; printing blocks; books; manifolds [stationery]; comic books; drawing pins; cigar 
bands; envelopes [stationery]; cases for stamps [seals]; boxes of paper or cardboard; paint boxes [articles for use in 
school]; correcting fluids [office requisites]; stencils [stationery]; French curves; paper ribbons; typewriter ribbons; 
gummed tape [stationery]; adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; correcting tapes [office requisites]; 
inking ribbons; inking ribbons for computer printers; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; self-adhesive 
tapes for stationery or household purposes; drawing rulers; square rulers; absorbent sheets of paper or plastic for 
foodstuff packaging; humidity control sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; viscose sheets for wrapping; 
sheets of reclaimed cellulose for wrapping; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; steel letters; type [numerals 
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and letters]; lithographs; paint trays; architects' models; postage stamps; plastics for modelling; graphic prints; 
modelling materials; teaching materials [except apparatus]; sealing compounds for stationery purposes; adhesives 
[glues] for stationery or household purposes; bookbinding material; packaging material made of starches; filtering 
materials [paper]; addressing machines; pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; bookbinding apparatus and 
machines [office equipment]; typewriters, electric or non-electric; folders [stationery]; franking machines for office use; 
chalk for lithography; writing chalk; tailors' chalk; marking chalk; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for 
packaging; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; painters' easels; hand-rests for painters; writing cases [stationery]; 
printing sets, portable [office requisites]; bibs of paper; stickers [stationery]; finger-stalls [office requisites]; cords for 
bookbinding; paper knives [cutters] [office requisites]; numbering apparatus; bottle envelopes of paper or cardboard; 
sealing wafers; covers [stationery]; passport holders; plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization; embroidery designs 
[patterns]; handwriting specimens for copying; oleographs; musical greeting cards; greeting cards; postcards; etchings; 
conical paper bags; bags for microwave cooking; palettes for painters; ink sticks; pantographs [drawing instruments]; 
folders for papers; papier mâché; pastels [crayons]; modelling paste; pen cases; bookbindings; pen wipers; office 
perforators; pens [office requisites]; nibs of gold; nibs; steel pens; drawing pens; song books; seals [stamps]; sealing 
stamps; clipboards; address plates for addressing machines; handkerchiefs of paper; plastic film for wrapping; desk 
mats; letter trays; trays for sorting and counting money; coasters of paper; bookends; stamp stands; mats for beer 
glasses; stands for pens and pencils; photograph stands; inking pads; stamp pads; binding strips [bookbinding]; towels 
of paper; inking sheets for document reproducing machines; inking sheets for duplicators; bookbinding cloth; gummed 
cloth for stationery purposes; printers' blankets, not of textile; portraits; paperweights; writing cases [sets]; inkstands; 
office requisites, except furniture; writing materials; writing instruments; drawing materials; school supplies [stationery]; 
adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites]; hand labelling appliances; printed matter; lithographic works of art; 
prospectuses; printed timetables; ledgers [books]; printers' reglets; indexes; rubber erasers; elastic bands for offices; T-
squares for drawing; graphic reproductions; penholders; marking pens [stationery]; tissues of paper for removing make-
up; face towels of paper; table napkins of paper; place mats of paper; tablemats of paper; tablecloths of paper; paper 
clasps; document files [stationery]; scrapers [erasers] for offices; paper-clips; staples for offices; erasing products; 
biological samples for use in microscopy [teaching materials]; histological sections for teaching purposes; steatite 
[tailor's chalk]; writing board erasers; composing frames [printing]; sealing wax; arithmetical tables; placards of paper or 
cardboard; writing or drawing books; fabrics for bookbinding; stationery; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; 
transparencies [stationery]; stencil plates; cardboard tubes; Indian inks; moisteners [office requisites]; moisteners for 
gummed surfaces [office requisites]; squares for drawing; chart pointers, non-electronic; bottle wrappers of paper or 
cardboard; envelope sealing machines for offices; sealing machines for offices; vignetting apparatus; apparatus for 
mounting photographs; stapling presses [office requisites]; manuals [handbooks]; figurines [statuettes] of papier mâché; 
paper coffee filters; flags of paper; flyers; silver paper; molds for modelling clays [artists' materials]; photo-engravings; 
photographs [printed]; stencil cases; canvas for painting; chromolithographs [chromos]; compasses for drawing; 
numbers [type]; artists' watercolor saucers; correcting ink [heliography]; ink; inkwells; blueprints; stencils; erasing 
shields; balls for ball-point pens; cabinets for stationery [office requisites]; printing type; address stamps; stamps [seals]; 
shields [paper seals]; prints [engravings]; labels, not of textile.

Cl.28;Arcade video game machines; video game machines; gaming machines for gambling; amusement machines, 
automatic and coin-operated; toy vehicles; swimming pools [play articles]; trampolines; novelties for parties, dances 
[party favors, favours]; scratch cards for playing lottery games; starting blocks for sports; bodyboards; skating boots 
with skates attached; dolls' feeding bottles; stationary exercise bicycles; creels [fishing traps]; shuttlecocks; spinning 
tops [toys]; jigsaw puzzles; clay pigeons [targets]; punching bags; bite sensors [fishing tackle]; hang gliders; flying discs 
[toys]; discuses for sports; dolls' houses; dominoes; swimming kick boards; surfboards; spring boards [sports articles]; 
skateboards; sailboards; chessboards; checkerboards; darts; Christmas trees of synthetic material; cups for dice; 
swimming jackets; ascenders [mountaineering equipment]; kites; toys; toys for pets; stuffed toys; plush toys; mobiles 
[toys]; practical jokes [novelties]; parlor games; board games; ring games; games; building games; kaleidoscopes; 
bladders of balls for games; rosin used by athletes; edges of skis; bingo cards; playing cards; fairground ride apparatus; 
reels for fishing; rocking horses; swings; skittles; skittles [games]; billiard cues; golf clubs; hockey sticks; seal skins 
[coverings for skis]; bells for Christmas trees; dolls' rooms; Controllers for game consoles; paintball guns [sports 
apparatus]; toy air pistols; confetti; explosive bonbons [Christmas crackers]; ice skates; roller skates; in-line roller 
skates; dice; ski bindings; dolls' beds; roulette wheels; fish hooks; building blocks [toys]; dolls; flippers for swimming; 
fishing lines; gut for fishing; bows for archery; skis; waterskis; surf skis; mah-jong; hunting game calls; puppets; carnival 
masks; theatrical masks; fencing masks; masts for sailboards; teddy bears; chalk for billiard cues; targets; electronic 
targets; scale model kits [toys]; scale model vehicles; balls for games; artificial fishing bait; billiard table cushions; knee 
guards [sports articles]; billiard cue tips; elbow guards [sports articles]; dolls' clothes; fencing weapons; twirling batons; 
paragliders; pachinkos; baseball gloves; boxing gloves; golf gloves; gloves for games; batting gloves [accessories for 
games]; fencing gauntlets; pinatas; toy pistols; percussion caps [toys]; caps for pistols [toys]; rattles [playthings]; 
horseshoe games; candle holders for Christmas trees; Christmas tree stands; sole coverings for skis; water wings; floats 
for fishing; portable games with liquid crystal displays; swimming belts; decoys for hunting or fishing; scent lures for 
hunting or fishing; archery implements; kite reels; soap bubbles [toys]; divot repair tools [golf accessories]; billiard 
markers; protective paddings [parts of sports suits]; rackets; surfboard leashes; harness for sailboards; weight lifting 
belts [sports articles]; sling shots [sports articles]; rollers for stationary exercise bicycles; harpoon guns [sports articles]; 
scooters [toys]; sleds [sports articles]; bob-sleighs; butterfly nets; landing nets for anglers; nets for sports; tennis nets; 
bite indicators [fishing tackle]; slot machines [gaming machines]; appliances for gymnastics; quoits; bar-bells; climbers' 
harness; fishing tackle; artificial snow for Christmas trees; snowshoes; snowboards; clay pigeon traps; billiard tables; 
coin-operated billiard tables; tables for table tennis; tables for table football; strings for rackets; gut for rackets; cricket 
bags; golf bags, with or without wheels; slides [playthings]; radio-controlled toy vehicles; body-building apparatus; 
machines for physical exercises; backgammon games; men's athletic supporters [sports articles]; rods for fishing; 
ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; tennis ball throwing apparatus; conjuring 
apparatus; apparatus for games; bowling apparatus and machinery; counters [discs] for games; chips for gambling; bags 
especially designed for skis and surfboards; marbles for games; billiard balls; playing balls; play balloons; paintballs 
[ammunition for paintball guns] [sports apparatus]; snow globes; chess games; checkers [games]; poles for pole 
vaulting; paper party hats; shin guards [sports articles]; camouflage screens [sports articles]; chest expanders 
[exercisers].

Cl.38;News agency services; wireless broadcasting; television broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; electronic 
bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; information about telecommunication; providing user access to 
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global computer networks; providing access to databases; providing Internet chatrooms; providing telecommunications 
connections to a global computer network; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; 
transmission of greeting cards online; message sending; computer aided transmission of messages and images; 
transmission of telegrams; transmission of digital files; providing online forums; videoconferencing services; rental of 
message sending apparatus; rental of access time to global computer networks; rental of modems; rental of 
telecommunication equipment; rental of telephones; rental of facsimile apparatus; radio broadcasting; communications 
by fiber optic networks; communications by cellular phones; communications by computer terminals; satellite 
transmission; communications by telegrams; communications by telephone; facsimile transmission; paging services 
[radio, telephone or other means of electronic communication]; teleconferencing services; telex services; voice mail 
services; telecommunications routing and junction services; telegraph services; telephone services.

Cl.41;Modelling for artists; academies [education]; rental of sports grounds; rental of tennis courts; lending library 
services; booking of seats for shows; videotaping; physical education; discotheque services; animal training; dubbing; 
gambling services; publication of books; education information; recreation information; entertainment information; movie 
studio services; health club services [health and fitness training]; Nightclub services [entertainment]; layout services, 
other than for advertising purposes; microfilming; videotape editing; production of radio and television programmes; 
presentation of variety shows; music composition services; game services provided on-line from a computer network; 
providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; religious education; gymnastic instruction; correspondence 
courses; practical training [demonstration]; organization of balls; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational 
purposes; providing recreation facilities; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of 
congresses; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting 
of workshops [training]; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of symposiums; organization 
of competitions [education or entertainment]; arranging of beauty contests; organization of lotteries; organization of 
fashion shows for entertainment purposes; organization of shows [impresario services]; organization of sports 
competitions; vocational guidance [education or training advice]; amusement park services; sign language interpretation; 
television entertainment; mobile library services; vocational retraining; providing golf facilities; providing sports facilities; 
providing amusement arcade services; cinema presentations; presentation of live performances; theatre productions; 
conducting fitness classes; educational examination; film production, other than advertising films; rental of audio 
equipment; rental of video cameras; rental of video cassette recorders; rental of videotapes; rental of show scenery; 
rental of sound recordings; toy rental; rental of motion pictures; games equipment rental; rental of stadium facilities; 
rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; rental of radio and television sets; rental of skin diving 
equipment; rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; rental of stage scenery; electronic desktop publishing; on-line 
publication of electronic books and journals; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; radio entertainment; 
entertainer services; entertainment services; zoological garden services; news reporters services; party planning 
[entertainment]; subtitling; holiday camp services [entertainment]; disc jockey services; personal trainer services [fitness 
training]; providing casino facilities [gambling]; calligraphy services; club services [entertainment or education]; 
providing museum facilities [presentation, exhibitions]; teaching; orchestra services; translation; scriptwriting; ticket 
agency services [entertainment]; coaching [training]; sport camp services; recording studio services; language 
interpreter services; educational services provided by schools; nursery schools; photography; photographic reporting; 
presentation of circus performances; boarding school education; production of shows.
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Priority claimed from 27/12/2016; Application No. : 22410952 ;China 

3769267    27/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389791]
UISEE TECHNOLOGIES BEIJING CO., LTD
Suite 401, Building 2, No. 85 Hong An Road, Fangshan District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Agricultural machines; bicycle assembling machines; earth-moving machines; loaders; handling apparatus for 
loading and unloading; conveyors [machines]; robots [machines] for the electronic industry; spectacle glasses 
processing machines; slide rests [parts of machines].

Cl.9;Data processing apparatus; computer memory devices; monitors [computer programs]; holograms; navigational 
instruments ; intercommunication apparatus; radar apparatus; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; 
monitoring apparatus, electric; cameras [photography]; speed measuring apparatus photography]; surveying instrument; 
steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; simulator control of vehicles; stereoscopes; optical apparatus and 
instruments; semi-conductors; sensor; heat regulating apparatus; fire engines.

Cl.12;Motor-buses; golf carts; waggons; electric vehicles; driverless vehicles (autonomous vehicle); automobile 
chassis; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; vehicle seats; security harness for vehicle seats; 
undercarriages for vehicles.

Cl.35;Advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; business management assistance; organizing technical 
exhibition for commercial or advertising purpose; import-export agencies; personnel management consultancy; 
relocation services for businesses; computerized file management; systemization of information into computer 
databases; reservation and arrangement services [office functions].

Cl.38;Television broadcasting; message sending; communications by computer terminals; computer aided 
transmission of messages and images; telecommunication routing and junction services; teleconferencing services; 
providing access to databases; providing online forums; video-on-demand transmission; providing Internet chatrooms.

Cl.39;Sightseeing, [tourism] transport services; transport; passenger transport; packaging of goods; piloting; car 
transport; car rental; vehicle rental; courier services [messages or merchandise]; arranging of travel tours.

Cl.41;Instruction services; education information; arranging and conducting of conferences; bookmobile services; 
providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; providing on-line music, not downloadable; providing on-line 
videos, not downloadable; providing recreation facilities; conducting guided tours; entertainment information.

Cl.42;Technical research; technology consultancy; vehicle roadworthiness testing; industrial design; computer 
programming; maintenance of computer software; off-site data backup; cloud computing; software as a service [SaaS]; 
cartography services.

Cl.43;Accommodation bureaux [hotels, boarding houses]; cafeterias; rental of temporary accommodation; temporary 
accommodation reservations; bar services; holiday camp services [lodging]; motels; itinerant catering service; providing 
campground facilities; tourist homes.
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Priority claimed from 03/04/2017; Application No. : 2996-17 ;European Union 

3769271    20/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389943]
BANQUE DUVAL & CIE
122 LEADENHALL STREET, THE LEADENHALL BUILDING London EC3V4AB United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Communications software for connecting global computer networks, computer software for business purposes.

Cl.36;Banking; financial and monetary transaction services; money exchange services; exchanging money; currency 
trading; currency exchange; currency transfer services; foreign currency exchange services; on-line real-time currency 
trading; financial advice; financial consultancy; financial analysis; financial information; financial management; financial 
investment; financial research; financial services; financial transactions; banking and financial services; computerised 
financial services; electronic financial trading services; conducting of financial transactions; financial advisory services; 
financial analysis and consultation; financial and monetary affairs; financial asset management; currency exchange and 
advice; currency exchange services; foreign currency exchange; on-line brokerage for trading and transactions relating 
to currency and other financial products; trust management services; online escrow services relating to the exchange of 
services; maintaining mortgage escrow accounts; conducting cashless payment transactions; financial consultancy 
relating to the execution of cashless payment transactions; payment processing services; electronic foreign exchange 
payment processing; fiduciary tax payment processing services; electronic processing of electronic payments via a 
global computer network; processing of payment transactions; processing of payment transactions via the Internet; 
telephone banking; financial services provided over the Internet; financial advisory, management and consultancy 
services; financial information, management and analysis services; insurance and financial information and consultancy 
services; electronic transfer of virtual currencies; electronic transfer of a virtual currency for use by members of an on-
line community via a global computer network; providing financial information; financial analysis and information 
services; providing financial information on-line; providing financial information by means of a computer database; 
capital investment; investment consultancy; information, advisory, consultancy and research services relating to finance 
and investments; financial portfolio management; financial management and consultancy; financial investment 
management services; financial management, analysis and information services; financial consultancy and information 
services; financial information and advisory services; financial research and information services; providing online 
information relating to financial, banking, insurance and investment services; electronic payment services; processing of 
electronic payments; asset and portfolio management; financial management services provided via the Internet; 
processing of electronic cashless transactions; processing of cashless transactions; financial services provided over the 
Internet and telephone; conducting of financial affairs online; providing financial information relating to rates of 
exchange; conducting foreign exchange transactions for others; foreign exchange information services; foreign 
exchange brokerage.

Cl.38;Providing access to databases; providing telecommunication connections to the Internet or databases; providing 
access to platforms on the Internet; providing access to telecommunication networks; providing user access to 
information and information services available on the Internet and on other computer networks.
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3769296    24/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390176]
Tovarichtchestvo s ogranitchennoy otvetstvennostyu «Cold OFF»
ul. Brodskogo, dom 37 b, Zhetysuskiy rayon g. Almaty Kazakhstan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Packing, stopping and insulating materials, including heat and sound insulation materials.

Cl.19;Building materials, not of metal; refractory construction materials, not of metal.

Cl.35;Business management; business administration; office functions, including assistance in the operation or 
management of a commercial enterprise, assistance in managing matters or in the commercial activities of an industrial 
or commercial enterprise.
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Priority claimed from 06/07/2017; Application No. : 16951113 ;European Union 

3769319    06/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390480]
Velcro BVBA
Industrielaan 16 B-9800 Deinze

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Moulded adhesive-backed plastic material [semi-finished products] having a surface of hooks and/or loops for 
use in manufacture of hook and loop fasteners with interlocking mushroom-shaped heads; plastic substances, semi-
processed; adhesive tapes for industrial use.

Cl.20;Reclosable fasteners made principally of plastics.
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Priority claimed from 20/03/2017; Application No. : 016486474 ;European Union 

3769322    20/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390509]
ADMEDES GmbH
Rastatter Straße 15 75179 Pforzheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys and goods of common metals in particular of Nitinol alloys, namely plugs, tubes, 
wires, pipes, sheets and plates; cables and wires of common metals and their alloys; semi-manufactures of common 
metals; tubes and pipes of metal and their alloys; semi-finished goods and parts of super elastic, metallic materials and 
shape memory alloys not specified for use; metallic sheets and bands.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth and implants; 
stents; superficial femoral artery and peripheral stents; coronary and neuro stents; heart valve frames and devices; 
components for endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) and thoracic endovascular aneurysm repair (TEVAR) devices; 
pulmonary stents; gastroenterology stents; delivery system and catheter components for coronary heart valve frames; 
orthopedic devices especially for spine; devices for obesity, namely medical implants for weight loss, artificial implants, 
gastrointestinal liners, sleeves and anchors for gastrointestinal liners; ophthalmologic devices; distal protection devices; 
vena cava filters; surgical bypass devices (connectors); balloon- and self-expanding (BX and SX) stents; ventricular- 
assist components, namely ventricular-assist devices, artificial heart valves; implantable electrodes for neural 
stimulation, Cardiac Rhythm Management and for regenerative medicine.

Cl.39;Packing services within certified manufacturing clean rooms.

Cl.40;Material processing, namely laser precision cutting as well as laser processing of surfaces namely pulsed laser 
deposition, laser ablation, laser- beam removing; surface finishing namely electro polishing, micro blasting, mechanical 
polishing, passivation, plating, coating, covering application; heat treating; adjusting of material properties by heat 
treatment and plastic forming adapted to functional component behavior including shape memory effect, super elastic 
behavior and tensions; wire processing namely forming, braiding, weaving, coiling, winding, grinding, laser welding, 
soldering, crimping, shape setting, deburring, radiusing forming; additive manufacturing; selective laser melting; silicone 
coating, covering and custom assembling services within certified manufacturing clean rooms; services for the custom 
manufacturing of OEM Nitinol products and components; services for the custom manufacturing of medical engineering 
devices.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services, in particular research, design, development, advisory, consultancy, testing 
and information services in the field of medical engineering, medical and surgical products and Nitinol alloys and 
components; design and material optimization of Nitinol alloys and components; industrial analysis and research 
services, namely medical and biomedical research, advisory, consultancy and information services relating thereto; 
computational FEM (Finite Element Method) analysis; engineering services in the field of medical engineering, advisory, 
consultancy and information services relating thereto; medical laboratory services; laboratory testing services; research 
regarding design, development and testing of Nitinol devices, medical devices, namely implants, stents and medical and 
surgical products, advisory, consultancy and information services relating thereto; process design consultation; quality 
testing, quality inspecting and validation.
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Priority claimed from 12/09/2017; Application No. : 4020170115675 ;Republic of Korea 

3769342    21/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390517]
KIA MOTORS CORPORATION
12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Automobiles; sports cars; parts and accessories for automobiles; air bags [safety devices for automobiles]; 
windscreen wipers; rearview mirrors for automobiles; bumpers for automobiles; automobile bodies; windscreens; 
children's safety seats for cars; steering wheels for automobiles; automobile running boards; wheels for automobiles; 
seat covers for automobiles; engines for land vehicles; motors for land vehicles; small wagons for children; motorcycles; 
electric cars; hybrid cars.

Cl.35;Advertising and commercial information services; advertising, marketing and publicity services; sales promotion 
for others; organization and management of customer loyalty programs for commercial, promotional or advertising 
purposes; sales promotion for others provided through the distribution and the administration of privileged user cards; 
advertising automobiles for sale by means of the internet; providing information via the internet relating to the sale of 
automobiles; price comparison services; wholesale services for automobiles; retail services for automobiles; sales 
arranging of automobiles; wholesale services for parts and accessories for automobiles; retail services for parts and 
accessories for automobiles; sales arranging of parts and accessories for automobiles; providing consumer information 
relating to goods and services; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; demonstration of 
goods; comprehensive shopping mall by internet; import-export agency services; commercial information and advice for 
consumers [consumer advice shop].
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3769359    20/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390477]
AMAG Austria Metall AG
Lamprechtshausener Straße 61 A-5282 Ranshofen Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Aluminium; foil and wire of aluminium; sheets, plates and ingots of aluminium; strips and discs of aluminium; 
plates and profiles of aluminium; metal building materials; metal building materials; metal hardware; common metals and 
their alloys; molds of metal; doors, gates, windows and window coverings of metal; structures and transportable 
buildings of metal; signboards, advertising boards and notice boards of metal [not luminous nor mechanical]; ladders and
scaffolding, of metal; construction elements of aluminium; moulded parts of aluminium; scrap of aluminium; facades of 
aluminium; facades of metal; aluminium and its alloys; aluminum siding; extruded aluminium sections; materials of metal 
for railway tracks; aluminium windows; doors and gates of aluminium; semi-finished articles of aluminium or its alloys; 
"signboards, advertising boards and notice boards of aluminium [not luminous nor mechanical]; scrap of metal and alloys
thereof; metal mouldings; casts of metal; cast parts of aluminium; badges of common metal for vehicles; traffic signs of 
metal [not luminous nor mechanical]; display signs of metal [not luminous nor mechanical]; cable and wires (not for 
electrical purposes); pipes and tubes of metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; iron slabs, blocks, plates; 
cast, rolled and forged building components of metal; cold-rolled and hot-rolled thin plates, medium plates and heavy 
plates of aluminium; heat-resistant, surface-finished, coated, plastic-coated, plated, rust-resistant, acid-resistant and 
corrosion-resistant sheet metal; sheet metal pressed parts; construction parts of aluminium for structural engineering, 
hydraulic structures, bridges, hydropower and nuclear power plants, sheet metal construction; construction parts for 
halls, sports halls and baths; guard rails for roads; overhead signposts [metal structures]; construction elements of light 
metal and aluminium; roofing structures, purlins; wall panels, pilings of metal; boxes of common metal; masts of metal; 
bottles (metal containers) for compressed gas or liquids; swimming pools [metal structures]; mountaineering articles and 
mountaineering equipment of metal, namely climbing irons.

Cl.12;Rail vehicles; air and space vehicles; water vehicles; vehicles for use on land; parts and fittings for land vehicles; 
parts and fittings for rail, water, air and space vehicles; bicycles, bicycle parts; wheels; wheel trims; track chains; 
kinematic chains for land vehicles; commercial vehicles; trailers; bodies for trailers; interlocking panels for vehicle 
bodies; spray prevention flaps for vehicles; bodywork parts for vehicles; chain wheels for tyres; wheel sprockets; rolling 
stock for railways, railway carriages; ski lifts, cable cars and accessories; forklifts and accessories; ladle cars; tipping 
bodies for lorries [trucks]; motorbikes; civilian drones.

Cl.28;Athletic sporting goods; athletic equipment; hunting and fishing equipment; toys; sports equipment; 
mountaineering equipment of metal, namely ascenders [mountaineering equipment] of metal, skis; edges of skis; ski 
boards.
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Priority claimed from 23/05/2017; Application No. : 016762651 ;European Union 

3769370    14/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390539]
HP Pelzer Holding GmbH
Brauckstraße 51 58454 Witten Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Motor vehicle parts (especially fitted and shaped for vehicles), namely engine bonnet insulators, external 
dashboard insulators, internal dashboard insulators, textile wheel housing shells, under shields, front floor insulators, 
mid-floor insulators, folding tops, upper dashboard insulators, side mouldings, seat wedge insulators, floor mouldings for 
boots, hat racks, boot lid mouldings, side mouldings for boots.

Cl.17;Insulating materials, namely engine hood insulation, exterior firewall insulation, interior firewall insulation, front 
floor insulation, mid-floor insulation, upper firewall insulation, seat depression insulation; insulating matting; insulation 
and barrier articles and materials; barriers for protection against sound.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs, mats, matting, floor coverings; floor coverings for vehicles.
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3769668    07/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389795]
Aumüller Aumatic GmbH
Gemeindewald 11 86672 Thierhaupten Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Outdoor blinds of metal; fittings of metal for building; metal building materials; metal fittings for doors, gates, 
windows and shutters; windows of metal; fittings of metal for windows; window stops of metal; window openers, non-
electric; window frames of metal; window casement bolts; window closers, non-electric; jalousies of metal; natural smoke 
and heat vents of metal; casement windows of metal; bolts (door -) of metal; bolts (lock -); metal roll shutters; manhole 
covers of metal; strap-hinges of metal; hinges of metal; metal hardware and small items of metal hardware; gates of 
metal; door fittings of metal; door stops of metal; door openers, non-electric; metal door frames; door fasteners of metal; 
door springs, non-electric; windows, doors, gates and dampers of metal with integrated controls and sensors; barriers 
and gates of metal for car parks.

Cl.7;Speed governors for machines, engines and motors; pneumatic and hydraulic controls for machines, motors and 
engines; electric motors, other than for land vehicles; window openers, electric; window openers, hydraulic; window 
openers, pneumatic; window closers, electric; window closers, hydraulic; window closers, pneumatic; blowing machines; 
gear transmissions, other than for land vehicles; couplings and mechanisms for transmitting power (excluding those for 
land vehicles); air condensers; motors and drives (excluding engines for land vehicles); pumps [machines]; regulators 
[parts of machines]; air suction machines; clutches, other than for land vehicles; valves [parts of machines]; control 
mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; door openers, electric; door openers, hydraulic; door openers, pneumatic; 
door closers, electric; door closers, hydraulic; door closers, pneumatic; transmissions for machines; reduction gears 
other than for land vehicles; curtain drawing devices, electrically operated; electric, hydraulic or pneumatic window and 
door openers and closers with integrated controls and sensors.

Cl.9;Branch boxes [electricity]; accumulators, electric; alarms; acoustic alarms; fire protection installations and 
apparatus; electric connecting parts; apparatus and instruments for conducting, connecting, transforming, accumulating, 
adjusting and monitoring electricity; limiters [electricity]; data processing equipment and computers; detectors; pressure 
measuring apparatus; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; electric apparatus and 
installations consisting thereof for building services engineering and building control systems; locks, electric; electric 
and electronic control devices; electronic notice boards; remote control apparatus; fire alarms; gas testing instruments; 
data processing hardware; hygrometers; interfaces for computers; bells [warning devices]; contacts, electric; regulating 
apparatus, electric; electric couplings; battery chargers; photometers; air analysis apparatus; solenoid valves 
(electromagnetic switches); microprocessors; slope indicators; optical, weighing, measuring, signalling and monitoring 
(inspection) apparatus and instruments; parking meters; physics (apparatus and instruments for -); smoke and fire 
detectors; relays, electric; switchboards; commutators; electric switches; electric apparatus for commutation; integrated 
circuits; distribution consoles [electricity]; control panels [electricity]; mechanical signs; electronic controls for barriers 
and gates for car parks; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; transmitters of electronic signals; signals, luminous or 
mechanical; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; 
sirens; electronic control systems for sunshades; voltmeters; sprinkler systems for fire protection; actinometers; fire 
hose nozzles; current rectifiers; circuit closers; circuit breakers; converters, electric; inverters [electricity]; buzzers; 
temperature indicators; thermometers, not for medical purposes; thermostats; step-up transformers; electric door bells; 
voltage surge protectors; monitoring apparatus (electric -); distribution boxes [electricity]; panels for the distribution of 
electricity; heat regulating apparatus; anemometers; counters; time switches, automatic; central processing units; fire 
alarm control panels in particular pull stations and call points.

Cl.11;Installations for natural climate control in buildings, in particular using the natural effects of shading and air flow; 
automatically activated natural smoke and heat exhaust ventilators and smoke exhaust dampers; apparatus for lighting, 
heating, cooling, drying and ventilating; ionization apparatus for the treatment of air or water; air conditioning 
installations; air conditioners; filters for air conditioning; air filtering installations; air cooling apparatus; ventilation [air-
conditioning] apparatus; smoke and heat exhaust systems; solar thermal collectors [heating]; fans [air conditioning]; fans 
[parts of air-conditioning installations]; heat regenerators; heat exchangers, not parts of machines; water coolers; smoke 
exhaust systems including parts and fittings thereof; smoke exhaust dampers; heat exhaust systems.

Cl.19;Building materials not of metal; branching pipes, not of metal; outdoor blinds, not of metal and not of textile; non-
metal windows; shutters, not of metal; window frames, not of metal; refractory construction materials, not of metal; 
framework for building, not of metal; window glass, for building; insulating glass [building]; ducts, not of metal, for 
ventilating and air-conditioning installations; porches, not of metal, for building; casement windows, not of metal; non-
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metallic rigid pipes for building; manhole covers, not of metal; gates, not of metal; doors, not of metal; windows, doors, 
gates and dampers, not of metal, with integrated controls and sensors; natural smoke and heat vents, not of metal.

Cl.37;Building sealing; construction consultancy; construction; installation and repair of fire alarm installations; 
installation and repair of ventilation and air-conditioning installations; installation, repair and maintenance of installations 
for building services engineering and building control systems; installation, repair and maintenance of installations for 
fire protection; installation, repair and maintenance of ventilation installations; installation, repair and maintenance of 
barriers and gates; installation of doors and windows.

Cl.41;Instruction and training services; organisation and conducting of workshops and seminars.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; technological consulting in the 
field of fire protection and building engineering, building control systems and ventilation engineering; architectural 
consultancy; consultancy in the field of energy-saving; architectural services; engineering services; energy auditing; 
surveying; technical research; mechanical research; conducting technical project studies.
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Priority claimed from 25/01/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 100 701 ;Germany 

3769685    14/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390355]
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der angewandten Forschung e.V.
Hansastraße 27c 80686 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs, in particular for apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound, data and 
images; encoder [data processing]; encryption apparatus; decoder [Data Processing]; decoding apparatus; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound, data and images; information technology and audiovisual equipment; 
data processing apparatus; computer; audio/visual and photographic devices; audio devices and radio receivers; display 
devices, television receivers and film and video devices; image capturing and developing devices; player for digital 
media, in particular digital media players, namely digital audio and video players; television apparatus, namely television 
sets; television decoders, namely set-top boxes; audio and video-receivers; loudspeakers; sound bars; microphones; 
headphones; MP3 players; DVD players; optical disk readers, in particular Blu-Ray disk player; virtual reality glasses; 
digital sound processors; digital projectors.

Cl.28;Video game apparatus; apparatus for electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or 
monitor; video game consoles.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and related design services; scientific and industrial research; technical 
research; services of an engineer for audio engineering; technical consultancy in the field of speaker, headphones and 
sound systems; computer programming services; computer hardware and software consulting; development of computer 
hardware and software, in particular for apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound, data and images; 
maintenance and installation of computer software.
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Priority claimed from 03/10/2017; Application No. : 86779 ;Cyprus 

3769716    02/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390373]
Solvingos Services Limited
Clarion Business Centre, 25 Aphroditis Street, 2nd floor, Office 203 CY-1060 Nicosia Cyprus

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.37;Airplane maintenance and repair; building construction supervision.

Cl.42;Engineering; computer software design; computer software consultancy; computer programming; construction 
drafting; mechanical research; scientific research; technical research; quality control; information technology [IT] 
consultancy; surveying; scientific laboratory services; conducting technical project studies; maintenance of computer 
software.
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
150337 6 22/08/2018
150339 6 22/08/2018
189247 19 27/02/2018
189694 9 28/03/2018
235582 30 31/05/2018
248221 12 30/03/2010
262478 1 09/02/2015
286063 4 16/02/2018
286348 30 01/03/2018
286538 30 08/03/2018
286552 16 08/03/2018
286607 30 12/03/2018
287095 5 02/04/2018
287586 29 23/04/2018
289274 33 10/07/2018
290037 3 09/08/2018
290038 3 09/08/2018
320663 7 25/11/2014
320665 9 25/11/2014
358318 7 07/02/2018
358926 5 26/02/2018
358993 7 27/02/2018
359194 5 05/03/2018
359232 30 06/03/2018
359243 12 06/03/2018
359297 34 07/03/2018
361365 7 11/03/2018
408371 3 23/07/2014
468490 1 02/03/2018
468491 3 02/03/2018
468493 21 02/03/2018
468554 17 02/03/2018
468613 24 03/03/2018
468616 24 03/03/2018
468619 30 03/03/2018
468799 17 06/03/2018
468834 1 06/03/2018
469021 24 11/03/2018
469266 5 17/03/2018
469267 5 17/03/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
469667 29 24/03/2018
470904 3 16/04/2018
470936 3 16/04/2018
471487 3 28/04/2018
471491 3 28/04/2018
471631 3 30/04/2018
471633 3 30/04/2018
472882 24 01/06/2018
473324 9 09/06/2018
474132 9 24/06/2018
474139 3 24/06/2018
474145 3 24/06/2018
474952 16 10/07/2018
483219 32 23/12/2018
483219 32 23/12/2018
488024 11 25/03/2018
488035 6 25/03/2018
498656 34 30/09/2008
501585 6 30/11/2009
517933 7 05/10/2010
527069 5 29/03/2010
545973 13 22/02/2018
609246 4 12/10/2017
613616 32 10/12/2013
616116 32 07/01/2014
621156 17 03/03/2018
621427 21 07/03/2018
622445 11 18/03/2018
623900 7 30/03/2018
627383 25 06/05/2018
628050 5 16/05/2014
628050 5 16/05/2014
630578 4 10/06/2018
646655 30 24/11/2014
648256 12 09/12/2018
655815 21 16/02/2015
669900 3 21/06/2015
723996 1 20/06/2016
725380 29 02/09/2016
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
755650 25 02/05/2017
770941 31 27/10/2017
792344 12 23/02/2018
792344 12 23/02/2018
792447 18 24/02/2018
793515 16 03/03/2018
793675 5 04/03/2018
793676 5 04/03/2018
793836 11 05/03/2018
793880 30 05/03/2018
793896 12 05/03/2018
793920 12 05/03/2018
793922 12 05/03/2018
794002 34 06/03/2018
794032 3 06/03/2018
794273 32 09/03/2018
794274 29 09/03/2018
794275 33 09/03/2018
794277 30 09/03/2018
794383 16 09/03/2018
794557 11 10/03/2018
795437 6 18/03/2018
795438 11 18/03/2018
795439 6 18/03/2018
795440 11 18/03/2018
795480 25 18/03/2018
795626 5 20/03/2018
795640 25 20/03/2018
796016 30 23/03/2018
796393 1 25/03/2018
797357 5 02/04/2018
797359 5 02/04/2018
797554 11 03/04/2018
799083 30 17/04/2018
799404 3 21/04/2018
800429 12 29/04/2018
800576 32 30/04/2018
801239 18 06/05/2018
801240 25 06/05/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
801894 5 13/05/2018
801895 3 13/05/2018
802170 1 14/05/2018
802286 29 15/05/2018
802458 1 15/05/2018
803087 5 21/05/2018
803092 5 21/05/2018
803220 25 22/05/2018
803823 31 27/05/2018
803824 31 27/05/2018
803825 31 27/05/2018
804473 5 06/03/2018
804743 31 04/06/2018
805413 5 10/06/2018
805414 5 10/06/2018
805415 5 10/06/2018
805417 5 10/06/2018
805418 5 10/06/2018
805420 5 10/06/2018
805421 5 10/06/2018
805422 5 10/06/2018
805423 5 10/06/2018
805425 5 10/06/2018
805427 5 10/06/2018
805433 5 10/06/2018
805435 3 10/06/2018
805437 3 10/06/2018
805439 3 10/06/2018
805440 3 10/06/2018
805441 3 10/06/2018
805444 5 10/06/2018
807988 5 26/06/2018
822545 21 12/10/2018
824221 5 23/10/2018
824625 7 27/10/2018
824626 11 27/10/2018
830050 19 30/11/2018
830250 5 01/12/2018
830277 24 02/12/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
839640 17 03/02/2019
895123 11 30/12/2009
933100 9 20/06/2010
984215 5 17/01/2011
984216 5 17/01/2011
988873 2 08/02/2011
1000752 30 02/04/2011
1002492 6 10/04/2011
1053149 12 19/10/2011
1113392 5 21/06/2012
1115983 17 02/07/2012
1115984 21 02/07/2012
1115985 16 02/07/2012
1137048 9 30/09/2012
1253776 10 08/12/2013
1254808 11 11/12/2013
1270124 99 03/03/2014
1299176 21 28/07/2014
1305149 99 26/08/2014
1308985 7 15/09/2014
1315580 99 15/10/2014
1340763 19 24/02/2015
1341560 99 28/02/2015
1341799 99 01/03/2015
1341838 99 01/03/2015
1342532 16 04/03/2015
1353058 30 25/04/2015 17:42:00
1353060 30 25/04/2015 17:42:00
1368940 99 05/07/2015
1387333 5 26/09/2015
1418804 30 03/02/2016
1419947 12 08/02/2016
1421823 5 16/02/2016
1483826 36 01/09/2016 14:41:00
1509915 36 04/12/2016
1522260 3 18/01/2017
1523145 11 11/01/2017
1538482 35 09/03/2017
1541737 24 20/03/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1555639 5 03/05/2017
1574001 41 28/06/2017
1578264 10 12/07/2017
1578279 25 12/07/2017
1578289 35 12/07/2017
1581135 35 18/07/2017
1584827 24 27/07/2017
1587834 99 07/08/2017
1598497 35 06/09/2017
1602386 5 17/09/2017
1602387 1 17/09/2017
1605034 5 24/09/2017
1608183 30 04/10/2017
1608382 30 05/10/2017
1610413 21 11/10/2017
1612484 9 17/10/2017
1613417 36 22/10/2017
1616974 16 01/11/2017
1618081 19 05/11/2017
1634612 5 26/12/2017
1636294 1 31/12/2017
1636321 5 31/12/2017
1640018 12 10/01/2018
1643183 16 18/01/2018
1643437 11 21/01/2018
1643438 21 21/01/2018
1647023 36 29/01/2018
1647024 40 29/01/2018
1647025 37 29/01/2018
1647026 35 29/01/2018
1647822 30 30/01/2018
1647823 30 30/01/2018
1650628 43 06/02/2018
1651911 30 11/02/2018
1651914 30 11/02/2018
1651992 19 11/02/2018
1652885 20 12/02/2018
1653053 25 12/02/2018
1653054 35 12/02/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1653055 25 12/02/2018
1653056 35 12/02/2018
1654561 42 18/02/2018
1654562 41 18/02/2018
1655388 42 19/02/2018
1655441 42 19/02/2018
1655442 42 19/02/2018
1655444 35 19/02/2018
1655473 25 19/02/2018
1655474 3 19/02/2018
1655673 33 19/02/2018
1655674 33 19/02/2018
1655675 33 19/02/2018
1655676 33 19/02/2018
1655677 33 19/02/2018
1655678 33 19/02/2018
1655679 33 19/02/2018
1655680 33 19/02/2018
1655876 25 20/02/2018
1655878 9 20/02/2018
1656000 5 20/02/2018 14:20:25
1656005 35 20/02/2018
1656017 35 20/02/2018
1656386 25 21/02/2018
1656464 16 21/02/2018
1656465 16 21/02/2018
1656521 37 21/02/2018
1657002 9 22/02/2018
1657069 14 22/02/2018
1657304 99 23/02/2018 19:50:06
1657443 5 25/02/2018
1657486 16 25/02/2018
1657559 18 25/02/2018
1657560 18 25/02/2018
1657765 28 25/02/2018
1658361 3 27/02/2018
1658387 42 27/02/2018
1659218 42 28/02/2018 11:40:50
1659219 42 28/02/2018 11:40:50
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1659442 35 28/02/2018
1660149 7 03/03/2018
1660150 11 03/03/2018
1660151 7 03/03/2018
1660152 21 03/03/2018
1660167 29 03/03/2018
1660168 30 03/03/2018
1660169 30 03/03/2018
1660170 30 03/03/2018
1660269 17 03/03/2018
1660285 25 03/03/2018
1660287 24 03/03/2018
1660297 30 03/03/2018
1660401 25 03/03/2018
1660441 30 03/03/2018
1660448 35 03/03/2018
1660455 40 03/03/2018
1660468 24 03/03/2018
1660471 17 03/03/2018
1660485 35 03/03/2018
1660509 42 03/03/2018
1660512 39 03/03/2018
1660528 3 03/03/2018
1660547 42 03/03/2018
1660550 42 03/03/2018
1660603 42 04/03/2018
1660669 25 04/03/2018
1660710 28 04/03/2018
1660777 37 04/03/2018
1660778 37 04/03/2018
1660803 30 04/03/2018
1660805 42 04/03/2018
1660936 9 04/03/2018
1660955 6 04/03/2018
1660956 7 04/03/2018
1660958 10 04/03/2018
1660959 12 04/03/2018
1660964 18 04/03/2018
1660965 19 04/03/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1660967 21 04/03/2018
1660972 26 04/03/2018
1660981 35 04/03/2018
1661003 33 04/03/2018
1661004 41 04/03/2018
1661008 41 04/03/2018
1661048 1 04/03/2018
1661049 4 04/03/2018
1661056 30 04/03/2018
1661057 25 04/03/2018
1661063 8 04/03/2018
1661071 5 04/03/2018
1661074 12 04/03/2018
1661083 25 04/03/2018
1661084 35 04/03/2018
1661106 99 05/03/2018
1661117 41 05/03/2018
1661118 37 05/03/2018
1661119 5 05/03/2018
1661120 5 05/03/2018
1661121 5 05/03/2018
1661125 5 05/03/2018
1661128 5 05/03/2018
1661130 5 05/03/2018
1661131 5 05/03/2018
1661134 5 05/03/2018
1661136 5 05/03/2018
1661137 5 05/03/2018
1661138 5 05/03/2018
1661141 5 05/03/2018
1661146 42 05/03/2018
1661147 36 05/03/2018
1661148 42 05/03/2018
1661199 8 05/03/2018
1661215 18 05/03/2018
1661269 11 05/03/2018
1661274 5 05/03/2018
1661322 35 05/03/2018
1661323 37 05/03/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1661330 29 05/03/2018
1661348 25 05/03/2018
1661356 35 05/03/2018
1661373 41 05/03/2018
1661460 25 05/03/2018
1661463 9 05/03/2018
1661487 7 05/03/2018
1661503 9 05/03/2018
1661506 6 05/03/2018
1661528 33 05/03/2018
1661542 3 05/03/2018
1661587 12 05/03/2018
1661593 12 05/03/2018
1661641 99 05/03/2018
1661642 99 05/03/2018
1661677 35 06/03/2018
1661678 36 06/03/2018
1661679 37 06/03/2018
1661680 36 06/03/2018
1661739 25 06/03/2018
1661742 25 06/03/2018
1661780 30 06/03/2018
1661783 99 06/03/2018
1661808 20 06/03/2018
1661809 20 06/03/2018
1661810 20 06/03/2018
1661811 20 06/03/2018
1661822 5 07/03/2018
1661823 5 07/03/2018
1661861 35 07/03/2018
1661896 5 07/03/2018
1661898 11 07/03/2018
1661905 9 07/03/2018
1661909 2 07/03/2018
1661994 5 07/03/2018
1661995 5 07/03/2018
1661996 5 07/03/2018
1661997 29 07/03/2018
1662016 9 07/03/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1662058 12 07/03/2018
1662081 5 07/03/2018
1662085 5 07/03/2018
1662088 5 07/03/2018
1662089 5 07/03/2018
1662091 5 07/03/2018
1662092 5 07/03/2018
1662094 5 07/03/2018
1662095 5 07/03/2018
1662098 5 07/03/2018
1662099 5 07/03/2018
1662100 5 07/03/2018
1662102 5 07/03/2018
1662104 5 07/03/2018
1662105 5 07/03/2018
1662106 5 07/03/2018
1662136 99 07/03/2018
1662236 5 07/03/2018
1662237 9 07/03/2018
1662238 12 07/03/2018
1662239 14 07/03/2018
1662240 18 07/03/2018
1662241 25 07/03/2018
1662243 41 07/03/2018
1662264 6 07/03/2018
1662315 10 07/03/2018
1662322 25 07/03/2018
1662348 9 07/03/2018
1662389 16 07/03/2018
1662391 35 07/03/2018
1662424 99 07/03/2018
1662425 99 07/03/2018
1662428 99 07/03/2018
1662429 99 07/03/2018
1662722 5 10/03/2018
1662751 41 10/03/2018
1662833 5 10/03/2018
1662834 5 10/03/2018
1662904 3 10/03/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1662905 3 10/03/2018
1663021 25 10/03/2018
1663023 99 10/03/2018
1663024 99 10/03/2018
1663025 99 10/03/2018
1663171 12 11/03/2018
1663520 99 11/03/2018
1663589 99 11/03/2018
1663803 32 12/03/2018
1663868 35 12/03/2018
1664095 20 12/03/2018
1664096 20 12/03/2018
1664147 99 12/03/2018
1664148 99 12/03/2018
1664149 99 12/03/2018
1664341 5 13/03/2018
1664342 5 13/03/2018
1664343 5 13/03/2018
1664344 5 13/03/2018
1664398 99 13/03/2018
1664509 5 13/03/2018
1664558 99 13/03/2018
1665014 14 14/03/2018
1665390 30 17/03/2018
1665468 1 17/03/2018
1665469 1 17/03/2018
1665470 5 17/03/2018
1665471 5 17/03/2018
1665651 9 17/03/2018
1665669 5 17/03/2018
1665822 5 17/03/2018
1665839 99 17/03/2018
1665910 37 18/03/2018
1665948 12 18/03/2018
1666074 41 18/03/2018
1666620 35 18/03/2018
1666621 35 18/03/2018
1666670 36 18/03/2018
1666673 7 18/03/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1666701 9 19/03/2018
1666822 20 19/03/2018
1666898 42 19/03/2018
1666920 8 19/03/2018
1666934 41 19/03/2018
1666965 42 19/03/2018
1666976 32 19/03/2018
1667107 42 19/03/2018
1667293 99 19/03/2018
1667294 99 19/03/2018
1667296 35 19/03/2018
1667308 9 19/03/2018
1667897 5 24/03/2018
1668018 41 24/03/2018
1668166 99 24/03/2018
1668169 99 24/03/2018
1668170 5 24/03/2018
1668203 35 24/03/2018
1668204 27 24/03/2018
1668206 27 24/03/2018
1668290 42 24/03/2018
1668378 99 25/03/2018
1668395 41 25/03/2018
1668497 5 25/03/2018
1668498 9 25/03/2018
1668499 12 25/03/2018
1668500 14 25/03/2018
1668501 18 25/03/2018
1668502 25 25/03/2018
1668503 28 25/03/2018
1668505 41 25/03/2018
1668545 99 25/03/2018
1668646 5 26/03/2018
1669125 5 26/03/2018
1669126 5 26/03/2018
1669127 5 26/03/2018
1669129 5 26/03/2018
1669131 5 26/03/2018
1669211 5 27/03/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1669342 5 27/03/2018
1669343 5 27/03/2018
1669671 5 27/03/2018
1669760 2 27/03/2018
1669805 16 28/03/2018
1669806 42 28/03/2018
1669877 5 28/03/2018
1669878 5 28/03/2018
1669879 5 28/03/2018
1669880 5 28/03/2018
1669882 5 28/03/2018
1669883 5 28/03/2018
1669884 5 28/03/2018
1669885 5 28/03/2018
1669888 5 28/03/2018
1670122 16 28/03/2018
1670123 16 28/03/2018
1670519 14 31/03/2018
1670531 33 31/03/2018
1670739 5 31/03/2018
1671423 11 02/04/2018
1671426 30 02/04/2018
1671497 35 02/04/2018
1671500 35 02/04/2018
1671630 41 02/04/2018
1672377 25 04/04/2018
1672439 41 04/04/2018
1672827 3 07/04/2018
1673717 99 08/04/2018
1673895 99 08/04/2018
1673993 5 09/04/2018
1674179 17 09/04/2018
1674338 7 09/04/2018
1674437 42 10/04/2018
1675359 3 11/04/2018
1675361 3 11/04/2018
1675372 6 11/04/2018
1675373 7 11/04/2018
1675374 9 11/04/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1675376 6 11/04/2018
1675377 7 11/04/2018
1675378 9 11/04/2018
1675379 19 11/04/2018
1675569 6 11/04/2018
1675570 6 11/04/2018
1675844 30 15/04/2018
1675849 41 15/04/2018
1675850 41 15/04/2018
1675924 5 15/04/2018
1675928 5 15/04/2018 13:21:42
1675929 5 15/04/2018 13:21:42
1675930 5 15/04/2018 13:21:42
1675932 5 15/04/2018 13:21:42
1675933 5 15/04/2018 13:21:42
1675934 5 15/04/2018 13:21:42
1675937 5 15/04/2018 13:21:42
1675938 5 15/04/2018 13:21:42
1675939 5 15/04/2018 13:21:42
1675940 5 15/04/2018 13:21:42
1675945 5 15/04/2018 13:21:42
1675946 5 15/04/2018 13:21:42
1675947 5 15/04/2018 13:21:42
1676027 10 15/04/2018
1676029 10 15/04/2018
1676119 41 15/04/2018
1676120 41 15/04/2018
1676284 24 15/04/2018
1676775 25 16/04/2018
1677463 35 17/04/2018
1677792 5 21/04/2018
1677793 5 21/04/2018
1677801 5 21/04/2018
1677806 5 21/04/2018
1677807 5 21/04/2018
1677808 5 21/04/2018
1677809 5 21/04/2018
1677812 5 21/04/2018
1677947 5 21/04/2018 12:44:42
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1678209 3 21/04/2018
1678315 3 21/04/2018
1678317 3 21/04/2018
1678327 5 21/04/2018
1678426 5 22/04/2018 10:45:22
1678428 5 22/04/2018 10:45:22
1678430 5 22/04/2018 10:45:22
1678432 5 22/04/2018 10:45:22
1678435 5 22/04/2018 10:45:22
1678436 5 22/04/2018 10:45:22
1678437 5 22/04/2018 10:45:22
1678438 5 22/04/2018 10:45:22
1678439 5 22/04/2018 10:45:22
1678441 5 22/04/2018 10:45:22
1678442 5 22/04/2018 10:45:22
1678443 5 22/04/2018 10:45:22
1678445 5 22/04/2018
1678446 5 22/04/2018
1678447 5 22/04/2018
1678448 5 22/04/2018 10:45:22
1678560 24 22/04/2018
1678861 31 22/04/2018
1679299 25 23/04/2018
1679354 7 23/04/2018
1679740 39 24/04/2018
1680323 5 25/04/2018
1680502 3 25/04/2018
1680573 5 25/04/2018
1681008 3 28/04/2018
1681156 7 28/04/2018
1682352 99 30/04/2018
1682447 5 01/05/2018 11:06:47
1682448 5 01/05/2018 11:06:47
1682449 5 01/05/2018 11:06:47
1682450 5 01/05/2018 11:06:47
1682452 5 01/05/2018 11:06:47
1682455 5 01/05/2018 11:06:47
1682456 5 01/05/2018 11:06:47
1682457 5 01/05/2018 11:06:47
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1682458 5 01/05/2018 11:06:47
1682460 5 01/05/2018 11:06:47
1682461 5 01/05/2018 11:06:47
1682634 35 01/05/2018
1683092 6 02/05/2018
1684575 18 07/05/2018
1684856 5 08/05/2018
1684996 35 08/05/2018
1685279 1 08/05/2018
1685565 30 09/05/2018
1685566 29 09/05/2018
1685599 35 09/05/2018
1685982 25 12/05/2018
1686520 39 13/05/2018
1686521 39 13/05/2018
1686522 39 13/05/2018
1687230 5 14/05/2018
1687344 25 14/05/2018
1687570 3 15/05/2018
1687683 5 15/05/2018
1687684 29 15/05/2018
1687685 30 15/05/2018
1687686 31 15/05/2018
1687687 32 15/05/2018
1687688 33 15/05/2018
1687886 11 15/05/2018
1687887 1 15/05/2018
1687888 11 15/05/2018
1688260 13 16/05/2018
1688261 13 16/05/2018
1688565 9 19/05/2018
1690647 99 23/05/2018
1690837 16 26/05/2018
1690838 16 26/05/2018
1691018 1 26/05/2018
1691019 1 26/05/2018
1691020 1 26/05/2018
1691733 99 27/05/2018
1692199 41 28/05/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1692269 31 28/05/2018
1693435 10 30/05/2018
1693436 99 30/05/2018
1693453 2 30/05/2018
1693454 2 30/05/2018
1693803 37 02/06/2018
1693804 41 02/06/2018
1693805 37 02/06/2018
1693806 41 02/06/2018
1694073 9 02/06/2018
1694074 9 02/06/2018
1694374 5 03/06/2018
1694430 3 03/06/2018
1694431 35 03/06/2018
1696594 39 09/06/2018
1696595 39 09/06/2018
1696596 39 09/06/2018
1696597 39 09/06/2018
1696805 30 09/06/2018 15:58:30
1696806 30 09/06/2018 15:58:30
1696807 30 09/06/2018 15:58:30
1696808 30 09/06/2018 15:58:30
1696809 30 09/06/2018 15:58:30
1696829 30 09/06/2018
1697230 99 10/06/2018
1697231 99 10/06/2018
1697402 5 10/06/2018
1697865 31 11/06/2018
1697983 5 12/06/2018
1698411 25 12/06/2018
1699800 5 17/06/2018
1700507 29 18/06/2018
1700682 5 19/06/2018
1701180 30 19/06/2018
1701880 41 20/06/2018
1701954 30 20/06/2018
1703106 99 24/06/2018
1703107 99 24/06/2018
1704926 35 30/06/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1706428 25 03/07/2018
1706429 25 03/07/2018
1706430 25 03/07/2018
1706456 31 03/07/2018
1706750 16 04/07/2018
1706834 5 04/07/2018
1706835 5 04/07/2018
1707058 35 07/07/2018
1707059 39 07/07/2018
1707060 41 07/07/2018
1707061 42 07/07/2018
1707062 35 07/07/2018
1707065 42 07/07/2018
1708268 2 09/07/2018
1711660 5 18/07/2018
1711663 5 18/07/2018
1712117 11 21/07/2018
1712118 21 21/07/2018
1712737 36 21/07/2018
1714841 41 28/07/2018
1720005 5 11/08/2018
1721266 3 13/08/2018 13:39:04
1723424 42 21/08/2018
1723425 42 21/08/2018
1723426 25 21/08/2018
1724483 18 25/08/2018
1725766 25 27/08/2028
1725766 25 27/08/2028
1730442 19 11/09/2018
1730443 19 11/09/2018
1730444 19 11/09/2018
1730445 19 11/09/2018
1730446 19 11/09/2018
1730447 19 11/09/2018
1730449 19 11/09/2018
1730450 19 11/09/2018
1730451 19 11/09/2018
1730452 19 11/09/2018
1734633 19 19/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1841 ,   19/03/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1739667 24 03/10/2018
1745005 99 17/10/2018
1745635 9 20/10/2018
1747728 20 24/10/2018
1750091 31 03/11/2018
1750092 31 03/11/2018
1751575 3 06/11/2018
1752256 5 10/11/2018
1752257 5 10/11/2018
1752258 5 10/11/2018
1753928 41 14/11/2018
1754001 42 14/11/2018
1758912 25 02/12/2018
1759328 25 03/12/2018
1759329 35 03/12/2018
1759330 18 03/12/2018
1759938 9 04/12/2018
1770341 9 02/01/2019
1771011 35 05/01/2019
1771253 30 06/01/2019
1771299 14 06/01/2019
1771300 35 06/01/2019
1771438 25 06/01/2019
1771440 30 06/01/2019
1772151 42 09/01/2019
1772152 42 09/01/2019
1772155 42 09/01/2019
1774716 5 16/01/2019
1774849 5 16/01/2019
1778291 35 28/01/2019
1781055 3 03/02/2019
1787158 7 19/02/2019
1787865 25 20/02/2019
1791187 5 02/03/2019
1791188 5 02/03/2019
1791189 5 02/03/2019
1791190 5 02/03/2019
3017441 9 13/08/2018
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NOTIFICATION 
SNo. NOTIFICATION 
1 944625 in class 09 - The name of the applicant is amended to read as GRE 

ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD. by virtue of TM-16 dated 03.02.2009. 
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PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
263254 - 7: Proprietor Altered to MS. LABHUBEN VALLABHABHAI PATEL,PRAKASHBHAI 
VALLABHABHAI VEKARIA,DINESHBHAI VALLABHABHAI PATEL,ANILBHAI VALLABHABHAI 
VEKARIA trading as MERCURY INDUSTRIES. , ISHWAR KRUPA, 2, BHAKTINAGAR STATION RD. 
RAJKOT 360 002 (GUJ) , INDIAN COMPANY 
MERCURY INDUSTRIES. 

1654977 - 30: Proprietor Altered to MOUND TRADING COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED , NORTH 
LEVEL CROSSING, VILLE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400057 
V. HIMAVANTH CHOWDARY

1654977 - 30: Proprietor Altered to PARLE PRODUCTS LIMITED , NORTH LEVEL CROSSING, 
VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 057.  
MOUND TRADING COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED

517653 - 9: Proprietor Altered to COMMSCOPE EMEA LIMITED , Corke Abbey Avenue, Bray, 
County Wicklow, 
Ireland  
TYCO ELECTRONICS SERVICES GMBH

517653 - 9: Proprietor Altered to COMMSCOPE TECHNOLOGIES LLC , 1100 COMMSCOPE 
PLACE, S.E. HICKORY, NORTH CAROLINA 28603, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
COMMSCOPE EMEA LIMITED 

917456 - 9: Proprietor Altered to COMMSCOPE TECHNOLOGIES LLC, A COMPANY ORGANIZED 
AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE , 1100 CommScope Place SE, 
Hickory, North Carolina 28602, United States of America  
COMMSCOPE EMEA LIMITED, A PRIVATE COMPANY WITH LIMITED LIABILITY ORGANIZED 
UNDER THE LAWS OF IRELAND

917456 - 9: Proprietor Altered to COMMSCOPE EMEA LIMITED, A PRIVATE COMPANY WITH 
LIMITED LIABILITY ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF IRELAND , Corke Abbey Avenue, Bray, 
County Wicklow, Ireland  
THE WHITAKER LLC

237044 - 5: Proprietor Altered to GLAXO GROUP LIMITED, , GLAXO HOUSE, BERKELEY 
AVENUE, GREENFORD, MIDDLESEX, UB6 0NN, ENGLAND,  
THE WELLCOME FOUNDATION LIMITED

2412392 - 12: Proprietor Altered to NANKANG RUBBER TIRE CORP. LTD. , Suite 608, 6F, No. 136, 
Sec.3, Jen 
Ai Road, Taipei, Taiwan  
FREMANDS INTERNATIONAL COMPANY LIMITED TAIWAN BRANCH (H.K.)

244549 - 5: Proprietor Altered to DOW AGROSCIENCES LLC. , 9330 ZIONSVILLE ROAD, 
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46268, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
ELANCO PRODUCTS COMPANY.

214708 - 5: Proprietor Altered to GLAXO GROUP LIMITED. , GLAXO WELLCOME HOUSE, 
BERKELEY AVENUE, GREENFORD, MIDDLESEX UB 6 ONN, ENGLAND. 
THE WELCOME FOUNDATION LIMITED

2229635 - 1, 435299 - 16, 441496 - 1, 435298 - 2, 2043737 - 40, 435297 - 4, 2029350 - 3: Proprietor 
Altered to THREEBOND HOLDINGS CO., LTD. , ThreeBond Building, 1-18-15, Ebisu, Shibuy.-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan 
THREE BOND CO. LTD.,, THREE BOND CO., LTD.ALSO KNOWN AS KABUSHIKI KAISHA SURI 
BONDO, THREE BOND CO. LTD. (ALSO KNOWN AS KABUSHIKI KAISHA SURI BONDO), THREE 
BOND CO., LTD, THREE BOND CO. LTD. (ALSO KNOWN AS KABUSHIKI KAISHA SURI BONDO)

783146 - 5, 700909 - 5, 671687 - 5, 1207994 - 1, 1281552 - 5, 1286562 - 3, 1286577 - 18, 1345453 - 1, 
1345455 - 1, 911582 - 5, 994937 - 5, 397859 - 1, 1286573 - 14, 1286568 - 9, 1286569 - 10, 1286598 - 
37, 1345443 - 1, 1345446 - 1, 737203 - 5, 738134 - 5, 1037429 - 5, 564562 - 5, 1286590 - 29, 1345444 - 
1, 1207976 - 1, 1207981 - 1, 1207983 - 1, 700910 - 5, 731185 - 5, 661376 - 1, 1207977 - 1, 1207986 - 1, 
1221468 - 5, 1260630 - 5, 1260631 - 5, 1260633 - 5, 1286561 - 2, 1286575 - 16, 1286576 - 17, 1286599 
- 38, 1286601 - 40, 1286602 - 41, 1345449 - 1, 911581 - 5, 994941 - 5, 483827 - 5, 564565 - 5, 526257 
- 1, 1037429 - 5, 1207966 - 1, 1207972 - 1, 1207973 - 1, 1207982 - 1, 1266873 - 5, 1286582 - 22, 
1286595 - 34, 1352156 - 5, 564565 - 5, 671687 - 5, 674461 - 5, 783140 - 5, 692983 - 5, 440596 - 1, 
513992 - 1, 1310575 - 5, 1348398 - 5, 738134 - 5, 1286571 - 12, 1207974 - 1, 1207975 - 1, 1207979 - 1, 
1207984 - 1, 1260629 - 5, 1260632 - 5, 1286565 - 6, 1286574 - 15, 1286583 - 23, 1345454 - 1, 783145 - 
5, 790915 - 5, 911578 - 5, 734249 - 5, 783143 - 5, 783141 - 5, 747880 - 5, 1207989 - 1, 1207991 - 1, 
1286560 - 1, 1286564 - 5, 1286581 - 21, 1286572 - 13, 700924 - 5, 747882 - 5, 792376 - 5, 922334 - 5, 
737440 - 5, 513993 - 1, 1345452 - 1, 397860 - 2, 994940 - 5, 700924 - 5, 692983 - 5, 1207970 - 1, 
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911577 - 5, 440598 - 5, 473134 - 1, 738136 - 5, 994938 - 5, 783145 - 5, 671691 - 5, 1207963 - 1, 
1207969 - 1, 1207971 - 1, 1286570 - 11, 1286579 - 19, 1345447 - 1, 994939 - 5, 994944 - 5, 738133 - 5, 
564562 - 5, 1286563 - 4, 734249 - 5, 1217791 - 5, 1266872 - 5, 1266874 - 5, 1281551 - 5, 661376 - 1, 
671691 - 5, 737440 - 5, 911580 - 5, 975502 - 5, 995664 - 5, 1345451 - 1, 975504 - 5, 783140 - 5, 
738135 - 5, 1207987 - 1, 1207988 - 1, 1207995 - 1, 1286586 - 25, 1286591 - 30, 737439 - 5, 738135 - 5, 
747883 - 5, 783146 - 5, 1217790 - 5, 1286603 - 42, 1345445 - 1, 1286592 - 31, 1286600 - 39, 1345441 - 
1, 1345442 - 1, 922335 - 5, 994942 - 5, 1207964 - 1, 1207965 - 1, 1207968 - 1, 1233901 - 5, 1286584 - 
24, 526257 - 1, 975504 - 5, 1286596 - 35, 1300432 - 5, 1345448 - 1, 1345450 - 1, 692983 - 5, 783142 - 
5, 911579 - 5, 975501 - 5, 1207990 - 1, 1207992 - 1, 1207993 - 1, 1212680 - 5, 1286597 - 36, 734250 - 
5, 598347 - 1, 1207967 - 1, 1207979 - 1, 1207985 - 1, 1286566 - 7, 1286567 - 8, 1286589 - 28, 598347 - 
1, 674462 - 5, 731185 - 5, 674461 - 5, 1207978 - 1, 1286593 - 32, 783141 - 5, 783143 - 5, 994943 - 5, 
783142 - 5, 1233902 - 5, 1286588 - 27, 397861 - 5, 734250 - 5, 738133 - 5, 747880 - 5, 975503 - 5, 
995665 - 5, 790915 - 5, 1037429 - 5: Proprietor Altered to INDOFIL ORGANIC INDUSTRIES LTD , 
NIRLON HOUSE, DR. ANNIE BESANT ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI - 400 030. 
INDOFIL CHEMICALS COMPANY ( A DIVISION OF MODIPON LIMITED ), MITSUI CHEMICALS 
AGRO, INC., INDOFIL CHEMICALS COMPANY (A DIVISION OF INDOFIL INDUSTRIES LIMITED.), 
INDOFIL CHEMICALS COMPANY, INDOFIL CHEMICALS CO., INDOFIL CHEMICALS COMPANY, 
INDOFIL CHEMICALS COMPANY, INDOFIL CHEMICALS COMPANY (A DIVISION OF INDOFIL 
ORGANIC INDUSTRIES LTD.), MODIPON LTD., INDOFIL CHEMICALS COMPANY ( A DIVISION OF 
MODIPON LIMITED), INDOFIL CHEMICALS COMPANY, INDOFIL CHEMICALS COMPANY ( A 
DIVISION OF MODIPON LIMITED ), INDOFIL CHEMICALS COMPANY (A DIVISION OF MODIPON 
LIMITED), INDOFIL CHEMICALS COMPANY ( A DIVISION OF MODIPON LIMITED), INDOFIL 
CHEMICALS COMPANY (A DIVISION OF MODIPON LIMITED), STANDARD AND POORS 
FINANCIAL SERVICES LLC, MODIPON LIMITED, INDOFIL CHEMICALS COMPANY (A DIVISION 
OF INDOFIL ORGANIC INDUSTRIES LTD.), INDOFIL CHEMICALS COMPANY, INDOFIL 
CHEMICALS COMPANY (A DIVISION OF MODIPON LIMITED), INDOFIL CHEMICALS CO.

792746 - 12: Proprietor Altered to JINSHAN DEVELOPMENT & CONSTRUCTION CO. LTD. , NO.06, 
BLDG. 158, KAILE AVENUE, JINSHAN INDUSTRY ZONE, SANGHAI, CHINA. 
SHANGHAI PHONIX IMP. & EXP.CO.LTD.

476645 - 12: Proprietor Altered to SH. MAHESH HURRIA , D-179 LAXMI PARK NANGLOI NEW 
DELHI-110041 
SOLAR ENTERPRISES,

921535 - 7: Proprietor Altered to CLARCOR ENGINE MOBILE SOLUTIONS, LLC A LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF 
DELAWARE, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA , 840 CRESCENT CENTRE DR., SUITE 600, 
FRANKLIN, TENNESSEE 37067, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
STANADYNE AUTOMOTIVE CORP.

608548 - 11, 608547 - 9: Proprietor Altered to ASIATIC ELECTRICAL & SWITCHGEAR PVT. LTD. , 
A-58, Naraina Industrial Area, Phase-I, New Delhi-110028 
ASIATIC ELECTRICAL & SWITCH GEAR PVT LTD, ASIATIC ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

263254 - 7: Proprietor Altered to SHREE PRAKASHBHAI VALLABHABHAI VEKARIA,SHREE 
DINESHBHAI VALLABHABHAI PATEL,SHREE ANILBHAI VALLABHABHAI VEKARIA trading as 
MERCURY INDUSTRIES. , ISHWAR KRUPA, 2, BHAKTINAGAR STATION RD. RAJKOT 360 002 
(GUJ) , INDIAN COMPANY 
MERCURY INDUSTRIES. 

1566256 - 1: Proprietor Altered to MUKESHBHAI FULCHANDDAS MODI , C - 1 -71/74, GIDC - II, 
Mothera Road, Mehsana Gujarat - India 
MEHSANA OIL MILLS PVT. LTD.

1655432 - 30: Proprietor Altered to M/S. NATRAJ SPICE & FOOD PRODUCTS,P. REVATHI,C. 
SENTHIKUMAR,G. APARNA trading as M/s. NATRAJ SPICE & FOOD PRODUCTS , No. 1/329-D, 
1ST FLOOR, VETTRI NAGAR, ANDIPALAYAM, TIRUCHENGODE TALUK, NAMAKKAL DISTRICT-
637 214, TAMILNADU 
KITCHEN KING FOOD PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED

517417 - 3: Proprietor Altered to TRAVELODGE HOTELS INDIA (IP) PTE. LTD. , 10 ANSON ROAD, 
#29-02 INTERNATIONAL PLAZA, SINGAPORE 079903. 
TRAVELODGE HOTELS ASIA (IP) PTE LTD.

741091 - 2: Proprietor Altered to AKZO NOBEL COATINGS INTERNATIONAL BV , Velperweg 76, 
Arnhem, The Netherlands . 
AKZO NOBEL COATINGS GMBH

517224 - 9: Proprietor Altered to SIEMENS INDUSTRY, INC., , 3333 OLD MILTON PARKWAY 30005 
APLHARETTA UNITED STATE OF AMERICA  
SIEMENS WATER TECHNOLOGIES HOLDING CORPORATION

1729728 - 37, 1729733 - 16, 1729725 - 42, 1729730 - 35, 1729727 - 40, 1729729 - 36, 1729726 - 41, 
1729731 - 31, 1729732 - 19: Proprietor Altered to ZURI HOSPITALITY PVT. LTD. , THE ZURI 
VARCA, GOA WHITE SANDS RESORT AND CASINO, VARCA BEACH, VARCA, SALCETE, GOA-
403 721, INDIA. 
MR. CHAMANLAL V. KAMANI

921164 - 25: Proprietor Altered to PANTALOONS FASHION & RETAIL LIMITED , 701-704, 7TH 
FLOOR, SKYLINE ICON BUSINESS PARK, 86-92, OFF ANDHERI-KURLA ROAD, MAROL VILLAGE, 
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ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059 
FUTURE BRANDS LIMITED

1732467 - 29: Proprietor Altered to RAM DAYAL AGRAWAL,RAM DAYAL AGARAWAL,ARUN 
AGRAWAL,MRS NEERU AGRAWAL trading as P. R. INDUSTRIES AND OIL MILLS , DEHRA 
ROAD, NADBAI-321 602 
P. R. INDUSTRIES AND OIL MILLS

1661768 - 30: Proprietor Altered to SAVORIT LIMITED , 22, NORTH TERMINUS ROAD, TOLLGATE, 
CHENNAI - 600 081. 
VIMS IMPEX LIMITED

934129 - 15: Proprietor Altered to JACKSON/CHARVEL MANUFACTURING, INC. , 8860, East 
Chaparral Road, Suite 100, Scottsdale, Arizona 85250, U.S.A. 
AKAI MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

940475 - 8: Proprietor Altered to UNITED SPIRITS LIMITED , UB TOWER, 24, VITTAL MALLYA 
ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001, INDIA 
SHAW WALLACE & COMPANY LIMITED.

1660776 - 25: Proprietor Altered to H. MALLIKARJUNA , D-No. 21/212-175/175, 2nd Floor, Kaveri 
Towers, Beside Dr. Chandramouli Clinic, Near Benkimaremma Temple, Bandimote, Banalore 
Road, Bellary-583101 
DEVI APPARELS

1791987 - 19: Proprietor Altered to AMAR NATH SHARMA S/O. SH. KISHAN LAL SHARMA,AMAR 
NATH SHARMA S/O. SH. KISHAN LAL SHARMA,MRS. KANTA DEVI SHARMA W/O. SH. AMAR 
NATH SHARMA trading as M/s. HARI PLASTER , G-154-155, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, 
SARDARSHAHAR, DIST- CHURU (RAJASTHAN) 
HARI PLASTER

1777767 - 99, 1777766 - 99: Proprietor Altered to PRECHEZA A.S. , Prerov Nabr. Dr. E. Benese 24, 
PSC 751 62, Czech Republic 
AGROFERT HOLDING, A.S.

1868534 - 9, 1881850 - 9, 1973350 - 9, 1601215 - 9: Proprietor Altered to SH. KAMAL MAHESH 
KHUBCHANDANI,SMT. RITIKA K. KHUBCHANDANI trading as SAVIT BROADBAND NETWORKS , 
27-6-35, PRAKASHAM ROAD, GOVERNERPET, VIJAYWADA -2.A.P. 
SAVIT BROADBAND NETWORKS, SAVIT BROADBAND NETWORKS, SAVIT BROADBAND 
NETWORKS, SAVIT BROADBRAND NETWORKS

1678232 - 32: Proprietor Altered to SATYANARAYAN GOYAL , HINDAUN BYE PASS ROAD, 
MAHUWA, DIST- DAUSA (RAJASTHAN) 
M/S. MAHUWA BOTTLING PLANT

1484678 - 6: Proprietor Altered to INOXPA SA, , TELERS 54, 17820 BANOLES (GERONA), SPAIN. 
CANDIGRA Y CIA, S.A.
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517506 - 25: Proprietor Altered to P. T. M. HOSIERY (P) LTD. , 11/1, Watkins Lane, 'Sohandeep' 
Bldg.,Howrah - 711 101, West Bengal, India, 
BHANWARLAL SAMSUKHA

1689001 - 12: Proprietor Altered to JATINDER PAL SINGH , 1432 MODER INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 
BAHADURGARH-124507 DIST-JHAJJAR, HARYANA 
GLEITING INDIA, INDUSTRIAL AREA, SHI GANGA NAGAR (RAJASTHAN)

1602425 - 9: Proprietor Altered to SH. MANISH AHUJA , C-377, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI-110092 
M/S. SAGAR ELECTRIC AGENCY

806173 - 5: Proprietor Altered to BAYER AG , D - 51368, LEVERKUSEN, GERMANY.  
BOMAC LABORATORIES LIMITED

1664364 - 5: Proprietor Altered to GLASIER WELLNESS INC.,RAJENDRA KUMAR BHOGILAL 
MODI,JIGNASHA RAJENDRAKUMAR MODI,RIDHAM RAJENDRAKUMAR MODI trading as , 15, 
Ground Floor, Universe Arcade, Nr.Shukan Residency, B/h Gujarat High Court, Sola, Ahmedabad-
380 060, Gujarat, India. 
TRIPADA BIO-TECH PVT. LTD.,

923942 - 1: Proprietor Altered to QATAR CHEMICAL AND PETROCHEMICAL MARKETING AND 
DISTRIBUTION COMPANY ( MUNTAJAT) Q.J.S.C , AL DANA TOWER, WEST BAY, P.O BOX 24445 
DOHA QATAR 
QATAR PETROCHEMICALS COMPANY LTD.

517499 - 2: Proprietor Altered to BASF SE , CARL - BOSCH - STRASSE 38, LUDWIGSHAFEN AM 
RHEIN,  
GERMANY. 
BASF CORPORATION

804438 - 9: Proprietor Altered to CLASSIC MEDIA DISTRIBUTION LIMITED , 3rd Floor Royalty 
House,72- 
74 Dean Street, London, W1D 3SG, United Kingdom 
ENID BLYTON LIMITED,

222007 - 7: Proprietor Altered to MAYTAG PROPERTIES, LLC., , 500 RENAISSANCE DRIVE SUITE 
101 ST JOSEPH MI 46085 USA 
MAYTAG INTERNATIONAL, INC

1289471 - 31: Proprietor Altered to DEVGEN N.V., , Technologiepark 9, 9052 Ghent-Zwijnaarde, 
Belgium. 
PARRY MONSANTO SEEDS LTD.

246450 - 33: Proprietor Altered to M/S.UNITED SPIRITS LIMITED. , UB TOWER.24,VITTAL 
MALLYA ROAD, 
BANGALORE - 560 001. 
SHAW WALLACE & COMPANY LTD.

792346 - 10: Proprietor Altered to FIRTH RIXSON LIMITED , P.O. BOX 644, MEADOWHALL ROAD, 
SHEFFIELD, S9 IJD, UNITED KINGDOM. 
FIRTH RIXSON PLC.

792348 - 10: Proprietor Altered to FIRTH RIXSON LIMITED , P.O. BOX 644, MEADOWHALL ROAD, 
SHEFFIELD, S9 IJD, UNITED KINGDOM. 
FIRTH RIXSON LIMITED

792343 - 6: Proprietor Altered to FIRTH RIXSON LIMITED , P.O. BOX 644, MEADOWHALL ROAD, 
SHEFFIELD, S9 IJD, UNITED KINGDOM. 
FIRTH RIXSON PLC.

187425 - 5: Proprietor Altered to ASCENSIA DIABETES CARE HOLDINGS AG , PETER-MERIAN 
STRASSE 90, 4052 BASEL, SWITZERLAND 
BAYER HEALTHCARE LLC.

555041 - 5: Proprietor Altered to B. BRAUN MELSUNGEN AG , CARL- BRAUN -STRASSE 1, 34212 
MELSUNGEN GERMANY  
B. BRAUN MEDICAL AG

804433 - 25: Proprietor Altered to CLASSIC MEDIA DISTRIBUTION LIMITED , 3rd Floor Royalty 
House,72- 
74 Dean Street, London, W1D 3SG, United Kingdom 
ENID BLYTON LIMITED,
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1592024 - 42: Proprietor Altered to GLOBAL HOSPITALS LIMITED , No.6-3-1070/1 to 4, Lakdi-ka-
Pool, Hyderabad-500 004. 
RAVINDRANATH GE MEDICAL ASSOCIATES PVT. LTD

804439 - 16: Proprietor Altered to CLASSIC MEDIA DISTRIBUTION LIMITED , 3rd Floor Royalty 
House,72- 
74 Dean Street, London, W1D 3SG, United Kingdom 
CHORION RIGHTS LIMITED

1254816 - 3: Proprietor Altered to L OREAL , 14, RUE ROYALE, 75008 PARIS, FRANCE. 
NYX LOS ANGELES, INC.

1584305 - 7: Proprietor Altered to ALTRA INDUSTRIAL MOTION CORP , USA, 300 Granite Street, 
Suite 201, Braintree, Massachusetts, 02184, USA 
ALTRA POWER OF TRANSMISSION, INC

1955199 - 5: Proprietor Altered to GENMONT BIOTECH INC. , No. 8, Nanke 7th Rd., Shanhua Dist., 
Tainan County 741, Taiwan 
CHR. HANSEN A/S

759064 - 9: Proprietor Altered to GLOBECAST FRANCE A SIMPLIFIED JOINT STOCK COMPANY , 
10,rue d' Oradour Sur Glane,750515,Paris,France  
FRANCE TELECOM

1570087 - 35, 1570086 - 16: Proprietor Altered to M/S EXCOSA INDIA PVT LTD , No.C-602, 
Celestial Green Apartments, Nagavarapalya, Gopalan Enterprises, Old Madras Road, Bangalore 
— 560 093  
THOUGHT SHOWS & EVENTS PVT. LTD.

1585477 - 99: Proprietor Altered to M/S ASMAG-HOLDING GMBH , Heckenau 34, 4645 Grunau im 
Almtal, Austria 
NANOLDENT TECHNOLOGIES AG,

479157 - 3: Proprietor Altered to YVES SAINT LAURENT PARFUMS S.A. , 28/34, BOULEVARD DU 
PARC 92521, NEUILLY SUR SEINE CEDEX, FRANCE. 
YVES SAINT LAURENT INTERNATIONAL B.V.

200757 - 5: Proprietor Altered to M/S. HUVEPHARMA JSC , 33, James Boucher Blvd., 1407 Sofia, 
Bulgaria 
M/S. HUVEPHARMA JSC

1675671 - 42: Proprietor Altered to NICCO ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED , NICCO HOUSE, 2 
HARE STREET, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA. 
NICCO CORPORATION LIMITED

792347 - 6: Proprietor Altered to FIRTH RIXSON LIMITED , P.O. BOX 644, MEADOWHALL ROAD, 
SHEFFIELD, S9 IJD, UNITED KINGDOM. 
FIRTH RIXSON PLC.

584450 - 1: Proprietor Altered to ADITYA BIRLA NUVO LIMITED, , Aditya Birla Centre, S.K. Ahire 
Marg, Worli, Mumbai — 400030, 
INDO GULF FERTILISERS AND CHEMICALS CORPORATION LIMITED.

792345 - 7: Proprietor Altered to FIRTH RIXSON LIMITED , P.O. BOX 644, MEADOWHALL ROAD, 
SHEFFIELD, S9 IJD, UNITED KINGDOM. 
FIRTH RIXSON PLC.

792350 - 7: Proprietor Altered to FIRTH RIXSON LIMITED , P.O. BOX 644, MEADOWHALL ROAD, 
SHEFFIELD, S9 IJD, UNITED KINGDOM. 
FIRTH RIXSON PLC.

472560 - 32: Proprietor Altered to H.J. HEINZ COMPANY BRANDS LLC , ONE PPG 
PLACE,PITTSBURGH,PA 15222,UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
H. J. HEINZ COMPANY

823625 - 21: Proprietor Altered to CLAY CRAFT (INDIA) PVT. LTD. , B-12, M.G.D. MARKET, 
JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN 
JAIPUR CERAMICS PVT. LTD.
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1564400 - 2: Proprietor Altered to SIKA AG , ZUGERSTRASSE 50,CH-6341 BAAR,SWITZERLAND. 
LIQUID PLASTICS LTD

513169 - 7, 513168 - 12: Proprietor Altered to VEEGRIP BELTS PRIVATE LIMITED , NO.172/2, 
ESIVAS ENCLAVE, (1ST FLOOR), BYE-PASS ROAD, FATHIMA NAGAR, BETHANIYAPURAM, 
ARASARADI, MADURAI - 625 016, TAMIL NADU. 
BHARATH RUBBER FACTORY, BHARATH RUBBER FACTORY

909186 - 9: Proprietor Altered to HEWLETT-PACKWARD DEVELOPMENT COMPANY,L.P., , 11445 
Compaq Center Drive West, Houston Texas-77070, United States of America.  
COMPAQ INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES GROUP L.P.

1738249 - 42: Proprietor Altered to NICCO ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED , NICCO HOUSE, 2 
HARE STREET, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA. 
NICCO CORPORATION LIMITED

566042 - 7, 1328164 - 7: Proprietor Altered to NARESH KUMAR , G. T. RD., SAMALKHA., G.T. 
ROAD, SAMALKHA, DISTT-PANIPAT, HARYANA  
HARYANA IRON FOUNDRY., HARYANA IRON FOUNDRY, HARYANA IRON FOUNDRY.

1738265 - 42: Proprietor Altered to NICCO ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED , NICCO HOUSE, 2 
HARE STREET, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA. 
NICCO CORPORATION LIMITED

1618964 - 25, 1618965 - 25: Proprietor Altered to SUNSTAR APPARELS PRIVATE LIMITED , 201, 
SG MALL, OPP. HOME TOWN, THALTEJ, AHMEDABAD - 380 054 
M/S. CADUCEUS (NZ) LIMITED

1675664 - 41: Proprietor Altered to NICCO ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED , NICCO HOUSE, 2 
HARE STREET, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA., NICCO HOUSE, 2 HARE STREET, 
CALCUTTA-700 001, WEST BENGAL. INDIA 
NICCO CORPORATION LIMITED

439790 - 25: Proprietor Altered to PAWAN KUMAR TODI,SHIV KUMAR TODI,KAMAL KUMAR 
TODI,MURALILAL TODI trading as M/s Madan Gopal Hoseiry , 156, Jamunalal Bajaj Street, 
Kolkata - 700 007, West Bengal 
MADAN GOPAL HOSIERY

187590 - 1: Proprietor Altered to BASF SE , CARL - BOSCH - STRASSE 38, LUDWIGSHAFEN AM 
RHEIN,  
GERMANY. 
WILSON DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICALS (P) LTD.

1583368 - 35: Proprietor Altered to SIMPLER CONSULTING, L.P,. , Three Gateway Center,401 
Liberty Avenue 22nd Floor, Pittsburgh,PA 15222 
SIMPLER CONSULTING, INC.

801790 - 1, 803654 - 2, 801789 - 1, 803652 - 2, 803653 - 2, 801788 - 1: Proprietor Altered to EVONIK 
DEGUSSA GMBH, , D-45128 Essen, Germany, 
DEGUSSA - HULS AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, DEGUSSA - HULS AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT,

1690725 - 9, 1674390 - 9, 1572123 - 9: Proprietor Altered to CASSIDIAN SAS , 1 BOULEVARD 
JEAN MOULIN, ZAC DE LA CLEF SAINT PIERRE, 78990 ELANCOURT, FRANCE 
EADS SECURE NETWORKS, EADS SECURE NETWORKS

768470 - 30, 768469 - 30, 799240 - 30: Proprietor Altered to MEIJI CO. LTD. , 2-10. Shinsuna 1-
chome, Koto-ku. Tokyo. Japan 
MEIJI CO.LTD., MEIJI SEIKA KAISHA LIMITED

946405 - 28, 946404 - 12: Proprietor Altered to RAZOR USA LLC . , NO. 80, NAN DEE LANE, SHAN 
HSI VILL, SHOU SHUI HSIANG, CHANG HUA HSIEN, TAIWAN, R.O.C. , 16200-A Carmenita Road, 
Cerritos, CA 90703 
J. D. COMPONENTS CO. LTD., J. D. COMPONENTS CO. LTD.

874161 - 16, 797968 - 16, 885971 - 16, 885973 - 16, 885972 - 16, 878490 - 16, 797965 - 16, 874162 - 
16, 874163 - 16, 797966 - 16: Proprietor Altered to THE CENTRAL PULP MILLS LTD. , P.O Central 
Pulp 
Mills, Fort Songadh 3 9 4 6 6 0 , District Surat in the state of Gujarat. 
J. K. CORP LIMITED, JK CORP. LIMITED, J. K. CORP LIMITED, J. K. CORP. LIMITED, JK LAKSHMI 
CEMENT LIMITED.

806655 - 9: Proprietor Altered to HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL INC. , 101 COLUMBIA ROAD, 
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY 07962, USA. 
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C & K SYSTEMS, INC.

797680 - 3: Proprietor Altered to FASHION BOX S.P.A. , Via Marcoai I, Asolo _ Frazione Casella 
(Treviso),Italy 
FASHION BOX GROUP S.P.A.

519386 - 9: Proprietor Altered to SIEMENS SCHWEIZ AG , FREILAGERSTRASSE 40, 8047 
ZURICH, SWITZERLAND 
SIEMENS AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

795365 - 11: Proprietor Altered to MERO-TSK INTERNATIONAL GMBH & CO. KG , MAX-
MENGERINGHAUSEN-STR. 5, 97084 WUERZBURG, GERMANY 
MERO-RAUMSTRUKTUR GMBH & CO. WUERZBURG

795367 - 20, 795541 - 20, 795366 - 19, 795364 - 6: Proprietor Altered to MERO-SYSTEME GMBH & 
CO. KG , MAX - MENGERINGHAUSEN - STR. 5, 97084 WUERZBURG, GERMANY. 
MERO-RAUMSTRUKTUR GMBH & CO. WUERZBURG, MERO GMBH & CO. KG

793430 - 6, 793429 - 11: Proprietor Altered to HHG GLOBAL DESIGNS LLC , 1 NORTH 
BRENTWOOD BLVD., 15TH FLOOR ST. LOUIS MO 63105 
MAITLAND-SMITH FURNITURE INDUSTRIES, INC.

934128 - 15: Proprietor Altered to JACKSON/CHARVEL MANUFACTURING, INC . , 8860 East 
Chaparral Road, Suit 
100, Scottsdale, Arizona 85250, USA a Delaware Corporation . 
AKAI MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

793430 - 6, 793429 - 11: Proprietor Altered to MSI FURNITURE, INC . , 1925 Eastchetes Drive. High 
Point, NC 27265 
MAITLAND-SMITH, INC.

795364 - 6, 795367 - 20, 795541 - 20, 795366 - 19: Proprietor Altered to MERO-TSK 
INTERNATIONAL GMBH & CO. KG , MAX-MENGERINGHAUSEN-STR. 5, 97084 WUERZBURG, 
GERMANY 
MERO-SYSTEME GMBH & CO. KG

792518 - 3: Proprietor Altered to VIONNET S.P.A. , PIAZZA FILIPPO MEDA, 3 20121 MILAN ITALY 
GUY WATELIN

792349 - 12: Proprietor Altered to FIRTH RIXSON LIMITED , P.O. BOX 644, MEADOWHALL ROAD, 
SHEFFIELD, S9 IJD, UNITED KINGDOM. 
FIRTH RIXSON PLC.

804428 - 9, 804429 - 16, 804437 - 28, 804435 - 16, 804436 - 25, 804431 - 28, 804434 - 9, 804427 - 25, 
804430 - 25, 804426 - 16: Proprietor Altered to HODDER & STOUGHTON LIMITED , 338, EUSTON 
ROAD,LONDON NW1 3BH 
CHORION RIGHTS LIMITED, CHORION RIGHTS LTD., CHORION RIGHTS LIMITED, ENID BLYTON 
LIMITED,

795689 - 5, 741364 - 30: Proprietor Altered to MASOLIN HERBAL, PRIVATE LIMITED . , 1, British 
Indian Street, Kolkata-700 069, West Bengal, India . 
PARAS HERBALS

1738257 - 42: Proprietor Altered to NICCO ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED , NICCO HOUSE, 2 
HARE STREET, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA. 
NICCO CORPORATION LIMITED

2355389 - 5, 2355390 - 5, 1659214 - 35, 1659213 - 5: Proprietor Altered to P.V.M.SARATH 
BABU,P.HEMALATHA trading as DOLPHIN LIFE SCIENCES , D.No:16—11-16/70. Sripuram 
Colony, 
Moosarambagh, Hyderabad-500 036 (TS) 
DOLPHIN LIFE SCIENCES, DOLPHIN LIFE SCIENCES

1250603 - 12, 1250602 - 12, 1250601 - 12, 1250600 - 12, 1166392 - 12, 1166391 - 12, 1166390 - 12, 
1165360 - 12, 1162644 - 12, 1162643 - 12, 1162641 - 12, 1162638 - 12, 1162637 - 12, 1158396 - 12, 
1158395 - 12, 1158388 - 12, 1140209 - 12: Proprietor Altered to HONDA MOTOR CO. LTD. , f 1-1, 2-
Chome, Minami-aoyama, Minato-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan 
HONDA MOTORCYCLE & SCOOTER INDIA PVT. LTD., HONDA MOTORCYCLE & SCOOTER INDIA 
PVT. LTD., HONDA MOTORCYCLE & SCOOTER INDIA PVT. LTD., HONDA MOTORCYCLE AND 
SCOOTER INDIA PVT. LTD., HONDA MOTORCYCLE & SCOOTER INDIA PVT. LIMITED

1578443 - 33, 1578444 - 33, 1598961 - 33: Proprietor Altered to BECLE, S.A. DE C.V. , Av. Rio 
Churubusco 213 Granjas Mexico Anil y Avena Iztacalco Mexico DF, 08400 
ROMO HERMANAS S.A DE C.V, ROMO HERMANAS S.A DE C.V

1667108 - 9, 1667109 - 41, 1667110 - 42: Proprietor Altered to THUNDERHEAD (ONE) LIMITED. , 
Ingeni Building, 17 Broadwick Street, Soho, London, WIF ODJ, United Kingdom 
THUNDERHEAD LIMITED
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1615633 - 9, 2061431 - 17: Proprietor Altered to SH. PREMA RAM CHOUDHARY. , PLOT NO. A-
28/1/6, ROAD NO.-15, IDA NAEHARAM, HYDERABAD, TELENGANA-500076, INDIA. 
VIJAYA LAXMI ENTERPRISES, VIJAY LAXMI ENTERPRISES

807652 - 1, 807651 - 3: Proprietor Altered to JIVESHBHAI DHIRENBHAI MARFATIA,Alkaben 
Dhirenbhai Marfatia trading as SHREE ARBUDA CHEMICAL IND. , Near Express Highway Corner, 
Jashodanagar, Ahmedabad 380026, Gujarat - India. 
SHREE ARBUDA CHEMICAL IND., SHREE ARBUDA CHEMICAL IND.

1781419 - 5, 1781416 - 5, 1781415 - 5, 1781414 - 5, 1781412 - 5, 1781410 - 5, 1781409 - 5: Proprietor 
Altered to AMIT ASHOK SHARMA. , A— 3/2, PURSHOTTAM APPARTMENT, NR. BALVATIKA 
KANKARIA, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD-380 008 GUJARAT, INDIA 
M/S. JEEWANTIKA PHARMACEUTICALS

1729733 - 16, 1729732 - 19, 1729731 - 31, 1729730 - 35, 1729729 - 36, 1729728 - 37, 1729727 - 40, 
1729726 - 41, 1729725 - 42: Proprietor Altered to ZURI HOSPITALITY SERVICES LLP , THE ZURI 
VARCA, GOA WHITE SANDS RESORT AND CASINO, VARCA BEACH, VARCA, SALCETE, GOA-
403 721, INDIA. 
ZURI HOSPITALITY PVT. LTD.

206925 - 8: Proprietor Altered to HALCO INTERNATIONAL, LLC , The State of Delaware of the 
address 341 Raven Circle, Wyoming, DE 19934, USA 
HALCO ROCK TOOLS LIMITED

226080 - 6, 226082 - 16, 226083 - 21, 226081 - 7: Proprietor Altered to TETRA LAVAL HOLDINGS & 
FINANCE S.A. , Avenue Général-Guisan 70 CH-1009 Pully, Switzerland 
AB TETRA PAK

2071531 - 17: Proprietor Altered to REKHA SHAH , 174, PIPLIYA RAO, A.B. ROAD, BEHIND 
LAGAN GARDEN, INDORE-452017 (M.P.) 
M/S. NEW KISHAN INDUSTRIES

720175 - 16, 1567535 - 36: Proprietor Altered to HDFC BANK LIMITED , HDFC Bank House, 
Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel (W), Mumbai 400 013, Maharashtra 
CENTURION BANK OF PUNJAB LIMITED

800523 - 25: Proprietor Altered to RUPA & COMPANY LIMITED , "Metro Tower", 1, -Ho-Chi-Minh 
Sarani, Kolkata - 700 071 
BINOD HOSIERY

1745051 - 7, 1745052 - 8: Proprietor Altered to HECKERT GMBH , OTTO-SCHMERBACH-STRABE 
15/17, 09117 CHEMNITZ, GERMANY 
STARRAG HECKERT AG

1614624 - 30: Proprietor Altered to MR. NILESH RAMESH THADANI , A-3 , VASTU NIKETAN 
BUNGLOWS, BEHIND SHIVAM PARTY PLOT, SAMA SAVELI, VADODARA, GUJARAT. 
M/S. MITESH FOOD PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.

1638968 - 21, 1638967 - 20: Proprietor Altered to S.P. ENTERPRISE,SAVJIBHAI DUNGARBHAI 
PARSANA,MANJULABEN SAVJIBHAI PARSANA,RAKESHBHAI SAVJIBHAI 
PARSANA,RAJESHBHAI SAVJIBHAI PARSANA,JALPABEN RAKESHBHAI 
PARSANA,NIMISHABEN RAJESHBHAI PARSANA trading as S.P. ENTERPRISE , PLOT No. G 
1614, G.I.D.C., METODA, F ROAD, STREET A 1, TAL. LODHIKA, METODA, RAJKOT (GUJARAT) 
KISHAN INDUSTRIES.

192674 - 7, 222708 - 7, 270309 - 9, 270310 - 9: Proprietor Altered to VEYANCE TECHNOLOGIES, 
INC , 703 S. Cleveland-Massillon Rd, Fairlawn, OH 44333, United States of America 
THE GOOD YEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, THE GOOD YEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, 
THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBER COMPANY

1676020 - 3, 1676019 - 3: Proprietor Altered to KOSTENKO LEONID YAKOVLEVICH , kv. 108, d.7, 
Krasnostudencheskij proezd, Moscow 127434, Russian Federation 
ZAKRYTOE AKTSYONERNOE OBSCHESTVO JUDITH

1646500 - 19, 1646499 - 19: Proprietor Altered to TUSHAR GHANSHYAMBHAI 
DHOLARIA,TUSHAR GHANSHYAMBHAI DHOLARIA,,GHANSHYAM GOVINDRAM 
DHOLARIA,HANSA GHANSHYAMBHAI DHOLARIA,RUSHIT GHANSHYAMBHAI DHOLARIA 
trading as NOBLE REFRACTORIES , 8-A, National Highway, Hasanpur, Wankaner 363622 Dist: 
Rajkot, Gujarat, INDIA, 
NOBLE REFRACTORIES, NOBLE REFRACTORIES

2383456 - 6, 2280308 - 6, 2123329 - 6, 1618631 - 6: Proprietor Altered to HOJEFA FAKHRUDDIN 
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MASKATI,HOJEFA FAKHRUDDIN MASKATI,NURUDDIN FAKHRUDDIN MASKATI trading as M/s 
MASKATI BRASS HARDWARE 
INDUSTRIES , SHED NO. A-12/B, SHANKER TEKRI, 
UDYOGNAGAR, OPP. JAMNAGAR TRANSPORT, JAMNAGAR - 361 004, 
GUJARAT, 
M/S.MASKATI BRASS HARDWARE INDUSTRIES

1569646 - 24: Proprietor Altered to JAIPRAKASH NANDLAL TALREJA , SSD TOWER, B/H. 
ASHOK MENSION, KALUPUR KOTNI RANG, AHMEDABAD-380001. GUJARAT-INDIA. 
KAY PEE FABRICS

1814193 - 30, 1814194 - 30: Proprietor Altered to MOHAN NENWANI , NATIONAL HIGHWAY NO.8, 
OPPOSITE RAILWAY MALGODAM, NEAR KRISHI MANDI, DAURAI, AJMER-305 001, 
RAJASTHAN, INDIA 
KAILASH FLOUR &&NBSP;MASALA MILL

1606219 - 5, 1606218 - 5, 1606217 - 5, 1606216 - 5: Proprietor Altered to 1) KAUSHIK KANTILAL 
SHAH, 2)DEEPAK MADHUKAR KULABKAR,DEEPAK MADHUKAR KULABKAR,KAUSHIK 
KANTLLAL SHAH trading as , B-44, MANAGEMENT ENCLAVE, NEAR NEHRU PARK, 
VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380 015. GUJARAT. INDIA. 
AMTAS ENTERPRISE, AMTAS ENTERPRISE

1616089 - 7: Proprietor Altered to HITESHBHAI V. SHAH,HITESHBHAI V. SHAH,BRINDA H. SHAH 
trading as VIDHATA INDUSTRIES. , 26, SAMRAT IND. AREA, BEHIND S.T.WORK SHOP, RAJKOT 
M/S. FTC ENGINEERING CO.

1631088 - 8: Proprietor Altered to HEMANT D. PAMBHAR , Gokuldham Main Road, Gokulnagar-
04, Gujarat Casting Street, Mavdi Plot- 380004, Rajkot, Gujarat, India. 
M/S. AKTA INDUSTRIES

1745039 - 5, 1764798 - 5, 1745040 - 5, 1745041 - 5, 1745042 - 5, 1745044 - 5, 1745045 - 5, 1764800 - 
5, 1764801 - 5, 1764797 - 5, 1764799 - 5: Proprietor Altered to FAGRIS MEDICA PVT LTD , 255, 
SATYAM MALL, JODHPUR, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD-15. 
M/S.FAGRIS MEDICA PVT. LTD., M/S.FAGRIS MEDICA PVT. LTD., FAGRIS MEDICA PVT. LTD.,

1613426 - 32: Proprietor Altered to SHRI GIRISHBHAI. DHANJIBHAI RUPARELIA , 1024, Bhawam 
Chowk, Madbavpur, Taluka -Porbander -362230, State -Gujarat, INDIA 
M/S D.V.PAN

1702587 - 24: Proprietor Altered to RAVIRAJ SAREES PVT. LTD. , M-1689 to 1692, Ground floor, 
Millennium Textile Market, Ring Road, Surat-395002 (Gujarat) 
M/S. RAVI INTERNATIONAL,

1704534 - 25: Proprietor Altered to GOFAB LIFESTYLE LLP , A/104, PARTH DUPLEX, BEHIND 
RAJNAGAR CLUB, OPP. DOCTOR HOUSE, NEAR PARIMAL GARDEN, ELLISBRIDGE, 
AHMEDABAD - 380 006 
M/S. HIGHLIFE CLOTHING PVT. LTD.,

1796252 - 41, 1796244 - 41: Proprietor Altered to MR. JAYRAJ PUROHIT , SAI RACHNA, 
PIRAMITAR ROAD, DANDIA BAZAR, VADODARA-1 (GUJARAT) 
LULLA CLASSES

166003 - 29, 195238 - 30, 195239 - 32, 234783 - 29: Proprietor Altered to DEL MONTE FOODS, INC , 
ONE MARITIME PLAZA, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94111, USA 
CALIFORNIA PACKING CORPORATION., CALIFORNIA PACKING CORPORATION, DEL MONTE 
CORPORATION

1849673 - 9, 1849674 - 9, 2201601 - 9: Proprietor Altered to KNOWLES CAPITAL FORMATION, 
INC. , 1151 Maplewood Drive, Itasca, Illinois, 60143, United States of America 
DELAWARE CAPITAL FORMATION, INC., DELAWARE CAPITAL FORMATION, INC.

835003 - 24: Proprietor Altered to PRABHATKUMAR JAWAHARLAL AGARWAL , 33-34, 
JANTANAGARSOOETY, IN 
FRONT OF D.K. PARK,LB.BHATTARROAD, SURAT,GUJARAT,India 
MAHAVIR STEEL.

821029 - 31: Proprietor Altered to SMT. ANJU AGARWAL , E-106, (A) ROAD No.7, VISHWAKARMA 
INDUSTRIAL AREA, JAIPUR (RAJ.) 
S. R. PRODUCTS

1739932 - 19: Proprietor Altered to AMBITION MICA PVT. LTD. , 10, Raghav Residency, Opp. 
Naroda GEB, Naroda - Dahegam Road, Naroda, Ahmedabad - 382330, Gujarat, India. 
M/S. VENUS PLY INDUSTRIES

1731636 - 19: Proprietor Altered to AMBITION MICA PVT. LTD. , 10, Raghav Residency, Opp. 
Naroda GEB, Naroda - Dahegam Road, Naroda, Ahmedabad - 382330, Gujarat, India. 
M/S. VENUS PLY INDUSTRIES

1731637 - 19: Proprietor Altered to AMBITION MICA PVT. LTD. , 10, Raghav Residency, Opp. 
Naroda GEB, Naroda - Dahegam Road, Naroda, Ahmedabad - 382330, Gujarat, India. 
M/S. VENUS PLY INDUSTRIES

1739426 - 19: Proprietor Altered to AMBITION MICA PVT. LTD. , 10, Raghav Residency, Opp. 
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Naroda GEB, Naroda - Dahegam Road, Naroda, Ahmedabad - 382330, Gujarat, India. 
M/S. VENUS PLY INDUSTRIES
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1698844 - 7: Proprietor Altered to PATEL AJITKUMAR TRIBHOVANDAS HUF , 1, Harinagar 
Society, Highway Road, Mehsana 
M/S. APOLLO INFRATECH PVT. LTD.,

1653329 - 35, 1653330 - 5, 1653334 - 5, 1653335 - 5, 1653331 - 5, 1653332 - 5, 1659212 - 5, 1659211 - 
5, 1659208 - 5, 1659209 - 5, 1659210 - 5, 1668734 - 5: Proprietor Altered to IMPEGNO 
PHARMACEUTICALS,ZAKIR HUSSIAN,AZEEZ UDDIN trading as IMPEGNO PHARMACEUTICALS , 
D. NO. 10-3-75/2, 28/3RT, VIJAYANAGAR COLONY, HYDERABAD AP 
IMPEGNO PHARMACEUTICALS, IMPEGNO PHARMACEUTICALS, IMPEGNO 
PHARMACEUTICALS

1567171 - 19, 1754476 - 35, 1871536 - 6, 1871537 - 19: Proprietor Altered to CHANDULAL 
KESHAVJI GAJJAR,BHARATKUMAR KESHAVJI GAJJAR,RAJNIKANT BHARATBHAI 
CHANASANA (GAJJAR),RAMAGAURI SUBHASHCHANDRA GAJJAR,VINODRAI KESHAVJI 
CHANASANA (GAJJAR) (HUF) trading as MARUTI HARDWARE , 1, THAKORBAUG, NEW CIVIL 
ROAD, MAJURAGATE, SURAT 395 002, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA 
M/S.MARUTI HARDWARE, MARUTI HARDWARE, M/S. MARUTI HARDWARE, M/S.MARUTI 
HARDWARE

1825051 - 34, 1825053 - 34: Proprietor Altered to DARPAN CHANDRAKANT 
PATEL,CHANDRAKANT DAHYABHAI PATEL,URMILABEN CHANDRAKANT PATEL,DARPAN 
CHANDRAKANT PATEL trading as M/S.SHREE KRISHNA VIJAY SUGANDHA SAGAR SNUFF 
WORKS , DHARMAJ, TALUKA - PETLAD, DIST - ANAND - 388430 (GUJARAT) 
SHRI KRISHNA VIJAY SUGANDH SAGAR SNUFF WORKS

761143 - 1, 763243 - 1: Proprietor Altered to UNICHEMA CHEMIE BV , BUURTJE 1, 2802 BE 
GOUDA, THE NETHERLANDS. 
ICI CHEMICALS AND POLYMERS LIMITED, ICI CHEMICALS AND POLYMERS LTD.

1654918 - 19: Proprietor Altered to MRS. SARITA DEVI , 6 PRM,DANTORE, TEHSIL-KHAJUWALA 
(RAJ.) 
RAJASTHAN GYPSUM INDUSTRY

1662799 - 99: Proprietor Altered to SPOERRY 1866 AG, , BERGSTRASSE 25, 8890 FLUMS, 
SWITZERLAND  
SPOERRY & CO. LTD.

1579806 - 35, 1579807 - 35: Proprietor Altered to S.V.B.CHOWDESWARA , Door No. 28-10-27, 
Masjid Street, Vijayawada-520002 
RCR COMMUNICATIONS, RCR COMMUNICATIONS

1577305 - 11: Proprietor Altered to SHASHIDHAN ENTERPRISES,MRS. SONIKA JAIN W/O. SH. 
'NEEL KAMAL JAIN trading as , H-1-1200, PHASE-III, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, SITAPURA, 
JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN 
NEELKAMAL INDUSTRIES

1608734 - 31: Proprietor Altered to SAGAR FRESHNERS PVT. LTD. , A-14, BAIS GODAM 
INDUSTRIAL AREA, JAIPUR-302006 (RAJ.) 
M/S BABA INDUSTRIES

1580684 - 9, 1580685 - 42: Proprietor Altered to LABCORE HOLDING AG , Gotthardstrasse 31, 
6300 Zug, Switzerland 
ROCHEM BIOCARE COLOMBIA SA,

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER OF THE 
FORM ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  
1571349 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to  

517224 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to UNITED STATES FILTER CORPORATION 
WALLACE TIERNAN, INC.

517224 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to SIEMENS WATER TECHNOLOGIES HOLDING 
CORPORATION 
UNITED STATES FILTER CORPORATION

518571 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to CITIZEN HOLDINGS KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
CITIZEN TOKEI KABUSHIKI KAISHA.

1778638 - 30: Proprietor Name Altered to MORARKA ORGANIC FOODS LIMITED 
MORARKA ORGANIC FOODS PVT. LTD.,

681329 - 30: Proprietor Name Altered to MAEIL HOLDINGS CO., LTD. 
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MAEIL DAIRIES CO., LTD.

933098 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to SPIRENT COMMUNICATIONS PLC. 
SPIRENT COMMUNICATIONS PIC .

237939 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to MOLEX, LLC 
MOLEX PRODUCTS COMPANY

739230 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to ROTHENBERGER S.A. 
SUPER - EGO TOOLS, S. A.

1300771 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to PHARMACIA & UPJOHN COMPANY LLC 
PHARMACIA & UPJOHN COMPANY

808914 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to ASTRIUM SERVICES BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS 
SAIT COMMUNICATIONS S. A.

1649858 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to KARUPAKLA L BALAKRISHNA KARUPAKLA L RAMESH 
KARUPAKLA R SRINAG KARUPAKLA B ALOK KARUPAKLA L ANANTH MURTHY 
KARUPAKLA L BALAKRISHNA KARUPAKLA L RAMESH KARUPAKLA R SRINAG KARUPAKLA B 
ALOK KARUPAKLA L ANANTH MURTHY

810617 - 32: Proprietor Name Altered to ANHEUSER-BUSCH, LLC 
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INCORPORATED

586798 - 12: Proprietor Name Altered to  

586797 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to  

804439 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to DREAMWORKS DISTRIBUTION LIMITED 
CLASSIC MEDIA DISTRIBUTION LIMITED

804438 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to  

759064 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to GLOBECAST FRANCE, A SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS 
SIMPLIFÉE UNIPERSONELLE 
GLOBECAST FRANCE A SIMPLIFIED JOINT STOCK COMPANY

206924 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to HALCO DIRECTIONAL DRILLING PRODUCTS LTD 
HALIFAX TOOL COMPANY LIMITED.

1951712 - 45: Proprietor Name Altered to SQUIRE SANDERS (US), LLP 
SQUIRE, SANDERS DEMPSEY (US), L.L.P

1584305 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to ALTRA POWER OF TRANSMISSION, INC 
ALTRA INDUSTRIAL MOTION, INC.

2379279 - 35: Proprietor Name Altered to  

1951712 - 45: Proprietor Name Altered to SQUIRE, SANDERS DEMPSEY (US), L.L.P 
SQUIRE, SANDERS DEMPSEY, L.L.P
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1631578 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to  

1335422 - 24: Proprietor Name Altered to  

2000179 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to MOBIVIA 
MOBIVIA GROUPE

1643841 - 35: Proprietor Name Altered to RITU VIJAYVARGIYA 
RITU VIJAYVARGIYA

229127 - 6: Proprietor Name Altered to MEDIC ALERT FOUNDATION UNITED STATES, INC 
MARION CARTER COLLINS

793430 - 6, 793429 - 11: Proprietor Name Altered to MAITLAND-SMITH, INC. 
MAITLAND-SMITH, U.S. INC.

282632 - 1: Proprietor Name Altered to  

229324 - 23: Proprietor Name Altered to ASAHI KASEI KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
ASAHI KASEI KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA .

1538914 - 2, 1538920 - 2, 1538919 - 2, 1531144 - 2, 1531143 - 2, 1504898 - 2: Proprietor Name 
Altered to BASF COATINGS GMBH 
BASF COATINGS AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

608815 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to  

222007 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to MAYTAG INTERNATIONAL, INC 
THE MAYTAG COMPANY

206925 - 8: Proprietor Name Altered to HALCO ROCK TOOLS LIMITED 
HALCO DRILLING INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

281445 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to  

187590 - 1: Proprietor Name Altered to BASF SEHWEIZ AG 
BASF SPECIALTY CHEMICALS HOLDING GMBH,

187590 - 1: Proprietor Name Altered to BASF SPECIALTY CHEMICALS HOLDING GMBH, 
CIBA HOLDING INC,

1707890 - 35: Proprietor Name Altered to  

1734299 - 35: Proprietor Name Altered to  

804432 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to DREAMWORKS DISTRIBUTION LIMITED 
ENID BLYTON LIMITED,

788210 - 12: Proprietor Name Altered to TENNECO AUTOMOTIVE INC 
TENNECO AUTOMOTIVE OPERATING COMPANY INC.

793430 - 6, 793429 - 11: Proprietor Name Altered to MAITLAND-SMITH FURNITURE INDUSTRIES, 
INC. 
MSI FURNITURE, INC .

926390 - 6: Proprietor Name Altered to BHP STEEL LIMITED 
BHP STEEL (JLA) PTY. LTD.

727048 - 5, 669123 - 5, 582323 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to SANOFI- AVENTIS 
SANOFI- SYNTHELABO

347055 - 3, 370317 - 3, 394215 - 3, 723898 - 3, 806446 - 3, 2347663 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to 
RECKITT BENCKISER (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED 
RECKITT BENCKISER INDIA LIMITED

1643479 - 7, 1643480 - 41, 1643481 - 37, 1643482 - 12, 1643483 - 35, 1917563 - 6, 1917565 - 9, 
1917566 - 11, 1917567 - 16, 1917569 - 28, 1917570 - 35, 1917571 - 36, 1917572 - 37, 1917573 - 41, 
1917574 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to MAN DIESEL & TURBO SE 
MAN DIESEL SE

230291 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to PANGBORN LLC 
THE PANGBORN CORPORATION

1622152 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to 73G/2A, Polepettai Tuticorin. 628002, Tamil Nadu 
R.G. AND COMPANY
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1789958 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to SECOND FLOOR, 14, VIDYA VIHAR COLONY, 
OPPOSITE HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK,USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD — 380013, GUAJRAT, 
INDIA 
ADARSH CREDIT CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LTD

1234887 - 10: Proprietor Address Altered to Suite 3, Level 11,1 Chifley Square, Sydney, New 
South Wales 2000, Australia 
UNITRACT SYRINGE PTY LTD.

518967 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 6A,R.N.MUKHERJEE ROAD,STEPHEN 
HOUSE,KOLKATA- 700001 
HIMANI LIMITED.

517982 - 11: Proprietor Address Altered to 100 First Stamford Place, Stamford, Connecticut 
06902, United States of America 
CRANE - ALOYCO INC

953493 - 14: Proprietor Address Altered to Via Laveggio 5, 6855 Stabio, Switzerland . 
VF INTERNATIONAL SAGL

933098 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to Northwood Park, Gatwick Road, Crawley, West Sussex 
RHIO 9XN, United Kingdom. 
SPIRENT COMMUNICATIONS PIC .

953492 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to Via Laveggio 5, 6855 Stabio, Switzerland . 
VF INTERNATIONAL SAGL

2072268 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to No. 6-3-249/3, 3rd Floor, Abhinandan Towers, Above 
axis bank, Road No. 1, Banjarahills , Hyderbad – 500 034, Telangana, India. 
OREMUS CORPORATE SERVICES PVT LTD.,
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808914 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to Avenue Guillaume Herinckx 80,1180 Brussels, Belgium 
SAIT COMMUNICATIONS S. A.

586798 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to 38-40, RUE SAINTE ZITHE, L-2763, LUXEMBOURG. 
BUGATTI INTERNATIONAL S.A. HOLDING.

1789957 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to SECOND FLOOR, 14, VIDYA VIHAR COLONY, 
OPPOSITE HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK,USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD — 380013, GUAJRAT, 
INDIA 
ADARSH CREDIT CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LTD

810353 - 32: Proprietor Address Altered to Albemarle Street, London WIS 4HQ,United Kingdom 
COMPAGNIE FINANCIERE DES PRODUITS ORANGINA

1789960 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to SECOND FLOOR, 14, VIDYA VIHAR COLONY, 
OPPOSITE HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK,USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD — 380013, GUAJRAT, 
INDIA 
ADARSH CREDIT CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LTD

586797 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 8-10, RUE MATHIAS HARDT, L-1717 LUXEMBOURG. 
BUGATTI INTERNATIONAL S.A. HOLDING.

1296544 - 21: Proprietor Address Altered to G-71, Sector 4 , DSIDC Industrial Complex, Bawana , 
New Delhi-39 
SAHARA INDIA HOME APPLIANCES

1657130 - 5, 1657128 - 1, 1657129 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to No. 31 Arcot Road, Phase I, 
Sathuvachari, Vellore 632009, Tamil Nadu, India 
M/S.LIFE AND HEALTH TECHNOLOGIES

518571 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to 1-12, 6-CHOME, TANASHI-CHO, NISHI-TOKYO-SHI, 
TOKYO-JAPAN 
CITIZEN WATCH CO. LTD.

1233574 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 53-B/5,RAMA ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA,NEW DELHI-
110015 
SEEMA COSMETICS.

1788942 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to  

806446 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 227, Okhla Industrial Estate, Phase III, Okhla, New Delhi 
110020. 
RECKITT BENCKISER (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED

1230088 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to 14/4 KACHNAR MARG ,DLF PH-1,GURGAON 122002 
STYLEGURU

1228600 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to SINGHVI INDUSTRIES 301,TARUN ENCLAVE,1st 
FLOOR, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034 
SINGHVI INDUSTRIES

1230087 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 14/4 KACHNAR MARG ,DLF PH-1,GURGAON 122002 
STYLEGURU

926390 - 6: Proprietor Address Altered to  

1643841 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to 26, Manav Ashram, Near Big Bazar, Tonk Road, 
Jaipur-302015 (Rajasthan) 
M/S. SANGUINE GLOBAL CONSULTANTS

1993020 - 5, 2011026 - 5, 2056685 - 5, 2056683 - 5, 2079350 - 5, 2079351 - 5, 2287256 - 5, 2287257 - 
5, 2287254 - 5, 1993019 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to Door No.6-20- 83, 9th Line 1st Cross 
Road , Arundelpet Guntur (A.P) 522 002. 
SUNDENTO PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.

407041 - 17: Proprietor Address Altered to 416 East Church Road,King Of Prussia,Pennsylvania 
19406-1533,United States Of America 
ELECTRO-SCIENCE LABORATORIES, INC

762353 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to 3176, Shinyoshida-cho, Kouhoku—ku, Yokahama—shi, 
Kanagawa-ken, Japan 
ANEST IWATA CORPORATION

616434 - 20: Proprietor Address Altered to Olof Palmestraat 1, 2616 LN Delft, the Netherlands. 
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INTER IKEA SYSTEMS B.V.

222007 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to 2000 N. M-63, Benton Harbor, Michigan, 49022-2692, 
USA 
MAYTAG INTERNATIONAL, INC

798526 - 26: Proprietor Address Altered to 13-4, ARAKI-CHO, SHINJUKAN-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN 
UNIHAIR CO. LTD

821980 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to UB Tower, UB City, No. 24 Vittal Mallya Road, Level 4, 
Bangalore - 560 001. 
UNITED BREWERIES LIMITED

809393 - 8: Proprietor Address Altered to Milan, Piazza Meda, No. 3.,ITALY 
SWK UTENSILERIE S.R.L

1914051 - 9, 1916764 - 9, 1729098 - 12, 1729097 - 12, 1739281 - 12, 1805136 - 12, 1739283 - 12: 
Proprietor Address Altered to 1557/949/2/2, Behrampur Road, Khandsa, Gurugram-120001 
M/S SHREE AMBA INDUSTRIES

799891 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to MARON & SANDLER,1250 FOURTH STREET, SANTA 
MONICA, CALIFORNIA,U.S.A. 
KNOWLEDGE UNIVERSE INC

555041 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to SEESATZ 17, 6204, SEMPACH, SWITZERLAND 
B. BRAUN MEDICAL AG

1589034 - 19: Proprietor Address Altered to  

147354 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to KAISER-WILHELM-ALLEE, 51373 LEVERKUSEN, 
GERMANY. 
BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

1662136 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 32-12 Koroen, Settsu, Osaka 566-0034, Japan 
MITSUBOSHI DIAMOND INDUSTRIAL CO. LTD.

591305 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to 250,2-KA, Taepyung-Ro, ChungKu, Seoul 
SAMSUNG CORPORATION.

1592003 - 2: Proprietor Address Altered to #9, 10, 5TH CROSS, YOGESH NAGAR, KEMPAPURA, 
BANGALORE. 560024, KARNATAKA 
LEO PRODUCTS

795725 - 24: Proprietor Address Altered to Wapenstilstandlaan 47, 2600 Berchem, Belgium 
BARTEX CORPORATION
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1335422 - 24: Proprietor Address Altered to 206 Gharwala jaw, Mandia Road,Pali Marwar,pali 
Rajsthan-306401 
PRAKASH CLOTH MILLS

1201974 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to 200 Innovation Way,Akron,Ohio 44316,United States 
Of America 
THE GOODYEAR TIRE &&NBSP;RUBBER COMPANY

1697828 - 11: Proprietor Address Altered to 11, BARCELONA IND ESTATES, S.P.RING ROAD 
CIRCLE, ODHAV, AHMEDABAD -382415. GUJARAT - INDIA. 
BANSI ENTERPRISE

423123 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to  

584450 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to P.O. Jagdishpur Industrial Area, District Sultanpur 227 
817, Uttar Pradesh, India. 
INDO GULF FERTILISERS AND CHEMICALS CORPORATION LIMITED.

575867 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to MOOR LANE MILL, MOOR LANE, LANCASTER, 
ENGLAND 
REEBOK INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

1075642 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to PLOT NO.33 TO 37,SURVEY NO 942,CHINTAPADA 
ROAD,H,NO.1,PALGHAR,MAHARASHTRA,INDIA. 
SUNDARAM MULTI PAP LTD

1524962 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to G-236 GROUND FLOOR, SECTOR 57 GURGAON 
122001 HARYANA 
PUNEET SARDANA

478722 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to M-86, GREATER KAILASH-1, NEW DELHI - 110 048. 
WOMAN'S WORLD COSMETIC DIVISION.

1205768 - 9, 1223276 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 129,Samsung-ro Yeongtong-gu Suwon-si 
Gyeonggi-do Korea (South) 
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO. LTD.

1592302 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to 60 Crossways Park Drive West, Woodbury, NY 11797, 
Minnesota, USA. 
BEVERAGE MARKETING USA, INC

206925 - 8: Proprietor Address Altered to Armytage Road, Brighouse, West Yorkshire, HD6 IQF, 
UK 
HALCO INTERNATIONAL, LLC

1591927 - 99, 1591929 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to Via Pietro Paleocapa, 7, 20121 Milano, 
Italy 
MANULI RUBBER INDUSTRIES S.P.A

517981 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to 100 First Stamford Place, Stamford, Connecticut 06902, 
United States of America 
CRANE - ALOYCO INC

1428533 - 3, 799069 - 3, 1364197 - 14, 726106 - 3, 726107 - 9, 890306 - 14, 726108 - 25, 799070 - 9, 
726109 - 18, 799073 - 24: Proprietor Address Altered to Via Goldoni, 10-20129 Milano, ITALY 
DOLCE & GABBANA TRADEMARKS S.R.L.

517979 - 19: Proprietor Address Altered to 100 First Stamford Place, Stamford, Connecticut 
06902, United States of America 
CRANE - ALOYCO INC

517980 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 100 First Stamford Place, Stamford, Connecticut 06902, 
United States of America 
CRANE - ALOYCO INC

1085879 - 12, 821782 - 12, 906099 - 12, 1273415 - 12, 800011 - 12, 760429 - 12: Proprietor Address 
Altered to APOLLO TYRES LIMITED, Apollo House,7,Institutional Area,Sector-32,Gurgaon-
122001,Haryana 
APOLLO TYRES LIMITED

478718 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to M-86, GREATER KAILASH-1, NEW DELHI - 110 048. 
SHAHNAZ HERBAL

1625706 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 15th Floor, Mittal Towers, C Wing, Nariman Point, 
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Mumbai 400 021 
YUSUF IQBAL YUSUF

1226826 - 31, 1226825 - 30, 1226824 - 29, 1226827 - 32: Proprietor Address Altered to 5 
A,SHANKER GALI,GOVIND MOHALLA,HAIDERPUR,DELHI-110088 
AFM FOODS LIMITED

393989 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to  

1226766 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to House no.4/Vii,sanjenthong Officers colony,Imphal 
East district,Manipur,Imphal-795001 
MS. T. ESTHER

796097 - 6, 796098 - 20: Proprietor Address Altered to Via Friedrich Hoppe, CH-7537 Müstair, 
Switzerland 
DAMAYANTI RAMACHANDRAN

1645858 - 5, 1645857 - 5, 1715132 - 5, 2081300 - 5, 1657951 - 5, 1715128 - 5, 1754404 - 5, 1645856 - 
5, 1645854 - 5, 1724185 - 5, 1645860 - 5, 1997329 - 5, 1645862 - 5, 1798577 - 5, 1645855 - 5, 1715132 
- 5, 1778301 - 5, 1645853 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to Survey NO.135/139,Bilakhia House, 
Muktanand Marg, Chala, Vapi ,Gujarat - 396 191 
M/S. MERIL LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED

1799385 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to 2, AJAY ESTATE, GUJARAT BOTTLING ROAD, NR. 
KEWAL KANTA, RAKHIAL,AHMEDABAD - 23. GUJARAT - INDIA 
GAJJAR ENGINEERING WORKS.

1799379 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to "2, AJAY ESTATE, GUJARAT BOTTLING ROAD, NR. 
KEWAL KANTA, RAKHIAL,AHMEDABAD - 23. GUJARAT - INDIA. 
GAJJAR ENGINEERING WORKS.

2342181 - 41: Proprietor Address Altered to 1503-1505, Remi Commercio, Plot No. 14,Shah 
Industrial Estate, off. Veera Desai Road, Andheri ( West),Mumbai , Maharashtra ' 400 053 
KOOH SPORTS PVT LTD

CANCELLATION OF REGISTRED TRADE MARK  
1614073 - 99: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1609239 - 12: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1630121 - 35: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1630120 - 14: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1658796 - 24: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1655837 - 24: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated
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282542 - 1: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated

1699231 - 42: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1717234 - 33: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1658798 - 27: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

2738612 - 30, 2738611 - 29, 2788759 - 31, 2788760 - 32, 2788761 - 35, 2788762 - 43, 2891359 - 43: 
The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an affidavit of 
Dated

1645582 - 16: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1623408 - 15: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

2277067 - 25: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1623414 - 27: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1655824 - 15: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

2584506 - 39: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1658789 - 8: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated

1684030 - 5: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated

1675062 - 99: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1655821 - 8: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated

1658779 - 15: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

2587382 - 29, 2587384 - 31, 3068395 - 29, 3068396 - 30, 3068397 - 31, 2403326 - 16, 2483469 - 29, 
2338155 - 29, 2367323 - 29: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by 
the virtue of an affidavit of Dated

1623415 - 28: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1653325 - 16: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1645581 - 41: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1655871 - 39: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1658799 - 28: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1623411 - 22: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1655869 - 27: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1658795 - 22: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
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an affidavit of Dated

1658787 - 39: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1655827 - 22: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1618936 - 16: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1655841 - 39: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1655830 - 8: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated

1623416 - 39: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1970662 - 41: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1623405 - 8: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated

1658783 - 24: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated
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1658792 - 15: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1655839 - 27: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1658785 - 27: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1618933 - 16: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1658776 - 8: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated

1655870 - 28: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1640493 - 43: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1626480 - 99: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1658782 - 22: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1618934 - 38: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1803414 - 5: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated

1658800 - 39: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1590910 - 42: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1801946 - 6: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated

GOODS AND SERVICES DELETED IN THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK  
1589659 - 99: the goods/Service details pertaining to class(s) 33 has been deleted. 
 

1633585 - 99: the goods/Service details pertaining to class(s) 35 has been deleted. 
 

1633585 - 99:  

1598556 - 99:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the 
goods 'MACHINES & MACHINE TOOLS, MOTORS, PUMPS & ENGINES, MACHINE COUPLING & 
TRANSMISSION, COMPONENTS, AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS (OTHER THAN HAND 
OPERATED); ROTORS, ACCESSORIES & FITTINGS THEREFOR ' of class 7 from the goods for 
which the trademark is registered. 

1598556 - 99:  

1560197 - 28: The designation of goods in respect of this trade mark is restricted by striking out 
the goods ie ' from the goods for which the trademark is registered

1633585 - 99: the goods/Service details pertaining to class(s) 37 has been deleted. 
 

1633585 - 99:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the 
goods 'MACHINES & MACHINE TOOLS, MOTORS, PUMPS & ENGINES, MACHINE COUPLING & 
TRANSMISSION, COMPONENTS, AGRICULTRAL IMPLEMENTS (OTHER THAN HAND 
OPERATED); ROTORS, ACCESSORIES & FITTINGS THEREFOR. ' of class 7 from the goods for 
which the trademark is registered. 

1633585 - 99: the goods/Service details pertaining to class(s) 11 has been deleted. 
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1633585 - 99: the goods/Service details pertaining to class(s) 42 has been deleted. 
 

1633585 - 99:  

1598556 - 99: the goods/Service details pertaining to class(s) 37 has been deleted. 
 

1582812 - 5:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the 
goods 'MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES. ' of class 5 
from the goods for which the trademark is registered. 

1598556 - 99:  

1598556 - 99:  

517766 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 10, GOVERNMENT PLACE, EAST KOLKATA - 700 
069.

297348 - 33: Address for Service is altered to F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW 
DELHI - 110 062.

299813 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 53, SYED AMIR ALI AVENUE, CALCUTTA - 700 019.

1538914 - 2: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

226081 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 10 GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST.,KOLKATA 700069.
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142500 - 4: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

226080 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 10 GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST.,KOLKATA 700069.

142062 - 8: Address for Service is altered to 10, GOVERNMENT PLACE, EAST KOLKATA - 700 
069.

1704534 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 98/3, L COLONY, P.O. POLYTECHNIC, 
AHMEDABAD -380 015.

935641 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI 
- 110025

439989 - 7: Address for Service is altered to D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 
110049

741091 - 2: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

517224 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

142507 - 4: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

226083 - 21: Address for Service is altered to FLAT NO. 021, MAHAGUN MAESTRO, PLOT F21A, 
SECTOR-50, NOIDA-201301, UTTAR PRADESH

142502 - 4: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1373325 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, 
Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201301, Uttar Pradesh, India

517507 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, 
CALCUTTA - 700 001.

1644051 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

517653 - 9: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

517418 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 17 CHAKRABERIA ROAD (SOUTH), KOLKATA 
700025,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

741364 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR 
(TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

742225 - 1: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA 
SECTOR 27 GURGAON-122002

142509 - 4: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

142501 - 4: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

936514 - 16: Address for Service is altered to A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 
019.

142506 - 4: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

142503 - 4: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

735534 - 19, 735535 - 17, 735536 - 17, 735543 - 19, 840827 - 17, 840828 - 19: Address for Service is 
altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

934129 - 15: Address for Service is altered to MEHER CHAMBERS 4TH & 5TH FLOORS, R.K. 
MARG, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 038.

439790 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 17 CHAKRABERIA ROAD (SOUTH), KOLKATA 
700025,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

335727 - 16: Address for Service is altered to A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 
019.

1130607 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 
110 006

206924 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
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CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

810617 - 32: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 
27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

940475 - 8: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

1232352 - 2: Address for Service is altered to KHUKHRANA COMPLEX, KRISHNA NAGAR, NR. 
ADARSH NAGAR, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB

808914 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 216 AMARCHAND TOWERS, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE- PHASE-III, NEW DELHI - 110020.

752794 - 17: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA 
SECTOR 27 GURGAON-122002
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810617 - 32: Address for Service is altered to DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, 
AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

1228620 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 412 - A, KIRTI SHIKHAR, ANSAL TOWERS, 
DISTRICT CENTRE, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI - 110058

799240 - 30: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

917456 - 9: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

806173 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 10, GOVERNMENT PLACE, EAST KOLKATA - 700 
069.

806655 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

214708 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1228330 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

408088 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 293, R.P.S. FLATS, SHEIKH SARAI PHASE-1 NEW 
DELHI 110017

517506 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, 
CALCUTTA - 700 001.

1761792 - 41: Address for Service is altered to SATYAM CORPORATE SQUARE, BLOCK-B, 
BEHIND RAJPATH CLUB, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380 054, GUJARAT

1127683 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005

237044 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

805098 - 5: Address for Service is altered to DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, 
AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

759064 - 9: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 
27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

983216 - 9: Address for Service is altered to S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES, 288/1,B.B. 
CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

801789 - 1: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

226082 - 16: Address for Service is altered to FLAT NO. 021, MAHAGUN MAESTRO, PLOT F21A, 
SECTOR-50, NOIDA-201301, UTTAR PRADESH

1606611 - 14: Address for Service is altered to REMANEEYAM, P.O. AVITTATHUR, THRISSUR, 
PIN - 680 683, KERALA,INDIA.

1606623 - 14: Address for Service is altered to REMANEEYAM, P.O. AVITTATHUR, THRISSUR, 
PIN - 680 683, KERALA,INDIA.

319034 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New 
Delhi-110001

801790 - 1: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

790255 - 24: Address for Service is altered to FLAT GA, AR VILLA, OLD NO. 13, NEW NO. 31, 3RD 
MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020, INDIA

805583 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

2149066 - 10: Address for Service is altered to 2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, 
Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201303, Uttar Pradesh, India

576179 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

212636 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 10, GOVERNMENT PLACE, KOLKATA - 700 069, 
INDIA.

1607889 - 29: Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, 
CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
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477178 - 30, 1875931 - 30, 477179 - 29, 840408 - 29, 918094 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

1228600 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW 
DELHI-110 005.

1330367 - 32: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

263254 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 501, VISHWA NANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI 
(EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

591909 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 3-E1, COURT CHAMBERS, NEW MARINE LINES 
ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 020.

792043 - 1: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA 
SECTOR 27 GURGAON-122002
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588200 - 25: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1592024 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI 
- 600 026.

1631088 - 8: Address for Service is altered to A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, 
Ahmedabad 380009. India

472560 - 32: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1531549 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

793430 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

1595401 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD 
KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT

792046 - 17: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA 
SECTOR 27 GURGAON-122002

793429 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

792238 - 3: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1074526 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD GUINDY CHENNAI 
600032 INDIA

792746 - 12: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, 
New Delhi - 110001, India

1522180 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, 
SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005 NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
(HARYANA)

1526789 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, 
SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005 NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
(HARYANA)

1567171 - 19: Address for Service is altered to YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, 
POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

821029 - 31, 909513 - 31, 1118125 - 31: Address for Service is altered to M-118-B, MAHESH 
COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

1606625 - 14: Address for Service is altered to REMANEEYAM, P.O. AVITTATHUR, THRISSUR, 
PIN - 680 683, KERALA,INDIA.

827761 - 2: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 
27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

1524962 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL 
NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.

1523494 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-483, KNK HOUSE, MEERA BAGH, PASCHIM 
VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063,INDIA.

478722 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 4, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI- 
110 001.

1127704 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005

1127693 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005

1130124 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL 
NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.

1137158 - 14: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, 
New Delhi - 110001, India

1133615 - 30: Address for Service is altered to F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL 
MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
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1134064 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 
110 006

1127702 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005

1127701 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005

1140249 - 30: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1205908 - 21, 1205907 - 8: Address for Service is altered to 303 RG COMPLEX I PRASHANT 
VIHAR SECTOR 14 ROHINI DELHI 110085

482228 - 19: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1227507 - 16, 1227506 - 16, 1227508 - 16, 1227509 - 16, 1227505 - 16: Address for Service is 
altered to 120 (OLD) LAWYERS CHAMBERS SUPREME COURT NEW DELHI

229324 - 23: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
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482220 - 11: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1520909 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL 
NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.

1519974 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1201476 - 5, 1201467 - 5, 1222345 - 5, 1201474 - 5, 1201472 - 5, 1201466 - 5, 1201465 - 5, 1222343 - 
5, 1201464 - 5, 1239491 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, 
NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

206925 - 8: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1223672 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008

805318 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR 
(TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

517771 - 3, 517768 - 25, 517772 - 18, 517767 - 18: Address for Service is altered to 53 SYED AMIR 
ALI AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

934128 - 15: Address for Service is altered to MEHER CHAMBERS 4TH & 5TH FLOORS, R.K. 
MARG, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 038.

297234 - 6, 297239 - 6, 297248 - 6, 1271204 - 6, 297242 - 6, 297247 - 6, 297238 - 6, 297250 - 6: 
Address for Service is altered to M-19 A, South Extension Part- II, New Delhi - 110049.

574903 - 19: Address for Service is altered to HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE 
MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069

479968 - 7, 427013 - 11, 481282 - 7, 579058 - 11, 474735 - 11: Address for Service is altered to B K 
HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

475199 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1568560 - 99: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

1765097 - 10: Address for Service is altered to 2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, 
Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201301, Uttar Pradesh, India

1578443 - 33, 1578444 - 33, 1598961 - 33: Address for Service is altered to PLOT NO. B-28, 
SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

855993 - 25, 2106846 - 25, 2106841 - 25, 1705703 - 35, 855994 - 16, 1515949 - 3, 2106845 - 35: 
Address for Service is altered to PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, 
GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

1280473 - 25: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1825053 - 34, 1825051 - 34: Address for Service is altered to YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM 
AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

206925 - 8: Address for Service is altered to PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL 
AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

594967 - 7, 758748 - 7, 1550511 - 7: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH 
NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

1732817 - 40, 1732816 - 39, 1702187 - 40, 1702186 - 39: Address for Service is altered to 
NANAVATI ASSOCIATES Advocates, Patent & Trade Mark Attorneys Satyam Corporate Square, 
Block-B, B/h Rajpath Club, Off S G Road, Bodakdev, Ahmedabad

720175 - 16, 1567535 - 36: Address for Service is altered to 74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, 
Mumbai-400018

1638776 - 19: Address for Service is altered to 216, V. V. COMM. COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, 
DHEBARBHAI ROAD, RAJKOT-360 001(GUJARAT).

1483826 - 36, 1483827 - 37: Address for Service is altered to 208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI 
NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

800523 - 25: Address for Service is altered to EMERALD HOUSE,1B,OLD POST OFFICE 
STREET,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
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1638968 - 21, 1638967 - 20: Address for Service is altered to GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, 
SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, 
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

740574 - 16, 1670768 - 39, 842210 - 12, 857890 - 12, 768799 - 12, 768792 - 12, 741390 - 16, 768796 - 
12, 768795 - 12, 1493745 - 12, 1588907 - 12, 1262833 - 37, 1262834 - 37, 688244 - 12, 740573 - 12, 
243132 - 12: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1700872 - 33, 1700874 - 33, 1700875 - 33, 1747021 - 33, 1747022 - 33, 1747023 - 33, 1849556 - 33: 
Address for Service is altered to D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

796097 - 6, 796098 - 20: Address for Service is altered to 501/7, LANE W-21A, WESTERN AVENUE, 
SAINIK FARMS NEW DELHI-62

1773693 - 30, 2072856 - 30: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 
ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

435297 - 4, 435298 - 2, 435299 - 16, 441496 - 1: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE 
AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL 
REGION INDIA

412652 - 9: Address for Service is altered to D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

1585477 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 52,SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW 
DELHI-1120 025.
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1094710 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 145/B,CD BLOCK,DDA FLATS,PITAM PURA,DELHI 
110 088,INDIA.

166003 - 29, 195239 - 32, 234783 - 29, 195238 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH 
MUKHERJEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 025.

1236531 - 37: Address for Service is altered to B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, 
GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

167674 - 5, 390926 - 33, 220347 - 33, 220339 - 8, 220336 - 4, 220334 - 2: Address for Service is 
altered to 7th FLOOR, CORPORATE HOUSE, SARKHEJ - GANDHINAGAR HIGHWAY, JUDGES 
BUNGLOWS CROSS ROAD, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380054, GUJARAT

960378 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, CALCUTTA- 700 025.
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APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
799263 9 14/03/2018 14:08:53
799264 9 14/03/2018 14:10:20
1168411 21 12/03/2018 16:23:36
1168417 29 12/03/2018 16:24:04
1168418 16 12/03/2018 16:25:00
1168419 21 12/03/2018 16:25:22
1168429 31 12/03/2018 16:25:46
1168430 16 12/03/2018 16:26:06
1168453 9 12/03/2018 16:26:27
1168454 9 12/03/2018 16:26:50
1168455 9 12/03/2018 16:27:20
1168456 11 12/03/2018 16:28:52
1168457 21 12/03/2018 16:29:38
1168463 30 12/03/2018 16:30:00
1168464 5 12/03/2018 16:30:56
1168520 5 12/03/2018 16:32:28
1168521 5 12/03/2018 16:33:22
1168522 5 12/03/2018 16:34:02
1168549 3 12/03/2018 16:34:32
1168553 9 12/03/2018 16:56:27
1168558 5 12/03/2018 16:56:51
1168566 3 12/03/2018 16:57:14
1168567 5 12/03/2018 16:57:37
1168568 7 12/03/2018 16:57:57
1168570 11 12/03/2018 16:58:16
1168571 30 12/03/2018 16:58:34
1168572 21 12/03/2018 16:58:52
1168573 30 12/03/2018 16:59:40
1168574 30 12/03/2018 17:00:01
1168606 9 12/03/2018 17:00:42
1168607 7 12/03/2018 17:01:02
1168661 25 12/03/2018 17:01:38
1172655 22 15/03/2018 15:16:23
1172656 22 15/03/2018 15:17:12
1172657 22 15/03/2018 12:50:28
1172664 11 15/03/2018 12:51:02
1172665 11 15/03/2018 12:51:56
1172672 16 15/03/2018 12:52:28
1172674 30 15/03/2018 12:52:59
1172676 17 15/03/2018 12:53:28
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APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1172676 17 15/03/2018 12:53:28
1172697 8 15/03/2018 12:56:49
1172698 9 15/03/2018 12:57:23
1172699 11 15/03/2018 12:58:34
1172700 16 15/03/2018 12:59:02
1172701 21 15/03/2018 12:59:37
1172702 25 15/03/2018 13:00:05
1172703 28 15/03/2018 13:00:57
1172704 30 15/03/2018 13:01:42
1172705 32 15/03/2018 13:02:18
1172720 16 15/03/2018 14:15:58
1172726 32 15/03/2018 14:16:43
1172727 3 15/03/2018 14:17:22
1172729 3 15/03/2018 14:17:59
1172740 30 15/03/2018 14:24:23
1172741 30 15/03/2018 14:25:07
1172742 5 15/03/2018 14:25:43
1172874 9 15/03/2018 14:26:41
1172875 16 15/03/2018 14:39:59
1172876 28 15/03/2018 14:42:50
1172908 5 15/03/2018 14:44:06
1172910 5 15/03/2018 14:44:43
1172914 16 15/03/2018 14:45:23
1172917 9 15/03/2018 14:46:07
1172919 3 15/03/2018 14:46:42
1172935 32 15/03/2018 14:49:40
1172938 1 15/03/2018 14:50:52
1172947 9 15/03/2018 14:52:07
1172976 19 15/03/2018 14:53:15
1172977 19 15/03/2018 15:19:59
1172978 19 15/03/2018 14:54:36
1172979 19 15/03/2018 14:56:30
1172980 19 15/03/2018 15:00:40
1172988 16 15/03/2018 15:21:40
1172997 16 15/03/2018 15:01:37
1173004 16 15/03/2018 15:02:11
1173005 9 15/03/2018 15:02:45
1173047 9 15/03/2018 15:04:32
1173065 1 15/03/2018 15:05:03
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1173066 3 15/03/2018 15:05:50
1173067 4 15/03/2018 15:06:59
1173068 5 15/03/2018 15:07:52
1173069 7 15/03/2018 15:08:24
1173071 11 15/03/2018 15:09:01
1173073 21 15/03/2018 16:02:09
1173074 32 15/03/2018 16:02:57
1173075 33 15/03/2018 16:03:32
1173076 1 15/03/2018 16:04:15
1173076 1 15/03/2018 16:04:15
1173077 3 15/03/2018 16:05:03
1173078 4 15/03/2018 16:05:41
1173079 5 15/03/2018 16:06:48
1173080 7 15/03/2018 16:07:28
1173081 9 16/03/2018 16:13:53
1173082 11 16/03/2018 16:15:06
1173082 11 16/03/2018 16:15:06
1173084 21 16/03/2018 16:15:35
1173085 32 16/03/2018 16:16:38
1173086 33 16/03/2018 16:16:07
1173087 1 16/03/2018 16:23:33
1173088 3 16/03/2018 16:24:08
1173089 4 16/03/2018 16:25:04
1173090 5 16/03/2018 16:25:33
1173091 7 16/03/2018 16:26:04
1173092 9 16/03/2018 16:27:01
1173093 11 16/03/2018 16:27:30
1173095 21 16/03/2018 16:28:01
1173096 32 16/03/2018 16:28:33
1173099 3 16/03/2018 16:29:35
1173100 4 16/03/2018 16:30:31
1173102 7 16/03/2018 16:32:44
1173103 9 16/03/2018 16:33:26
1173104 11 15/03/2018 16:11:01
1173105 16 16/03/2018 16:33:55
1173106 21 16/03/2018 16:34:24
1173107 32 16/03/2018 16:34:58
1173111 30 16/03/2018 16:35:27
1173114 7 16/03/2018 16:35:56
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1350805 9 12/03/2018 17:40:10
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437381 437393 536077 620260 637033
662996 753526 815228 855473 867654
926108 926723 946216 976757 1019458
1030369 1072592 1091335 1114428 1114432
1169672 1181638 1224589 1237155 1342844
1473905 1474091 1476947 1512505 1546198
1586564 1607276 1616395 1627570 1650114
1672843 1713205 1713217 1713248 1719660
1722242 1723441 1723442 1725851 1729786
1733835 1737042 1737058 1739858 1753653
1765850 1778980 1786454 1786455 1786457
1786687 1786986 1787070 1795033 1807112
1807212 1807214 1809744 1810039 1827853
1828276 1832439 1834444 1847467 1862594
1864225 1867021 1874381 1878854 1886783
1890283 1895123 1898797 1950895 1953536
1954464 1954485 1954496 1954497 1954616
1955096 1955149 1960254 1964087 1964325
1965146 1965147 1965858 1966009 1966336
1967436 1982202 1983946 1984331 1987326
1992008 1992038 1992039 1992047 1996085
1996884 2004211 2006642 2008481 2009560
2013546 2029155 2029402 2029824 2033788
2039804 2042116 2042124 2065664 2072680
2073978 2075562 2075575 2075606 2075622
2075627 2075628 2075666 2075680 2075682
2075686 2075810 2075813 2076327 2077207
2077325 2078480 2078481 2078541 2078598
2078760 2079209 2079212 2079231 2079232
2079957 2079958 2080021 2080089 2080101
2080484 2080486 2081151 2081152 2081157
2081160 2081241 2081244 2081339 2081342
2081958 2081983 2082112 2082140 2082771
2082772 2082812 2082833 2082836 2082908
2082913 2083075 2083085 2083169 2083172
2083181 2083417 2083465 2083485 2083674
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2083894 2084193 2084236 2084280 2084284
2084295 2084296 2084363 2084534 2084538
2084539 2084718 2084719 2084723 2084802
2084934 2084991 2085077 2085079 2085080
2085082 2085122 2085329 2085478 2085479
2085492 2085508 2085514 2085617 2085618
2085623 2085658 2085659 2085694 2085695
2085717 2085720 2085730 2085779 2085814
2086123 2086134 2086252 2086255 2086341
2086385 2086409 2086413 2086662 2086719
2086720 2086721 2086723 2086727 2086729
2086732 2087066 2087099 2087190 2087221
2087231 2087235 2087236 2087237 2087239
2087247 2087301 2087406 2087455 2087552
2087651 2087885 2087904 2087905 2087910
2087912 2087919 2087920 2087922 2087923
2087949 2087976 2088038 2088116 2088137
2088206 2088543 2088544 2088745 2091741
2092355 2110505 2126667 2129735 2131899
2135972 2136815 2137091 2137812 2144166
2144170 2144175 2144197 2144517 2144523
2146853 2154377 2158184 2160194 2163573
2186328 2193254 2195999 2200229 2201489
2204039 2208450 2214819 2216175 2217916
2221294 2224136 2227388 2228019 2228940
2236889 2241972 2246248 2249379 2251088
2254129 2261242 2262967 2266282 2270778
2270997 2272150 2273505 2273538 2274767
2274817 2276185 2276549 2276839 2278991
2284617 2284618 2284644 2284676 2285929
2286222 2286360 2286552 2286591 2288192
2288193 2289881 2290698 2291285 2291794
2295729 2295844 2297495 2299392 2299452
2300270 2300472 2300517 2301141 2301213
2301290 2301328 2301380 2301382 2301464
2301826 2301919 2301955 2302065 2302244
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2302490 2302520 2302522 2302523 2302578
2302635 2302931 2302933 2302934 2303425
2304216 2304321 2304323 2304334 2304419
2304420 2304704 2305229 2305599 2305610
2305611 2305612 2305911 2306479 2306945
2306948 2306980 2307774 2308197 2310663
2311066 2311067 2311075 2311661 2312239
2312488 2313149 2314436 2314628 2318757
2318783 2318784 2326806 2328488 2329914
2330242 2330340 2330343 2330611 2330770
2330771 2330793 2330886 2331013 2331014
2331125 2331219 2331223 2332400 2332610
2332619 2332644 2332822 2332896 2332975
2332976 2333961 2333975 2334118 2334119
2334694 2334695 2334911 2334913 2335591
2335620 2336280 2336362 2337046 2337048
2338042 2338312 2339010 2339012 2339013
2339435 2377486 2387695 2387697 2389535
2393020 2398826 2403443 2407088 2408614
2412352 2424285 2425162 2425169 2427873
2447826 2453595 2458542 2458816 2469269
2474703 2487347 2488271 2493442 2493443
2507029 2516261 2517186 2525169 2525555
2525560 2540388 2556130 2566294 2566508
2572958 2572959 2575373 2599546 2603887
2611470 2611471 2618414 2618416 2630919
2642350 2646155 2659855 2666460 2666461
2666462 2666465 2666514 2666515 2675735
2677071 2692097 2700364 2712827 2714202
2714750 2714751 2718319 2719389 2720885
2721053 2723955 2726736 2727478 2727481
2732252 2734767 2736091 2738572 2738574
2739553 2739556 2739661 2743306 2749897
2752236 2753128 2753131 2762426 2762434
2762753 2764480 2764482 2765937 2765944
2766161 2766162 2770539 2770541 2770542
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2771603 2771669 2771670 2772642 2772643
2774928 2775126 2777057 2777757 2780011
2782651 2782747 2783968 2783969 2784208
2784209 2784815 2785974 2786683 2786687
2786688 2787070 2787209 2787545 2788192
2788485 2788498 2788509 2788612 2788618
2789248 2789249 2789256 2789257 2789283
2789284 2789287 2789289 2789297 2789703
2789897 2789938 2790215 2790216 2790217
2798997 2814892 2819091 2819374 2821845
2821846 2827507 2830012 2834567 2838102
2845701 2850879 2852761 2853086 2855952
2856923 2859248 2860911 2861756 2861757
2861760 2862995 2865442 2866097 2867543
2867544 2870349 2878358 2886181 2886905
2889448 2889449 2904677 2908287 2909020
2910817 2910819 2910865 2911078 2922690
2928985 2934231 2937449 2939037 2939670
2942407 2960434 2962501 2963654 2964009
2964014 2964017 2974542 2981707 2981721
2982460 2989678 2991114 2991251 2993042
2999014 3000672 3000808 3015086 3020732
3024183 3024644 3026133 3026161 3026162
3026165 3027902 3031567 3034164 3039695
3042695 3043838 3053533 3055424 3056355
3056912 3058362 3058494 3075472 3075473
3075741 3080169 3082410 3085006 3085964
3097218 3105193 3105674 3107412 3112914
3112915 3112916 3112918 3114706 3122570
3123036 3125390 3125391 3131211 3135247
3135850 3137395 3139754 3139762 3139763
3139764 3139765 3141920 3145285 3148287
3156937 3161140 3164248 3166081 3167080
3169832 3171874 3174364 3177852 3177853
3180339 3181783 3182930 3191365 3193993
3193995 3194078 3196336 3198956 3200070
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3202784 3203826 3204535 3205892 3208075
3213031 3213802 3218807 3222406 3224114
3224412 3225142 3225326 3226822 3229215
3229216 3231295 3233818 3237331 3244261
3244765 3245661 3250444 3253410 3254914
3255627 3262034 3262233 3263120 3264168
3265007 3265063 3265253 3265786 3268394
3268401 3270253 3270254 3275031 3275795
3275796 3276264 3276787 3278138 3278250
3278842 3280786 3281060 3282405 3282547
3283005 3283360 3283364 3283406 3284184
3286251 3287638 3287719 3287866 3288805
3289124 3290291 3290297 3290302 3290306
3294118 3294119 3294277 3294674 3295328
3295443 3296127 3296765 3297429 3297556
3297657 3297788 3298465 3298546 3298738
3298863 3299038 3299237 3299914 3299919
3299920 3300650 3300797 3301033 3301107
3301227 3301229 3301435 3301511 3301898
3301925 3302016 3302044 3302061 3302133
3303107 3303285 3303286 3303289 3303423
3303483 3303582 3303621 3304854 3304999
3305234 3305309 3305858 3305859 3306151
3306153 3306333 3306679 3306688 3306820
3306830 3307226 3307227 3307228 3307229
3307490 3307492 3307494 3307495 3307529
3307629 3307950 3308077 3308091 3309056
3309167 3309549 3310246 3310247 3310248
3310780 3310787 3311508 3311566 3311572
3311901 3312032 3312107 3312194 3312195
3312475 3312762 3312776 3313045 3313174
3313211 3313926 3313942 3313947 3314050
3314201 3314337 3315449 3315517 3315536
3315550 3315642 3315772 3315774 3315776
3315777 3316032 3316040 3316315 3317042
3317184 3317200 3317201 3317222 3317273
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3317301 3317356 3317378 3317379 3317380
3317389 3317468 3317610 3317821 3317822
3317893 3318063 3318066 3318110 3318111
3318112 3318341 3318536 3318678 3318679
3318681 3318682 3318684 3318693 3318795
3318796 3318913 3319287 3319384 3319406
3319412 3319456 3319466 3319742 3319817
3319897 3319926 3319965 3320030 3320031
3320032 3320033 3320034 3320035 3320036
3320037 3320038 3320071 3320150 3320470
3320472 3320473 3320511 3320581 3320582
3320583 3320585 3320608 3320627 3320628
3320673 3320675 3320677 3320686 3320731
3320732 3320734 3320788 3320863 3320865
3320890 3320895 3320900 3320931 3320944
3320957 3321052 3321064 3321067 3321250
3321266 3321314 3321341 3321384 3321393
3321394 3321396 3321521 3321551 3321613
3321852 3321854 3321855 3321857 3321885
3321890 3321891 3321954 3321957 3322052
3322057 3322072 3322073 3322076 3322158
3322316 3322317 3322318 3322404 3322407
3322455 3322503 3322507 3322509 3322571
3322605 3322624 3322630 3322652 3322728
3322731 3322790 3322798 3322904 3322920
3322932 3322935 3322941 3323001 3323002
3323004 3323091 3323303 3323306 3323307
3323470 3323506 3323586 3323904 3323940
3323986 3324048 3324052 3324085 3324086
3324164 3324171 3324185 3324186 3324187
3324227 3324230 3324232 3324402 3324433
3324473 3324493 3324522 3324664 3324688
3324730 3324737 3324796 3324813 3324814
3324815 3324817 3324889 3325049 3325072
3325186 3325189 3325439 3325462 3325479
3325485 3325489 3325725 3325805 3325835
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3325842 3326175 3326217 3326218 3326224
3326232 3326249 3326356 3326357 3326363
3326467 3326583 3326597 3326609 3326627
3326643 3326645 3326709 3326723 3326951
3326990 3327030 3327031 3327032 3327034
3327035 3327036 3327037 3327086 3327212
3327213 3327307 3327334 3327352 3327391
3327492 3327720 3327774 3327778 3327779
3327781 3327839 3327872 3327874 3327878
3327935 3327975 3327976 3327980 3327986
3327987 3328035 3328039 3328040 3328045
3328078 3328080 3328196 3328257 3328260
3328275 3328292 3328314 3328384 3328408
3328456 3328457 3328471 3328480 3328502
3328516 3328518 3328523 3328637 3328687
3328692 3328738 3328797 3328822 3328936
3328969 3328994 3328995 3329056 3329062
3329110 3329114 3329189 3329260 3329265
3329270 3329284 3329389 3329569 3329625
3329638 3329664 3329666 3329685 3329686
3329769 3329781 3329791 3329795 3329799
3329831 3329836 3329949 3329951 3329952
3329980 3330168 3330265 3330266 3330269
3330270 3330282 3330361 3330366 3330375
3330379 3330380 3330412 3330413 3330435
3330477 3330519 3330543 3330552 3330596
3330749 3330750 3330752 3330784 3330806
3330909 3330922 3331006 3331092 3331096
3331097 3331098 3331102 3331142 3331144
3331145 3331151 3331168 3331263 3331282
3331283 3331288 3331289 3331334 3331337
3331372 3331374 3331375 3331376 3331377
3331378 3331380 3331381 3331392 3331401
3331498 3331773 3331782 3331785 3331787
3331789 3331828 3331831 3331851 3331852
3331875 3331931 3331941 3331946 3331949
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3331950 3332053 3332054 3332062 3332115
3332119 3332121 3332173 3332212 3332213
3332226 3332234 3332236 3332284 3332286
3332291 3332344 3332403 3332404 3332421
3332425 3332426 3332429 3332432 3332456
3332460 3332494 3332516 3332586 3332593
3332674 3332820 3332821 3332857 3332883
3332895 3332907 3332910 3332935 3332936
3332937 3332938 3332939 3332940 3332941
3332945 3332975 3332982 3333004 3333005
3333024 3333149 3333153 3333167 3333168
3333250 3333402 3333405 3333437 3333445
3333481 3333497 3333511 3333573 3333587
3333588 3333616 3333652 3333655 3333662
3333732 3333768 3333770 3333815 3333847
3333864 3333865 3333879 3333880 3333979
3333992 3333995 3334041 3334090 3334184
3334199 3334294 3334295 3334296 3334405
3334434 3334468 3334496 3334518 3334534
3334566 3334614 3334627 3334855 3334921
3334927 3334953 3335014 3335025 3335026
3335027 3335030 3335031 3335032 3335072
3335073 3335090 3335105 3335176 3335177
3335188 3335237 3335247 3335323 3335456
3335486 3335487 3335492 3335493 3335559
3335614 3335615 3335667 3335721 3335785
3335786 3335787 3335788 3335789 3335790
3335792 3335793 3335832 3335833 3335836
3335901 3335902 3335903 3335908 3335973
3336003 3336018 3336019 3336047 3336088
3336160 3336226 3336247 3336256 3336260
3336261 3336265 3336285 3336286 3336287
3336288 3336362 3336369 3336372 3336373
3336387 3336390 3336425 3336433 3336448
3336604 3336680 3336752 3336770 3336804
3336821 3336822 3336839 3336989 3336992
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3336993 3337064 3337067 3337135 3337146
3337147 3337152 3337154 3337155 3337158
3337160 3337161 3337271 3337275 3337308
3337309 3337415 3337436 3337437 3337441
3337551 3337577 3337578 3337579 3337636
3337647 3337665 3337668 3337719 3337861
3337928 3337975 3337978 3337979 3338126
3338216 3338235 3338330 3338345 3338386
3338450 3338568 3338687 3338695 3338725
3338815 3338840 3338894 3338897 3338907
3338957 3338959 3339008 3339040 3339091
3339092 3339107 3339195 3339246 3339259
3339382 3339383 3339384 3339425 3339545
3339581 3339582 3339637 3339684 3339860
3339861 3339901 3339904 3339905 3339907
3339960 3340009 3340012 3340052 3340133
3340164 3340166 3340169 3340170 3340220
3340224 3340230 3340231 3340232 3340249
3340310 3340372 3340379 3340424 3340456
3340459 3340508 3340560 3340563 3340624
3340625 3340683 3340691 3340693 3340832
3340842 3340868 3340870 3340880 3340967
3341034 3341066 3341125 3341128 3341129
3341130 3341132 3341133 3341149 3341152
3341287 3341290 3341293 3341310 3341317
3341336 3341337 3341338 3341339 3341340
3341418 3341435 3341533 3341556 3341631
3341718 3341719 3341731 3341835 3341879
3341883 3341907 3341908 3341910 3341950
3341956 3341970 3341972 3341981 3341982
3342014 3342089 3342107 3342117 3342147
3342156 3342191 3342193 3342194 3342226
3342266 3342273 3342303 3342304 3342311
3342396 3342444 3342472 3342487 3342492
3342504 3342506 3342522 3342596 3342681
3342698 3342719 3342730 3342733 3342736
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3342802 3342846 3342855 3342893 3342897
3342912 3342931 3342986 3342987 3342988
3342995 3343047 3343085 3343109 3343168
3343174 3343200 3343211 3343231 3343243
3343281 3343282 3343309 3343310 3343312
3343315 3343351 3343353 3343354 3343357
3343398 3343403 3343409 3343440 3343477
3343647 3343657 3343672 3343673 3343678
3343679 3343683 3343699 3343777 3343821
3343844 3343885 3343905 3343918 3343919
3343921 3343924 3343927 3343962 3343975
3344000 3344001 3344020 3344036 3344037
3344064 3344065 3344066 3344068 3344094
3344144 3344193 3344241 3344244 3344251
3344263 3344280 3344283 3344313 3344338
3344349 3344357 3344359 3344363 3344371
3344375 3344547 3344566 3344673 3344678
3344691 3344718 3344719 3344731 3344740
3344758 3344765 3344766 3344829 3344832
3344835 3344846 3344876 3344892 3344893
3344898 3344900 3344928 3344942 3344943
3344944 3344945 3344946 3344947 3344995
3345027 3345094 3345179 3345280 3345281
3345325 3345326 3345330 3345354 3345388
3345389 3345391 3345392 3345408 3345421
3345431 3345449 3345482 3345544 3345555
3345649 3345651 3345665 3345674 3345675
3345679 3345680 3345694 3345696 3345825
3345837 3345857 3345867 3345868 3345877
3346022 3346111 3346125 3346142 3346160
3346168 3346214 3346246 3346250 3346273
3346277 3346278 3346280 3346401 3346416
3346417 3346554 3346556 3346567 3346586
3346587 3346599 3346601 3346644 3346693
3346704 3346730 3346731 3346737 3346744
3346746 3346750 3346790 3346792 3346794
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3346795 3346796 3346800 3346843 3346847
3346914 3346916 3346917 3346923 3346926
3346950 3346954 3346956 3346979 3346997
3347007 3347037 3347072 3347076 3347081
3347108 3347115 3347122 3347184 3347204
3347205 3347217 3347235 3347260 3347264
3347266 3347318 3347321 3347335 3347400
3347402 3347403 3347411 3347417 3347432
3347436 3347437 3347472 3347475 3347485
3347491 3347494 3347496 3347499 3347527
3347528 3347529 3347584 3347600 3347602
3347619 3347630 3347673 3347757 3347802
3347843 3347914 3347916 3347921 3347922
3347925 3347926 3347928 3347929 3347965
3347974 3347995 3348054 3348055 3348057
3348058 3348065 3348070 3348074 3348077
3348078 3348081 3348158 3348160 3348178
3348183 3348238 3348265 3348309 3348314
3348331 3348365 3348366 3348367 3348375
3348376 3348383 3348389 3348401 3348459
3348469 3348481 3348583 3348632 3348654
3348709 3348710 3348713 3348714 3348725
3348727 3348728 3348730 3348731 3348732
3348733 3348736 3348813 3348860 3348883
3349013 3349014 3349031 3349086 3349127
3349145 3349146 3349149 3349180 3349182
3349184 3349196 3349220 3349224 3349225
3349226 3349320 3349385 3349394 3349395
3349409 3349410 3349416 3349418 3349419
3349421 3349443 3349499 3349502 3349507
3349508 3349596 3349624 3349643 3349649
3349735 3349745 3349766 3349769 3349774
3349802 3349826 3349827 3349848 3349849
3349853 3349878 3349880 3349904 3349917
3349968 3349982 3350024 3350025 3350033
3350047 3350084 3350095 3350154 3350155
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3350173 3350187 3350195 3350200 3350220
3350221 3350222 3350231 3350239 3350247
3350266 3350277 3350288 3350298 3350333
3350343 3350344 3350347 3350350 3350362
3350392 3350397 3350407 3350408 3350412
3350413 3350414 3350437 3350444 3350451
3350463 3350492 3350509 3350512 3350524
3350556 3350563 3350564 3350569 3350590
3350593 3350631 3350636 3350653 3350663
3350664 3350668 3350679 3350683 3350795
3350820 3350844 3350854 3350898 3350914
3350915 3350947 3350973 3350981 3350983
3351005 3351082 3351151 3351152 3351160
3351209 3351336 3351366 3351373 3351377
3351379 3351380 3351382 3351383 3351386
3351388 3351391 3351401 3351441 3351446
3351455 3351475 3351505 3351561 3351562
3351564 3351572 3351579 3351580 3351611
3351640 3351662 3351670 3351687 3351700
3351704 3351705 3351708 3351710 3351766
3351777 3351780 3351833 3351916 3351924
3351968 3352011 3352019 3352021 3352030
3352041 3352089 3352155 3352158 3352162
3352180 3352243 3352250 3352252 3352259
3352264 3352285 3352286 3352291 3352294
3352305 3352311 3352317 3352321 3352366
3352467 3352478 3352511 3352512 3352529
3352539 3352542 3352544 3352552 3352565
3352623 3352700 3352701 3352703 3352719
3352721 3352766 3352818 3352830 3352836
3352861 3352862 3352863 3352864 3352866
3352870 3352872 3352873 3352874 3352875
3352876 3352944 3352961 3353021 3353065
3353066 3353074 3353130 3353138 3353150
3353162 3353164 3353245 3353254 3353323
3353431 3353450 3353451 3353535 3353536
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3353541 3353548 3353561 3353568 3353569
3353572 3353574 3353581 3353583 3353610
3353615 3353647 3353649 3353650 3353654
3353655 3353656 3353701 3353702 3353759
3353796 3353834 3353858 3353864 3353871
3353884 3353886 3353893 3353904 3353950
3353954 3354032 3354042 3354099 3354248
3354252 3354253 3354277 3354278 3354279
3354302 3354307 3354399 3354414 3354527
3354542 3354585 3354589 3354637 3354652
3354694 3354713 3354736 3354738 3354739
3354773 3354842 3354848 3354875 3354903
3354920 3354974 3354978 3354979 3355002
3355008 3355009 3355012 3355015 3355019
3355141 3355146 3355151 3355183 3355205
3355207 3355251 3355253 3355254 3355318
3355334 3355345 3355384 3355449 3355488
3355529 3355530 3355543 3355552 3355558
3355580 3355591 3355596 3355656 3355698
3355701 3355803 3355812 3355817 3355868
3355872 3355881 3355991 3356202 3356227
3356376 3356380 3356387 3356398 3356399
3356400 3356407 3356437 3356477 3356543
3356544 3356557 3356573 3356595 3356615
3356673 3356678 3356679 3356724 3356726
3356727 3356730 3356756 3356757 3356758
3356775 3356786 3356809 3356812 3356815
3356820 3356821 3356822 3356823 3356835
3356854 3356862 3356879 3356880 3356947
3356948 3356977 3356989 3357059 3357068
3357080 3357125 3357174 3357190 3357220
3357221 3357233 3357234 3357282 3357299
3357328 3357399 3357426 3357461 3357463
3357466 3357467 3357468 3357487 3357492
3357528 3357536 3357540 3357542 3357551
3357581 3357607 3357621 3357632 3357711
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3357713 3357715 3357729 3357730 3357735
3357736 3357769 3357770 3357778 3357790
3357797 3357802 3357803 3357809 3357839
3357848 3357863 3357870 3357872 3357886
3357888 3357894 3357895 3357896 3357899
3357902 3357903 3357905 3357999 3358001
3358066 3358123 3358134 3358135 3358144
3358168 3358172 3358201 3358225 3358246
3358252 3358253 3358254 3358326 3358337
3358356 3358364 3358374 3358376 3358378
3358381 3358392 3358394 3358408 3358412
3358444 3358467 3358489 3358520 3358530
3358541 3358586 3358614 3358636 3358726
3358727 3358728 3358736 3358753 3358773
3358785 3358865 3358884 3358885 3358886
3358900 3358952 3359001 3359003 3359005
3359008 3359010 3359019 3359020 3359022
3359024 3359025 3359026 3359040 3359054
3359084 3359122 3359167 3359184 3359185
3359226 3359237 3359239 3359240 3359250
3359251 3359302 3359303 3359315 3359318
3359330 3359351 3359442 3359546 3359590
3359618 3359658 3359668 3359676 3359682
3359683 3359684 3359694 3359713 3359723
3359744 3359750 3359785 3359787 3359792
3359810 3359813 3359855 3359868 3359912
3359915 3360057 3360058 3360059 3360061
3360066 3360120 3360124 3360139 3360177
3360217 3360236 3360241 3360263 3360278
3360318 3360319 3360339 3360342 3360390
3360398 3360402 3360405 3360411 3360413
3360417 3360460 3360461 3360469 3360470
3360476 3360479 3360504 3360516 3360518
3360541 3360614 3360616 3360617 3360618
3360632 3360676 3360677 3360706 3360713
3360740 3360769 3360796 3360804 3360805
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3360812 3360837 3360854 3360881 3360908
3360996 3360998 3361009 3361044 3361045
3361063 3361070 3361118 3361129 3361144
3361221 3361239 3361242 3361280 3361281
3361286 3361315 3361329 3361363 3361413
3361435 3361436 3361477 3361479 3361480
3361482 3361532 3361638 3361639 3361645
3361647 3361666 3361746 3361802 3361831
3361833 3361860 3361914 3361929 3361934
3361995 3362081 3362167 3362198 3362249
3362296 3362298 3362299 3362301 3362302
3362304 3362320 3362339 3362355 3362398
3362405 3362409 3362478 3362519 3362529
3362532 3362533 3362587 3362628 3362692
3362704 3362854 3362872 3362873 3362874
3362908 3362909 3362966 3362967 3362977
3362983 3362996 3363018 3363034 3363159
3363185 3363197 3363204 3363205 3363213
3363214 3363280 3363281 3363309 3363310
3363312 3363314 3363354 3363396 3363398
3363450 3363451 3363452 3363467 3363468
3363469 3363470 3363472 3363509 3363518
3363519 3363528 3363543 3363562 3363563
3363565 3363592 3363612 3363613 3363649
3363656 3363659 3363676 3363727 3363765
3363772 3363835 3363837 3363852 3363854
3363856 3363951 3363995 3364009 3364015
3364025 3364037 3364081 3364123 3364138
3364141 3364217 3364225 3364402 3364427
3364437 3364499 3364500 3364579 3364589
3364591 3364592 3364614 3364625 3364629
3364633 3364653 3364683 3364687 3364695
3364714 3364719 3364743 3364744 3364745
3364763 3364771 3364791 3364795 3364796
3364807 3364849 3364860 3364865 3364909
3364930 3364931 3364933 3364944 3364952
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3364956 3364965 3364979 3364980 3364982
3364985 3365051 3365053 3365096 3365105
3365110 3365164 3365165 3365170 3365185
3365187 3365197 3365222 3365229 3365230
3365233 3365269 3365270 3365271 3365281
3365302 3365306 3365314 3365349 3365356
3365358 3365468 3365703 3365722 3365766
3365786 3365787 3365801 3365855 3366008
3366013 3366014 3366015 3366016 3366017
3366020 3366060 3366061 3366068 3366115
3366116 3366153 3366156 3366159 3366160
3366161 3366165 3366166 3366167 3366168
3366202 3366362 3366365 3366385 3366410
3366411 3366449 3366506 3366628 3366649
3366653 3366681 3366683 3366718 3366727
3366731 3366789 3366798 3366803 3366807
3366850 3366858 3366860 3366878 3366880
3366883 3366893 3366915 3366952 3367030
3367031 3367032 3367033 3367112 3367151
3367179 3367203 3367206 3367208 3367211
3367220 3367233 3367248 3367262 3367264
3367290 3367343 3367461 3367465 3367466
3367478 3367479 3367530 3367532 3367555
3367609 3367623 3367652 3367655 3367656
3367676 3367725 3367740 3367793 3367796
3367804 3367806 3367817 3367867 3368015
3368122 3368225 3368229 3368233 3368234
3368236 3368261 3368270 3368271 3368297
3368378 3368381 3368471 3368594 3368597
3368620 3368644 3368651 3368680 3368785
3368814 3368829 3368830 3368913 3368926
3368934 3369014 3369015 3369044 3369046
3369053 3369257 3369258 3369259 3369261
3369485 3369486 3369488 3369489 3369490
3369526 3369564 3369613 3369669 3369686
3369781 3369784 3369791 3369793 3369794
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3369796 3369864 3369868 3369881 3369888
3369916 3369936 3369937 3369938 3369939
3369940 3369941 3369942 3369982 3370042
3370101 3370154 3370155 3370269 3370292
3370293 3370354 3370355 3370383 3370513
3370524 3370561 3370574 3370676 3370846
3371026 3371029 3371033 3371062 3371063
3371077 3371078 3371095 3371111 3371120
3371148 3371285 3371296 3371402 3371515
3371516 3371523 3371618 3371619 3371647
3371674 3371684 3371701 3371702 3371708
3371857 3372043 3372049 3372090 3372126
3372134 3372232 3372234 3372281 3372282
3372330 3372475 3372497 3372537 3372547
3372573 3372629 3372657 3372713 3372761
3372776 3372804 3372805 3372818 3372866
3372869 3372894 3372910 3372920 3372944
3373041 3373049 3373133 3373136 3373151
3373173 3373176 3373197 3373237 3373240
3373247 3373330 3373331 3373349 3373351
3373356 3373450 3373529 3373566 3373567
3373606 3373619 3373620 3373672 3373674
3373675 3373728 3373740 3373877 3373927
3373933 3373937 3374236 3374237 3374269
3374299 3374417 3374449 3374484 3374486
3374534 3374542 3374637 3374648 3374664
3374745 3374746 3374748 3374749 3374751
3374752 3374773 3374776 3374793 3374815
3374832 3374887 3374895 3374900 3374913
3374924 3374944 3374945 3374946 3374951
3374959 3374963 3375005 3375006 3375007
3375010 3375011 3375143 3375175 3375217
3375218 3375241 3375249 3375250 3375274
3375281 3375283 3375293 3375305 3375345
3375362 3375369 3375385 3375400 3375668
3375673 3375697 3375698 3375716 3375911
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3375922 3375927 3375932 3375936 3375943
3375951 3375997 3376000 3376002 3376003
3376004 3376006 3376012 3376110 3376112
3376183 3376234 3376247 3376362 3376376
3376377 3376378 3376379 3376403 3376407
3376435 3376456 3376482 3376483 3376488
3376545 3376575 3376885 3376941 3376989
3376990 3376991 3376992 3377051 3377056
3377070 3377150 3377180 3377262 3377288
3377298 3377315 3377316 3377320 3377390
3377411 3377437 3377438 3377500 3377509
3377515 3377517 3377541 3377555 3377709
3377787 3377796 3377827 3377855 3377858
3377859 3377882 3377884 3377892 3377897
3377922 3377952 3377956 3377957 3377976
3377986 3378021 3378039 3378040 3378097
3378103 3378104 3378105 3378106 3378107
3378233 3378237 3378243 3378264 3378297
3378300 3378301 3378307 3378308 3378309
3378359 3378381 3378384 3378390 3378392
3378421 3378622 3378629 3378663 3378702
3378830 3378831 3378833 3378925 3378951
3378954 3378984 3378991 3379107 3379108
3379130 3379131 3379139 3379208 3379273
3379324 3379363 3379388 3379417 3379431
3379432 3379449 3379534 3379665 3379671
3379689 3379695 3379697 3379709 3379711
3379745 3379749 3379817 3379928 3379988
3379989 3379999 3380000 3380021 3380025
3380047 3380134 3380135 3380138 3380166
3380200 3380223 3380249 3380252 3380267
3380268 3380272 3380282 3380356 3380393
3380396 3380397 3380488 3380490 3380491
3380550 3380552 3380557 3380712 3380871
3380879 3380941 3380942 3380971 3381028
3381032 3381093 3381094 3381168 3381239
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3381387 3381457 3381458 3381547 3381548
3381613 3381684 3381881 3381887 3382025
3382085 3382094 3382206 3382252 3382423
3382424 3382425 3382431 3382606 3382619
3382620 3382621 3382622 3382678 3382679
3382723 3382776 3382937 3383077 3383082
3383088 3383114 3383148 3383175 3383238
3383256 3383287 3383351 3383354 3383414
3383425 3383613 3383614 3383619 3383641
3383672 3383673 3383716 3383718 3383720
3383781 3383799 3383829 3383836 3383849
3383852 3383860 3383907 3383918 3383930
3383931 3383937 3383938 3384218 3384366
3384466 3384476 3384502 3384534 3384565
3384589 3384630 3384833 3384834 3384835
3384885 3385058 3385425 3385426 3385521
3385611 3385632 3385652 3385679 3385761
3385831 3385840 3385845 3385979 3385986
3386060 3386061 3386188 3386335 3386338
3386360 3386366 3386431 3386437 3386524
3386525 3386526 3386552 3386553 3386690
3386706 3386751 3386816 3386817 3387685
3387752 3387753 3387815 3387895 3387897
3387910 3387948 3388197 3388231 3388551
3388721 3388723 3388725 3388748 3388960
3389030 3389201 3389205 3389237 3389273
3389278 3389282 3389498 3389499 3389572
3389596 3389723 3390230 3390239 3390390
3390428 3390429 3390430 3390431 3390433
3390434 3390478 3390483 3390723 3390985
3390987 3390988 3391469 3391476 3391564
3391571 3391577 3391589 3392030 3392145
3392266 3392381 3392395 3392396 3392755
3393642 3393800 3393855 3393862 3394064
3394070 3394073 3394087 3394120 3394121
3394122 3394123 3394694 3394813 3394841
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3394893 3394898 3394900 3394912 3395027
3395068 3395309 3395928 3396039 3396535
3396536 3396539 3396551 3396647 3396711
3396790 3396926 3396974 3397033 3397034
3397037 3397039 3397128 3397347 3397405
3397408 3397483 3397485 3397486 3397491
3397504 3397595 3397653 3398019 3398030
3398185 3398689 3398691 3398696 3398847
3398872 3398875 3398909 3399639 3399640
3399672 3399711 3399712 3399813 3400006
3400007 3400008 3400009 3400010 3400011
3400072 3400138 3400139 3400140 3400481
3400586 3401715 3402059 3402062 3402063
3402064 3402095 3402097 3402098 3403781
3405922 3407722 3407732 3407733 3408089
3408173 3408984 3409773 3410011 3468055
3482273 3484899 3493131 3495000 3504314
3519025 3519026 3523404 3524788 3525226
3526527 3532513 3541392 3544310 3552855
3559239 3564967 3564968 3573016 3574163
3577137 3583452 3585587 3587292 3591373
3594865 3596465 3596798 3598335 3598418
3598420 3599630 3600756 3600763 3600766
3604169 3605042 3605046 3607718 3608681
3610441 3612329 3612330 3612987 3613753
3615508 3618057 3618058 3618788 3619404
3619519 3619563 3619719 3619720 3619782
3619953 3620339 3621176 3622067 3622082
3622632 3623048 3623121 3623128 3623161
3623166 3623167 3623548 3623585 3623607
3623665 3624427 3624615 3624756 3625346
3625529 3626218 3626254 3626255 3626284
3626285 3626288 3626306 3626388 3626577
3626581 3626609 3626630 3626684 3626724
3626725 3626730 3626731 3626743 3626777
3626901 3627053 3627058 3627164 3627168
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3627169 3627323 3627406 3627533 3627587
3627696 3627750 3627809 3627812 3627887
3627895 3627896 3627897 3627898 3627899
3627900 3627902 3627911 3628016 3628017
3628072 3628096 3628170 3628179 3628188
3628195 3628199 3628338 3628372 3628373
3628473 3628474 3628492 3628493 3628560
3628579 3628580 3628581 3628598 3628651
3628652 3628653 3628654 3628655 3628659
3628676 3628706 3628708 3628738 3628783
3628790 3628817 3628820 3628845 3628846
3628847 3628848 3628853 3628874 3628875
3628917 3628929 3628980 3628981 3628982
3628997 3629013 3629016 3629019 3629038
3629040 3629057 3629070 3629074 3629076
3629077 3629079 3629090 3629098 3629100
3629115 3629126 3629130 3629139 3629140
3629163 3629164 3629165 3629166 3629167
3629168 3629169 3629170 3629171 3629172
3629173 3629205 3629215 3629228 3629238
3629252 3629256 3629260 3629279 3629288
3629299 3629371 3629373 3629378 3629472
3629492 3629495 3629500 3629504 3629539
3629544 3629553 3629558 3629574 3629589
3629592 3629624 3629629 3629630 3629631
3629633 3629634 3629635 3629637 3629647
3629651 3629690 3629691 3629696 3629715
3629734 3629736 3629738 3629791 3629797
3629802 3629803 3629806 3629807 3629808
3629809 3629810 3629816 3629817 3629818
3629819 3629820 3629821 3629823 3629824
3629825 3629850 3629851 3629912 3629913
3629914 3629948 3629949 3629951 3629952
3629955 3630006 3630033 3630036 3630072
3630083 3630088 3630096 3630167 3630169
3630170 3630185 3630198 3630206 3630250
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3630264 3630280 3630284 3630288 3630291
3630298 3630303 3630345 3630362 3630365
3630366 3630367 3630368 3630369 3630370
3630371 3630405 3630432 3630437 3630438
3630439 3630570 3630580 3630582 3630583
3630585 3630586 3630587 3630591 3630594
3630599 3630602 3630620 3630650 3630651
3630652 3630658 3630662 3630663 3630720
3630723 3630729 3630730 3630755 3630756
3630757 3630795 3630797 3630806 3630812
3630813 3630816 3630830 3630850 3630854
3630866 3630868 3630889 3630890 3630891
3630893 3630894 3630896 3630897 3630898
3630900 3630901 3630902 3630905 3630924
3630925 3630957 3630966 3630980 3630990
3630996 3630997 3631001 3631004 3631007
3631045 3631047 3631048 3631049 3631051
3631052 3631055 3631056 3631063 3631067
3631077 3631121 3631161 3631174 3631181
3631193 3631206 3631251 3631253 3631274
3631306 3631309 3631310 3631356 3631372
3631381 3631390 3631398 3631412 3631419
3631421 3631423 3631424 3631447 3631456
3631457 3631460 3631463 3631472 3631491
3631532 3631533 3631546 3631547 3631555
3631566 3631567 3631573 3631575 3631577
3631619 3631628 3631629 3631637 3631638
3631649 3631650 3631654 3631668 3631670
3631671 3631674 3631677 3631682 3631683
3631684 3631740 3631746 3631753 3631784
3631791 3631798 3631800 3631806 3631809
3631826 3631857 3631877 3631888 3631889
3631890 3631901 3631914 3631918 3631919
3631928 3631962 3631973 3631980 3632027
3632038 3632051 3632053 3632057 3632096
3632112 3632151 3632152 3632166 3632167
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3632168 3632173 3632177 3632205 3632212
3632237 3632241 3632246 3632254 3632259
3632281 3632282 3632285 3632320 3632339
3632354 3632356 3632360 3632377 3632388
3632398 3632399 3632400 3632401 3632403
3632404 3632422 3632437 3632438 3632454
3632461 3632462 3632481 3632488 3632496
3632512 3632524 3632525 3632528 3632529
3632531 3632537 3632590 3632591 3632592
3632606 3632617 3632628 3632633 3632635
3632637 3632638 3632640 3632653 3632656
3632669 3632671 3632672 3632674 3632675
3632677 3632678 3632679 3632686 3632687
3632704 3632705 3632710 3632711 3632715
3632726 3632739 3632740 3632742 3632743
3632745 3632748 3632749 3632751 3632754
3632757 3632799 3632805 3632807 3632814
3632839 3632840 3632875 3632877 3632880
3632887 3632893 3632898 3632909 3632939
3632940 3632953 3632964 3632965 3632972
3632987 3632988 3632989 3632990 3632993
3632995 3633012 3633041 3633053 3633063
3633071 3633080 3633085 3633087 3633102
3633108 3633113 3633114 3633115 3633117
3633121 3633126 3633129 3633146 3633147
3633151 3633152 3633153 3633155 3633180
3633181 3633229 3633244 3633245 3633246
3633266 3633273 3633276 3633301 3633318
3633321 3633322 3633325 3633388 3633390
3633392 3633404 3633427 3633428 3633432
3633441 3633450 3633451 3633483 3633517
3633583 3633584 3633589 3633590 3633595
3633611 3633623 3633628 3633636 3633652
3633657 3633658 3633674 3633675 3633688
3633689 3633737 3633738 3633739 3633740
3633741 3633742 3633745 3633746 3633763
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3633781 3633782 3633783 3633796 3633803
3633805 3633807 3633809 3633810 3633815
3633816 3633817 3633818 3633819 3633820
3633821 3633823 3633824 3633877 3633886
3633888 3633892 3633893 3633934 3633969
3633970 3633971 3633977 3633978 3633979
3633982 3633984 3634001 3634003 3634004
3634016 3634017 3634018 3634019 3634020
3634021 3634022 3634023 3634050 3634070
3634075 3634078 3634084 3634093 3634097
3634102 3634103 3634110 3634115 3634117
3634119 3634142 3634186 3634192 3634196
3634237 3634238 3634239 3634241 3634252
3634254 3634260 3634262 3634268 3634276
3634294 3634299 3634300 3634312 3634320
3634321 3634325 3634326 3634327 3634329
3634331 3634332 3634334 3634335 3634337
3634343 3634363 3634366 3634368 3634377
3634384 3634385 3634386 3634388 3634390
3634391 3634393 3634406 3634409 3634441
3634452 3634457 3634466 3634477 3634480
3634483 3634485 3634504 3634505 3634506
3634507 3634508 3634516 3634525 3634528
3634547 3634609 3634610 3634612 3634620
3634621 3634635 3634664 3634674 3634676
3634677 3634684 3634687 3634688 3634769
3634775 3634776 3634778 3634779 3634782
3634798 3634810 3634812 3634862 3634863
3634874 3634893 3634895 3634897 3634903
3634906 3634907 3634920 3634943 3634946
3634947 3634949 3634954 3634956 3635014
3635020 3635025 3635035 3635045 3635070
3635073 3635076 3635089 3635095 3635096
3635100 3635101 3635121 3635125 3635130
3635134 3635147 3635151 3635156 3635158
3635180 3635181 3635202 3635239 3635256
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3635264 3635282 3635284 3635286 3635308
3635365 3635378 3635379 3635398 3635400
3635401 3635404 3635406 3635422 3635459
3635467 3635478 3635486 3635489 3635493
3635500 3635507 3635522 3635530 3635540
3635542 3635543 3635544 3635548 3635567
3635642 3635643 3635664 3635669 3635670
3635690 3635750 3635754 3635755 3635757
3635771 3635773 3635781 3635782 3635783
3635784 3635808 3635856 3635857 3635870
3635871 3635911 3635928 3635929 3635942
3635950 3636016 3636018 3636101 3636118
3636141 3636142 3636143 3636175 3636212
3636216 3636225 3636226 3636227 3636275
3636367 3636369 3636404 3636405 3636409
3636414 3637760
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: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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